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Citizens Advisory Board 
Idaho National Engineenion and Environmenetal Laboratory 

91-CAB-206 

September 16, 1998 

U.S. ID-pastmesof F.,ngcy 
Office of Fissile Materials Dispositice.  

P.O. Box 23786 
Washington, D.C. 20026-3796 

DearnSirs: 

Enclosed you will find a copy ofa. recommsendation developed by the Idaho National 
i Engineering and Environmental Laboratory Citimns Advisory Board (INEEL CAB).  

Carles RFice The recommendation was achieved through consensus at the September 1998 meeting of 

the CAB. ittransmits the Board's comments and recommondations to the U.S.  

Depatment of Enrgyan t•e Draft Environmental lmpact Statement (EIS) for Surplus 

u Plutonium Disposition.  

it is our intention that our comments and recommendations will help DOE produce a 

MembPFiael EIS dh is sufficiently improved to withstand legal challenge and to seiport the 

BobBobo Secretary of Energy's selection of the most appropriate path forward for this important 

James Boniudant mission of nonprolifthrati.  

Bn01F.CcoCns We took forward to DOEs response.to all ofthe ommetreceived on the.DThft EIS 
BiLUkiidson d dia this coanment period. IT addition, we would like to receive a copy of the Final 

Stanley Hfbsonn ES along with alt supporting documentation (incl.uding the CosdtAnalyidi3aisinSpo rof 

DiemrA. Knecht Site Seectconfr Rtop Su Wcopos-f/soat FPlutoiton, Dispositionc document).  

Denn Mal-my Sincerely 

F. Deco tydald 
E.J. Smith Charles M. lice 
Monte Wson Chair 

e: nJames Owendoff DOE-HQ 
Martha Crosland, DOE-HQO (EM-22) 

KadlleomTrevm Lary Crig, U.S. Senate 

waynePiee Diirk Kenpthome,,U.S. Senate 
Gerldtc Bowman Mike Crapo, U.S. House of eprescubetives 

LairdNok. Chair, Idaho Senata Resources and Environment Committee 
Golden C. .Liafed, Chair, Idaho House of Represntaliv lResources and 
Comservation Committee 

Carod Cole Dolores Crow, Chai. Idaho House of Representativen Environmental Affais 

Lor DeLuca Committee 

Amanda 3o Ededmayc- Stan Hobson, Chair, INE .L CAB Plutonium Committee 
Wesiy O nLov jb.un WilcysK, DOE-ID 

Gerald Bowman, DOE-ID 
KevinH'mrtis Kathleen Traver. State of Idaho INEEL Oversight 

Wayne Pine, U.S.EsnvironmentalProtection Agency. Region X

Jason Associate Corporation * 477 Shonp Avenue, Suite 201 -Idaho Falls; Idaho 13402 
Phone -(209) 522-1662 Fax= (201) 522-2531 

http://www.idamdAL/udcab 
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Citines AdvisMoy Bond 
IdahooNationalEngineering Rad Envkoihlnmeal Laborary 

Surplus Plutonium Disposition Draft Environmental Impact Statement 

The Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratoty (NEEL) Citizens Advisory Board 
(CAB) reviewed ies U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)' Sutplus Plutonium Disposition Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) although it was difficult to obtain copies to support our review.  
We regret that the DMEE, CAB was not on 1to disloibution list for the document--despitc the fdc that 
we snbmitted arecomnmendation addressing the ongeing EIS in the fall of 1997. Our request for copies 
of the Draft EIS (sent via the DOE's National Environmental Policy Act Internet hornepage) smhilarly 
did not affect a response.  

We submit the following recommeuadllons and comments to support DOE's efforts to develop legally 
defensible envirmmental documentation for decision making related to the nonproliferation mission.  
We reaomend that the Departmeat respend to all commeta on the Draft EIS received during 

this comment period in order to easare that the Final EIS will be able to support a decisioa by 
the Secretary of Eaergyr am this important misslon.  

GEI•ERAL COMMBENTS 

The INEEL CAB notes that Chapter One of the Surplus Plutonium Disposition Draft EIS includes the 
following quotation: 

"The Record of Decision fbr the Storage and Dleposirlon Prograrnadc rvb-oneswnal 
bpacr Stainment (PE5S) issued January 14,1997 outlines DOE's decision to pursue an 
approach to plutonium disposition that would make surplus wrapons-usaie plutonium 
inaccessible and unattractive for weapons use. DOE's disposition strategy. consistent 

with the prefered alternative analyzed in the torage and Disposulion PEIS, allows for 
both the immobilization of some (and potentially all) of the surplus plutonium and use of 

some of the surplus plutonium as mixed oxide (MOX) fael in esisting domestic.  
commercial reactot." 

The statement suggests tha DOE believes that both approaches would render surplus plutonium 
(weapons-usable plutonium that has been deemed surplus) accemible and unattractive for weapons 
use, thereby achieving DOE's objectives.  

Our analysis of the information presented in the Draft EIS leads us tw aoclatrion that DOE cond•cted 
a less-than-rigorous analysis of the full immobilization alternatives. We note that DOE conducted 
more extensive analysis for all of the hybrid alternatives (those that would involve implementation of 
both approaches). This leaves the reader with an impresion tat DOE decided to pursue the MOX 
disposition option without the benefit ofadequate analysis.

RECOMAUMATION 1946
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FD318-1 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE regrets the difficulties encountered by the INEEL CAB in obtaining 

copies of the SPD Draft EIS. Copies of the document or an NOA letter were 
sent to each member of the Board at that person's address on record. This 
approach was adopted in favor of a bulk mailing directly to the Board's 

address, which would probably have delayed the receipt of copies by the 
individual members. (Presumably, someone would have had to forward the 

documents by mail or wait until the next Board meeting to distribute them.) 

The public comment period on the SPD Draft EIS was extended from 45 days 
to 60 days. During this comment period, public hearings were held in areas 
that would be directly affected by implementation of the alternatives. DOE 

also accepted comments submitted by various other means: mail, a toll-free 
telephone and fax line, and the MD Web site. The various channels of 
communication were open to all interested individuals and organizations, 

and provided for regional and nationwide comment on the EIS. DOE did 
consider all comments received after the close of that period. All comments 
were given equal consideration and responded to.

FD318-2 Alternatives

DOE has prepared this SPD EIS in accordance with the provisions of NEPA 
(42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) and the related CEQ and DOE implementation 
regulations (40 CFR 1500 through 1508 and 10 CFR 1021, respectively). The 

primary objective of the EIS is a comprehensive description of proposed 

surplus plutonium disposition actions and alternatives and their potential 

environmental impacts. DOE has analyzed each environmental resource area 
in a consistent manner across all the alternatives to allow for a fair comparison 

among the alternatives and among the candidate sites for the proposed 
surplus plutonium disposition facilities. As discussed in Section 2.1, the 

disposition facility alternatives, immobilization technology alternatives, and 
MOX fuel fabrication alternatives evaluated are consistent with the decisions 
given in the ROD for the Storage and Disposition PEIS. Impacts for both 

technologies and all alternatives are summarized in Chapter 4 of Volume I, 
and complete analyses are provided in the appendixes. Alternatives 11 and 

12, the 50-t (55-tons) immobilization cases, are fully analyzed.
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DOE has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach. Pursuing 

both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States 
important insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing either 

approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best opportunity 

for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar options for 
reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest 
possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of 

surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it 
technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again. Because Z 

the Russians have expressed concern that immobilization would not destroy 
any plutonium, it is conceivable that the Russians would not disposition 

their surplus plutonium stockpile if the United States were to implement an 

immobilization-only approach.  

a:ý1
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Similarly, the INEEL CAB notes that the description of the alternatives isn mulear regarding how 
immobilization would achieve the standards set the Nationsl Academy of Scietnce It has not been 
daemosarated, for example, that high-level waste can be used in the can and canister immobilization 

method to achieve a radiation banler. The INEEL CAB recommends that tie total Immobilization 
options be given full consideration and rigorous disesnioo in this ES. Such an analysis will make 
the Final EIS less vulnerable to legal challenge and allow the Secretary of Energy greater leeway in 
sclcing the most appropriate path forward for the disposition of srplus plutonium.  

The members oftbe INEEL CAB am divided on whether national and/or international interests would 
be bheter served by selectios of the total immobilization or the hybrid approach, partly because we Lack 

confidence in the adequacy of the analysis. Improved analysis may reveal that the hybeid approaches 
wili result in greater impacts on the environment, inman health, and security. The hybrid alternative 
could also take a much longer period of time, require more transportation of radioactive materials, and 

produce greater quantities of wastes. We note that some of the alternatives propose using a 1954 
facility for plutoniun conversion and immobilization, which could involve permitting challenges that 
are not adequately addressed in theSEIS.  

Because our review of the Draft EIS left s without anwen to questions about the true impacts of th; 
varios alternatives, we concluded tha the Draft EIS does not allow comparison of the two 
approstCee, much less comparison of the full range of alternatives. The INEEL CAB recommeada 
that the Final EIs resolve these major issues by conductig additional analysis.  

The Draft EIS and presentations by DOE related to the document imply that the international 
community will not be satisfied with U.S. noaproliferation efforts in the absence of MOX. In light of 
the flild political situation in Rssla, the INEEL CAB recommeada that the assumptions (that 
the US. has no choke but to pursue the MOX alternative in order to ensre that Russia will take 
recipreoal action)lshomld be periodically centlroed. The INEEL CAB farther recommeads that 
implemeatation of U.S. actions, regardless of which alternative is selected, shauld proceed 
concurrently with implementation of comparable actions in Russia.  

While Ihe entire INEEL CAB wholeheartedly saupports DOE's efforts to achieve nouproliferatina 
objectlves and nwald not argue in favor of a decision that would jeopardize Russian cooperation, 
the INEEL CAB recommemds that DOE bane Its decisions an complete information and sound 
amnaysis. In the spirit of the National Enviremental Policy Act, rtis E[S must document the decision 
in a publicly defensible manner.  

COMMENTS ON TIM COST ANALFMS IVSUPPORT OF S1TMSELECTION 
FOR SURPLUS WEAPONS-UL4BLE PLUTOflNUMDM TONDOCUMENT 

The INEEL CAB regrets that the cost analysis of the various alternatives presented in thd Draft EIS 

was provided in a separate docament that was relatively unavailable. The absence of cost information 
in the Draft EIS itself leaves the reader to a conclusion that either (I) thecosts of implementing the 
alternatives do not differ or (2) DOE will not consider costs in selecting from the various alternatives.  
Neither conclusion seems realistic or appropriate. The INEEL CAB recommends the inclusion of 
more information about costs lanthe body sfthe Final EIS.
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FD318-3 DOE Policy 

In the Nonproliferation and Arms Control Assessment Weapons-Usable 
Fissile Material Storage and Excess Plutonium Disposition Alternatives 

(DOE/NN-0007, January 1997), DOE identified two potential liabilities of the 

immobilization alternatives relative to the Spent Fuel Standard. These liabilities 

involve ensuring sufficient radiation levels and removal-resistant 

can-in-canister designs. Since that time, DOE has modified the can support 

structure inside the canisters and has focused its research on the ceramic 

form of immobilization. As part of the form evaluation process, an independent 
panel of experts determined (Letter Report of the Immobilization Technology 

Peer Review Panel, from Matthew Bunn to Stephen Cochran, LLNL, 

August 21, 1997) that the can-in-canister design would meet the Spent Fuel 

Standard. In addition, NAS is currently conducting studies to confirm the 

ability of the ceramic can-in-canister immobilization approach to meet the 

Spent Fuel Standard. DOE is confident that immobilization remains a viable 
alternative for meeting the nonproliferation goals of the surplus plutonium 
disposition program.  

FD318-4 Alternatives 

This SPD EIS identifies and analyzes potential environmental and human 

health impacts that might result from the construction and normal operation 

of proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities. The hybrid approach 
would produce some additional potential impacts, as described in Chapter 4 

of Volume I.  

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern about the preferred approach 

of using both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication to disposition surplus 
plutonium.  

DOE eliminated as unreasonable the eight alternatives in the SPD Draft EIS 

that would involve use of portions of Building 221-F (the 1954 building 
referred to in the comment) for plutonium conversion and immobilization. It 
was determined that the amount of space required for the immobilization 

facility would be significantly larger than originally planned. These new 

space requirements mean that the Building 221-F alternatives would now be 
very close in size and environmental impacts to the new immobilization facility

"a 
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alternatives at SRS. Therefore, this SPD EIS only presents the alternatives 
involving a completely new immobilization facility at SRS.  

FD318-5 Nonproliferation 

DOE agrees with the commentor's recommendation and has maintained a 
close working relationship with Russia to develop technical solutions for 
plutonium disposition. The United States and Russia recently made progress 
in the management and disposition of plutonium. In late July 1998, 
Vice President Gore and Russian Prime Minister Sergei Kiriyenko signed a 
5-year agreement to provide the scientific and technical basis for decisions 
concerning how surplus plutonium will be managed. This agreement enables 
the two countries to explore mutually acceptable strategies for safeguarding YZ 
and dispositioning surplus plutonium. During the first week of 
September 1998, Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin held a Moscow summit and 
signed a statement of principles with the intention of removing approximately 
50 t (55 tons) of plutonium from each country's stockpile. Sensitive 
negotiations between the two countries have indicated that the Russian 
government accepts the technology of immobilization for low-concentration, 
plutonium-bearing materials, but that the MOX approach would be considered 
for higher-purity feed materials. The United States does not currently plan 
to implement a unilateral program; however, it will retain the option to begin 
certain surplus plutonium disposition activities in order to encourage the 
Russians and set an international example.  

FD318-6 Cost 

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 
contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 
associated with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, CostAnalysis 
in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 
Disposition QDOE/MD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost 
estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 
the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 
Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 
November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 
with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following
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locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C. Decisions 
on the surplus plutonium disposition program will be based on environmental 
analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input.
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Review of the cost analysis document allows an improved understanding of the costs associated with 
implementation of the surplus plutonium disposition decision. The INEEL CAD believes the cost 
analysis is based on a questionable methodology, as it appears that the costs were not fully evaluated.  
We question why the estimates of total costs do not appear to include certain categories of costs 
(nuclear reactor modifications and irradiation services, for example) based on an assumption that they 
will apply unifonnly across all altematives. It is hard to believe that nuclear reactor modifications will 
be required under the full immobilization alterantives, however. Calculation of fuel offsets and 
inelusios of those offsets in the estimates of total costs is questionable and the definition of those 
offsets is one clear, whilch frther complicates the reader's ability to understand the analysis of costs for 
the various alternatives.  

Similarly, we have concerns ahout the adequacy of cost estimates for immobilization as they are based 
on ten thorough process design and experience than the MOX option. We also noted that they do not 
include coat estimates fee several undetermined aspects of the plutonium ceramic fabrication prooe.  
Potentially uignificant costs that would be required to ensure thint the glass product can meetthe 
National Academy of Sciences "spent fuel standard" for making weapons plutonium "suffieiently 
unattractive to proliferation." Finally, recent developments at the Savannah River Site indicate that it 
could be significantly more expeasive to meet anoprolifaration standards using the immobilization 
approach than with one of the hybrid approaches.  

The INMEL CAB recommends that the east analysis include calculation of all expected costs 
asnociated with each of the alternattivet-indading appropriate offsets (thse that result in real 
reduction ia the costsw tke UMS. government). The INEEL CAB further recomeedsd an 
Independent review of the coat estimates by eompeteat cost analysts following the suggested 
recaulcuation. Improved oset estimates are imperative to support selection of the most appropriate 
alternative for inclusion in the Record of Decision following completion of the Final EIS.  

COMMENTS REGARDING THE SITING OF THE LEAD TEST ASSEMBLY 
FABRICATION AND POST-IICRADIATION EXAMINATION PHASES 

If DOE decides to pursue a hybrid approach, review of the analysis of the candidate sires for the lead 
teat assembly phase reveals that Argoue National Laboratory - West (ANL-9 is well qualified. We 
noted that A.L-W was the only site that did not fall short in at least one of the site selection criteria 
considered.  

With regard to the post-iradiation examination of the lead test assemblies, the INEEL CAB believes 
that ANILW is uniquely qualified for conducting the needed examinations. The Hot Fuel Examination 
Facility has nacessfisly completed similar misions and has appropriate facilities to handle all aspects 
of the work.  

The INEEL CAB recognizes that fabrication of lead test assemblies will involve transpoetation of 
plutonium to the INEEL and fabricated fuel rods to the commercial power plnut where irradiation will 
occur. In addition, we recognlze that the post-irradiation evaluation phase will involve shipment of 
irradiated fuel rods to and from the site. TIh shipments to and frm ANL-W, if the facility is selected 
to conduct either phase, will likely mross the Fort Hall ItMian Reservation.

RECOBtENDATION C 46
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Because this comment relates directly to the cost analysis report, it has been 
forwarded to the cost analysis team for consideration. The Plutonium 

Disposition Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution 
Document (DOE/MD-0013, November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle 
cost analyses associated with the preferred alternative, is available on the 

MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at 
the following locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.

FD318-8 Lead Assemblies

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting lead assembly and 
postirradiation examination activities at ANL-W. As discussed in 
Section 2.17, ANL-W was considered as one of several candidate sites 
because it would require only minimal alteration of interior spaces, is authorized 
to handle plutonium, and has existing facilities that meet the standards for 
processing special nuclear material.  

As discussed in the revised Section 1.6, based on consideration of capabilities 
of the candidate sites and input from DCS on the MOX approach, DOE 
prefers LANL for lead assembly fabrication. LANL is preferred because it 
already has fuel fabrication facilities that would not require major modifications, 

and takes advantage of existing infrastructure and staff expertise.  
Additionally, the surplus plutonium dioxide that would be used to fabricate 
the lead assemblies would already be in inventory at the site. DOE prefers 

ORNL for postirradiation examination activities. ORNL has the existing 
facilities and staff expertise needed to performpostirradiation examination as 
a matter of its routine activities; no major modifications to facilities or 
processing capabilities would be required. In addition, ORNL is about500 km 
(300 mi) from the reactor site that would irradiate the fuel. Decisions on lead 
assembly fabrication and postirradiation examination will be based on 
environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and 
nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its 

decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium 
disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.

FD318-7 Cost Report
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FD318-9 DOE Policy 

It is DOE's policy that plutonium shipments comply with DOT and NRC 
regulatory requirements. The highway routing for commercial shipments of 
nuclear material is systematically determined using primarily interstate 
highways and shipments in accordance with appropriate DOT regulations at 
49 CFR 171 through 179 and 49 CFR 397. The dates and times that specific 
transportation routes would be used for special nuclear materials are classified 
information; however, the number of shipments that would be required, by 
location, has been included in this SPD EIS.  

It is possible that shipments to INEEL or ANL-W could cross the Fort Hall 
Reservation. The Fort Hall Reservation was contacted by DOE to discuss 
this issue during October 1998 and in March 1999 but no response has been 
received to date.  

(Z5
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The INEEL CAB recommends that DOE-rn develop an agreement with the Shoshone-Bannock 
Tribes to allow and appropriately manage the transport of plutonium and other radioactive 
materials across the reservation. We further recommend that such an agreement be achieved 
before decisions are made on tbe siting of the lead test assembly fabrication and the post
irradiation evaluation phases.  

With regard to she potential siting of both the lead test assembly and the post-irradiation examination 
phases at ANL-W. the INEEL CAB makes the following recommendations to help ensure that neither 
willjeopardize compliance with the Idaho Settlement Agreement; 

1. The INEEL CAB understands that die plutonium involved in both ofthe phases can meet residence 
limitations imposed by the Settlement Agreement. We recommend that DOE confirm that 
interpretation with Governor Batt's office.  

2. The INEEL CAB recommends that the timing and quantities of plutonium shipments to and 
from ANL-W for the lead test assembly fabrication and the pest-irradiation examination 
phases should be clearly defined in the final RI.  

3. The Board recommends that disposition plans should be In place for a2l waste streams from 
all activities before the Record of Decision is sigued to enmsre that the decision will be 
consistent with the Idaho Settlement Agreement The Draft MIB reports that the fabrication of 
lead test assemblics would produce 132 cubic meters of transuranic waste, 736 cubic meters of 
low-level waste, and 4 cubic meters of mixed low-level waste. No estimates of waste streans 
produced were included for the post-irradiation examination mission; the final EIS should specify 
that information. In addition, the IEEL CAB recommends that DOE provide a clear exit 
path and timetable for all waste sireanis, as well as residual plutonium, before it enters Idaho 
If ANL-W is selected for either phase.  

4. With regard to the disposal of the lead test assemblies after the post-irradiation examination has 
been completed, how will the irradiated and archived fuel rods be managed and disposed? Will the 
DIEEL be expected to store the rods until Yucca Mountain opens? What will happen if Yocca 
Mountain doesn't open? The Beard recommends that the Fial EIS answer these questions.

10 
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Should the SPD EIS ROD identify ANL-W as the lead assembly fabrication 
or postirradiation examination site, DOE would consider taking this 
recommended action. Until then, it is premature to contact the 
Governor's office, in this regard, although the State of Idaho was provided 
with the SPD Draft EIS for review and comment. As discussed in 
Section 2.4.4.4, any postirradiation examination activities and associated 
material shipments would comply with the Consent Order and Settlement 
Agreement in Public Service Company of Colorado v. Batt (if the work were

us 
SQ 
SQ 
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FD318-10 Transportation 

After DOE selects an alternative, a transportation plan (in which State, tribal, 
and local officials in addition to DOE, the carrier, and other Federal agencies 
would be involved) would be prepared to address the details of implementing 
the actions analyzed in this SPD EIS, including prenotification of States. The 
shipment of nuclear material (e.g., depleted uranium) using commercial cariers 
would be the subject of detailed transportation plans in which routes and 
specific processing locations would be discussed. These plans are 
coordinated with State, tribal, and local officials. The shipment of waste 
would be in accordance with the decisions reached on the Final Waste 
Management Programmatic Environmental Impact Statementfor Managing 
Treatment, Storage, and Disposal of Radioactive and Hazardous Waste 
(WM PEIS) (DOEEIS-0200-F, May 1997) and the WIPPDisposalPhase Final 
SupplementalEIS(DOE/EIS-0026-S-2, September 1997). The transportation 
of special nuclear materials is the subject of detailed planning with DOE's 
Transportation Safeguards Division. The dates and times that specific 
transportation routes would be used for special nuclear materials are classified 
information; however, the number of shipments that would be required, by 
location, has been included in this SPD EIS. Additional details are provided 
in Fissile Materials Disposition Program SST/SGT Transportation 
Estimation (SAND98-8244, June 1998), which is available on the MD Web 
site at http://www.doe-mdccom. Until the decision to use INEEL for any of 
the surplus plutonium disposition activities is made, it is premature to develop 
an agreement with the Shoshone-Bannock Tribes.
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performed at ANL-W), and all other applicable agreements and DOE orders, 

including provisions concerning removal of material from the applicable 
examination site.  

FD318-12 Lead Assemblies 

As described in the revised Section 1.6, DOE prefers LANL and ORNL for 

lead assembly fabrication and postirradiation examination activities, 

respectively. Therefore, if the preferred alternatives were selected in the 
decision, shipments to ANL-W would not be made. Table E-25 indicates 

planned lead assembly operation from 2003 to 2006. The dates and times that 

specific transportation routes would be used for special nuclear materials are 
classified information; however, the number of shipments that would be 

required, by location, has been included in this SPD EIS. Plutonium is routinely 

and safely transported in the United States every day. All shipments of 
surplus plutonium other than MOX spent fuel and immobilized plutonium 
would be made by the DOE SST/SGT system. The transportation analysis 
results are presented for each alternative in Chapter 4 of Volume Iand detailed 

in Appendix L. As indicated in Section 2.18, no traffic fatalities from 
nonradiological accidents or LCFs from radiological exposures or vehicle 

emissions are expected.  

FD318-13 Waste Management 

If ANL-W were selected, the wastes generated by lead assembly fabrication 

and postirradiation examination would be managed in accordance with the 

Batt Agreement, the FFCA Agreement, and decisions made in RODs for the 
WM PEIS and the WIPP Disposal Phase Final Supplemental EIS. As 

described in Section 4.27.1.2 and Appendix H, wastes generated by lead 

assembly fabrication could be managed using existing and planned waste 

management facilities with little impact to these facilities. Section 4.27.6.2 
was revised to discuss wastes from postirradiation examination at ANL-W 

should that site be chosen to provide those services in the SPD EIS ROD.  

U'
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FD318-14 Waste Management 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concerns regarding spent nuclear fuel 
management at INEEL. As described in the supporting report, ANL-WMOX 
Fuel Lead Assemblies Data Report for the Surplus Plutonium Disposition 
Environmental Impact Statement (ORNL/TM-13478, August 1998), 
unirradiated archived lead assemblies would be managed at the lead assembly 
facility until lead assembly and postirradiation activities were completed, 
after which the archives would be shipped to the MOX facility. The bulk of 
the irradiated lead assembly fuel rods would be stored in the spent fuel pool 
at McGuire, the reactor where the lead assemblies would be irradiated. Of the 
rods actually shipped to the postirradiation examination site, one of which is 
INEEL, some of the wastes from postirradiation examination activities would 
be considered TRU waste; remaining intactrods andpellets would be managed 
as spent nuclear fuel. Spent nuclear fuel left over after postirradiation 
examination would be stored at INEEL until disposed of in a potential geologic 
repository. This is consistent with the ROD for the DOE Programmatic 

Spent Nuclear Fuel Management and Idaho National Engineering 
Laboratory Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Programs 
Final EIS (DOE/EIS-0203-F, April 1995). The spent nuclear fuel generated by 
this activity would be a very small fraction of the approximately 1,186,800 kg 
(2,616,419 lb) of spent nuclear fuel currently stored at ANL-W and INEEL.  
The small amount of spent fuel generated by postirradiation examination 
would not drive future decisions on spent nuclear fuel management at INEEL 
or the potential geologic repository.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response FD318-1 1.
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COWUNTS ON SURPLUS PLUTONiUMDISPOSITION DEIS August 20, 1998 

DOE is to be congratulated on their efforts to incorporate in this DEIS 
suggestions and answers to various issues raised during earlier public 
comment periods for the Soeping and Storage & Disposition PEIS.  

There are. however. some salient points that need to be made or emphasized 
at this time: 

1. World peace is oxtremely questionable with the current potential for 
proliferation of nuclear weapon materials. Thus. disposition of surplus 
plutonium by both the U.S. and Russia Is of immediate importance, 

2. Russia intends to utililze their surplus as MOX (Mixed Oxide) nuclear 
fuel for power production. The U.S. should likewise be using their pure 
plutonium for energy production with MOX fuel elements. There is ample 
Information available on MOX from the 1970's to the present. After use in 
nuclear reactors, it would be thus be rendered equivalent to other Spent 
Nuclear Fuels. Only the plutonium too impure for either weapon or MOX 
fuel should be imnobill2ed for burial.  

3. It was unfortunate that II•EEL was not selected for a new peaceful 
mission to convert nuclear weapon materials to peaceful energy purposes.  
The Idaho Falls Seeping meeting was the first and only hearing that was of 
a technically objective format instead of the 'we want it for Jobs and 
economics' hearings. We are unhappy that DOE has already selected 
Savannah River as the preferred site for 14OX production. rather than 2 
awaiting the Record of Decision following the Final Environmental Impact 
Statement. WIPP might then be open to receive Rocky Flats waste now 
stored at INEEL. This would then show that the 'Settlement Agreement on 
Nuclear Wastes' is working so that our political leaders and the public 
could support new projects at INEEL.  

4. DOE's choice of Savannah River as the preferred site for MOX produc
tion was not based on any environmental issues at INEEL. The DEIS states 
(under Cumulative Impactsal "INEEL is currently in compliance with all 
Federal. State and local air quality regulations and guidelines, and would 
continue to remain in compliance even with consideration of the cumulative 
effects of all activities. The surplus plutonium disposition facilities 
contribution to overall site concentration is extremely small." In this 
EIS, DOE must answer all concerns of independent oversight advisers (State 
of Idaho) and stakeholders (Citizens Advisory Board) to assure acceptabil
ity of any future nuclear projects.  

S. DOE's preference for siting plutonium disposition states: "DOE prefers 
that INEEL should focus on cleanup and nuclear technology'. One example 
of 'nuclear technology' would be for DOE to choose Argonne-West as the 
site to make the lead assemblies and do post-irradiation examination if 
required for NRC licensing of MOX. Based on their superior equipment and 
expertise. we support Argonne-West for this work. We are encouraged that 
some of our nation's leaders are now recognizing the need for future 
additional envirormentally-clean nuclear power, and feel sure that INEEL 
should and will play an important part.  

Coalition 21

IDD04

IDD04-1 Nonproliferation 

DOE agrees with the commentor's view that surplus plutonium disposition 

by both the United States and Russia is of immediate importance to world 

peace and appreciates the support for the hybrid approach. The SPD EIS 

analyses include those materials suitable for immobilization and those suitable 

for MOX fuel fabrication. Pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel 

fabrication provides the United States important insurance against potential 

disadvantages of implementing either approach by itself.  

IDD04-2 DOE Policy 

DOE has prepared this SPD EIS in accordance with the provisions of NEPA 

(42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) and the related CEQ and DOE implementation 

regulations (40 CFR 1500 through 1508 and 10 CFR 1021, respectively). In 

accordance with 40 CFR 1502.14(e), the agency shall identify its preferred 

alternative, if one or more exists, in the draft EIS and identify such alternative 

in the final EIS. DOE identified the preferred alternative, as required, so the 

public could understand DOE's orientation and provide comment Decisions 

on the surplus plutonium disposition program at INEEL will be based on 

public input, environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, and national 

policy and nonproliferation considerations. DOE will announce its decisions 

regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 

SPD EIS ROD.

IDD04-3 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

Section 2.18 provides a summary of the potential environmental impacts 
from each alternative. The CommentResponse Document provides responses 

to the comments on the SPD Draft EIS received from independent 

oversight organizations and the public.

IDD04-4 Lead Assemblies

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting lead assembly and 
postirradiation examination activities at ANL-W. As discussed in 

Section 2.17, ANL-W was considered as one of several candidate sites 

because itwould require only minimal alteration of interior spaces, is authorized 

to handle plutonium, and has existing facilities that meet the standards for 

processing special nuclear material.
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As discussed in the revised Section 1.6, based on consideration of capabilities 
of the candidate sites and input from DCS on the MOX approach, DOE 
prefers LANL for lead assembly fabrication. LANL is preferred because it 
already has fuel fabrication facilities that would not require major modifications, 
and takes advantage of existing infrastructure and staff expertise.  
Additionally, the surplus plutonium dioxide that would be used to fabricate 
the lead assemblies would already be in inventory at the site. DOE prefers 
ORNL for postirradiation examination activities. ORNL has the existing 
facilities and staff expertise needed to perform postirradiation examination as 
a matter of its routine activities; no major modifications to facilities or 
processing capabilities would be required. In addition, ORNL is about500 km 
(300 mi) from the reactor site that would irradiate the fuel. Decisions on lead 
assembly fabrication and postirradiation examination will be based on 
environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and 
nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its 
decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium 
disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.
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General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

This is Lowell Jobe of Coalition 21. Our phone number is 
(208) 528-2161. We also have a fax 528-2199. I am asking 
whether there is going to be an extension on the comment 
period for this Plutonium Disposition DEIS. We are really 
tied up with many DOE related meetings here this week and 
it's going to be difficult to get a real meaningful comment to 
you. So, I noticed that there was an extension given on the 
advanced mixed waste treatment plan according to last 
Saturday's paper. And I'm hoping this will be also an 
extension on this. I know that the Citizen's Advisory Board 
is meeting today, Monday the 14th and tomorrow and this 
plutonium disposition is also on their agenda and I intend to 
be at their meeting.

1

PD046

A period of 60 days was allowed for public comment on the SPD Draft EIS, 
and DOE accepted comments submitted by various means: public hearings, 
mail, a toll-free telephone and fax line, and the MD Web site. Although it did 
not extend the comment period, DOE did consider all comments received 
after the close of that period. All comments were given equal consideration 
and responded to.

PD046-1I
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Human Health Risk
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Septmber 16, 1998 

U. S. Departnunt of Energy 
Office of Fissile MaterialshDisposition 
P. O. Box 23786 
Waalsigton D. C.  

Subject: Additional Cornments onSurplus Piftonhm Disposition DEIS 

1U iolnowing comments supplmenw those submitted by Coalition 21 on Septembar 15.

1. Coalition21 basjustcompleltedtheattacheodsumna'yontthe risksof plutonjum. We 
request that it be winuded in the public comment record for this 2S. We asa that 
DOE address the acumacy of each paragraph in the nnmmy.  

2. We also wish DOE to auide eappllicable parts ofthis summary as the ameworkof 
its own smmamry on phnonhumrisstio be included in the final P1S. Much 
misinfemation about plutonkm resides with the general publc fDOE should me nflts 
EIS and every other appropriate oppomtuy to put the risks of plutoniumninlo propWr 
perspective frxits atakeholders.  

3. We have also submitted the plutonium risk summary trthe public comment record 
brs the EIS oanthe Advanced Mixed Waste Treatment Project. This DEIS is out for 
public coimnenr by the Idaho Office of DOE. Please essure that DOE's responsesto 
the ummu ary are emsistent bclwe the two EIS's.  

Attachment (4 en

2 

3
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MD240

DOE acknowledges the views expressed in the commentor's summary which 
is included in the public record as part of the SPD EIS. The comments on the 
SPD Draft EIS have been reviewed and acknowledged by DOE as shown in 
the following responses. The scope of this comment response process, 
however, focuses on the issues and alternatives related to this SPD EIS.

MD240-2 Human Health Risk

DOE acknowledges that there is misinformation about plutonium among the 
public. It has established reading rooms near DOE sites to provide easy 
access to information about DOE programs and encourages the use of this 
source of information. DOE has numerous Web sites, including the MD Web 
site at http://www.doe-md.com, that also provide up-to-date information about 
DOE programs.

MED240-3 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

This comment is addressed in response MD240-1.

MD240-1
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THE RISKS OF PLUTONIUM September 199I 

Most of us recognize carbon dioxide as vital to our environment to make plants thrive.  
People who follow the global warming debate know thaI too much carbon dioxide might 
add to the risks of global warming. Until July 1998, few people in Eastern Idaho were 
aware that a single hangful ofthis very common gas in our atmosphere could result in 
death. Yet that's what happened to an employee at INEEL. Thus risks from even 
exrenamly comtmnn mateials are not obvious.  

Plutonium is a mans-made material whose origin is linked to nuclear bombs. Like many 
man-made materiab, including most chemicals, it can be both bcncflicial and potmially 
harmful. It hasis• d genuinc roneerns in the gncoraltpublic. Coalition 21 believes that 
some groups are opposed to nuclear benefit in any form. We recognize that some such 
groups deliberately fact the genuine concert with a campaign of misinformttion.  

The challenge in that climate is to describe plutoniumrisks in two 'wo-sided sheets of 
valid and idntestiog inbrmation. (We concluded at once that one sheet is not enough).  
We must make this information fatual and subject to a minimmn of debate. We'll meet 
this challenge by addressing The most conmon concerns allegations, and claims.  

Aitlegdwu Plutniums is the most dangerous material known to man. That statement 
originated during World WarnI. Then plutonium was being made for the atomic bomb 
dropped on Nagasaki Those respoasible for pbnonium worker safety wanted to make 
sure thit this new material was not handled carelessly. Since then this now publicly 
disproved statement has derived its only authority from constant repetition. Experts in 
industrial hygiene do not support it.  

A number of chemical and biological agents, such as nerve gases and botulism, arýe fatal 
to man in much smaller quantities. Even common materials such as caffeine, carbon 
dioxide, cyanides, lead andarsaenic are,at timens more hazardous pois•on& 

The risk ofplutonium differs fiom nthat of these other nmueria• its chemical toxicity is 
inconsequential ts pimmy hazard comnes from its radioactivity if it is somehow taken 
into one's body. Our skin helps to protec us fom this radioactivity. The danger arises 
frome raadiation dose delivered to various organs inside the body. In general, plutonium 
that is inhaled is far more hazardous than pltmoniua that is swallowed. It is more readily 
absorbed into theb lood stcam via the lungs than via the G. I. tract. (For readem needing 
numbers, see the end of this fact sheet). Nevertheless, nobody is known to have died 
from a disease that indisputably developed from contamination with plutonium.  

Cbmn•rm Plutonium is poisoning the Snake River Plain Aquifer. Or "plutonium is 
conceivably a health risk to those drawing water from the aquLfm beyond the INEEL." 

Between 1954 mad 197 waste shipped in fRom the noclear weapons plant at Rocky Flats 
wav buried in about a dozn acres at the INEEL. These locations are about 50 fect above 
the aquiflr. This inldustrls-type waste e* ahns an estimated several thousand pounds of 

MD240 t-,.
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plhoniurn Deate Ocontinues about the naoveinem oftraces of the buried plutonium 
downward through the 500 feet of soil toward the aquifer. Diversion dikes are preventing 
the repetition of past surface flooding of the burial site. This step should lessen the 
lkelihood of fitdher plutonium movement in the soil.  

Digging up plutonium waste hi Pit 9. and the soil immediately below it. will help in 
making ifure decisions. Cost and the risk of industrial accidents may not justify digging 
up the rest ofithe waste. Even Wall the buried waste were dug up, the soil cannot be 
totally cleaned of plutonium contamination. Quantities of soil that are judged 
environmentally safe will need to be reburied.  

Even if small quantities oflphitoniumn reach the aquifer, they will most likely be filtered 
out before they reach any humn. The properties of plutoniumr minimize its buildup in 
water. Its i mont aimw)n chemical compound, plutonium oxide, is les .soluble than sand. N' 
Water does not easily dissolve or eany plutonium a heavy metal.o 

Wastewater from same THEEL facilities was injected directly ho the aquifer from 1953 
until 196-. This wastewater contained very small quantities ofplutonium. The quantities 
are only slightly more than cnn be attributed to fallout from nuclear weapom testing.  
Regulations apply to contaminamns of water supplies. 'he Evi'ronmental Protection 
Agency has applicable drinking water standards. For plutonium. the injected water met 
all dri water standards, both State and federal.  

The truce quantities of plutonium. move much slower thas the water. Since 1953, water 
frmf the injection wells has moved in the aquifer an average efat least 20 miles in a 
southwesterly direction. Yet plutonium in barely detectable amounts has reacied less 
than a half-mile from tim ine ction wells. Thus plutonium is nowhetrenear the southern 
11NEEL bu-ar.  

Aiqaten: Inaaling one particle of plutonium ean cause luag cancer. Plutonium has 
not been the kkntificd cause of ay cancer deths in the U. S. Some• workers who 
naidled plutonium during World War I acoidenta]ly inhaled significant quantities.  

Doctors monitored one group ofthese workers regularly. Decadeslter the workers' rate 
of hing canctr was no greater than in the rest ofnAmerican society.  

Inhaled plutoniumpartikes above a certain size do not reach the lungs. A person would 
need to inha nearly one million of the largest particles reaching the lungs to berome an 
eventual vittim of lkng cancer. A continuing concern expressed at public meetins is 
that the so-called HEPA filters used by industry to filter out extemely small plutonium, 
particles arc not as efficient as claimed. In this sins range the number ofparticles that 
would cause a lung cancer, iffinhaled by a person, is a billion or nore.  

aal A sheet of paper can stop radiatiun from plutoniunm. Essentially all radiation 
emitted by plutonium is of very low energy. The thickness of the human skin can 
thereforefprevent radiation damage to the rest of the body. Plutonium can emit other 
farms ofradiation with higher energy. However, their intensity is low and they do not

MD240
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Present great dangers. Nevertheless they are a faCtor, now that the amaout of rta 
permnitted for industrial workers has become more conservative. A plutonium-fa 
plant built in GmCnany, but never operated. is a monurmcn to this increased conservatism.  

Ategalia" Plutonium makes a nuclear reactor accident much worse. All nuclea 
power plants that make elaurricity produce plutonium. For a typical U.S. plait, this 
plutonium generates about ona-third of the total energy output. It is under controlled 
conditiotn Under accident condltinns, ar vreactor could be sufficicntly damaged to result 
in the release of harmful radioactivity. The main threatwould not be airborne plutonium.  
The accident at Tee Mile Island in Penmylvania dispersed no plutonium. Only a small 
amount was released duing the much more severe accident at U.ernobyl. Under no 
circumstances could a reactor explde le a nuclear lormb 

Coacmn., Plutonium from peaceful uses arn be diverted to muelar bombs.Each 
commercial nuclear power plant discharges once-used fuel each year containing several 
hundrad pounds of plutonium. The U. S. does not attempt to recover the plutonium from 
the highly radioactive fueL Other countries are recovering plutonium.  

The recovery process is techniecaly quite difficult. It is not realistic for terrorists. It 
requires a major national commitment in resources. lmrefore the Russians and the U. Sa 
are asking about including our excess weaimns plutonium infuel for power reactors. Not 
only would some bomb materlal be used up in producing energy, but also the emainder 
would be hard to recover after use in a reactor.  

"the countries that do recover plutonium from reactor fuel believe the account for the 
plutonium very mfildly. Reactor plutonium is much less pure than weapons material A 
very crude and inefficient nucklar bomb could be made f om reactor plutonium at great 
risk to the produmr.  

A//egation: Plutonium can neither be transported nor disposed safely. No one 
anywhere in the world has been injured by radiation from shipments of nuclear materials.  
Plutonium. as nuclear weapons materiaL has been sent aound the coutmty for fifty years 
without a serious accident Likewise shipments of used fuel from the nuclear Navy andt 
from foreign reactors have had no serious accidents. Th1 used fiels have operated 
succesfully at much higher temp•ratures than the tmperature in the shipping 
contaoeas. The ne arc heavy, icad-shielded casks. They have been tested under 
very severe simulated accident conditions and proven safe.  

The main form of plutonium luses its radioactivity very slowly. To lose it all will take 
about 200,000 years. (Remember that poisons like arseni never lose their toxicity.) Th' 
EPA has approved the Waste isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) for storage/disposal of 
platoniakn-colminamted waste genrated by the nuclear weapons program. The State of 
New Mexico is challenging that decision '1Teir concern seems to center not amound oha plutonium, but aound the hazardous organic solvents also in the wasto.  

MD240 
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The U.S. is intending to dispose of once-used nuclear fuel containing phttoniumat 
Yucca Mountain in Nevada. The government has not yet etifled that facility as safe for 
this disposal One reason that other countries recover the plutonium homr nuclear fuel is-,
to lessen the amount of material that needs such extraordinarily long safe storage. With 
the plutoniumatnd other fuel materials removed, the resulting nuclear wa.Oq ioss it,, 
radcietvity in about 50D yeas. The ability to build storage facilities dait have laste d•st• 
long dates back to the EgyDptisns. Witness their pyrasnids.  

In summary, since its discovery, plutonium has been intensively studied. Its qualitics are 
better understood than many common Industrial materials. It muat be handled carefully.  
like any other usefil but potentially harmfui materiaL it has been generally used satiny.  
The processes for handling it have continued to become more conservative. Members of 
Coalition 21 believe that the plutoniun risks to the general public in Idaho are minimal.  
In oar opinion, these risks can continue to be adequately mnarged 

For those wanting numbers: Inhalation risk: Swallowing an estimated 500 milligrams 
of plutonium will cemsacute &al damage to the GI tract. That amount i 50% more than 
an adult aspirin weighing 325 milligrams. Inhaling 20 milligrams ofplutonium dust of 
optimal particle size will cmane death in about a month due to iLung damage.  

Inhaling one-tenth of a milligram ofphtnoninur will evattually cause fatal lung canct.  
The largest particle of plutonium that can be readily inhaled is about 3 micrometers in 
diameter. (Th diameter of the human hair is up to 20 tinm greater.) It would require 

70,000ofthese particles to make 0.1 milligrams Reducing the dianeterof the average 
particle to 0.2 micrometer decreases its volume by 3500. This reduction in size increases 
the potentially fatal number of particles (inC0. I milligrams) to over 2 billion.  

Plutonium in water M•Masrements of plutonium traces in natural waters have been made 

in many places around the world. Water in contact with sediments (soils) dissolves only 
about one part in 10,000 to 100,000 of the plutonium ainthe adjacent sediment.  

Plutonium forms and ndioactivity Pu-239.is the main form of plutonium6 both in 
weapom and ins aless parc state in reactor that. This plutonium isotope has a half-life of 
23,400 years. (Half-li means the time to lose half of its remaining radioactivity). At 
most, ten half-lves m eneeded for essentially all radioactivity to diappear. Reactor fiel 
conlains other plutonam isotopes with much shorter half-lIves. ThW shorter half-hife 
make them and the reactor fuel much more radioactive than weapons-grade plutonium.  

Refereaees: Furnished on request.  

Coa11litou21 is an al-vnlunteer group supporting the benefiial uses of nuclear 
technology. You may write us with your corunests on this summry at P.-O. Box 51232.  
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404. The etmil addrss is facts@coalition2l.eom.  

tiorge Freund prepared this summary. Reviewers included Coalition 21 members Jack 
Barraclough, John Commander. Stcvo Herring, Mmaty Huebner, and Dick Kenney.
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U. S. Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washington. D.C.  

COI99MM ON SURPLUS PLUTONIUM DISPOSITION DEIS Sept. 15, 1998 

DOE is to be. dongratulated on their efforts to incorporate in this DEIS 
suggestions and answers to various issues raised during earlier public 
comnent periods for the Seeping and Storage & Disposition PEIS. There 
remain. however, some points about which we wish to comment or question: 

I. World peace is extremely questionable with the current potential for 
proliferation of nuclear weapon materials. Thus. disposition of surplus 
plutonium by both the U.S. and Russia is of immediate importance. Russia 
intends to utililze their surplus as MOX Mixed Oxide) nuclear fuel for 
power production. The U.S. should likewise be using their pure plutonium 
for energy production with MDX fuel elements. There is ample information 
available on MOX from the 1970's to the present. We strongly feel that 
only the plutonium too impure for either weapon or lOX fuel should be 
immobilized for burial.

4

2. We are unhappy that DOE has already selected Savannah River as the 
preferred site for MOX production, rather than awaiting the Record of 
Decision following the Final Environmental Impact Statement. WIPP might 
then be open to receive Rocky Flats waste now stored at INEEL. This would 5 
then show that the 'Settlement Agreement on Nuclear Wastes' is working, so 
that our political leaders and the public could actively support new 
projects at INES.  

3. DOE's choice of Savannah River as the preferred sits for MOX produc
tion was not based on any environmental issues at INEEL. We feel that DOE 
should clearly state that environmental impacts of the MOX project at INEE 6 
would be extremely small and were not a basis of their preference of SRS 
for the Plutonium MOX Fuel Fabrication Facility.  

4. Pantex was included as a possible site for the pit disassembly and 
conversion facility. This is logical since most of the MOX plutonium (as 

pits] is located there. The non-weapon plutonium oxide presents no 

different proliferation concern if it were to be shipped to INEEL.  

5. Transportation distances to move plutonium oxide from Pantex would be 
essentially the same to INEEL as to SRS. Therefore. shipment to I EEL 8 
would not constitute any additional and unnecessary transportation, as 
claimed by DOE.  

6. The plutonium too impure for MOX fabrication can logically be shipped 
directly to SRS for immobilizetion.  

MD240

MD240-4 Nonproliferation 

DOE agrees with the commentor's view that surplus plutonium disposition 

by both the United States and Russia is of immediate importance to world 

peace and appreciates the support for the hybrid approach. The SPD EIS 

analyses include those materials suitable for immobilization and those suitable 

for MOX fuel fabrication. Pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel 

fabrication provides the United States important insurance against potential 

disadvantages of implementing either approach by itself.  

MD240-5 Alternatives 

DOE has prepared this SPD EIS in accordance with the provisions of NEPA 

(42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) and the related CEQ and DOE implementation 

regulations (40 CFR 1500 through 1508 and 10 CFR 1021, respectively). In 

accordance with 40 CFR 1502.14(e), the agency shall identify its preferred 

alternative, if one or more exists, in the draft EIS and identify such alternative 

in the final EIS. DOE identified the preferred alternative, as required, so the 

public could understand DOE's orientation and provide comment. Decisions 

on the surplus plutonium disposition program at INEEL will be based on 

public input, environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, and national 

policy and nonproliferation considerations. DOE will announce its decisions 

regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 

SPD ELS ROD.

MD240-6 Alternatives

As indicated in Section 1.6, SRS is preferred for the MOX facility because 
this activity complements existing missions and takes advantage of existing 

infrastructure and staff expertise. DOE prefers that INEEL focus on cleanup 

and nuclear technology. Environmental impact analyses of the proposed 

surplus disposition actions discussed in Chapter 4 of Volume I show that 

the potential impacts of the proposed actions during routine operations are 
small for all DOE candidate sites.
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MD240-7 Alternatives 

Proliferation issues associated with the transportation of plutonium dioxide 
from a pit conversion facility at Pantex to a MOX facility at either INEEL or 
SRS would not be the only discriminating factor for selection between INEEL 
and SRS for the MOX facility. As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, SRS is 
preferred for the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities because 
the site has extensive experience with plutonium processing, and these facilities 
complement existing missions and take advantage of existing infrastructure.  

MD240-8 Alternatives 

DOE assumes that the commentor's suggestion is to locate the pit conversion 
facility at Pantex, the immobilization facility at either Hanford or SRS, and the 
MOX facility at INEEL. Transportation of pits from Pantex to INEEL rather 
than SRS may not involve additional, unnecessary transportation, but this 
arrangement would locate each of the proposed facilities at a different site.  
Section 2.3.1 of the SPD Draft EIS explained that a range of 23 reasonable 
alternatives remained after evaluating over 64 options against three screening 
criteria: worker and public exposure to radiation, proliferation concerns due 
to transportation of materials, and infrastructure cost. These 23 reasonable 
alternatives were evaluated in the SPD Draft EIS. Afterthe Draft was issued, 
DOE eliminated as unreasonable the 8 alternatives that would involve use of 
portions of Building 221-F with a new annex at SRS forplutonium conversion 
and immobilization, thereby reducing the number of reasonable alternatives 
to the 15 that are analyzed in the SPD Final EIS. Options that placed each of 
the three facilities at a different site were eliminated as unreasonable.

AlternativesMD240-9

Most of the plutonium that would be immobilized under the hybrid alternatives 
would be sentdirectlyto the immobilization facility for conversion to plutonium 
dioxide, followed by immobilization. SRS has been announced as the preferred 
site for all three proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities; therefore, 
all the surplus plutonium would be transferred to SRS for processing should 
SRS be selected.
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7 ;The combination of itam 4. 5. .nd 6 would mte a logical alternative 
that ehould have been considered by DOE. An explanation of why it wasn't 
would be in order.  

8. No reasons were stated in the DEIS for DOE's preference for siting HOX 
Fuel Fabrication at SRS beyond stating "DOE ....... prefers similarly that 
INEEL should focuseon cleanup and nuclear teclmology". We believe that the 
MOE project belongs in the 'nuclear technology' focus specified for INS{t.  
A MOX Fuel Fabrication Facillty at 15551 could then continue the peaceful 
nuclear power technology that had its roots at InMEM.  

9. A major eample of 'nuclear technology' would be for DOE to choose 
Argonne-West as the Site to make the lead assemblies and do post
lrradiation examination if required for NRC licensing of XOX. Based on 
their superior equiement and expertise, we support Argonne-West for this 
work.  

10. In enaswer to many c¢mmentators (including ourselves) for the need to 
analyze total costs of each alternative. DOE prepared a separate cost study 
(DOE/ND 0009) that will be considered . along with the SPD EIS analysie. in 
the decisionmaking process. This ROD must consider the cost results of 
that study and, at least, state that INEt. was very coat effective: the 
actual cost document shows I19Mt lower cost than any other site or 
alternatives and even equal to or less than any immeobilization-only 
alternatives.  

11. In consideration of all the factors we have presented, based upon all 
SPD EIS docments reviewed, it appears to us that DOE should have given 
INEEL a more favorable consideration for the MOX Fabrication Facility or 
give the reasons for not doing so.  

Respectfully submitted.  

Coalition 2-
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MD240

MD240-10 

This comment is addressed in response MD240-8.  

MD240-11 

This comment is addressed in response MD240-6.

MD240-12

Alternatives 

Alternatives

Lead Assemblies

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for lead assembly fabrication 
and, ifrequired, postirradiation examination atANL--W All the lead assembly 
candidate sites were considered because they have existing facilities that 
meet the standards for processing special nuclear material, would require 
only minimal alteration of interior spaces, and are authorized to handle 
plutonium. ANL-W was also identified as a potential location for 
postirradiation examination because of its existing hot cell facilities in which 
tests on fuel rods from irradiated lead assemblies could be conducted.  

As discussed in the revised Section 1.6, based on consideration of capabilities 
of the candidate sites and input from DCS on the MOX approach, DOE 
prefers LANL for lead assembly fabrication. LANL is preferred because it 
already has fuel fabrication facilities thatwould not require major modifications, 
and takes advantage of existing infrastructure and staff expertise.  
Additionally, the surplus plutonium dioxide that would be used to fabricate 
the lead assemblies would already be in inventory at the site. DOE prefers 
ORNL for postirradiation examination activities. ORNL has the existing 
facilities and staff expertise needed to perform postirradiation examination as 
a matter of its routine activities; no major modifications to facilities or 
processing capabilities would be required. In addition, ORNL is about 500 km 
(300 mi) from the reactor site that would irradiate the fuel. Decisions on lead 
assembly fabrication and postirradiation examination will be based on 
environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and 
nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its 
decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium 
disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.
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MD240-13 Cost Report 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for the cost effectiveness of 

siting the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities at INEEL.  

Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program will be based on 

environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and 

nonproliferation considerations, and public input.

MD240-14 Alternatives

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting surplus plutonium 
disposition facilities at INEEL.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response MD240-6.
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2025 Balboa DTive 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 

SSeptember 15, 1998 

U. &. Department ofEnergy 
Office ofFissile Material Disjpsition 
P. O. Box 23786 
Washington D. C.  

Comments on Surplus Plutonium Disposition DEIS 

I. DOE should clearly state that environmenttl impacts oft'he MOX project at INEEL 
woutddbe minimal and that these impactsawere nol used to rule out 1NEEL as the 
preferred bite for the MOX Fuel Fabrication Facility. The failure of INEE, to be the 
prefnred site should not be used to generate opposition to future nuclear technology 
projects at ifNI,.  

2. To ftrrr nuclear tedcnolgy at INEL. DOE should select Argonne-West for the 
fabrication ofthe MOX lead assemblies and for their post-inadiation examintion 
AN L-West is the only DOE site deemed Tpable of doing both lasks. DOE should 
explain in the DEIS and/or ROD what advraages, ifany accrue from that fact.  

3. DOE should explain in the DEIS when and why, under the hybrid option, it 
eliminated any altraive that would involve three searate facilities for the three 
tasks of(a) pit disassembly and convesion, (b) MOX fabricatinn and (e) 
immobilization. ! believe an alternaive involving Pantex for (a), INEEL for (b), and 
.SRS Lrr (c) would b conmpetitive with other akrncatives. It shouldn ot be dismissed 
out-of-hand and should be analyzed more thoroughly.  

GtEc

1

MD239

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the MOX facility at 
INEEL. Chapter 4 of Volume I describes environmental impacts of the 

implementation of alternatives that included the construction and normal 
operation of MOX facilities at INEEL. DOE prefers that INEEL focus on 
cleanup and nuclear technology. Environmental impact analyses of the 

proposed surplus disposition actions discussed in Chapter 4 show that the 
potential impacts of the proposed actions during routine operations are small 
for all DOE candidate sites.  

SRS is preferred for the MOX facility because this activity complements 
existing missions and takes advantage of existing infrastructure and staff 
expertise. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program atINEEL 

will be based on environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national 
policy and nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE will 
announce its decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus 
plutonium disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.

MD239-2 Lead Assemblies

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting lead assembly and 
postirradiation examination activities in ANL-W at INEEL. As noted in 
Section 2.17, ANL-W was considered as one of several candidate sites 

because itwould require only minimal alteration of interior spaces, is authorized 

to handle plutonium, and has existing facilities that meet the standards for 
processing special nuclear material.  

As discussed in the revised Section 1.6, based on consideration of capabilities 

of the candidate sites and input from DCS on the MOX approach, DOE 
prefers LANL for lead assembly fabrication. LANL is preferred because it 
already has fuel fabrication facilities that would not require major modifications, 

and takes advantage of existing infrastructure and staff expertise.  
Additionally, the surplus plutonium dioxide that would be used to fabricate 
the lead assemblies would already be in inventory at the site. DOE prefers 

ORNL for postirradiation examination activities. ORNL has the existing 
facilities and staff expertise needed to perform postirradiation examination as 
a matter of its routine activities; no major modifications to facilities or

MD239-1 Alternatives
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processing capabilities would be required. In addition, ORNL is about 500 km 

(300 mi) from the reactor site that would irradiate the fuel. Decisions on lead 
assembly fabrication and postirradiation examination will be based on 
environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and 
nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its 
decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium 

disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.  

MID239-3 Alternatives 

Section 2.3.1 of the SPD Draft EIS explained that a range of 23 reasonable 
alternatives remained after evaluating over 64 options against three screening 
criteria: worker and public exposure to radiation, proliferation concerns due 
to transportation of materials, and infrastructure cost. Options placing three 
facilities at three different sites were eliminated from consideration because 
this arrangement did not meet these screening criteria. Options were not 

dismissed out of hand, but were eliminated as part of a methodical process to 
narrow the scope of this SPD EIS to a reasonable range of alternatives. Since 
publication of the SPD Draft EIS, DOE eliminated another 8 alternatives that 
would have involved the use of portions of Building 221-F at SRS and a new 
annex for plutonium conversion and immobilization at that site, thereby 
reducing the number of reasonable alternatives to 15 that are analyzed in the 

SPD Final EIS. Theenvironmental impacts of these altematives are summarized 
in Section 2.18 and elaborated in Chapter 4 of Volume I.
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Mazy Jane Frik=en 
390 Lincoln Drive 
Idaho Fall, Idaho 834014166 

23 August 1998 

Subject: Comeants for public meeting on Surplus Plutonium Disposition 

I have learned aslot about science by reading information about nuclear energy. Ilam not 
associated with the field, excpt to live in Idaho Falls with neighbors who work for nuclear 
industry. Many good people work for 'the site." It has been good for this city. For example, they 
are peacedl citizens, who contrinbut to the fine arts, making Idaho Falls a place of'peace, beauty 
and culture.  

Points I see in gcrAl, which apply to the issue: 

1. Need for enermy indenendent ofexnendable fossil fuel Otiwise we would depend on Middl:
East, where peace isiasectra 

2. Need f continued sood relations with Russia.  
Recently (June 1998, Provo, Utah) I listened to a forum of two speakers: the U. S.  

General in charge ofon-site inspection, and the Russian General in charge of on-site inspections 
Subject with the nudea rmn-proliferation treaty between the two nations. Both generals 
emphasized the success of such mutual inspections. They said worklng together makes us fliends 
We are only afraid of our oeaeies. For example, the U.S. doesn't fear Canada. The need for 
disaant vanishes when we are riendly. Roth speakers advocated "open skies," because fear 
is bred in igorance or secrecy, while knowledge dispels fear. They said high teclmology is not 
needed for open skies. Someone with binoculars in a helicopter could detect a major nufita•sy 
build-np. The previous build-up of warheads was caused by each fearing the other was a threat.  

(I typed detailed notes, which I would be happy to send if requested.) 
3. Need to use and value the exetis of nuclear scientists, For example, one speaker at 

last week's public meeting advocated converting the plutonium to metal for storage.  

Because anuninfornied public is wearM of nuclear energy, I believe educati of students in 
public schools and ofjournalists is necessary.

1

FD199

DOE acknowledges the commentor's views on the value of nuclear industry 
workers in Idaho Falls, nuclear power as an alternative energy source, the 
nonproliferation activities of the United States and Russia, and public 
information and education programs with regard to nuclear energy.  

The United States and Russia recently made progress in the management 
and disposition of plutonium. In late July 1998, Vice President Gore and 
Russian Prime Minister Sergei Kiriyenko signed a 5-year agreement to provide 
the scientific and technical basis for decisions concerning how surplus 
plutonium will be managed. This agreement enables the two countries to 
explore mutually acceptable strategies for safeguarding and dispositioning 
surplus plutonium. During the first week of September 1998, Presidents Clinton 
and Yelstin held a Moscow summit and signed a statement of principles with 
the intention of removing approximately 50 t (55 tons) of plutonium from 
each country's stockpile.  

The United States does not currently plan to implement a unilateral program; 
however, it will retain the option to begin certain surplus plutonium disposition 
activities in order to encourage the Russians and set an international example.  

DOE regards public education as a very high priority. Accordingly, it uses 
various communications resources to make information on its policies and 
program publicly available. DOE presents information about the disposition 
of fissile materials to the public in various forms. These include public 
hearing presentations, fact sheets, exhibits, technical reports, visual aids, 
and a video. Information is available from a variety of sources, including 
DOE reading rooms, the MD Web site (http://www.doe-md.com), and 
attendance at public hearings.

FD199-1 Other
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DOE appreciates the commentor's input on the MOX approach to surplus 
plutonium disposition. The current plan calls for maintaining the MOX fuel 
cycle within the United States. The MOX fuel would be fabricated in a 
Government-owned facility and irradiated in a domestic, commercial reactor 
in a once-through cycle with no reprocessing.  

FD311-2 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's views on the selection of sites for 
MOX fuel fabrication. DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain 
focused on its current high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of 
cleanup at Hanford was taken into consideration in identifying preferred 
sites for surplus plutonium disposition activities. However, no decision has 
been made and DOE will continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium 
disposition programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission.  

As indicated in Section 1.6, SRS is preferred for the MOX facility because 
this activity complements existing missions and takes advantage of existing 
infrastructure and staff expertise.
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FD311-1 MOX Approach
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FD311
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FD311-3 MOX Approach 

DOE has identified as its preferred alternative a hybrid approach of using 
both imnimobilization and MOX fuel fabrication to disposition up to 50t (55 tons) 
of surplus plutonium. Under this alternative, approximately 33 t (36 tons) of 
clean plutonium metal and oxides would be used to fabricate MOX fuel, 
which would be irradiated in domestic, commercial reactors. The remaining 
17 t (19 tons) of surplus, low-purity, nonpit plutonium is not suitable for 
fabrication into MOX fuel because of the complexity, timing, and cost that 
would be involved in purifying those plutonium materials.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response FD311-2.  

FD311-4 MOX Approach 

DOE conducted a procurement process to acquire MOX fuel fabrication and 
irradiation services. The selected team, DCS, would design, request a license, 
construct, operate, and deactivate the MOX facility as well as irradiate the 
MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors. However, these activities are 
subject to the completion of the NEPA process. Although COGEMA is 
international, it is one of only a few companies with recent commercial MOX 
fuel fabrication experience, and this experience would contribute to the success 
ofDOE's MOX fuel fabrication effort 

The MOX facility would be built and operated subject to the following strict 
conditions: construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be 
owned by the U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to 
the disposition of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut 
down at the completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program.  

FD311-5 Nonproliferation 

The Joint Statement of Principles signed by Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin 
in September 1998 provide general guidance for achieving the objectives of 
a future bilateral agreement to disposition surplus plutonium in the 
United States and Russia. Sensitive negotiations between the two countries 
have indicated that the Russian government accepts the technology of 
immobilization for low-concentration, plutonium-bearing materials, but that
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the MOX approach would be considered for higher-purity feed materials.  
DOE will continue to discourage Russia from reprocessing its spent nuclear 
fuel and starting a plutonium cycle but this issue is beyond the scope of this 
SPD EIS. As stated in response FD311-1, the use of U.S. surplus plutonium 
in existing domestic, commercial reactors does not involve reprocessing 
(reprocessing is a chemical separation of uranium, transuranic elements 
[including plutonium], and fission products from spent reactor fuel and the 
reuse of the plutonium and uranium to produce new fresh fuel). The proposed 
use of MOX fuel is consistent with the U.S. nonproliferation policy and 
would ensure that plutonium which was produced for nuclear weapons and 
subsequently declared excess to national security needs is never again used 
fornuclear weapons. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program 
will be based on environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national 
policy and nonproliferation considerations, and public input, not 
"perceptions" of what other countries may think or do.
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Human Health Risk

NEWS RELEASE
RE: The MOX plutonium fuel rcfinesy(or how to accidentally become the supersitc)

Rumors of the death of MOX have been greatly exagerated. How long will it 
take for Kempthome or Huntley to organize a rally for the nuclear project after they 
are elected? I'd give them 30 minutes to call their supporters on the Idaho ralls 
Chamber of Commerce. These people have never met a nuclear project that they 
didn't like. We should be prepared. We should reinstate accident analysis into our 
state Air Quality Permits but our politicians refuse. Please let me explain...  

The first tier EIS for plutonium disposition talked about the "triple play".(1/97) 
For the first time the DOE stated that an accident at the nuclear reactors that will 
use the plutonium fuel(plus make tritium for nuclear weapons and electric power to be 
sold) could cause up to 7,000 cancer deaths. In the final analysis INEEL has less 
people living in the 50 mile area that is used to compare project sitings. The DOE 
admits that the choice of where to build this nuclear supersite may change.in the final 
document.  

In 1991, the DOE was passing out pink slips at the ICPP, saying fuel 
reprocessing was over. At the same time, the DOE was applying for 17 Air Quality 
Permits to prepare to reprocess 17 types of fuel rods. Thanks to the nuclear "deal" 
we are now receiving many types of fuel rods from around the world. The nuclear 
businesses that pay Kempthome and Huntley view spent fuel rods and weapons 
grade plutonium as a fuel source, not a waste.  

During the documented transcript of my appeal of that Air Quality Permit 
I caught the DOE lying about the accident analysis that was required fbr the permit.  
The wrong computer program, that wasn't supossed to be used for accidents, 
eliminated most of the radionuclides released, falsifying the results. The state responce 
wAs to look the other way and then they removed the requirement for accident 
analysis for permits! 

So I ask you, were they protecting your children, or protecting Lockheed? 
Even ifthc MOX plutonium project goes to South Carolina, why won't Kempthome 
and Iluntley join me in my effort to reinstate accident analysis to the permits to 
protect state's rights? 

My sympathy is with the family of the INEEL worker who died in their most 
recent accident. Doctors make mistakes, too, and fortunately this was not a big nuclear 
accident. Doctors can only kill one person at a time, when we make a mistake during 
a necessary operation. The nuclear businesses can devestate a whole area and that's 
why we must question if the nuclear future is on a dead end road. The people of 
Idaho have a right to know the truth about our nuclear future. We have a right and 
obligation to our children to not remain at the mercy of political salesmen like 
Kempthorme and Huntley. Is states rights just a cute phrase politicians use to get 
elected? Should we remain at the mercy ofBill Clinton's DOE ? Do Bill, Dirk, and 
Bob know what's best or should we put aceident analysis back in our state permits ? 

Dr. Peter Rickards DPM 
Box 911 ,TF,53303 
734-7941(H)t 734-3338tW)

IDD02

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern about the MOX approach.  
This SPD EIS does not address the siting or operation of a "triple play" 
reactor. Section 4.28 was revised to provide reactor-specific analyses and 
discuss the potential environmental impacts of using a partial MOX core 
during routine operations and reactor accidents. Reactors that use MOX 
fuel have small accident risks similar to those associated with reactors that 
use only LEU fuel. Were a major accident to occur at a reactor using either 
fuel type, there would be fatalities in the public. However, the probability of 
a major accident actually occurring is about 1 in 100,000 over the lifetime of 
the reactor; thus, the risk (consequence times probability of occurrence) of 
an LCF in the public is much less than 1.  

Changes to Idaho air quality permit requirements are beyond the scope of 
this EIS; they are a State rather than a DOE issue. However, contacts have 
been made with the Idaho Division of Environmental Quality and with the 
contractor responsible for air quality permits for INEEL. There have been no 
State requirements to performnan accident analysis as part of the air-permitting 
process regardless of the type of pollutant that could be emitted (criteria 
pollutants, toxic pollutants, or radionuclides). Only routine operations are 
considered in the air-permitting process.

IDD02-1
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Yes. This is Thomas J. Sutter. 1414 South 35 West, Idaho Falls, 
ID 83402-5538. Telephone number is 529-0624. What I'd really 
like to know is where the workshops are at today on the Surplus 
Plutonium Disposition Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
Public Meeting. I see there is an afternoon and evening 
workshop, but it doesn't give where they're going to be at.

Second thing is, I just want to let it be known that I'm in favor of 
the MOX program and I would think that disposing of plutonium 
which is no longer needed for nuclear weapon should be in the 
best interests of our country. Also I would think that if we had 
the opportunity to receive any of that material from any other 
nation in the globe, it would be best if we did the reprocessing 
and particularly if we could do it here in Idaho it would make a lot 
of sense to me. But if we can't then I would encourage 
reprocessing it wherever its going to be done. And I would like 
to also note that this plutonium is very valuable material and it 
should not be placed in a depository where it could not be put to 
better use at some time in the future and the, only the most 
impure plutonium that can not have any further use should be 
put in the glass and buried directly. So I'd just like to talk in 
support of the MOX program as proposed by the Department of 
Energy. Thank you very much and if you would let me know 
where the meeting is going to be I would appreciate it. Tom 
Sutter 529-0624. Thank you.

1
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DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for the MOX approach.  

It should be noted, however, that DOE is not considering reprocessing any 
of the surplus plutonium that is the subject of this SPD EIS. The proposed 
action is intended to permanently remove 50 t (55 tons) ofplutonium from the 
U.S. weapons stockpile by converting that plutonium into 
proliferation-resistant forms. Reprocessing plutonium would not be consistent 
with that goal.  

DOE has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach. Pursuing 
both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States 
important insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing either 
approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best opportunity 
for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar options for 
reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest 
possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of 
surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it 
technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again.

PD033-1 MOX Approach
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IDD06-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support of the No Action Alternative 
to surplus plutonium disposition, the details and environmental impacts of 
which are described in Section 4.2. DOE has determined, however, that no 
action (i.e., continued storage) would not satisfy the surplus plutonium 
disposition program goal: to reduce the threat of nuclear weapons proliferation 
worldwide by conducting disposition of surplus plutonium in the 
United States in an environmentally safe and timely manner. Converting the 
surplus plutonium into MOX fuel and using it in domestic, commercial reactors 
is an effective way to accomplish this. Pursuing both immobilization and 
MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States important insurance against 
potential disadvantages of implementing either approach by itself. The hybrid 
approach also provides the best opportunity for U.S. leadership in working 
with Russia to implement similar options for reducing Russia's excess 
plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest possible signal to the 
world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of surplus plutonium as 
quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it technically difficult to 
use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again. Decisions on the surplus 
plutonium disposition program will be based on environmental analyses, 
technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 
facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 
SPD EIS ROD.
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U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
P.O. Box 23786 

Washington, DC. 20026-3786 

Dear Department of Energy, Office of Fissile Materials Disposition: 

I do not support plutonium processing at the Pantex Plant. In the Surplus Plutonium Dyposnition 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement, the Department of Energy prudently decided against 
locating one plutonium processing facility (MOX fuel fabrication) at the Pantex Plant. For the 
following additional reasons, a Plutonium Pit Disassembly-end Conversion facility also should not 
be located at Pantex: 

Pantex Should Not Become the Next Rocky Flats 

Pantex has never processed plutonium. The Pastex Superfund site has so far apparently escaped 
the type of radioactive contamination found at plutonium processing sites like Rocky Flats in 
Colorado and Hanford in Washington.  

Risks That Are Unknown Are Too High 

The Pantex Plant occupies an area that is a fraction of the size of other plutonium sites.

SIZE MAITERS: A Comparison of the Area oe the Four Candidate Sites (Square Miles)

MC

Savannah River idaho National Hanford

Pantex Savannah River Idaho Natio...lJ Hanford 
Site Engineering Lab.  

23 309 890 560

The technologies proposed in the Plutonium Pit Disassembly and Conversion Facility are 
undemonstrated and unproven. It is unacceptable to have plutonium operations above the 
Ogallala Aquifer and only one mile from where people lve and work in a vibrant agricultural 
producing area. The Pantex legacy already includes heavy contamination in a perched layer of 

groundwater less than one hundred feet above the Ogallala Aquifer. This pollution extends from 
under the Pantex Plant to adjacent private property and the real impacts remain unknown.  
The risk of any additional groundwater pollution is unacceptable in an agricultural region.  

Common sense dictates that negative consequences to people and farmland from nuclear 
accidents are far more likely insa small, open, windy location like Pantex. The Department of 
Energy has acknowledged that the most visually unappealing feature of the plutonium facilities 
will be their smokestacks. Visual blight will be a minor inconvenience compared to the air 
pollutants-many of them radioactive--expected to escape into the atmosphere daily through 
smokestack filters. Routine air emissions of tritium, plutonium, americium, and beryllium 
constitute unacceptable new hazards to the Texas Panhandle.  

Mi
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DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to siting the proposed 
surplus plutonium disposition facilities at Pantex. As described in 
Chapter 4 of Volume I and summarized in Section 2.18, potential impacts 
of any of the proposed activities during routine operations at any of the 
candidate sites would likely be minor. To avoid contamination that has 
occurred in the past at some DOE sites, DOE would design, build, and 
operate the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities in compliance 
with today's environmental, safety, and health requirements. Decisions 
on the surplus plutonium disposition program at Pantex will be based 
upon environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy 
and nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE will announce 
its decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium 
disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.

MD045-2 Human Health Risk

Although Pantex is smaller in overall size in comparison with the other 
candidate sites, analyses in Chapter 4 of Volume I indicate that impacts of 
operating the pit conversion facility on health, safety, and the environment 
at Pantex would likely be minor (e.g., see Section 4.6).  

While it is true that the pit conversion facility is the first consolidated 
facility for accomplishing this mission on a large scale, the processes that 
would be used in this facility are not entirely new. Many of these processes 
are in use at LANL and LLNL. In addition, DOE has recently started a pit 
disassembly and conversion demonstration project at LANL, where 
processes will be further developed and tested.  

Section 4.26.3.2 analyzes impacts to the environment (including 
contamination to the Ogallala aquifer) due to construction and normal 
operation of a pit conversion facility at Pantex. There would be no 
discernible contamination of aquatic biota (fish) or drinking water, either 
from the deposition of minute quantities of airborne contaminants into 
small water bodies or from potential wastewater releases. Therefore, it is 
estimated that no measurable component of the public dose would be 
attributable to liquid pathways. Appendix J.3 includes an analysis of

MD045-1 Alternatives
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potential contamination of agricultural products and livestock and 
consumption of these products by persons living within an 80-km (50-mi) 

radius of Pantex. If the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities 
were located at Pantex, a very small incremental annual dose to the 

surrounding public from normal operations would result via radiological 

emission deposition on agricultural products (i.e., food ingestion 
pathway). This dose (about 0.56 person-rem/yr) would be 0.0006 percent 

of the dose that would be incurred annually from natural background 

radiation. This analysis indicates that impacts of operating the pit z, 
conversion facility on agricultural products, livestock, and human health 
at Pantex would likely be minor.  

MD045-3 Human Health Risk 

It is DOE policy to operate in compliance with all applicable air quality 

requirements and to protect human health and the environment. DOE 
takes into consideration pollution reduction techniques to minimize air 

releases when designing, constructing, and operating its facilities. It 

also considers aesthetic and scenic resources in the design, location, 
construction, and operation of facilities. Potential concentrations of air 
pollutants at Pantex for the various alternatives have been estimated, 

considering appropriate local meteorology and other data associated with 
the area. Because the releases from the pit conversion and MOX facilities 
would be very small (see Appendix J.3.1.4), estimates of resultant 
radiological health risks are small. As indicated in Section 4.17.2.4, the 

maximum possible dose delivered to a member of the public during 

operations of the MOX and pit conversion facilities at Pantex would be 

0.068 mrem/yr, 0.02 percent of the dose that individual would receive 

annually from natural background radiation. The estimated dose to the 

public from radiological emissions (e.g., americium, tritium, and plutonium) 
would be 0.077 person-rem/yr which would result in an increase of 

2.9x 103 LCFs over the 10-year operating life of the pit conversion facility.  
Any new facilities that might be built would be within existing site 

boundaries, and would be matched aesthetically with the current plant to 
limit potential visual impacts.
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There is Valid, Strong Criticism of Safety 
in the Storage of Plutonium at Pantex

Since Pantex became the nation's long-term storage location fbr up to 20,000 plutonium pits, 
promises to improve safety conditions have not happened. The U.S. Government Accounting 
Ofilce and the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board have issued reports critical of plutonium 
storage safety at Pantex Fifty million taxpayer dollars were spent on a failed plutonium pit 
container program (the AT400A) and the plan to move over 10,000 pits into a safer remodeled 
building (Building 12-66) has also failed.  

When it comes to plutonium pit storage problems, Panhandle residents are back to square one.  
The plutonium remains in old, unsuitable, corroding storage containers and in 35.55 year old 
"bunkers" that the Department of Energy promised were for "temporar' use. Plutonium that is 
supposed to be stored in a stable environment now sits in the bunkers-all but three without air 
conditioning-even as the Texas Panhandle experiences a spell ofrmore than 40 consecutive days 
of 90+ degree temperatures, and more than 20 days this summer with thermometers registering 
100+ degrees. If the Department of Energy cannot accomplish the job of safely storing Pantex 
plutonium in the most stable environment, there is no reason to accept its unsubstantiated 
assurances to safely process deadly plutonium powders at Pantex

4

Thank you for this opportunity to comment.

Sincerey

5

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern regarding the safe storage 
of plutonium pits at Pantex. DOE is committed to the safe, secure storage 
of pits and is evaluating options for upgrades to Pantex Zone 4 facilities 
to address plutonium storage requirements. DOE has addressed some of 
the commentor's concerns in an environmental review concerning the 
repackaging of Pantex pits into a more robust container. This evaluation 
is documented in the Supplement Analysis for: Final Environmental 
Impact Statement for the Continued Operation of the Pantex Plant and 
Associated Storage of Nuclear Weapon Components-AL-R8 Sealed 
Insert Container (August 1998). This document is on the MD Web site 
at http://www.doe-md.com. Based on this supplement analysis, the 
decision was made to repackage pits at Pantex into the AL-R8 sealed 
insert container and to discontinue plans to repackage pits into the 
AT-400A container.  

Worker exposures estimates attributable to the decision to repackage 
pits in AL-R8 sealed insert containers were incorporated in the revised 
Section 2.18 and Appendix L.5.1.  

The issues raised in this comment relate to pit storage decisions made in 
the Storage and Disposition PEIS and the Final Environmental Impact 
Statement for the Continued Operation of the Pantex Plant and 
Associated Storage of Nuclear Weapon Components (DOE/EIS-0225, 
November 1996). DOE is considering leaving the repackaged surplus 
pits in Zone 4 at Pantex for long-term storage. An appropriate 
environmental review will be conducted when the specific proposal for 
this change has been developed, addressing, for example, whether 
additional magazines need to be air-conditioned. The analysis in this 
SPD EIS assumes that the surplus pits are stored in Zone 12 in accordance 
with the ROD for the Storage and Disposition PEIS.

MD045-5 Nonproliferation

The goal of the surplus plutonium disposition program is to reduce the 
threat of nuclear weapons proliferation worldwide by conducting 
disposition of surplus plutonium in the United States in an

MD045-4 DOEPolicy
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environmentally safe and timely manner. In late July 1998, Vice President 
Gore and Russian Prime Minister Sergei Kiriyenko signed a 5-year 
agreement to provide the scientific and technical basis for decisions 
concerning how surplus plutonium will be managed. This agreement 
enables the two countries to explore mutually acceptable strategies for 
safeguarding and dispositioning surplus plutonium. During the first week 
of September 1998, Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin held a Moscow summit 
and signed a statement of principles with the intention of removing 
approximately 50 t (55 tons) of plutonium from each country's stockpile. 'I 

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response MD045-4.
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7-24-98

U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Fis le Material Disposition 
P.O. B ox 23786 
Washington, D.C. 20026-3786 

RE: Fissle Materials Disposition, SPD*EIS OM'LIE-T 

The fact that we have a surplus of fichle material to dispose 
of would indicate that we over produced and should be cutting 
back on up-grading U233, PU239 and U235.  

If we have a surplus of fissile material as you maintain, the 
up-grading plants at Oak Ridge, Paducah KY and Portsmouth OH 
should shut down; thereby lessening the requirement foia elect
ric power plants (ie Indiana Kentucky Electric (IKM) government 
contract plant at Madison, IN). The IKE plant that furnishes 
power for the diffusion plant at Portsmouth OH has been burning 
around 4 million ton of high sulfur coal per year for 50 years 
(recently switched to Wyoming.cal)with environmental coupla
ints all the way to Canada. ORHW rates the plant EPA Super
fund. The Ohio river is so contaminated with PrBs the fish 
can't be eaten, but millions of people have to drink from it.  

Thanks for your consideration.

John O0Neill 
1713 Oak Hill Dr.  
Madison, IN 47250-1750 

PH: 812-273-1600

Sincerely, 

rt Ok; -

MDOOS

The Portsmouth and Paducah plants have not produced fissile materials 
since 1992; the Oak Ridge plant is shutdown. These plants produced enriched 
uranium for commercial nuclear reactors.  

The fate of the gaseous diffusion plants at Portsmouth and Paducah would 
not be affected by the surplus plutonium disposition program. Section 4.30.3 
analyzes the conversion of depleted uranium hexafluoride, from a 
representative site (Portsmouth), to uranium dioxide, which would be used as 
feedstock for immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication. DOE currently has a 
large excess inventory of depleted uranium hexafluoride, therefore the gaseous 
diffusion plants do not need to operate to support this program. Further, 
DCS has the option of acquiring uranium dioxide from another source.

MD003-1
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Keep Texas Panhandle water, air, and 
sad safe from radioactive pollutants 

What does Rocky Flats have to do with 

NO1 To any plutonium processing in the 
TeasuuPanhandle 

kable energy..pol I or/he S? YE3 1 ,, mmtmcmd af 6anhait rocessia$ of e plutonium and other nuclear materials
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To converting military plutonium for 
use In mixed oxide (MOX) fuel

Sections 4.17 and 4.26.3 describe the potential effects of the maximum impact 
alternative on air quality, water resources, and soil. These analyses indicate 
that the impacts of construction and normal operation of the pit conversion 
and MOX facilities on air, water, and soil at Pantex would likely be minor. To 
avoid future contamination, DOE would design, construct and operate the 
proposed surplus plutonium facilities in compliance with today's more 
stringent environmental, safety and health requirements.

CD0059-2 Alternatives

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the surplus plutonium 
disposition program atPantex. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition 
program will be based on environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, 
national policy and nonproliferation considerations, and public input.

Sigued: [ý

CD0059

CD0059-3 DOE Policy

The goal of the surplus plutonium disposition program is to reduce the threat 
of nuclear weapons proliferation worldwide by conducting disposition of 
surplus plutonium in the United States in an environmentally safe and timely 
manner. DOE is committed to public and worker safety during the construction, 
operation, and deactivation of the proposed surplus plutonium disposition 
facilities, and would implement appropriate controls and procedures to ensure 
compliance with all applicable Federal, State, and local laws, rules, regulations, 
and requirements.

CD0059-4 MOXApproach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach to 
surplus plutonium disposition. Pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel 
fabrication provides the United States important insurance against potential 
disadvantages of implementing either approach by itself. The hybrid 
approach also provides the best opportunity for U.S. leadership in working 
with Russia to implement similar options for reducing Russia's excess 
plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest possible signal to the 
world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of surplus plutonium as 
quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it technically difficult to 
use the plutonium in weapons again.

CDO059-1 Alternatives
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Gary Research 
Operations Research 
Robert Gary, MBA, JD, Principal Investigator 

_ 211 Wolfifton Ave ý SvrSFrIn MD 209102620 Telo: (301 587-7)47

Howard Canter 
(Attn: Mr. Dave Knowlton) 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Washington, DC i2050 

Dear Messrs Canter and Knowlton,

July 21. 1998

First I would like to thank Mr. Dave Knowlton for 
taking the time to speak with me today by phone. I really did 
believe in 1997 when my book, The Case Against MOX, was presented 
that this ill-conceived program had been put to bed, but I was 
wrong. I now find that DOE is going through a whole new round of 
environmental impact statements to foster the program of Ex
Secretary Ha2el O'Leary.  

So I now have to petition DOE for redress of grievances 
with regard to the areas in which they were unfair to me in 
answering my prior questions, and in regard to systematic 
objections I have to their entire EIS process. I will have 
answers to the questions in this letter if it's the last thing I 
ever do in this world. It might save us all a lot of time if you 
just sent me a letter back with the answers.  

(1) First of all I want to ask about the deal with 
Yeltsin government in the Russia. Now, if I understand that right 
we have to destroy our weapons grade plutonium because Mr.  
Yeltsin insisted on it and he wouldn't make the deal unless we 
agreed to do it lust that way. Is this true? Isn't it in fact 
true that it was Mr. Clinton and the American delegation that 
initially proposed the WOX plan, not Mr. Yeltsin, and it was us 
that insisted in working this into the agreement not the 
Russians, and it was because of internal politics and priorities 
within the White House and within the newly constituted DOE with 
all the new appointees formerly with the Natural Resources 
Defense Council and other environmental groups in Washington DC? 
If I ask Mr. Yeltsin about this is he going to say that it was 
him that insisted on the MOX program as a condition of any deal, 
or is he going to deny that, and say it was an American proposal, 
and an American idea? 

M

2 
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DOE makes every effort to respond to each comment in a fair and appropriate 
manner and regrets if previous responses were not satisfactory. DOE 
acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach. The 
Storage and Disposition PEIS ROD outlines DOE's decision to pursue a 
hybrid approach to surplus plutonium disposition that would make the 
plutonium inaccessible and unattractive for weapons use. Pursuing both 
immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States 
important insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing either 
approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best opportunity 
for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar options for 
reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest 
possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of 
surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it 
technically difficult to use the plutonium in weapons again.

MD007-2 Nonproliferation

The goal of the surplus plutonium disposition program is to reduce the threat 
of nuclear weapons proliferation worldwide by conducting disposition of 
surplus plutonium in the United States in an environmentally safe and timely 
manner. Converting the surplus plutonium into MOX fuel and using it in 
domestic, commercial reactors is an effective way to accomplish this. We 
must ensure that nuclear arms reductions cannot be easily reversed, politically 
or legally, by making such reuse technically difficult, time consuming, and 
very costly. Sensitive negotiations between the two countries have indicated 
that although the Russian government accepts the technology of 
immobilization for low-concentration, plutonium-bearing materials, but that 
the MOX approach would be considered for higher-purity feed materials.  
Close cooperation between the two countries is essential to achieve the 
objectives of nonproliferation and arms reduction and to ensure secure 
management of nuclear weapons materials.

MD007-1
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(2) From my conversation with Mr. Dave Knowlton this 
day, I understand that only the newer of the American reactors 
will be used to born MOX fuel. This seems to be a concession to 
the fact that embrittlement is a genuine concern in using MOX 
pellets in a reactor core. Is that correct. If embrittlement is 
not a concern of any kind, then why not use old, middle aged, and 
new reactors? Why limit the MOX program to the newer reactors. If 
esbrittlement is a concern and MOX pellets are placed in new 
reactors won't this fuel age them prematurely. Won't it cost the 
utilities money to replace parts and to take extra safeguards 
against embrittlement? Won't the utilities pass these costs on to 
somebody? Would that be the ratepayers or the shareholders? 
Americans either way right? 

(3) 1 understand that there are estimates on the total 
volume of low level waste that the MOX program will entail. What 
are they? What is the scenario for dealing with these low level 
wastes. Are the Governors in the states where they are generated 
going to be stuck with then? Is the Federal government going to 
take responsibility for them? Where will they be placed, Yucca 
Mountain not being open, and Barnwell be available only to a 
small a select group of utilities. Will the governors have to 
fend for themselves somehow? 

(4) NASA and DOE were very unfair to me in answering my 
issue about the potential value of Plutonium-239 as a propulsion 
source for interplanetary travel in the next century. Every 
effort was made to create confusions between Pu-238 and Pu-239.  
Additional efforts were then made to create confusions between 
propulsion systems and onboard electrical power systems. Finally 
my ideas were compared to matter and anti-matter systems which is 
to say they were written off utterly and placed in the file of 
ideas that had previously been written off. Then DOE turned 
around and told me that they were in regular consultation with 
NASA about any possible uses NASA might have for nuclear 
materials. Well, listen I can sympathize if you don't understand 
my ideas. There is the Library of Congress, there are many 
sources of information, go get information, learn the difference 
between a propulsion system and an RTG and a thernionic battery.  
But telling me you are in regular consultation with NASA over the 
issues I raise is plainly untrue and unfair. It's like saying, 
"Your consent is not required, we know what we are doing, we are 
having meetings with the right people, so but out". As you well 
know from our Declaration of Independence governments derive 
their just powers from the consent of the governed. When you 
treat me unfairly you take the government of the United States 
off the path of just powers and you divert it onto the path of 
violent usurpations. That is not your intent, I know. So pay 
attention to my points end answer them 's if there was a 
possibility that they might contain sdZ.elesent of intelligence 
outside of your previous considerations. If in the 21st century 
this country has to go back a refine the Plutonium-239 that you 
ýr c •z'le- • : tc rcy so that i')terpt Ca ne tcry f t -: -:% I .  

propelled around the solar system, your efforts in the MOX
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MD007-3 NRC Licensing

Section 4.28 was revised to discuss the potential environmental impacts of 
operating Catawba, McGuire, and North Anna, the reactors that would use 
the MOX fuel. Commercial reactors in the United States are capable of 
safely using MOX fuel. In fact, several reactors in Western Europe have 
been operating successfully with MOX fuel for over 10 years. Although 
MOX fuel results in a harder neutron spectrum than LEU fuel, and thus a 
greater fluence of high-energy neutrons on the pressure vessel, this effect is 
well understood and has been shown to be within the capability of pressure 
vessels to withstand. It is the remaining operational life of reactors which 
formed the basis for DOE's selection process. The commercial reactors 
selected for the MOX approach include only those reactors whose operational 
life is expected to last beyond the life of the surplus plutonium disposition 
program.  

Reactor vessel embrittlement is a condition in which the fast neutron fluence 
from the reactor core reduces the toughness (fracture resistance) of the reactor 
vessel metal. Analyses performed for DOE indicated that the core average 
fast flux in a partial MOX fuel core is comparable to (within 3 percent of) 
the core average fast flux for a uranium fuel core. All of the mission reactors 
have a comprehensive program of reactor vessel analysis and surveillance 
in place to ensure that NRC reactor vessel safety limits are not exceeded.  

MD007-4 Waste Management 

Appendixes H.1.2.3, H.2.2.2, H.3.2.2, and H.4.2.3 provide estimates of the 
amounts of LLW that would be generated by operation of the MOX facility 
and describe the LLWs that would be at Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, and SRS, 
respectively. These sections also describe facilities that may be used to 
treat, store, and dispose of LLW. DOE would be responsible for disposition 
of waste generated by the surplus plutonium disposition program. As 
described in Sections 2.18.3 and 4.28.2.8, additional spent fuel would be 
produced by using MOX fuel instead of LEU fuel in domestic, commercial 
reactors. Spent fuel management at the proposed reactor sites is not expected 
to change dramatically due to the substitution of MOX assemblies for some 
of the LEU assemblies. Likewise, the additional spent fuel would be a very 
small fraction of the total that would be managed at the potential geologic
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repository. Yucca Mountain, Nevada, is being studied as a location for a 

potential geologic repository for HLW and spent fuel. There are no plans to 
place LLW in Yucca Mountain.  

MD007-5 Other 

As discussed in response MD007-1, DOE makes every effort to respond to 
each comment in a fair and appropriate manner and regrets if previous 
responses were not satisfactory. DOE acknowledges that there may be 
future uses of plutonium 239 as the commentor suggests, but the growing 
threat of nuclear proliferation is of immediate concern, requiring that attention 

be focused on ensuring the safe, secure, long-term storage and disposition 
of surplus weapons-usable fissile plutonium. The activities proposed in this 
SPD EIS would implement U.S. policy on disposition and nonproliferation 
of surplus plutonium.  

IA
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MD007-6 Nonproliferation

program will be regarded as a gargantuan piece of technology 
mismanagement. No one is going to want to hear about how Yeltsin 
made you do it -- which I expect he will deny. Ms. O'Leary will 
not be there to take responsibility as she is not there even now.  

(5) The Pollyanna vision is that the MOX Program will 
somehow take weapons grade Plutonium out of this universe so that 
no bad people can make any bad bombs with it anymore. That myth 
may wash at the Unitarian Church but it is much too dumb for a 
serious government to believe or make into a basis for policy.  
The MOX process only destroys 40% of the Plutonium by fissioning 
it. The rest is still in the spent fuel. The French who are 
experts in reprocessing hot spent fuel just like that could and 
would in ten days make a contract with the U.S. to trade us 
weapons grade plutonium for spent fuel bundles. The Russians know 
this, everyone does. So the whole Pollyanna vision premise for 
the MOX program is a hoax.  

(6) Another hoax is the environmental impact statement 
process. Here's why. When they want to know if anyone thinks the 
MOX program is a good idea they go to the five towns in this 
nation where hundreds and thousands of people will be employed, 
and paid, and be able to send their kids to college based on 
tfieirwork making MOX pellets, of course anyone is free to come 
to these meetings and speak at Hanford, or at Pantex, etc, but it 
is a very biased crown that DOE knows is going to be there. They 
couldn't sell their case to a crowd that was on the level. They 
can only sell their case to the direct beneficiaries of the 
program. It would be like holding hearings on whether tobacco 
smoking is a good idea in Virginia. How at the same time DOE 
makes sure that no information is released about which commercial 
nuclear power reactors are likely to get the MOX pellets. Why? 
Because that would'tend to create a local constituency against 
the MOX program. People might say, "Well gee we have got enough 
to worry about with a nuclear reactor here we don't want to worry 
about taking plutonium out of nuclear bombs and putting it in the 
reactor." DOE says "We can't talk about what consortiums are 
interested in the request for proposals because that's in the RFP 
process". Usually the whole RFP process is public information as 
well it should be. But in this case it is secret information, and 
why? Could it be that DOE wants to have the fullest imaginable 
public input as long as they are singing to the choir at Hanford 
where people are going to make money out of WOx but DOE plans to 
keep the whole RFP thing secret and just slip a few MOX pellets 
into people's 1oc1nuclear reactors with no public input from 
anybody who might-harm a danger or an injury or a cost from the 
MOX Program. If that selective process of revealing an collecting 
information doesn't make the EI5 process a hoax, what would? It 
does. DOE is spending millions of dollars publishing millions of 
pages of EIS documents when in fact it is avoiding all genuine 
public comment from anybody that might have a reason to oppose 
this ill-siarred scheme.
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It is true that in the MOX approach only a fraction of the plutonium would 
actually be consumed in the reactor, but the remainder would be an integral 
part of massive spent fuel assemblies that would meet the Spent Fuel Standard.  
The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by NAS and modified by DOE, is to 
make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium as inaccessible and unattractive 
for weapons use as the much larger and growing quantity of plutonium that 
exists in spent nuclear fuel from commercial power reactors. The spent fuel 
assemblies would be so large and radioactive that any attempted theft of the 
material would require a dedicated team willing to suffer large doses of 
radiation, and substantial equipment for accessing and removing the spent 
fuel from the storage facility and carrying it away. Recovering the 
weapons-usable plutonium from spent fuel could be done in a reprocessing 
facility, as suggested; but it should be kept in mind, however, that 
approximately 726 t (800 tons) of plutonium exists in spent fuel in the world 
today. If weapons-usable plutonium were transformed to plutonium in spent 
fuel, it would become only one part of a much larger inventory and would 
not present a significantly more attractive target for diversion than the existing 
plutonium in spent fuel.  

MD007-7 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

To provide for public comment on the SPD Draft EIS, DOE conducted public 
hearings near the potentially affected sites and thus with the populations 
most directly concerned. Because it was known that not everyone wishing 
to comment on the proposed action could attend the hearings, DOE provided 
several other means for providing comments: mail, a toll-free telephone and 
fax line, and the MD Web site. All comments, regardless of how they were 
submitted, were given equal consideration.  

The SPD Final EIS was not issued until the proposed reactors had been 
identified and the public had an opportunity to comment on the reactor
specific information. As part of the procurement process, bidders were asked 
to provide environmental information to support their proposals. This 
information was analyzed in an Environmental Critique prepared for the 
DOE source selection board prior to award of the MOX fuel fabrication and
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it appears that the MOX program is very much alive and 
well at DOE, more's the pity. I want these questions answered, 
and I'll do what it takes to get them answered. Intellectual 
engagement is my only strategy for derailing this program. I 
don't plan to sue, to bring administrative proceedings, to call 
for Congressional hearings, to go to the papers, or to write a 
book. I only plan to talk to you, to petition you for the 
grievances arising from my past questions that have not been 
treated with respect, and to request firmly but fairly that you 
answer my present inquiries fully and candidly. You could not go 
wrong by assisting the informed consent process and supporting 
the idea that the powers you exercise are just powers. Snubbing 
me is not going to work. If it were going to work, it would have 
done so in the first five or ten or fifteen years of my career as 
an anti-nuclear lawyer. On the other hand, if you can satisfy my 
objections with reasonable answers, as you have sometimes done in 
the past, I will cease from them. If I cease, there will be very 
few other objectors that could or would plausibly stand in your 
way.

1

Snerely, 

Attorney at Law

MDO07

irradiation services contract. DOE then prepared an Environmental Synopsis 
on the basis of the Environmental Critique, which was released to the public 

as Appendix P of the Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS in April 1999. This 

Supplement included a description of the affected environment around the 

three proposed reactor sites, and analyses of the potential environmental 

impacts of operating these reactors using MOX fuel (Sections 3.7 and 4.28 

of this SPD EIS, respectively). During the 45-day period for public comment 
on the Supplement, DOE held a public hearing in Washington, D.C., on 

June 15, 1999, and invited comments. Responses to those comments are 
provided in Volume III, Chapter 4.
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Mr. Dave Knowlton July 23, 1998 
Office of PisSile Materials Disposition 
U.S. Department or Energy 
1000 Independence AvenueSW 
Washington. DC 20585 

Dear Dave Ynowlton, 

you know I object to the NOX program and that I want DOE to be 
responsive to my questions, and that I am ready to make that 
happen. It msens fair to me that you should have a better 
understanding of my premises than you might have based on the 
very short record of correspondence between us. So In fairness I 
should be more complete in stating my objections and their 
foundations.  

You have my letter of two days ago (additional copy enclosed) so 
you know that some of my issues pertain to the satters of 
embrittlement and low level waste. You also know that I am very 
concerned about possible misrepresentations by DOE concerning the 
source of the whole MOX idea which was integrated into the deal 
we made with Yeltain. If there's a valid treaty r as an American 
as hound to respect it, but if Yeltsin is just a cover for a 
hairbrained scheme that needs to be questioned, I am bound to 
question it. As the appointees from the Natural ReSources Defense Council well know and would all affirm, it is natural for the 
outsiders to become the insiders and one must always be cautious 
in the treatment of this dayts outsiders last they become 
tomorrow's insiders.  

Prior to yesterday's letter, I have also raised an objection 
based on astting a precedent for international conduct. According 
to the U.S. Navy I aa a fully certified and qualified 
international lawyer and here's what 7 want you to know. If we 
play about with plutonium in power reactors then Libya and 
Pakistan and Syria and Sudan and Patagonia will come around 
tomorrow and tell us about their sovereignty and how they have a 
right to do the exact sam thing, and the next day it will be 
North Korea and Cuba. Think about the situation then. You say 
it's not your job. Sat you are the man who is going to do this 
deed. If you have no connection with it and no responsibility for 
it who does? Nobody? So we catch these guys red handed with 
plutonium and they say it's part of their MOX program and then 
what? The world, you think, will be far more secure with 15 bad

1

MD149

MD149-1 MOX Approach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach.  
Pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the 
United States important insurance against potential disadvantages of 
implementing either approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides 
the best opportunity forU.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement 
similar options for reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, 
it sends the strongest possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to 
reduce stockpiles of surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner 
that would make it technically difficult to use the plutonium in weapons 
again.  

Specific domestic and international safeguards would be developed for the 
proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities; these are the subject of 
ongoing sensitive negotiations between the United States and Russia.  
Because the surplus plutonium is weapons usable, the safeguards would 
include physical inventories as well as several active and passive measures 
to guard against theft and diversion.  

DOE makes every effort to respond to each comment in a fair and appropriate 
manner. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program will be 
based on environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy 
and nonproliferation considerations, and public input.
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actor nations having the perfect cover story for their 
possession, transport, processing, and fabrication of plutonium 
in and around their nuclear reactors. You say TArA has billions 
and trillions of inspectors that will straighten all of this out, 
separate the truth from the falsehood and undo the effects of our 
setting this stupid precedent. I say not. So we disagree. But you 
should know that the international law precedent is an issue with 
m even if the State Department has never thought about that, 
because there are more things in heaven and earth than the State 
Department has thought about or knows in its philosophy.  

My ideas about space travel are truly far out. What I say is 
this. It is inconceivable that we could lift through the earth's 
atmosphere all the reaction mass needed for solar system 
developsent. If there is some valuable thing somewhere in the 
solar system we are going to need reaction mass from moon water 
and Europa water to get there, acquire it, and bring It back. But 
beyond that we are going to need the best energy source we know 
which Is the hydrogen bomb. fhat's required is bombs the site of 
sandgrains made of plutonium-239, polonium, beryllium, and 
tritium, detonated by phased lasers at the giqawatt picosecond 
level. This is the beat source. The moon ice provides the 
reaction mass. Newton says you need both, and I'm telling you it 
is not possible to lift both through the atmosphere you can only 
lift the energy source and that has to be at least 50% plutonium 
239 in sandgrain sized partioles at the ends on fiheroptic lamer 
conductors (like a hair with a grain of sand at the end). This 
goes into a block of ice and the whole assembly is detonated in a 
gattling gun arrangement at the rate of about 10 par minute to 
produce thrust.  

Take away the plutonium end it doesn't work. You see plutonium is 
important for setting off tritium. This is the highest and best 
use of the stuff, not power reactors. The NOX program deprives 
the citisens o[ this country of a precious strategic mineral that 
they have paid for and taken risks to acquire. It takes away one 
of ou opportunities in the 21st century.  

Now, I recognize, and I did recognize when we spoke, that without 
plutonium you need uranium-235 to make a power reactor work, end 
that has to be refined at great cost and risk at the Y-12 plant 
at Oak Ridge, and that's not a minor consideration. So let's be 
candid on this one point. I know that the DX program lends a 
whol, new lease on life to the power reactor program in the U.S.  
I want the power reactors closed down based on their original 
lease on life and not the extaended lease that the HOK program 
would give them. They are dangerous. They are dumb. They were an 
example of the same kind of eturning the bad into the goodr 
technology mismanegement which is present in the MOX plan. What 
we have in the WOX plan is Just a new Atomic Energy Act of 1957, 
end surprisingly enough the people pushing for it are not Yeltsin 
at all but the actual children of the scientists who pushed for 
the Atomic Energy Act of 1957. There are the real facts you see?

1
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MD149-2 MOXApproach 

DOE acknowledges that there may be future uses of plutonium 239 as the 
commentor suggests, but the growing threat of nuclear proliferation is of 
immediate concern, requiring that attention be focused on ensuring the safe, 
secure, long-term storage and disposition of surplus weapons-usable fissile 
plutonium. The activities proposed in this SPD EIS would implement 
U.S. policy on disposition and nonproliferation of surplus plutonium.  

MD149-3 MOX Approach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach.  
Uranium is mined, milled, and converted to uranium hexafluoride before it 
is enriched in the 235 isotope at either the Portsmouth or Paducah gaseous 
diffusion plants operated by the United States Enrichment Corporation.  
Uranium is no longer enriched at Oak Ridge. The MOX approach is not 
intended to affect the viability of nuclear power. Rather, the purpose of this 
proposed action is to safely and securely disposition surplus plutonium by 
meeting the Spent Fuel Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by 
NAS and modified by DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium 
as inaccessible and unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and 
growing quantity of plutonium that exists in spent nuclear fuel from 
commercial power reactors. The MOX facility would produce nuclear fuel 
that would displace LEU fuel that utilities would have otherwise purchased.  
If the effective value of the MOX fuel exceeds the cost of the LEU fuel that 
it displaced, then the contract provides that money would be paid back to 
the U.S. Government by DCS based on a formula included in the DCS 
contract. The commercial reactors selected for the MOX approach include 
only those reactors whose operational life is expected to last beyond the life 
of the surplus plutonium disposition program.
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I want my questions ansawred not because I need information but 
because I want you to have the information, you and Ambassador 
Richardson, an intelligent man, a man with no record of 
managerial incompetence, quite the contrary, a en of proven good 
judgQement. You answer the technical questions and let him make 
the policy decisions and don't be amazed if he coes out my way.  

Jefferson wrote extensively on a concept that he had called the 
insolence of office. This is a feature that comes 0n bureaucrats 
who are just ordinary people but once elevated into office they 
really don't see why they should suffer the indignity of having 
the respond to mere citizens. I don't even have an affiliation 
with an environmental group, so I am the merest of citizens. But I want you to trust me and answer ma fully, candidly, and in good 
faith. I sense that left to your own devices, you would do this.  
So please, just do it. Know that you are serving the nation at 
least as much by answering ne as by forging ahead with the NOX 
program while disregardingm y points. I've been doing this work 
for 15 years. I have 10 years of training in science and a 160 
I.Q. I've put a lot of thought into the points I've presented and "talked about them at some length with other thoughtful people 
includinq some at URC. Please think of me as a colleague not an 
opponent. I have never gone to the press, never published a book or an article on this subject, never spoken to the Congress except on radioactivity as a medical issue. So give me the 
benefit of the doubt--- and real answers.  

Thank you for your time and consideration.  

Sincerely, 

Rober Gary,-N'4

MD149
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Howard Canter 
(Attn: Kr. Dave Knowlton) 
Office of Fissile Katerials Disposition 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Washington, DC 20585

July 30. 1998

Dear Messrs Canter and Knowlton, 

I have some additional objections and questions related to the 
NOX scheme based on my review of DOE/EIS-0283-D which Dave 
Knowlton was kind enough to send toame on JulY 22, 1998.  

As you will reoll from my compilation of letters The case 
Against MOX dated September 1, 1997, there was strong objection 
to DOE/HIS-0229 page M-403 where the chance of a serious ancident 
was rated as 1 in 10,000,000.  

This is what I call Dr. Norman Rasmussen style statistics. You 
break the hatardous event down into 20 parts. Then you assign the 
Smallest Conceivable number that any group of lawyers at DOE 
might make a case for to each of the parts. Then you multiply the 
parts so that 1/1000th of 1/10,000th, of 1/50th, of 1/200th etc 
etc until you get a figure like I in 10,000,000 for the 
probability of anything going wrong.  

This is false, you ae5.? we have about 107 reactors in the U.S.  
and there are about e"ther S0 in the world, so figUe 200 
reactors and nuclear plants of various kinds. This is 1998, and 
the nuclear progras •got started in about 1957 so figure 40 years 
of exparience with 200 reactors, that's 8000 reactor years. We've 
had five serious accidents that released substantial radiation 
offsite. So figure 5 in 8000 reactor years. There's no way that 
you can suggest that the chance of a nuclear accident that 
releases substantial radiation offeite if I in 100 Billion, or 
that the maximu exposure that anybody could be exposed to is I 
ten billionth of a dental x-ray.  

Ask yourself this question. if a reactor blew up sky high every 
year for the next toen years and killed 100,000 people each time.  
how would your figures given in your EIS Change? Now you either 
have an answer to thie or your don't. If you are honest, I think 
you will tell me that the figures would not change. You would 
still say that a nuclear accident at a facility would be 
projecteda o one every 0oo billion years -- right. And why? Well, 

FD108

FD108-1 Human Health Risk 

DOE acknowledges that risk can be defined and measured in different ways.  
The risk assessment methodologies and assumptions employed in this 
SPD EIS are prepared and reviewed by qualified professionals and are also 
subjected to independent review. DOE believes that these methodologies 
and assumptions adequately predict the risk of reactor accidents. Section 4.28 
was revised to discuss the potential environmental impacts of operating 
Catawba, McGuire, and North Anna, the reactors that would use MOX fuel.  
Calculations are performed with codes that have been used and verified 
repeatedly over a period of several years. These codes are also periodically 
updated and calibrated.
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it's because your numbers have no relationship whatsoever to the 
real world or anything that has actually happened in the real 
world in the last 40 years. Your figures relate to hypothetical 
imaginings in the mind of Dr. Norman Rasmussen a parson paid by 
the government to provide his version of the truth which 
reasonable persons of ordinary intelligence might well question.  

Now comes the Department oa Energy with it program that Dave 
Knowlton says is a $2 Billion program and which I say is going to 
cost $300 Billion. This program requires building a facility to 
create NOX pellets. This is a whole new Venture for the USA. We 
don't have any plants like that. This would be a whole new kind 
of nuclear facility for us.  

A concern that a reasonable person might have is, "What sort of 
health effects sight be generated by s•ct a novel venture?
"Could there be bad health effects?" "What is the likelihood of 
produinq hbad health effects, or maybe killing a few hundred 
thousand Americans by uptake of alpha emitting radionuclides, not 
that the government hasert done this before, (see JgonhrUd v 
Q&tar 620 F "P3*9 end PunnetvS;%U 621 rd. 5B7).  

Who carries the ball for the government on this point which no 
person of ordinary good sense Would say is a detail. We look to 
volume i Part 9 page 7-4 to discover that the Human Health Risk 
issue is handled by a person with a B.S. degree received in 1991.  

Do I think that after oolleotlng many trillion* of dollars from 
U.S. citizens every year the government couldn't get a Ph.D. to 
may the eame thing? mo, Irealize that in an "anything for money" 
world the government could get a vcritable Niagara Falls of 
Ph.D. 's to say prosaically the saf things that this very 
youthful Natcbelor's degree holder has said. and I assume that he 
is operating in the best of good faith, and doing as he was 
tauqht in the best way be san. What I say is this. It'S not 
adequate. DOE has no rational basis to do the calculations this 
way. There's not a tr~lionth of a billionth of a chance that one 
person could get a hundredth part of a dental x ray from this 
scheme and DOE knows it. This project is dangerous, and there's 
no way to know exactly how dangerous it is.  

But consider this point. Men Dr. Norman Rsmuasenv was setting 
the precedent for non-rational calculation of risks based on 
hypothaticals projected on hypotheticals projected on 
hypotheticale and with no regard whatsoever to actual experience 
in the real world, the one we live in, people were much more 
reliable than they era now. We live in a dysfunctional society.  
Over half of the jobholders in this country are marginally 
dysfunctional In one way or another. There's some part of their 
jobs that• ust doesn't get done, maybe they are slacking, or 
asleep at the awitch, or corrupt nepots that got their jobs on a 
non-merit basis, or illiterates that weren't pick up in the 
training program, or one thing or another. Every serious nuclear 
accident so far has occurred by the dumbest and most

FD108

FT108-2 MOX Approach 

It is true that MOX fuel has not been produced commercially in the 
United States. The fabrication of MOX fuel and its use in commercial reactors 
has been accomplished in Western Europe, and this experience would be 
used for disposition of the U.S. surplus plutonium.  

Because cost issues are beyond the scope of this SPD EIS, this comment has 
been forwarded to the cost analysis team for consideration. The CostAnalysis 
in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 
Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998) report and the Plutonium 
Disposition Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution 
Document (DOE/M]D-0O 13, November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle 
cost analyses associated with the preferred alternative, are available on the 
MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at 
the following locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and 
Washington, D.C.

FD108-3 Human Health Risk

This SPD EIS identifies and analyzes potential human health impacts that 
might result from construction and nonnal operation of proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities. The Human Health Risk and Facility 
Accidents sections in Chapter 4 of Volume I discuss the effects on the public 
due to potential radiological releases. DOE policy places public safety above 
other program goals, and requirements have been established to protect the 
safety and health of the public. The protection of members of the public 
against accidents is considered by DOE in the design, location, construction, 
and operation of its facilities. Additionally, independent external oversight 
of activities is provided by the congressionally mandated DNFSB. The 
MOX facility and the reactors selected to use MOX fuel would be licensed 
and monitored by NRC.

FD108-4 Human Health Risk

Risk assessment methodologies, assumptions, and personnel qualifications 
are addressed in response FD1108-1.
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unpredictable of human errors. But none of those people are going 
to be working in the HOX plant right? The NOX plant is going to 
be build in the Dr. Horman Rasmuassen Utopia where all persons 
perform their functions within predictable guildlines for 
incompetence, stupidity, malice, and criminality. That's the 
world where there's a billionth of a trillionth of a chance that 
anybody could ever be exposed to as much a one dental x ray's 
worth of ionizing radiation because of the KOX scheme.  

I have tried to be reasonable with DOE. I have offered to come 
and present my views in person and be questioned on them by 
expert members of DOE's staff. I have submitted protests against 
this ultra-hazardous program fur three years, to no effeot. I 

have sugqested and in fact outlined in detail a higher and better 
use for the PlUtonium-239 in question here. Purthersore, I have 
always supported DOE when they were right. I have vigorously 
supported the Yucca Mountain Project. I have vigorously supported 
the vitrification or rilled canister or immoblization 
alternative (the part of the dual track that doesn't inwolve 
making XDX pellets end putting them in commercial power reactors 
near American cities where lots of Americans live - so far). As 
a person of reason I can only appeal to other persona of reason.  
If I wear a person of influence, perhaps I could appeal to 
persons of influence, but that avenue is not open to me, due to 
circumstances of life.  

DOEis a law unto itself. It does what is decided by DOE. It is 
presently in transition because of the appointment of an 
extraordinarily able person -- Ambassador Richardson -- to be Its 
Secretary. There is now an opportunity for the technology 
misanagement errors of the past two Secretaries to be rectified 
by the use of judgement and reason and good sense, which bill 
Richardson has in abundance and has proven on 100 occasions. So 
let's do it. Let's make changes. Let's put the red light to bed 
idesa of the peast and let'* go ahead with what's good. Please 
answer my questions. Please nest with se and bear me out. Please 
redress my grievances.,

5 

6

Sincerely, 

Robert Gary
Attorney at Law

FD108-5 Human Health Risk

The analysis and data in this SPD EIS and the supporting conclusions of 
minor impacts and sufficient safeguards have been prepared and reviewed 
by qualified professionals and also subjected to independent review.  
Calculations are performed with codes that have been used and verified 
repeatedly over a period of several years. These codes are periodically 
updated and calibrated. In regard to the MOX facility, DOE intends to 
design, construct, and operate it in such a fashion as to provide a level of 
safety that meets or exceeds applicable Federal, State, and local requirements.  
The MOX facility would be built and operated subject to the following strict 
conditions: construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be 
owned by the U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to 
the disposition of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut 
down at the completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program.  

FD108-6 DOE Policy 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support of Secretary Richardson, as 
well as interest and participation in the surplus plutonium disposition program.  
DOE's decisionmaking process takes into account all public input, and each 
comment received is given equal consideration.

co- Ambassador Bill Richardson 
Senate Energy Committee 
Secretary carol Erowner

FD108
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Howard Canter 
(Attn: Mr. Dave Knowlton) 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Washington, DC 20585

August 3, 1998

Dear Messrs Canter and Knowlton, 

I have some additional comments that I would like you to take 
into account when you answer my letters on the subject of MOX of 
the past two months.  

I have criticized the mathematics used to assess the probability 
of a serious escape of plutonium offsite from the proposed MOX 
plants (three types). This offeite migration of Pu-239 might be 
expected to cause radiogenic cancers, particularly if Dr. Goffman 
and Dr. Tamplin's "hot particle" theory is true as it applies to 
microscopic particles taken up into the lung a delivering an 
alpha dose over several years with high linear energy transfer 
and high ionization and thus high carcinogenic potential. This 
has bean observed in people who were at NTS in the 5Sos even 
though I know the government will not admit this truth.  

It would be fair and correct for me to proposed some alternative 
mathematics, so here is what I suggest. In 1940 when they built 
Hanford they came up with very detailed mathematics to show that 
it was safe. The isodope curves of alpha emitters around Hanford 
today speak for themselves and tell a different story. Whoops, 
well I guess that one wasn't safe. In the 1950's and 1960's when 
they built Rocky Flats and Pantex, again there were 
mathematicians with elaborate tables of numbers to suggest that 
the chance of any substantial leakage of alpha emitters offsite 
was 1 in 10,000,000, and such a thing might be expected to happen 
once every 10,000,000 years at the most. Well now it's only 40 
years later, not 10,000,000 years, and there's been a fire at 
Rocky Flats and there have been major MUF's at Pantex, and Dr.  
Edward Martell, of Boulder Colorado tells me that the isodose 
curves around the Rocky Flats facility can be charted across 
several states eastward from the site. Whoops, I guess those 
weren't safe either.  

So here's some alternative math for you. Please remove the math 
that's in the environmental impact statement and put this in its 
place. The probability of a major escape of alpha emitters from

1

ORD18

Because a "serious escape of plutonium" from a MOX facility is not defined, 
it is assumed to be an amount that potentially causes LCFs among the 
population within 80 km (50 mi) of a site. Of all the MOX facility accidents 
analyzed with a scenario frequency of greater than 1 in 10 million per year 
(Appendix K), only the aircraft crash at Pantex and the beyond-design-basis 
earthquake at each of the sites would be expected to cause LCFs in the 
public. For the earthquake, there could be up to 24 cancer fatalities; for the 
aircraft crash, up to 27 cancer fatalities (Tables K-8, K-9, K-13, K-11, and 
K-19). The probability of a serious escape of plutonium off the site for 
these two accidents is quite small. The probabilities have been shown to be 
below 1 in 1 million per year for the airplane crash and below 1 in 10,000 per 
year for the earthquake, based on scientifically accepted prediction methods 
discussed in Appendix K.  

The contention that the alpha particles would cause hundreds or even many 
thousands of cancers has no scientific basis. The potential impacts on people 
living in the areas of the candidate sites for the MOX facility have been 
calculated using models accepted within the scientific community. The 
MACCS2 computer program (Appendix K. 1.4.2) was used with conservative 
input parameters. For example, it was assumed that the meteorological 
conditions at the time of the accident were so severe that they would only be 
exceeded about 5 percent of the time. The doses predicted by MACCS2 
were converted to LCFs using the risk estimators discussed in 
Appendix K. 1.4.3. These risk estimators are probably on the conservative 
side (i.e., they overpredict adverse health effects), but are accepted within 
the scientific community as reasonable, predictive values. The basis for the 
"high carcinogenic potential" is not accepted by the scientific community 
at large.  

DOE acknowledges that past practices at its sites led to environmental 
contamination with some potential for health effects on local residents.  
However, no major adverse impacts to the public or workers as the result of 
operations at Hanford, NTS, Pantex, or RFETS-sites specifically cited by 
the commentor-have been demonstrated (refer to Sections 3.2.4 and 3.4.4 
of this EIS for Hanford and Pantex and to Sections 3.3.9 and 3.8.9 of the
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the proposed HOX plant(s) over the next 50 years if they are 
built, is around 95% to 100%. The probability that substantial 
quantities of Pu-239 will be airborne, be suspended, and be 
resuspended over the course of decades after those quantities 
escape from the proposed MOX plant is 100%. The probability that 
those particles will cause cancer, specifically lung cancer, but 
also soft tissue cancers in hundreds, perhaps thousands, perhaps 
tens of thousands of Americans living in several states over the 
50 year period is substantial, which is to say more than 50% at 
the low end of the range and more than 10% at the high end.  

The probability that the safety assurance calculations that were 
given in 1940 for the Hanford Plant were correct is zero. The 
probability that the safety assurance calculations that were 
given for the Rocky Flats and Pantex Plants were correct is zero.  
The probability that the tables of numbers in your current EIS 
for the proposed BOX plant, based on the same Rasmussen style 
approach, are correct is close to zero.  

Beyond the infirmity of its math, the EIS fails on several other 
points which I should make more explicit as well. I see no 
designs for the facilities that will contain the low level waste 
over the next 250,000 years. But when those hot particles get 
into the environment, if they do, harm is done, you see? Those 
millions of cubic yards of low level wastes have to be guarded 
too, for 250,000 years, otherwise they will be acquired by 
terrorists or other malefactors, or they might be, creating a 
national security threat, you see? That's where your $2 Billion 
project starts moving toward a $300 Billion project. You know 
when they built Hanford they said that was going to be a $2 
Billion dollar project too, but we've spent $50 Billion there in 
60 years and our costs there have only just begun. See your EIS 
is not for the whole system, it's just for the parts you wish to 
present, and of course there are hundreds of pages going on and 
on about the sociological economic and racial breakdown of the 
people around the proposed plants. You've done a marvelous job 
from a civil rights perspective, but a terrible job from an 
engineering perspective, but you see plutonium is very 
unforgiving stuff, it may respond reluctantly to our best 
engineering efforts but it cares not one whit about civil rights 
or environmental justice or any of our other fuzzy notions about 
what counts in disposing of it.  

I have raised another point that I fear you will not be sensitive 
to. This is a macro-project. It takes place over many decades. It 
has consequences reaching well beyond the next century. I have 
said that we have a problem in that connection arising from 
failures in our educational system and in the entire process of 
inculcating ethics into young people. Included here would be the 
work ethic in the Puritan sense, but also the competence ethic, 
the truthfulness ethic, the drug-free ethic, and the scientific 
ethic. Our particular society is not producing the kind of people 
it produced from 1945 to 1969. You may think you can shrug that 
off, but it is an important point. It suggests that we should be 
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Storage and Disposition PEIS for NTS and RFETS). A number of Federal 
and State agency agreements are in place to further reduce or eliminate 
sources of contamination, conduct additional research on health effects, and 
take corrective actions, as appropriate. DOE is committed to reducing any 
human health risks at its sites to ALARA levels, or levels agreed to with the 
appropriate regulatory agency. Any surplus plutonium disposition facilities 
would be designed, constructed, and operated to achieve these goals.

ORD18-2 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concerns regarding LLW disposal.  
Chapter 4 of Volume I and Appendix H address impacts of the construction 
and operation of proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities on the 
waste management infrastructure at the sites. DOE has existing arrangements 
for LLW disposal at all of the candidate sites. Generation of additional 
LLW by activities associated with surplus plutonium disposition is not 
expected to substantially impact these existing arrangements. Impacts at 
the waste disposal facilities that would be used are evaluated in the Final 
Waste Management Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for 
Managing Treatment, Storage, and Disposal of Radioactive and Hazardous 
Waste (DOE/EIS-0200-F, May 1997) and other site-specific NEPA docunents.  

LLW disposal facilities do not require special security to avert the diversion 
or theft of waste; the very low concentrations of special nuclear materials in 
waste (less than 100 nCi/g) would not be an attractive source of 
bomb-making material.

ORD18-3 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

DOE acknowledges and shares the commentor's concern regarding the 
availability of highly qualified technical personnel. Accordingly, it has 
initiated a number of programs in schools throughout the United States to 
encourage mathematics and science literacy and to promote entry into 
technical fields. Fortunately, many highly qualified and dedicated people, 
of all ages, work in the DOE complex to support the surplus plutonium 
disposition program and other DOE missions.
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leery about setting in motion projects that will require a lot of 
people over a long period of time to perform just like the pros 
did in America's decades of technological and engineering 
preeminence. You say that the Europeans have Lotso f experience 
with this sort of technology, and I agree they do, but let's look 
at the Europeans, and particularly the French in this connection.  
Everybody that touches any control element in a French 
reprocessing plant is a graduate of Ecole Polytechique. This 
means they are the cream of the French educational system, and 
they are all members of the military. The French say be to the left of us politically, but in this area they are a national 
security state. We stopped being a national security state when 
the Berlin Wall came down in 1989. Since then we have been a civil rights state. Our dedication to privacy of information is 
so intense that it overides every other consideration for almost 
every job in the country, even Jobs at the CIA if the Ames and 
Pollard cases are any indication of what goes on there. Not only 
are we not producing capable people to manage this technology 
over the next five decades, but we are not producing reliable 
people, or to be more precise people whose reliability is known 
or can be ascertained to a very high degree of certainty. You 
can-t even trust your bag to a luggage handler at an American 
airport -- when they get it out of sight they take anything they 
find of value. You canrt trust an engineer of a train to stay 
awake, or a truck driver to stay off pills, or an HMO or nursing 3 
home to be honest in rendering their services. we, the great 
eservice economye are in fact becoming a nation of negligent, sloppy, careless, untruthful, and often lazy people. This matters 
because good technology management requires a match between the 
tasks to be accomplished and the personnel who will perform those 
tasks, and plutonium is very unforgiving stuff -- you think your 
boss doesn't take any excuses -- but plutonium is the sternest 
taskmaster of all -- it takes no excuses. We are rapidly becoming 
a country of sea-lawyers who spend half our days making excuses for the things we didn't do, or didn't do right. This creates a mismatch. The mismatch creates a reliability issue on which you 
have no numbers. No numbers from the past will do (even if they 
were right, and they are not). New era, new people, new 
strengths, weaknesses, threats and opportunities for technology, 
but MOX plants are not among the realistic opportunities from 
this point looking forward with all the discernment that an 
informed, observant, Intelligest mind can marshall.  

I'm trying to clarify my issues to make them easy for you to 
address and deal with. If you understand my points deeply, you 
might be affected by them -- which, after all, is the intent of 
the EIS process. But even if you just want to defend MOX right 
down the line, at least you will be able to honestly and squarely 
address the gravamen of the positions I've taken in opposition.
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MD150-1 MOX Approach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's full support of the MOX approach. It is 
unclear what accident the commentor is referring to in his discussion of 
accident frequencies. However, it seems that the figure of 1 in 
10,000,000 per year is from the Storage and Disposition PEIS, and not the 
SPD EIS. There are only three instances of a 1 in 10,000,000 per year figure 
being used in the Facility Accidents section of the SPD EIS. It is used to 
exclude SRS from assessment of consequences due to aircraft crash. This is 
in accordance with DOE-STD-3014-96,AccidentAnalysisforAircraft Crash 
into Hazardous Facilities. It is used to exclude vault material from the 
assessment of aircraft crash consequences into the pit conversion and MOX 
facilities atPantex. This is also consistentwithDOE-STD-3014-96. Finally, it 
is used as a lower bound for the frequency range of total facility collapse as 
a result of a beyond-design-basis earthquake. The upper frequency bound 
for this accident is assessed to be 1 in 100,000 per year. Details on accidents 
developed for the SPD EIS can be found in Appendix K.

----------------
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Memo of rmsting at DOE (1000 Independence Avenue) 
2 September 1998 (13O0 ours till 1400 hours) 

between 
Robert: Gory, 7•q.  

and 3r. Cu.oavid tulton and Mr. Andre Cygel-an (DOE) 

i. On the issue concerning ste origina o the MOX Ideas The idea 
was rasnd in DOE prior to the arrival of Bob Alvarez. It pre
dated the Clinton Administration. The Rumslans actively selected Z" 

the MOX idea over the canister and the bore hole Ideas and sold 
that it was the WOK alternative or no deal. So, We had the idea 
before the Clinton appointees got to MRI. The missions knew about 
the K0x alternative in 1993. And they actively selected it as a N.  

basis for future negotiations to dispose of fissile materials.  
(This deals with irterrogatories/requests 1-5) 

2. On the low level waste issue it wos pointed cut that first the 
Fradrns govornment out of the Treasury would pay for on-site 
storage of Low level wastes from the NOX plants, which are 
actually projected to be a fairly small volume. LOW level wants IN 
from the reaetors would be paid for by a consortium of utilities 
(indirectly by the ratepayers of participating utilities, I 
suppose). A second area of concern about low level waste was iT 
use as a toxic material in the hands of terrorists. DOE 
representatives pointed out that for that sort of use it would be 
far cheaper to bhy plutonium on the black market than to purloin 
it fruit a low level waste dump and then pelrfy thounands of cubio 
feet of vwpes, and gloves, to try to recover microscopic amounts 
of Plutonium. Also mentioned in this context was my position that 
tha MOX security benefit was a chimera because the French could 
trade us metallic Pu for spent fuel bundles anytime, and they 
would bade a deal to do so on 24 hours notice. This position was 
refuted by the fact that the reprocessed metallic Plutonium would 
contain PU-2O which makes it eusnash for reactors but unusable 
for weapons. Pu-240 has an early releasing neutron which in a 
weapon would cause pro-detonation and thus a nuclear fizzle or 
misfire. The Isotope Pu-2,o would not be separated from Pu-239 in 
the French reprucessIng as it currently exists. So the idea that 
we could trade our way boak to wapons grade metallic plutonium 
anytims we wanted is falae. Thus the seturity henaf lts of the MOX 
program era authentic, and I was wrong about this. (This deals 
with interrogatoriss/Eequests E-12) 

3. On the interplanetary propul•ion ncsue it was pointed out that 
any needs that night exist in thel 2st or 22nd century for 
plttonium-239 for interplanetary propulsion could be easily 
eatlstied by recovering it from spent fuel using the advanced 
technologies that will be available in those centuries. The issue 
of quelling the Ruesian mecurity threat pased by loose plutonium 
on the world market exists right now and is an immediate, clear 
and present danger. Therefore, since the intent of the MOX 
program is primarily to quell this Immediate threat, which If not 
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quelled will result in grave environmental consequences. it does 
not behoove us to worry about the precious national asset aspect 
of plutonium as a propulsion modality in the 21st or 22nd 
centuries riqbt now. With new future technologies, we will have 
what we need for those (space propulsion) purposes. Right now, we 
need to dispose of this fissile material so that the Russians 
will do the same and It will not be available on a world black 
market. In this connection I responded, *Why not just buy the 
plutonium from the RUSSians?•. DOE said, nThe U.S.  
environmentalists don't want additional plutonium coming into the 
U.S," I suggested that an exchange of cash for Pu would be 
appropriate and any amount up to an including $100 Billion would 
be reasonalhe if it solved the problem. I also said that this 
would mean that we ramp up our MOX program, and it would make a 
Rusian MOX program unnecessary fand a Russian sodium cooled 
breeder program impossihle). [Note: I would have no objection to 
ramping up our KOX program if the program as practiced in the U.S 
were truly safe. I certainly would have no objection to bringing 
Russian bought Pu into the U.S. or the expenditure of funds 
required to do that, it the deal really got rid of the problem 
once and for all]. This general discussion disposed of 
interrogatoriem/requests 13 - 20.  

4. On the subject of the I in 10,000,000 figure we had a conflict 
that was not resolved at this meeting. I suggested that the 
figure be revised in the final version of the HIS to read I in 
1000 chance of a serious accident with Significant offite 
distribution of Pu. DOE said that much had been learned since the 
accidents at Hanford, Pentex, and the several fires a Rocky 
Flats, so that even though those prior accidents tend to indicate 
a higher probability of a major leek from the proposed MOX 
plants, that fact is partially offset by the fact that the way we 
develop safety systems and countermeasures and computer models 
end facility designs is by having accidents and then designing 
them out of new facilities. The borsx e•perimenta at the Idaho 
reactor were mentioned in this context. These Involved 
intentional destructive testing of nuclear reactors - letting 
them blow up in the desert to learn how aend why that happens.  
Such experiments are not done today, but the same principle 
applies, which is that safety systems get hetter as a result of 
integrating data from past accidents. I said that the I in 
10,0o0,000 figure was too high in light of the failures at 
Hanford, Pantax and Rocky Flats, and that as a prudential matter 
it would be-unwise for DOE to present that figure to the Senate, 
or try to justify it. The most self-admitted non-expert Senator 
or staffer would feel completely comfortable rejecting that 
figure in light of past experience. I also said that a I in 1000 
figure might just get by using the "better technology, better 
computer models, more real world experience,, argument. I also 
said that the math should explicitly reflect a Bayesian analysis, 
(which is apparently the eeae as updating their henchmark codes), 
and that it should be signed off on by someone at HIT with 20 or 
so years of experience teaching post-doos, rather than a holder 
of a B.S. degree received in 1991. The math, in short, should be
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loss astonishing, more intuitively credible, more explicitly 
presented, and presented by an authority that people feel is 
highly reliable. I sentioned Dr. Kemeny as an erample of sueh n 
person. (This part of the discussion disposed on Interrogatories 
20 - 34).  

One document was provided by DOE titled F? 1999 Congressional 
Budget Request -- Program mission and which contains the 
following sentence: "The Adinistration will jot uconsuot new 
fauilities for•disposition of U.S. plutonium unless there is 
elgnificant progress on plans for plutonium disposition in 
Russias. (emphasis added) 

This was interpreted by DOE to mean that although a day for day 
pound for pound correspondence between the two programs was not 
required, the two pregrans wore to be on parallel tracks, moving 
forward and making progress in parallel. This means some sort of 
rough equivalerce of actual plutodum disposition, not day for 
day. pound for pound, btastep by step, beginning by beginning 
type•Of parallel progress. Specifically it does not mean that the 
U.s. goes ahead with a facility In exchange -for a Ruasia promise 
to go ahead with a facility (or otherwise dispose of their 
plutonium i.e. by selling it to us, for "xample). In other words 
the Russian progress is not progress on planw 
In the sese or progress In making plans ,It Is "progress on 
plans" In the sense of progress on implementing existing plans.  
[)tot: It night be helpful to re-hord the do•ament, and future 
documents so that this potential semantic ambiguity Is eliminated 
and replaced by cryslr.nl-l Ike clnrity]. The next sentence talus 
about attaining reciprocal actions 0n the disposition of Russian 
surplus plutonium- (emphasis addud) 

The maeeting with DOE was a success in the sense that it reduced 
five brood groups or objections down to one remaining objection i 
(to the I in 10,000.000 figure). Pcr's representatives left a 
strong impression of integrity, knowledge, and policy expertise.  
I was also Impressed by the gravity of the consequences of not 
going ahead with MOX it by the "time is of the essence- aspect 
of the situation, which is obviously magnified by current 
develo••-ets in the pestO10 days in Russia. Mu heas basically 
convmrted an opponent to a supporter of the MOX program with the 
sole caveat that they clean up their numbers on the probability 
of a serious accident/offaite leak. It would be a good thing if 
thJe final version of the me1 said I in 1000, but Do• aotually 
delivered a technology on the ground with a probability of I in 
10,000 or 1.tin 100,000. That way they say less but do more, and 
are the real good guys. I believe this is achievable. if so, it 
would be far better to scale the MOX program up, or extend its 
period of operation so that it could dispose of all M.s. ind all 
Russie•e xcess plutonium rather than embark on a world where the 
Russials start their own MDX program for light water rmatore, or 
an even worse world where the Russians use their Plutonium in 
sodium cooled breedar reactors. Ti would be entirely fair for DOE 
ao lay out the risks of those alternatives, and the risks of
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having Russian plutonium go on an international black market as 
part of the presentation on MOX and its relative merits. whatever 
risks are present in MOX cannot be rationally assessed in 
isolation, but only in relation to the risks of the alternatives.  
The "IS document should be expanded to present these alleLic 
risks even though they are not required to be presented in an 
ordinary HIS. This case is different. We are not the only actors 
in this environment, and our NOX program has as its basic purpose 
the control of the actions of one of the other actors whose 
actions aight qravely affect the environment. Because of the 
unique circumatances in this case, the HIS should explicitly 
incorporate the full panoply risks and specifically the avoided 
Russian risks which aceptance of the U.S. aox program entails.  
Tbhs would lay a foundation for the expansion of extension of the 
50k Crogram in the event that a Cash for Pu transaction with the 
RussAana can be arranged. [Notea Tine being of the essence, it 
sight be reasonable for the President to open negotiations for 
such an exchange while he is in Moscow today, or in the 
diplomatic exchanges that will occur over the next 30 days 
implementing the statements made by President Clinton while he is 

Moscow i.e. "The U.S plans to give you money", or words to that 
effect -- the Russiana have to stay on the course of free market 
reforms and sell their Pu to us for cash. They get what they 
need. We get what we need. MOX goes forward -- one program for 
all the planet earth, done by people who know what they are 
doing, and have been soreen in a Personnel Reliability Program at 
the Rickover level based on a national security state not a civil 
rights state. Congress has to pass legislation that permits 
applicants to the Xox program to waive away all of their rights 
under all of the civil rights laws - just like it was in 
Rickover's Navy. This danger of personnel unreadiness needs to be 
taken seriously. We don't have the same sort of people in the 
U.S. today as we had in 1945-1969. TIhe culture has changed. NOX 
requires, not merely good people, hut reliably competent people.  
Not merely reliably competent people, hot people whose reliable 
competence can be established and verified to a very high degree 
of certainty in advance. This is impossible In a privacy oriented 
civil rights state. In other words if you want to build down the 
dangerous surplus plutonium left over from the days of the U.S.  
as a national security state, you need to create an enclave of 
people who are transported legislatively hack in time to the 
rules, babits, laws, and rights of persons living at an earlier 
tine - say 1950. Only thus can the MOX program avoid the effects 
of modernity. Even thus recruitment will be extraordinarily 
difficult and hazardous from the perspective of emaing a 
reliability assessment error. The CIA and Naval Academy have 
already experienced this. Secretary Cohen is an expert on the 
subject, and I think would verify and confirm what I say here.  

I affirm that this documen1t, created from memory one hour after 
the mesting. is true and correct to the best of my knowledge, 
information and belief.  
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General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

memo Eor David Nulton at DOE 
Reiterating in writing some of the more important points from our 

FOCuON this day September lB, 1998 apPrOX 1500 hours 
From Robert Gary, Esq.  

1. The EIS documents currently being produced on the MOX Program 
are in full regulatory compliance with the rules and statutes 
governing such documents but they are inadequate nonetheless.  

2. NEPA and the entire body of EIS regulations came into 
existence during a period in American history when environmental 
impacts could be considered on a project centered and national 
basis. We are now living at a time when environmental impacts 
must be considered on a problem centered and global basis. There 
is no issue where this is more clear than the issue of 
controlling weapons grade plutonium worldwide. Accordingly, where 
an international agreement focuses on the global problem of black 
market plutonium and the probable bad environmental and human 
health consequences from failure to manage the plutonium on a 
global basis, it is highly appropriate for the Environmental 
Impact Statement to give communications primacy to this 
fundamental reality. Specifically, it is legally, morally, and 
politically correct to outline in the plainest terms the 
environmental consequences of not solving the problem on a global 
playing field. In particular it is correct to portray the 
international black market in weapons grade plutonium, the 
sellers, the entrepreneurs, the buyers, and the ultimate users.  
Furthermore, it is highly appropriate and arudent to present in 
some detail the environmental and health effects likely to be 
produced by plutonium explosive devices in the 1 to 100 kiloton 
range if detonated in Washington DC, New York, Chicago, Dallas, 
San Francisco, Boston and Los Angeles. To permit ancient NEPA 
regulatory provisions designed to prescribe the minimu= content 
of BIS documents several decades aao to be a limit and a maximum 
content for an EIS on today's MOX Program is to disenable the DOE 
from successfully marketing this vital program through its most 
prominent and most widely read communications device. If it is 
not an actual Federal crime to present DOE's strongest arouments 
and reasons in support of the MOX program in the EIS then it 
seems to me it is a moral, logical, and policy inmerative to do 
so.  

3. persons from Greenpeace or other environmental organizations 
who have no responsibility of any kind except to salve their own 
sense of *moral* righteousness must be presented in the clearest 
terms with the fact that MOX is a program for world peace, and 
that peace is good for the environment and that nuclear 
detonations in the atmosphere are bad for the environment.  
Blowing up New York City would be a bad thing for the entire 
ecological web in the United States and other places. owls, 
whales, and snail darters would be killed. The false and 
artificial distinction between what happens in the USA and what 
happens on planet Earth is one that environmentalists should not 
make for two reasons. First, it contradicts their own ethics,

1

MD286

DOE acknowledges the commentor's views on the rationale for the surplus 
plutonium disposition program and the value of a global focus in related 
communications. Section 1.2 discusses the purpose of and need for the 
proposed action, including some of the international aspects of surplus 
plutoniumndisposition. It is not thepurpose of this SPD EIS to marketDOE's 
program for the disposition of surplus plutonium. The NEPA process does 
provide an important mechanism for obtaining public input prior to 
disposition decisions. In compliance with NEPA and the rules that implement 
that act, DOE prepared this EIS by obtaining comparable data on all of the 
alternatives, analyzing the data in a consistent manner using established 
procedures, and presenting the results in a full and open manner.
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very plainly stated since the days of Rachel Carson and silen 
Spring. We have been talking for years about the use of 
pesticides like DDT in South b_"gjd-. South America is not part 
of the USA. And what about the rain forests in BraZfl? Has 
Greenpeace taken the position that it's only what happens to 
rainforests in the USA that they are concerned about -- they 
don't care what happens in Brazil, or have they taken some other 
position? The record is clear. Second, the environmentalists are 
demonstrating the "ethics of intention" rather than the "ethics 
of responsibility" when they try to distinguish between plutonium 
in the USA and plutonium in Russia. They think that if their 
intentions can be construed as -good- from some perspective, then 
there is no responsibility that attaches to the policy 
implications and consequences of what they say. This is a sort of 
mystical approach to the management a pressing global life and 
death problem. It is the sort of approach taken by persons who do 
not expect to be listened to, and should not be.  

4. After January of 1999, when the new Congress takes their 
seats, there will be very few people on Capitol Hill who will pay 
the slightest attention to Greenpeace or any environmentalists.  
Therefore DOE should not worry about trying to convert them to a 
pro-ROX position. MOX is a program for peace. Peace is good for 
the environment. Those messages need to be taken directly to 
reasonable neople and they can be, but only by becoming much more 
creative with the EIS communications opportunity. The 
environmentalists need to be put to their proofs. They should 
have to show that the risks of the OX program (if done entirely 
in the USA, as I suggest) are greater risks to human health and 
environmental integrity than the risks inherent in an 
uncontrollable international black market in weapons grade 
plutonium (Pu that is 96% free of Pu-240, Pu-241, and Pu-242). We 
know that terrorists have planted bombs at the World Trade Center 
and at the Hurrah Federal Building. We know that the Lincoln 
Tunnel was also on their target list. What would the 
environmental consequences be if one of those bombs were say a 10 
kiloton device? That information has a riaht to be in the EIS for 
the M0X program. Why? Because it is your best and strongest 
argument for the program. It tells the realstory of why you want 
to do the program. Readers of the EIS have a right to get the 
real story of why you want to do the program. Decisionmakers have 
a right to get your first line argument, your varsity 
presentation, your alpha team rationale, not some watered down, 
desultory, detail driven, infodump created by blind, uncreative, 
and rigid adherence to what are imagined (by lawyers) to be the 
technical requirements of NUPA and other statutes governed EIS 
document. If it's not a crime for DOE to put out and effective 
and success-oriented document, then it's a crime against reason 
not to do so in this case. The fate of the world hangs in the 
balance. Furthermore, I don't think you should confine yourselves 
to documents. I would put a major effort into a 30 - 45 minute 
video designed for an informed senior staffer on the Hill (who 
has no time or attention to give to a 5000 page RIS).tIwol 
make the video a frsal part of the RIS. I would allocate 5 or 10
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DOE acknowledges the commentor's views on the environmental rationale 
for the surplus plutonium disposition program and the need for effective 
public education in that connection. Chapter 4 of Volume I presents the 
potential environmental impacts of each alternative for accomplishing the 
proposed action.
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minutes in the video to all the stuff that's in the existing EIS 
documents (ineffective in terms of advocacy). The balance of the time would focus on the important information concerning your 
rel ant beat reason for wanting the MOX program. What does Bin 
Ladden look like? What sort of ideas are in his head. What about 
Saddam Hussein, and Muhammar Quadaffi? That sort of context is 
reuire in order to appreciate the significance of an 
international black market in weapons grade Pu-239. Once the 
predicament has been presented, the MOX program becomes evident 
as the most feasible and most reasonable way to prevent the 
predicament from becoming a case of mass casualties. You should 
show pictures of what mass casualties look like -- maybe some of 
the ABCC black and whites taken after Hiroshima and Nakasaki. Now 
you show that although the MOX program contains its own risks and 
cost, those risks and costs are far smaller than the risks and 
costs of not going ahead with it. This sets up the metes and 
bounds of any rational discourse about MOX. People who want to 
oppose you must show that they have a better and more viable and 
less risky idea -- something more cost effective --- something 
more ethical. If they can't do that, they have no traction in 
opposing MOX. Senators will not be attracted to mystical 
arguments based on feelgood rationales if they can compare such 
arguments to your best argument. Congressmen want to live.  
Policymakers, asma rule, want what's beet for the USA. Their more 
intelligent senior staffsers are the same way. Anybody living in 
Washington DC is bound to have some visceral connection to your 
best argument, if only you put it forward, as you did with me.  

DOE must advocate effectively for this worthy program. It must 
disenthrall itself from the advice of lawyers whose only 
priorities are narrow bureaucratic compliance with outdated 
regulations unrelated to this unique program and its vital global 
goals. You need Mr. Ken Burns not Mr. Can't Do Bureaucrat. You 
need to communicate, not merely comply. EIS is your opportunity 
to do that. The foundation that has been laid so far is not 
wasted, You've gotten the narrow compliance part out of the way.  
Now it's time to put your real point across. If you could do it 
with me in 90 minutes, you can do it with any rational person, no 
matter how pro-environment or anti-nuclear they start out.  

I recognize how intelligent you and Andre are, and how moral. I 
earnestly trust you will take to heart the things I say. Take 
them up, will you please, with Mr. Howard Canter. Given the 
opportunity, I would do more than talk about these things, I 
would make them happen.  

Signed, 

Roe§/arZ,ýr
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Background In toductfon 
At the end of the Cold War, the United Stases and Russia face an tinpecedented and 
unexpected problem: surpluses nplutoniun and highly enriched uranium (HEU), the 
two key materials used to make spuclear weapons.  

The more difticult of the two is the surplus plutonium and the qucesion of 
converting it into forms sut usable for makisg nuclear weapons. The two most 
leclusically advanced options to meet the spent fual standard are to immobilize the 
plutonium in a ceramic or glass form with high level radioactive wate to form a radiation 
barrd to theft or hi create nuclear reactor fuel with it and use it in a commercial reactor 
(MOX). It should be noted that the MOlX option does not"hburs" the plutonium destroy 
it. Whil some of the plutonium will be fissioned in the reactor, pluitnium is also created 
through neutron irradiation of the uranium which forms the bulk of the reactor fuel (this 
oceurs in reactors focled wish low-emniched umnium as well)- In [trc, in ame ame the 
plutonium left in the spent fuel is greater than the amount put into the reactor.i 

The commonly-used yardstick to measure the resistance to theft and diversion of 
the final form of plutonium after disposition is the so-called "spent fuel standard.i"This 
iterion was identified by the National Academy of Sciences in their 1994 rcport, and 

means thua the phlutnium should be as inaccessible to theft, diversion, and re-extraction 
as plutonium in stored commercial low-enriched spent fuel. Both immobilization and the 
MOX program were considered by the NAS to have met this standard. However, the 
"spent fuel strsand" inrherently assumes that the plutonium will remain in spent fuel (or 
whatevr form it has been placed into)-that is, sial iL e sidated for gselogic disposal.  
Taking into account the desire ofRussia to rprocess its spent ftul at the risk of creating 
a plutonium economy in both countries, it is clear that immobilization is a better option 
foe meeting thetstandard.  

MWeatom has stated very clarly on nmnemas occasions that it intends to 
seproc•ss spent MOX fieL rendering the "spent feel standard" effectively meaningless 
over the long-ters. Tse U.S. appears to ready to allow Mtinatom to reprocess spent MOX 
fuel from the plotonium dispoition program 'Ibe joint report notes that'".. Ruse will 
ultimately recycle any plutonium loft in the [MOX] fuel. The U.S. ubjmitive of 
plutonium disposition is satisfied when the isotopic composition ofihe weapons-grade 
plutonium have been altered by ihradiation, the fuel altains a significant radiation barrier, 
and the fuel in stored for several decudes befoerepr-cesting.'" 

DOE's Proposed Action 

The Department of Energy analyzes 23 different alternatives in its Surphus 
Plutoniumai Dpo•stion Draft EnicronsmenditlfpaSct atemrent to meet the spent fuel 
standard. The DEIS analyzes the disposition of a nominal 50 metric tons olplutonium 
(33 tonm is contained in plutonium pits from weapons or in a metal form relatively free of 

ISee Tablt t-1 of Iadi-•aAtl•ny oefSeoce. F Dqu•uaa• Ofritao Renetr-Rdeftd OC onW
(W ahiansau DC: National Acade.y Neae l995.  
oin a stAdy. p. WR.36-37.

MD237

DOE acknowledges the commentors' support for the immobilization-only 
approach. Pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides 
the United States important insurance against potential disadvantages of 
implementing either approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides 
the best opportunity for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement 
similar options for reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, 
it sends the strongest possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to 
reduce stockpiles of surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner 
that would make it technically difficult to use the plutonium in weapons 
again.  

It is true that Russia plans to reprocess the spent fuel resulting from the 
irradiation of MOX fuel from its surplus weapons-usable plutonium.  
However, the U.S. position in negotiations with the Russian government 
has been that Russia should not reprocess the MOX spent fuel until all of 
their surplus plutonium meets the Spent Fuel Standard. In addition, the 
future agreement between the United States and Russia would require that 
any Russian MOX spent fuel reprocessing program be conducted under the 
oversight of IAEA which is charged with verifying compliance with 
international nonproliferation policies.

MD237-1 Alternatives
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impurities while the rest is in various other forms). Te v-arious alternatives analyzed fall 

into two basic categories: Immobilization and Hybrid Approaches.4 

The immobilization approaches would encase the plusonium (alter initial 

processing to readet it into a suitable form - plutonium dioxide) in ceramic discs which 

wouldbeplaced in steel cans. These cans wuuld then bevitrified (encased in glass) 

along with highly radioactive waste currently being vitrified as part ofDOE Cleao-up 

operations. Placing the plutonium in a ceramic mixture and then encasing it in glass 

makl it difficult to extract (in fact, them is less experience with extracting plutonium 

from a glass or ceramic matrix than from spent fuel). F.ncaqing it in glass which contains ZZ 

highly radioactive waste makes it resistant to theft as the radiation dose nearthe glass 

togs would be very high. Ithuas already been detusnined that this method of 

immobilization would meet the spent fuel standard.  

The hybrid approach would use the immobilizatiors process for a portion of the 

plutonium surplus and would manulactue the rest into nuclear power reactor fad for use 
in a commercial nuclcar reactor. Ordinary reactor fuel nsedin U.S. light waLer reactorsslk 

contains uranium oxide sfightly enriched in the isotope Uraniam-235 (usually sbout 3-5% 
with the rest ofthe Uranium oxide being mainly U-238).* The DOE propo•se to produce 
fuel whichwould replace the 3-5% U-235 with approximsately the same percentage of 

plutonium oxide. Since the focl would now bena mixture ofplutonium oxide and ursanitnm 
oxide it is called 1MOX (Mixed OXide).  

The DOE's preferred altenrativn isa so-called hybrid approach. Approximately 

33 metric ons of plutonium would be manrufactured into MOX fue
t 

Thele 33 tons are 

currently ila.the form of'weiqpon pits or metals omainly free of impurities and DOE 

believes these materials would meet the high purity standards required or-MOX fiel.  

There are, however, tome impurities in both the pits and clean metals which would need 

to beremoved (namely gallium). The other 17 metric toss of material is ins variety of 

other forms. While they containt weapons-usable plutonium, these materials would 

require significantly more processing to meet the MOX requirements according to dhe 
DOE. Therefore, this 17 tons would be inuiobilized.  

The preferred alternative would involve construction of asPit Disassembly and 
Conversion Facility (PDCF) at eitherPanltex or the Savannah River Site. This facility 

would take apart the weapons pits, remove tritium if necessary, convert the plutonimn to 

art oxide form and process it to remove gallimn and other impurities. fhe PDCF would 

"also convert the "clean" metal. The plutonium dioxide would then be transferred to a 

MOX fuel fabrication facility tlube constructed at SRS (transportation would be either 

inter-site or intra-sita depending on whether the PDCF is built at Paotex or SRS).  

Immobilization of the other 17t ofplutonium in ceramic would occur at a new facility at 

SRS and tie Defence Waste FProcesingrFacility at SRS would be used for vitrifiectien in 

high-level waste.  

' The reauns t&r the large ourber at aoflenatives is dtlreras in sifine and whetheracw facilitirs wotld 
be c•otntuceted for soans parts ofa the moem atr watdrer exasinhfacilides can or wosld be duliced.  
"N4tsal nia ountauns about 0.711% -235, 0.005% U-234 and ti rest(99.284%) U-239. The 
orniclani aL'tIts U-235 nis••ary' asnorder for light wate r macmtartosutain a hetale eaction.
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According to the DOE: 

Noosaing the hybrid approahprovide•s ih bot -tv hiiy for U.S. leadeuslip in 
working with Risa imn ipltsihiltr op for reduceig lussia'sexoers 
pluLunim in spUoLr Nsbt e t hybrid approaoch ae scadcst strosngrA po-ble 
signal s the world of U.S. dewersobuiato red•ie sitockpiles ofsplu wmpoalos-usable 
plotoos., a• qsickly as possible, mi art irvesoibls snert "I•The oonmrtioo of nsw 
facilitie3ii fo•r di•otitm of supls U.S. puatoios would oi tLuke plau mus th 
is sigslt•catsp ogrrss o- plans for ptsiisiiiqr itsqwtion is Rusvsia. (p. 1-9) 

It iso lherefore, apparently the Russian view of plutoniu-n as a "national" treasure 
and Oheir desoire to use it in reatoras which is driving the United States to use the MOX 
option. This ratiotale will be examined further below.  

The decision by the DOE to pursue alhybrid approach ignores the clear 
advantages offered by immobilination and the serious onisequuaonn of'irritiating a MOX 
program in the United States. The DEIS also has clear deficiencies which need to be 
addressed including the lack uflinfonnation oIscrucial components of the program. These 
will be outlined below after an overview oftloe relative cams rand benefits of 
Immobilization versur MOX and a critique ofRussia's role in the decision is presented.  

MOX versus Immobilizatlon 

There area number of techniceL diffilulties associated with MOX that DOE has 
not adequately addressed. First. is the Issue of Rrasian reactors, which is diseussed in 
more detail below. Second, US MOX plans envision the large-scale use ofweapons 
grade plutominm in light water reactors for the first time. While MOX proponents claim 
that European MOX programs provide ample xperienee for the IU program, that 
experience is only using reactor-grade plutonium. Furthcrmore, ful MOX cors, which 
are nssunsed in DOE's analysis. have never been used on a large scale.  

ThecRceord of Decision for this Eviroorneolat Impact Statement will establish 
whether the United States pursues an Immobilization only approach err alhybrid approach 
mixing hoth immobilization and MOX. There are anaumber offuctors which DOE must 
consider in making a decision. including environmental consequenrces, cost, schedule for 
disposition, and proliferation consequences. Each of these major factors will be 
discussed below. It shoold be noted, however, that one of the original purposes for 
pursuing a hybrid approach was 1o have a back-up technology in ease there were 
problems iraplemstiogivgeither immobilization or MOX. However. MOX cannot handle 
the full spectreni of plutonium requiring disposition. Therefore. this rationale is severely 
undereut by the fact that immobilizstion is the only option capable of prooessing 17 uf the 
50 metric toes. Given the indispensability of the immobilization option, it would appear 
sore pri•dent to concentrate energy and resoaces into this alternative. Back-up should 
be pursued by developing more Tban one imrmobilizations opiklL

1

2

3
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The operational experience for electricity generation fromMOX fuel in Europe 
is relevant to the proposed use of surplus weapons-usable plutonium in 
U.S. domestic, commercial reactors. While plutonium from warheads may 
never have been used in MOX fuel, its behavior in fuel is essentially the same 
as that of non-weapons-origin plutonium. Plutonium from the different origins 
is chemically indistinguishable. The difference is isotopic: there is less 
plutonium 239 in non-weapons-origin plutonium. MOX fuel, regardless of 
the origin of the plutonium, has a higher flux than LEU fuel, and thus can 
cause more wear on the reactor than LEU fuel. However, this is taken into 
account when developing fuel management strategy.  

The proposed action assumes that MOX assemblies would be used for a 
partial, not full, core. Several U.S. commercial reactors are designed to use 
MOX fuel, and others can easily and safely accommodate a partial MOX 
core. Core load and safety analyses would be performed, and an NRC license 
amendment approved, before MOX fuel was introduced into any reactor.  
Section 4.28 was revised to provide reactor-specific analyses and discuss 
the potential environmental impacts of using a partial MOX core during 
routine operations and reactor accidents.

MD237-3 Alternatives

DOE has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach of using 
both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication. DOE has been studying, 
evaluating, and testing immobilization technologies for some time, and does 
not believe that it is necessary to develop more than one immobilization 
technology. DOE is confident that current development resources will lead 
to timely implementation of the can-in-canister immobilization technology.  

The reasons DOE is pursuing the hybrid approach are addressed in response 
MD237-1.

MD237-2
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ProliferatiorVOlsarmamrnent 

DOE's choie of dispositiontechniologies does not take place in a vacuum, and 
has a great affec on the debate about [ha worth of euumtercial plutonium technology 
around the worldf. By relying on MOX for a large pad of its disposition program, DOE 
~teogthens the arguments of the plutonium lobby world-wide.  

The DOE's emphasis on MOX brings it into partnership with European 
coumenrcial plutonium concerns like BNFL, Cegema, Sicmens, and Belgonnelairec, 
whose intet-an is ia promoting continued use and pFoduction of plutonium. not in 
plutonitm disposition. By supporting bhese companies with contracts at a time when they 
are coming under increasing scratiny and criticism at home, DOE prolongs their survival 
and severely undermines the long-standing US position against commercial usc of 
plutonium.  

The most serious proliferation consoquence ofa MON disposition is the 
acquiescence and evon aiding of Minatom in its pursuit ofa long-twenm plutonium 

economy. A MOX disposition program would pruvide Mittutom rwith •MOX fuel 
fabrication facility, she currently missing link in its plutonium infi'atnacture.  

As DOE is well aware, prior to U.S. encouragement Minalomn i snot supported a 

program of loading MOX in existing light water reactors. Minatom has inbs[ ad been a 
proponentf ostorage of plutonium with a view to its eventual use in "advanced" reactors 
and breeder reactora. DOE has argued that moving Minaton e from u position of 
developing breeder reactors to one of using plutonium in light water reactors represents 
progress i onn-prnlifralhou. This is ironic on two Ronts. First, it rolies on a 
differentiation between "weapons-" and "reactor-grade" that the [US has implicitly 
rejected with its policy against commercial plutonium development. Second, it takes 
Minaons lfrom a policy with vesy little likelihood of succes, given the consistent failure 
of breeder technolngies around Uhe world, to a position much more likelyto lead to 
increased use, transportation, and peasapt even production otplutonints in the short term.  

Inn the oame of dispoaltion. the US seems not only to be relinquishing its decades
old policy of not using plutonium in conunercial reactors, but aiding and abetting Russian 
plans to build a plutonium economy. Th*eUS will not oppsme Russian processag oflhe 
MOX fuel fabricated from surplus weapons plutonium, provided tha• it occurs only alter 
several decades, when the disposition program is complete. DOE has argued that a 
soycral-deoade moratorium on the re-saparation ofplatonhiu from spent MOX fuel is a 
sufficient safeguatd against proliferation. But it won't mailer wbether MON spent fuel is 
reprocessed tow or insa few decades. So long assthe infrastmcture for MOXfulcl 
production and reprocessing is created and maintained, there will be plenty of other spent 
fuel to reprocess and plenty of surplus plsttoniutm to occupy MON" fuel fabrication plants 
in the mentrrne.  

4
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The use of MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors is not proposed in 
order to subsidize the commercial nuclear power industry. Rather, the 
purpose of this proposed action is to safely and securely disposition surplus 
plutonium by meeting the Spent Fuel Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, 
as identified by NAS and modified by DOE, is to make the surplus 
weapons-usable plutonium as inaccessible and unattractive for weapons use 
as the much larger and growing quantity of plutonium that exists in spent 
nuclear fuel from commercial power reactors. DOE conducted a procurement 
process to acquire MOX fuel fabrication and irradiation services. The selected 
team, DCS, would design, request a license, construct, operate, and deactivate 
the MOX facility as well as irradiate the MOX fuel in domestic, commercial 
reactors. However, these activities are subject to the completion of the 
NEPA process.  

Consistent with the U.S. policy of discouraging the civilian use of plutonium, 
a MOX facility would be built and operated subject to the following strict 
conditions: construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be 
owned by the U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to 
the disposition of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut 
down at the completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program. For 
reactor irradiation, the NRC license would authorize only the participating 
reactors to use MOX fuel fabricated from surplus plutonium, and the 
irradiation would be a once-through cycle with no reprocessing. Furthermore, 
selection criteria for the reactors stipulates that they have sufficient operating 
life to complete the mission.  

MD237-5 Nonproliferation 

The reprocessing of MOX spent fuel in Russia is the subject of sensitive 
negotiations between the United States and Russia and is beyond the scope 
of this SPD EIS. The Joint Statement of Principles signed by 
Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin in September 1998 provide general guidance 
for achieving the objectives of a future bilateral agreement to disposition 
surplus plutonium in the United States and Russia. The principles include 
the acceptance of technology for transparency measures, including

MD237-4 DOE Policy
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Thus, the not result of the plulornim disposition program will have boon for the 

United Staten to subsidize the very thing that it should be againt: an infrastructure for a 
plutoniuon economy in Russia. A similar insfirassteaur would be created in the United 
Slates since a MOX plant would be built and since the US. appears increasingly reluctant 
to saut down its decades-old military reprocessing plants at the Savannah River Site in 
Sooth Carolina.  

Environmental 

The DOE itself has already recognized that immhobiization alone is ptrferable to the 
hybrid approach from an environmental standpoint. Inrthe Record of"Decision far the 
Storage and Disposition of Wcapeons-Usable Fissile Materials final Programmatic 
Enviroomental Impact Statement the DOE states: 

Foe uno-al operafioans uaal - s slehr thati mm ihzb-o would be sosnvbt 
preferable lo the edsang LWR and pret•esed aftaimisr although sshee alternatives.  
with hel exception ar • -Wkgereed, woe.td be.-riaally rnkasonsstly craperalit.  

Se fiulity au1st :alnsidaznlioas iadicstthat eie•bulmssbeu opusoet woetdbe 
irevnrenr lloa tpreft'erablo toTe exioinga reactor and prfered altasativ. although die 

ikeldihood ofae-arrer eofsecreeatsidert snd tie risL to tat, pib = are e•ated lanbe 
fily low. (p. 10. emphasmisadded) 

The hybind appproaches would require at least one •exra facility and possibly even 

two. Under the hybrid option the three facilities would beoa Pit Disassembly and 
Conversion facility, the MOX Fuel Fabeication Facility, and the Immobilization Facility.  
tInder Immobilizaiiun ouly alternativm, the MOX FFF would be eliminated.  
Furthetmore, it appears technically feasible to design a single facility which could 
undeltake bolhpil disaanembltyconvcrsioo and immobilization (sec below) and should 
have been une ofthe options analyzed. "The environmental advantages ofa rediction in 
facilities and opemations have not been fully analyzed since a single facility alternative is 
not included in the DFIS. Fsrthermaore, if the DOE decides to use the Defense Waste 
Processing Facility at SRS ixr vifiitring UsW cans in high eevel wa•te, the increisental 
environmental impacts of immobilization may be reduced further. There are no eiting 
facilities which could be taken advantage of for MOX fuel fabrication.  

Due to the high purity requirements of MOX ifuel the conver•siu ofplutoniuitn pits 
and clean metal for MOX require additional processing steps which would be 
unnecessary for immobilization. At the moment the DOE plans to construct a conversion 
facility which would remove gallium (a major concem in MOX fuel) using a dry 
process! IIfthe dry prcesa. which is still at ihe laboralory and pilot stage, doe not mest 
the impurity removal specifications, the DOE proposes using an aqueous process it calls 
plutonaium polishing. The analysis in threDEIS assumes these processes would occur 
even if the immobilization alternative is choaen, despite the fact they would be 
unnecessary. Therefosr, the DEIS does not allow one to fully compace the euvuuieonttal 
impacts of the MOX and immobilization options. A morn detailed discussion of 
plutonium polishing and the DOE analysis of this process is presented below.  

- See savtcrfor DrmoratwrAestfo. Vel. 5, Ne. 4 bLirmsmensea the galLuaesproblem.
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appropriate international verification measures and stringent standards of 
physical protection, control, and accounting for the management of 
plutonium. The United States would not subsidize reprocessing capabilities 
or facilities in Russia.  

The policy of discouraging the civilian use of MOX fuel has not changed as 
addressed in response MD237-4.  

MD237-6 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern over the greater cost, 

economically and environmentally, of the hybrid approach than the 
immobilization-only approach to surplus plutonium disposition. DOE 
believes its preference for the hybrid approach has a sound basis.  

Section 2.3.1 of the SPD Draft EIS explained that a range of 23 reasonable 
alternatives remained after evaluating over 64 options against three screening 
criteria: worker and public exposure to radiation, proliferation concerns due 
to transportation of materials, and infrastructure cost. These 23 reasonable 

alternatives were evaluated in the SPD Draft EIS. Two separate facilities 
were combined in this SPD EIS to form the immobilization facility from 
those evaluated in the Storage and Disposition PEIS. No other combination 

of facilities was considered reasonable. After the SPD Draft EIS was issued, 
DOE eliminated as unreasonable the 8 alternatives that would involve use of 
portions of Building 221-F with a new annex at SRS for plutonium 
conversion and immobilization, thereby reducing the number of reasonable 
alternatives to the 15 that are analyzed in the SPD Final EIS. This SPD EIS 
analyzes the potential environmental impacts associated with implementing 
the proposed surplus plutonium disposition activities at the candidate sites 
including alternatives that would take advantage of DWPF at SRS. The 
results of these analyses, presented in Chapter 4 of Volume Iand summarized 
in Section 2.18, demonstrate that under either the hybrid or the full 

immobilization approach, the activities would likely have minor impacts at 
any of the candidate sites.  

The reasons DOE is pursuing the hybrid approach are addressed in response 
MD237-1.
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MD237-7 Plutonium Polishing and Aqueous Processing 

Based on public comments received on the SPD Draft EIS, and the analysis 
performed as part of the MOX procurement, DOE decided to propose 
plutonium polishing as a component of the MOX facility to ensure adequate 
impurity removal from the plutonium oxide. Appendix N was deleted from 
the SPD Final EIS, and the impacts discussed therein were added to the 
impacts sections presented for the MOX facility in Chapter 4 of Volume I.  
Section 2.18.3 was also revised to include the impacts associated with 
plutonium polishing. No additional aqueous processing would be necessary 

to prepare the plutonium dioxide for immobilization.  

tq
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In addition to a larger number ofopeatlons and facilities, the MOX option also 
entails an extra transportation step. Under the DOE's preferred alternative, both MOX 
fuel fabrication and immobilization would occur at SRS. In the case of imnnobiliZatian.  
the glass logs would be stored until shipment to a repository. However, for MOX the 
tairradiated fiel would have to be shipped to the reactor and then the spent feel shipped 
to a repository after Irradiation.  

Cost 

According to the DOE's July 1998 coat estimate report, the coal of MOX and 
imoaobilintion disposition programs are approximately the same. Howeser, this 
comparison fails to take into a account a number of factors.  

First, the DOE assumes that a fitel off-sea will be provided by the reactor 
companies. The idea behind the fuel off-set is that the MOX fuel would be placed in the 
reactor instead of the low eariched uraniua fat the reactor operators would nomntally 
need to puchasa. Thus, the DOE asnones that the bidding consortia would sbetract this 
fitel off-set from the charges for con•tructing and operating the MOX fuel fabrication 
facility, MRE estimates this fuel ofl-set to be approximately one billion dollars. While in 
principle this is possible, there is no guarantee that the reaetor companiesiwill agree to 
provide the fuel off-set. There is already indication that the bidding consortia of reactor 
operatoestand nuclear fuel anufmacturtc do not inLend to andortake t1s task without 
eping a profit.  

in fact, one reactor official has stated very explicitly the desire of the nuclear 
power'companies (and by extension the consortium partners which would handle MOX 
hil fabrication) to make a profit. Jack Bailey, Vice-president of'the Palo Verde nuclear 
plants;stated his company's requiremeats for added compcnsation in Marc 1996: 

WrabLoatoosod is o r- ktotso iDOEs that any inf dtAssid .ldsss poenti 
breefitom Maeryme ad Sarlolder...  

The breaft matdreasuhst=iat. If stt l the wares•topotiti• isa ono-starter.  
MuaI ]u- speerltiatty a at =ay agsose tua.•s•.va Plot Verd -ounld squts 

more than the eereateoul cs omwsa=n•d witshwingeMOX fual iteade of uraim 
That 3d of pyýymt wosld btaf e-fic-e0.t 

Furthirtm'oe the DEIS assumes that MOX fuel would be left in the reactor only 
long enough to meet the spent fetl standard, not for the maximum length of fintea fuel 
rod would normally bei h a reactor (p. 2-99). It is not clear what assumptions were made 
in the coal estimate as to the residence time of the fuel in the reactor. However. a sborter 
time in the reactor would mean less of the uranium fuel would ho replaced over she 
tineeframe of the disposition mission and would therefore reduce the fuel off-tet.  

Second, the cost estmate explicitly excludes a cumber of faclors which could 
inceas the cost of the MOX hybrid options.  

6enek Railey, remr numade at the 34 ltsodo al yF mar "Dept)orfise e reosaslMOX Option for 

Plhwitoni Diapoia ihi.a the t0-u9t Syst of US. andha.ad uloek . eastR -tRgutato-y.  
Policy tImpedietest rss.ds&tno. VA., Mstntb 21,19M.  
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Additional transportation would be required for the shipment of unirradiated 
fuel from the MOX facility to the reactor. Transportation of special nuclear 
materials, including fresh MOX fuel, would use DOE's SST/SGT system.  

Since the establishment of the DOE Transportation Safeguards Division in 
1975, the SST/SGT system has transported DOE-owned cargo over more 
than 151 million km (94 million mi) with no accidents causing a fatality or 
release of radioactive material. The transportation requirements for the 
surplus plutonium disposition program are also evaluated in this SPD EIS.  

MD237-9 MOXApproach 

Use of MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors is not proposed in order to 

subsidize the commercial nuclear power industry. Rather, the purpose of this 
proposed action is to safely and securely disposition surplus plutonium by 
meeting the Spent Fuel Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by 
NAS and modified by DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium 
as inaccessible and unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and 
growing quantity of plutonium that exists in spent nuclear fuelfrom commercial 
power reactors.  

Because this comment relates directly to the cost analysis report, it has been 

forwarded to the cost analysis team for consideration. The Plutonium 
Disposition Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution 

Document (DOEMD-O0 13, November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle 
cost analyses associated with the preferred alternative, is available on the 
MD Web site at http://www.doe-md~com and in the public reading rooms at 

the following locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and 
Washington, D.C.  

MD237-10 MOXApproach 

As discussed in Chapter 2 of Volume I, MOX fuel would be left in the reactor 
for a full cycle. Under the current reactor options, there are no plans to leave 
it there only long enough to meet the Spent Fuel Standard.

MD237-11 

Cost-related comments are addressed in response MD237-9.

Cost ReportI" 
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Cogst Sit would teuain the somen. lndepas• n olfwher the faciity is saed, are not 
xiluded. Examples of cn tthat are not incuod in this reportate reseatch nod 
developtnnt, eavnirnmental m y ,opn•iuleu of 0te Dfei-W Waste PtsusiegFacility 
(MDWI), and r=I=aa nciarsnodllosmons id. inrrdisiiontserice.Total costs shown 
arc, sess-quetitly, not full ifefyle costs! 

"The ornly cost specific to the irimobilization optiortis operation of DWP. Howevcr, 
DWPF will operate whether or not plutoninti disposition occurs. The costs specific to 
the MOX portion of the hybrid options are reactor mtoudifi"caionos adl irradiatiott servicus.  
As them has bees, no final dceision taken about specific reactors to be used for the 
disposition program. it is not possible to determine how much it will cost to modify the 
reactors to handle MOX fuel (or if modifications will need lo1be made). As lbr 
irradiation services, it seemns tlikely That irradiation service fees will not he part of any 
bid lromn the mclear consortia. As stated above- there is every indication that theae 
companies intend to make.a profit from their involvement with this program.  

Therefore., while DOE indicates that the MOX hybrid and immobili7ation options 
would be comparable in cost, it ispainting a misleading pictore by cxcluding significant 
cosls of the MOXprougtam. f ileone billion dollar fuel off-set may not be realized. This 
would raise the hybrid option touts by nppraximately 50%. FurLhi orru, the hybrid 
option cosls can be expected to rise even higher due to reactorm odifications and 
iradiaion service foes.  

Reactor Related Issues 
The vast majority of LWatz were not designeat loL use plutoniumt assa feL While 

both plutonium-239 and uratium-235 are fissile materials that gmccatc similar amounts 
of mcergy per unit weight, these aresa numberh f differences between them as reactor fiocls 
that affTctreactor safety. The baskcsactof concemsrelates to control ofthe reactor. The 
chain rmachon i a reactor must be maintained with a great deal of precision. This control 
is achieved using colra'l rods nsually made otboroos and (in pressurizcd water reactors) 
by adding boronlto the water. Control rods allow Worincreases anddecreasminthelevels 
of eC'tor povoer and for ordcrly reactor shut-down. They prevent ranaway nuclear 
reactionsm that would result it catastrophio accidents.  

It should be noted that while all commercial ,lWRs have some amount of 
plutonium in them which is made during the coorsc of reactor operation from untrniurn
238 in the fuel, the total amount ofplutonium is about one percent or less when low 
em-iched uranium fuel is used. When MOX fuel is used, the total antount of plutonium 
would at all limes be considcrably higher. It is this difference that cranes most reuctor 
control issues.  

DOE, CbAnt.4yulis nSppsrrrof&SeSelvectouornasyboSgl 'spWaorp-Uxshabler to M nr i pa aiWasn, 
(DOF,,fD-009 Rev. ) uly 22. 1998. p. 3-1
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MD237-12 MOX Approach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern regarding the use of MOX 
fuel. Although no domestic, commercial reactors are licensed to use 
plutonium-based fuel, several are designed to use MOX fuel, and others can 
easily and safely accommodate a partial MOX core. The fabrication of 
MOX fuel and its use in commercial reactors have been accomplished in 
Western Europe. This experience would be used for disposition of the 
U.S. surplus plutonium. The environmental, safety, and health consequences 
of the MOX approach, as well as the production and disposal of any waste, 
are addressed in this SPD EIS (see revised Section 4.28 and other appropriate 
sections in Chapter 4 of Volume I). In addition, NRC would evaluate license 
applications and monitor the operations of both the MOX facility and the 
commercial reactors selected to use MOX fuel to ensure adequate margins 
of safety.
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Changing the fuel can affect the ability offth control rods to provide the needed 
amount of reactor control and modificationasto the reactor may be required before the 
new ie] can be used.  

Several di ces between the usa of MOX fuel and uranium fuoc affect safety: 

"* The rate of fission ofplutonium tends to increase with temperature. This can 
adversely affect reactor control and require compensating measures. This 
probletm is greater with MOX made with weapons-grade plutoniuma than that 
made with reactoe-grsde plutoniumn 

"* Reactor control depends ontthe small fraction of neutrons (called delayed 
neutrons) emitted seconds to minutes after fission of uranium or pluonitmn.  
Ueaniun-235 fission yields about 0.65 percent delayed neutrons, but 
plutonium yields only about 0.2 percent delayed neutrons. This means that 
provisions must be made for increased control ifplutonium fuel is used, if 
present control levels and speeds are deemed inadequate.  

"* Neutrons in reactors using phstonium fuel have a higher average energy thas 
thaae in reators using antaiwa fueL This increases radiation damage to 
reactor parts.  "* Plnlonismncaptores neutronswith a higher probability than itraiunm. Asa 
result, a greater amount of neutron absorbers are required to control the 
reactor.  "* The higher proportion of plotonium in she flzel would increase the release of 
plutonium and other transnranic elements to the environment in case of a 
severe accident.  

"* Irradiated MOX fuel is thermally hotter than uranium fuel because larger 
quantities of t-rensranie elements are produced during reactor operation when 
MOX fuel is used.  

Overall, the issues related to reactor controlboth during normal operation and 
astergencies, are the most crucial Moat independent authorities have suggeated that 
only about one third of the feel in as LWR con be MOX, unless the reactor is specifically 
designed to use MOX fud. However. there are some operational problems associated 
with using partial-MOX cores sinceMOX fuel is inlerspersed withuranium fuel. Their 
differing ebarasteristics regarding control, radiation and thermal energy mean that there 
are non-uniform conditions in the reactor that can render operation and control more 
complicated. Some reactor operators claim they can use l00t percent MOX cores without 
needing so make physical changes to the rBaet" nor control r••s. The n afety implications 
of such claims need to be independently verified.  

Russia only has eight reactors under consideration for loading of MOX fuel.  
Them has been little publicly-available analysis about the safety of loading VVFR-1Il000s 
with MOX fuel. Many of these reactors are old, and will be nearing the end of their 30
year license at the time MOX loading would begin. Current plans seem to cavision 
potential operation of Russian reactors well beyond this 30-year period. Certainly. this
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MD237-13 Nonproliferation

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern regarding reactor safety and 
nuclear material safeguards in Russia. Close cooperation between the 
United States and Russia is essential in achieving the objective of 
nonproliferation and arms reduction, and to ensure secure management of 
nuclear weapons materials. To that end, in late July 1998, 
Vice President Gore and Russian Prime Minister Sergei Kiriyenko signed a 
5-year agreement to provide the scientific and technical basis for decisions 
concerning how surplus plutonium will be managed. This agreement enables 
the two countries to explore mutually acceptable strategies for safeguarding 
and dispositioning surplus plutonium. Accordingly, the U.S. Congress 
appropriated funding for a series of small-scale tests and demonstrations of 
plutonium disposition technologies jointly conducted by the United States 
and Russia. During the first week of September 1998, Presidents Clinton 
and Yeltsin held a Moscow summit and signed a statement of principles 
with the intention of removing approximately 50 t (55 tons) of plutonium 
from each country's stockpile. Two of the seven principles that were agreed 
upon relate to financing arrangements and acceptable methods and 
technology for transparency measures, including appropriate international 
verification measures and stringent standards of physical protection, control, 
and accounting for the management of the plutonium.
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raises safety concerns to an even greater level. Similar problems aumtund p planto load 
te BN-600, located at Bcloyasrk, with MOX fuel. By Minatom's own rerkoning, there 
have been at least 30 sodium leaks at the reactor since its start of operation in 1980.  
Numerots other incidents havet al-s been documented.' Given the currenta plilical 
wealness and undcrfudinggof regulatory forces in Russia, notably (tosaomnadzor, it is 
unlikely that they can guarantee propertegulation ofRussian reactors. What would the 
US responsibilily be in event of an accident at a reactor which occurred in the context of a 
program peomoted by the IS government over the wishes of the Raaian nuclear 
establishment? IfMOX f•tl use in VVERs turns out to be unsafe and an accident occurs 
as a result, what would US liabilities be? What would be the responsibility ofthe US 
government to the Russian -people who have already tsffered eo much from nuclear 
accidents in the pasl? Will the US be willing to tasume responsibility for an accident due 
to this change in fael? Would the US bewilling to provide insurance against the 
increased risk of'accidents duc tos tb change in fuel? Furthermore. is the US prepared for 
dte social upheaval that would accompany such an accident? The 1986 Chernobyl 
accide.t is widely acknowledged as a precipitoting cause of thebreak-up of the Soviet 
Union (when combined with other factors). Given the social tensions caused by the 
current economic troubles, it is not hard to imagine that an amcident would have a very 
terious impact so the stability of Russia, not to mention on the sccurity of nuclear 
materials there.  

The Raissian publio has hens an important moderating force on Mintato's plans 
for aplutoniunmeconomy, consistently opposing large new plutonium projects. In this, 
DOE's stoo-proliferation interests coincide with the Russian public's desire to protcct 
their health and environmreo. Givent us important conjunction of intereats, DOE ought 
to be promoting the Russian public's voice in disposition decisions. Instead, it seess 
inclined to ignore Minatom's violation of access to infinmation, environmental, and 
public participation laws.  

Finally, it is clear that Russia is unable to finance a disposition program without 
substantial outside help. As we have shown above, DOR's assertions that MOX and 
immobilization are approximately equaltin cost are grossly misleading. MOX is by far 
the more expensive opti on, particularly wheat the potential costs of modifying reactors is 
added. The lack ofmoocy raises serious qustmins about the potential for large-scale 
Congressional appmopriations, and he possibility of privatc investmen. The latter is 
particularly troubling, however, because it implies potential commercial use of the MOX 
fuel fabrication facility and perhaps other plutonium facilities altur the end of ftc 
disposition program.  

Jsloi United ttiu- ldssasitm sesiskaD isposition Study, September 1996, p. S-t17.  
Leusda'xisknav ysdemeyi Ob'.ktu eaOkaltseIfrasooi Stttoy, Ekflacrliurg: 1997.  
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DOE will continue to maintain a close working relationship with Russia to 
develop technical solutions that take into consideration public health and 
the environment for surplus plutonium disposition.

MD237-15 Nonproliferation

Financing the Russian MOX fuel program, costs of the MOX fuel option, 
and reuse of the MOX facility are addressed in responses MD237-4, 
MD237-9, and MD237-13.

MD237-14 Nonproliferation
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DEOS deficiencies 

The DEIS contains a number ofdeficiaecies which need to be addressed. These 
include: 

Repnesmtative/Generic Analysis 

The DEIS doae not include an analysis of impacts for specific reactors to be used 
for the MOX optiom Instead, it appears to rely on a generic analysis conducted as part of 
the ,torage and Dispofilion PEIS (e.g. summaery of accident effects on pp. 2-101 amid 2
102). Specific reactor analysis will supposedly be included in the Final S 1 habted upon 
the crponse to DOE's Requestfor Projpoawfor.MWOXFuel Fabrication and rea cror 
Irradiation S&'vicer. However. there are two problems with this approach. Firsl, the usec 
ofthe "216" proces, in which DOE provides surrmary information on environmental 
impacts in order to prtect proprietary infonration, does not allow the public and outside 
experts to adequately judge the infromation presented. Second. rthere will be no 
opportunity lo conoent by the public concerning eactor-specific iss•es during the 
NEPA process. This wll exclude tie populations aurmunding the re ma rs orn ptablicly 
participating in the decisioe-raking process atlthis stage.  

The DEIS uses a representative site analysis for tlhe source of depleted uranium 
hexafluoride and for the convesison of the depleted uraniumr es afluoride to urnmium 
dioxide. The Portsmoutl Gaseous DiffMsion Plant is uscd as therepresentative sitr for 
die source of uraniumn hexafluoside beesu= itris the only onu of the three storage sites 
with the equipment to transfer the material firm itse loruge containers to the containers 
used in the c.nversion process. Of five possible sites for conversion to uranium dioxide, 
the DOE chose ibre Grera Electric Conmpany's Nuclear Erergy Production Facility in 
Wilmingto r Nadith Carolina as a representative site (p. 1-9).  

While asrationale is givers for choosing the Portsmouth facility, them is no reason 
givcn for choosing the GE ite. In addition to the laek Erra clear reason to choose this 
facility for a repreastative analysis of the environmental impacts of this process, there is 
no demonssrAtion of why this particular facility is representative of all facilities. The 
burden ofproof is upon the DOl to demonstrate not only that representative analysis is 
acceptable technically, but also that the site chosen is representative ofthe potential 
impacts. This should also not act as a replacement for a complete environmental impact 
assement once a candidate site has been chosen.  

In the final EAS thoDOE must clearly show tint hrepresentative naalysis isnvalid 
and that the sites chosen are truly representative of theprocesses and impacts dcseslibed 
The DOE should also state what process will be used for assessing environmental impacts 
once a sits is chosen. The laek of pubhie involvement in this area needs to besaddricsed 
as soon as possible.  

Comparison of Results 

"lThe DEIS does not allow the reader-to makea comparison between she 
altcrratives. Section 2.1g is titled "Summary of mIrpAcis of CstrUcrcnir and Opeerstiuo 
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The SPD Final EIS was not issued until the proposed reactors had been 
identified and the public had an opportunity to comment on the reactor
specific information. As part of the procurement process, bidders were asked 
to provide environmental information to support their proposals. This 
information was analyzed in an Environmental Critique prepared for the 
DOE source selection board prior to award of the MOX fuel fabrication and 
irradiation services contract. DOE then prepared an Environmental Synopsis 
on the basis of the Environmental Critique, which was released to the public 
as Appendix P of the Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS in April 1999. This 
Supplement included a description of the affected environment around the 
three proposed reactor sites, and analyses of the potential environmental 
impacts of operating these reactors using MOX fuel (Sections 3.7 and 4.28 
of this SPD EIS, respectively). During the 45-day period for public comment 
on the Supplement, DOE held a public hearing Washington, D.C., on 
June 15, 1999, and invited comments. Responses to those comments are 
provided in Volume III, Chapter 4.  

MD237-17 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

General Electric Company's NuclearEnergy Production Facility in Wilmington, 
North Carolina, was selected because its operations are typical of those of 
the candidate sites for the conversion of uranium hexafluoride to uranium 
dioxide. The analysis presented in Chapter 4 of Volume I indicates that no 
significant environmental impacts would result from the use of the Nuclear 
Energy Production Facility, and that there is no physical basis for an 
expectation of significant impacts at any other candidate facility or along 
transportation routes to and from facilities.  

The methods used to obtain the results are described in Chapter 4 and the 
relevant appendixes. Regardless of the facility selected, DOE would comply 
with NEPA and all other applicable laws and regulations.  

The comment process for the SPD EIS was open to all interested parties. No 
individual or organization was excluded from that process.
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of Surplus Plutonium Disposition Facilities.' lHowever, it fails in its task ofcl•ealy 
stmmaaizing thw impacts in a marrneroonducive to comparison. This section (as well as 
parts of Chapter 4) dtails the intagrated impacts ofthi MOX option (including 
irradiation in a reactor and transport). It also provides a comparison ofthe different types 
of'inmsobilization options (ceramic vs. glass and homogenous vs. ean-in-canister).  
However, there is no mmmary of the integrated impacts ofthe full immobilization 
option, only a eomparison of the impacts of the immobilization facilities. In face, we 
could find nopresentation of the integrated impacts of the irmmobilization option could be 
found in the documenl. It is sar acceptable to expect the public Io undertake this task.  

Fonhermnore, the two sections prescnt the impactseein different ways. The MOX 
integrated impacts section provide figures for doses, population doses, increased risk and 
Latewt Caner Fatalities de To roitine operations. The.sectiona on immnrnhilimtinn only 
provides doses and population doses.  

This is a comaplicated program with a number of altereatives. It is the DOE's 
respoasibility to present the information in a manner more conducive to comparison and 
thin shouldt be dose in the final] IS.  

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant 

The DEIS asumese the. Waste Isolation Pilot Plant will he open and able to handle 
the transurasnic waste fromue t processs. however, as has been stated repeatedly by 
IlER in other contexts. WIPP is not the solution to the transuranic waste problem.  
Portheermso WIPP is severely behind schedule, faies a anuber of challenges torits 
opening, and cannot handle the volume ofwastc. WIPp should not be assumed to bh the 
final rep•siteoy for traturanic waste generated during disposition. A safer assumplion 
would be os-site retrievable storage (in RCRA compliant facilities for mixed waste if 
necessary).  

Decision Making Process 

The DEIS fails to clearly specify the criteria thatwill be used in makiongthe final 
decision on which disposition alternative will be followed. The eaviroracnetat impact 
asmessment of any project should not be simply an exercise to justify policy decisions.  
"The r=sults ofthe analysis must be includcd in the final decision-msldng proceusin a 
substantive manner.  

Page 2-11 of the DEES stares that three factors were involved in reducing the large 
number of'possible options to the 23 that the DOE considers "reas•snable." Taken in 
equal measure, theta factors were: worker and public exposure to radiation, prulilfration 
concerns doe to transportation of matrials, infrastructure cost. This raises a number of 
issues, 

First, why were noa-prolifsratin lsses unrelated to transporttatios ignored in the 
initial phase of naaowing the options? As discusscd above, there are a naumbe ofrior
proliferation problem with the use of MOX fuel which are not related to transportation.  
The creation of a plutoniumo eacoomy which includes reprocessing of spent fuel to extract
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Chapter 4 of Volume I describes the environmental impacts of those 
alternatives (Alternatives 11 and 12) underwhich up to 50 t(55 tons) of surplus 

plutonium would be immobilized. Included are impacts incurred during the 
construction of new facilities and during facility operation. All categories of 
impacts are addressed, including those attributable to normal operation, 
accidents, and transportation.  

For each alternative except No Action, the analysis in Chapter 4 shows 

radiological impacts on the population residing within 80 km (50 mi) of the 
facilities, the MEI, and the average exposed individual. The analysis of each 
alternative, including those that involve immobilization only, includes 
estimates of the population dose, the annual dose to the maximally exposed 
and average exposed individual, and the LCF risk of a 10-year exposure.  

Section 2.18 summarizes the environmental impact information provided 

in Chapter 4. For ease of comparison, identical summary information is 
provided for each alternative (see Table 2-4). This information includes 
impacts on air quality, waste management, employment and land disturbance, 
as well as human health risks, the LCF risk from the most severe design basis 

accident, and transportation risks.  

A focused comparison of the preferred alternative (Alternative 3) and the 
immobilization-only alternative (Alternative 12A) at SRS is provided in the 
table below.

MD237-19 Repositories

The management of TRU waste generated by the proposed surplus plutonium 

disposition facilities is evaluated in this SPD EIS. DOE alternatives for 
TRU waste management are evaluated in the Final Waste Management 
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for Managing Treatment, 

Storage, and Disposal of Radioactive and Hazardous Waste 
(DOE/EIS-0200-F, May 1997) and the WIPP Disposal Phase Final 

Supplemental EIS (DOEEIS-0026-S-2, September 1997). WIPP began 
receiving shipments of TRU waste for permanent disposal on March 26, 
1999. As described in Appendix F.8.1, and the Waste Management sections

MD237-18 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process
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Comparison of Alternative 3 with Alternative 1U atSRS 
Summary no Imoncts Alfernative

3 12A
Air quality 
(incremental pollutant concentrations in Wmgn)' 

Carbon monoxide 0.37 0.246 
Nitrogen dioxide 0.0634 0.0529 
PMD 0.00423 0.00364 
Sulfuirdioxide 0.124 0.0852 

Waste management (m3)b 
TRU 1800 1500 
LLW 2400 1700 
Mixed LLW 50 20 
Hazardou 940 910 

Employment (direct) 
Construction 1968 1196 
Operations 1120 751 

Land disturbance (ha)d 32 20 
Human health risk (dose In person-reiny 

Construction (workforce) 
Dose 4.1 2.9 
LCFs 1.6x10" 1.2-10.' 

Operations 
Dose 

Public 1.8 1.6 
Workecs 456 446 

LCFs 
Public 9.Ox t' 8.0-101 
Workers 1.8 1.8 

Facility accidents' 
Tritiumraelease at pit conversion facility 5.0-10-1 5.0-101 

Tramsportationt 
LCFs 8.lxlo0 " 0.152 
Traficisfatalities 5.3-f10 8.1-10, 
Kilometers traveled (millions) 4.3 4.4 
Additional risk of`LCFs$at Pantex 8.3-10- 8.3x10' 
Values represent the incrmnesnal criteria pollutant concentrations associated with surplus plutonium 
disposition operations for the annual averaging period for nitrogen dioxide, particutate master with an 
acrodynamic diameter smaller than or equal to 10 microns (PM , and sulfur dioxide, and for the 8-hr 
averaging period fol carbon monoxide.  

a Valnes are based on aconstsoction pernod of approximately 3Sand 10 years of operation.  
Values are for the peak year of construction for each site and for the amnal opertion of all facilities for 
each aiternative.  

d Valtus repraesan the total land disturbance at each site fmrom consouclion and operations.  
* Values for Altemative I represent impacts over 50 years of operation under No Action. Those for the 

remaining alternatives are for the period ofounstruction and t pyears ofoperation. Publir dos valaes 
represent the annual radiological dose (in person-remn) to the population within 890km (50 mi) of the 
facility for the year 2030 undre Alternative 1, or for 2010 under Altemetirus 2 through 12. Worker 
dose raIcs repreeseat the total radiological dose to involved workers at the facility (in peeson-eron/ycar).  
Public LCFs represent the 50-yen LCFs esatimaed to occur in the population within 80 km (50 mi) for 
the year 2030 under Alternativeo . or the 10-year LCFs estimated to occor for the year 2010 under 
Alternatives 2 through 12. Worker LCFs represent the associated S-t or 10-year LCFs estimnated to 
on in the involved woreforce.  

The most severe deign basis accidents (based on95 percent meteorological conditions) is used to obtain 
the population LCF.  

For alteernaives that involve mone ths dine site. die transportation impacts for the entire alternative are 
shown in the fint srte listed in the a trnative. LCFs are from the radiological exposure associated with 

5,5.2 incident.free operation, radiological accidents, and futalities expected at a result of vehicle emisins.  
Traffic fatalities ase nfom -onradiological vehicle accident, LCFs at Pantex are associated with 
repaekaging requirements if the pit conversion facility is located elsewhere.  SVKey: LCF, latent can=" fatality; LLW, low-level waste; TRU, nosnaanie.
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plutonium will be hander to counter internationally ifthe United States is using MOX 
fuel. The desire of the Russian government in particular to eventually extract the 
plulecitum from the spent fuec raises serious non-proliferation roancer, 

Second, the choice ofa dual-tack strategy as the preferred alternative indicates 
that these criteria were not considered the most important. As disctssed above, 
immobilization provides advantages from an environmental and huam health 
perspective as well as cost savings and the capability of a faster completion of the 
mission. This does not eve take into account the much greater prolifcration and policy 
cuinequeaces of a MOX program which should have bel n included as e criteria.  

Third, if these criteria were suitable for an initial screening of optiona, arc timy 
used as the basls for a final decision? What imber fric ors wilt be used in the final 
decision? 

The final FIS should answer these quartions and lay out the criteasfor a decision 
in this program.  

Single Facility Analysis 

The DEIS fails to analyze an taltematise which is "reasonabler It is technically 
feasible to convert and immobilize all 50 tons ofpluwniwn in a single facility, including 
pit disssembly and convention. The pit disassembly and conversion facility transformsu 
the plutonitum into an oxids form which is necessasy for the ceranificatiaon process.  
However, it also includes processes only necessary for the MOX option, the main sunu 
being gallium removal. Under the currentplaming the facility would be constructed and 
operated with gallium removal even if the decision is made to immobilize all the 
plutonium.  

However, the immobilization facility also includes the capability to convert 
plungrium to an oxide form (which is necessary for the 17 tors ofnom-pit mwaterial which 
is slated for immobilization). It would be poasible to expand this capebility in the 
instachilizatton facility and dispense with the separate Pit Disassembly and Conversiton 
Facility entirely. We do not know what effect this would have on the environmental 
impacts. However, such a facility would not include the gallium removal process or the 
plutonium polishingprocess which is being kept assan option if certan inimpuities cannot 
heremoved. It would therefore require less overall procesing and handling than the 
current plams 

"The DOE has stated that a aingle immobtization facility should be technically 
feasible but that the obstacle would be keeping the facility open to LAEA inspcetion.'* 
Under current plans the immobilization facility wil be open to inspectionhby the IAnA.  
At [ss•e is the fact that the plutonium pits are classified antil they are convert,,l into an 
oxide. However. this argument is disingenuous. It would not be difficult to design the 
facility in such a way that IAEA inspectors would not have access to the processing 

""Netenolttltma .erffltli take• at due Aug. 20 Idaho Fall. heatag an ihe .lapis Plutoniut Disposition 
DrLt Enrwaeemosl Snutemen.  
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in Chapter 4 of Volume I, it is conservatively assumed that TRU waste would 
be stored at the candidate sites until 2016, at which time it would be shipped 
to WIPP in accordance with DOE's plans. Expected TRU waste generated by 
the proposed facilities is included in the WIPP Disposal Phase Final 
Supplemental EIS cumulative impacts estimates, as well as in the National 
TRU Waste Management Plan (DOE/NTP-96-1204, December 1997).

MD237-20 Alternatives

The decision to pursue a hybrid approach to surplus plutonium disposition 
is reflected in the Storage and Disposition PEIS ROD. The three screening 
criteria described in Section 2.3.1 were used to establish the siting alternatives 
for the hybrid and immobilization-only approaches, not the alternative 
technologies. After their application in selecting the reasonable range of 
alternatives, these criteria were no longer useful as discriminators for the 
selection of preferred alternatives.  

DOE does not agree with the commentor's assertion that the MOX fuel 
approach does not provide the degree of proliferation resistance that 
immobilization does. As explained in the Storage and Disposition PEIS, 
DOE's Office of Arms Control and Nonproliferation, with MD support, 
prepared a report, Nonproliferation and Arms Control Assessment of 
Weapons-Usable Fissile Materiel Storage and Excess Plutonium Disposition 
Alternatives (DOEINN-0007, January 1997), to assist in development of the 
ROD. This report, which concerns the nonproliferation and arms reduction 
implications of alternatives for the storage of plutonium and IEU and the 
disposition of excess plutonium, makes it clear that in regard to nonproliferation 
issues unrelated to transportation, none of the disposition technologies 
evaluated is clearly superior to another.  

Russia's plans for MOX fuel are addressed in response MD237-1.

MD237-21 Alternatives

It would be technically possible to perform pit disassembly and conversion 
in the same facility as plutonium conversion and immobilization. However, 
given the different composition of pit and nonpit plutonium, and the different 
security issues, it is not clear that there would be any cost or other advantage
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setions which contain classified pits, but would have access to the rest of the facility.  
Indeed, DOE is already designing such a facility. The Pit Disassembly and Conversion 
Facility layout presented in the DEIS clearly shows a Classified section where pits arc 
received and a not-classified section after they have been processed. There are even 
lAnA offices clearly labeled in the non-classified section. There is no reason this could 
not be done insa single pit disassembly, conversion, sad immobilization facilit. In fact, 
on p. 2-20 the DEIS discusses the possibility of collocating the pit disassembly and 
immobiliratinf fnestions in an existing facility. fthis ca be done in an existing facility, 
it sorely can be done in a new facility which is specifically designed to allow forboth 
classified and unclassified saecions.  

The failure ofthis DEIS 1o analyze a reasonable alternative which would appear to 
meet their screening criteria is a fundamental flaw. The needs to be addressed before an 
informed decision can be made &s to the relative costs and benefits of the various 
alternatives.  

Worker Risks in Accidents 

The DEIS explicitly excludes analysing the radiological cffccts of accidents on 
involved workers (those workses actually involved in a pvocess when =a accident occurs).  
The analysis is limited to nmn-involved workers 1000 meters away, the maximally 
exposed individual and the general public within 80 kilometers. The rationale for 
excluding workers actually involved in an accident is provided in KL.1.4.1 which states: 

COmaquecla 10workendirectly invotrod in the peseea sseeees$dendtioes am 
adrtissed genrtcally, withouat asaya ttan scaeartsrpeeiic qasntitatim of 
eoarqan'eM&cesAls apeaseS h to is isldy eanseqenees ws" selected irtwo re 
Pith. e• unceramintes involved in g--mfystg secit-, i s•sua s - b-us 
oehetanag forM3ra>aaditologalaccidents due to the highsh nsidvty aot da values 
toua gt ts .bsutdiedsa-&s of the h etteem ad thevocatssandbehtavisroffti 
inqacted water. AL •et=i usm i eldest ristios fts worka of Ibelltty epeentem 
= : ena staslard isitinistsadesin~ as oepposerdts heemrsdiusicsl accidents. Is.  

This rationale is not sufficient to excaludo these workers likely to bear the brunt of an 
accident during processing ofpltoautonm. Wile it may be true that the models employed 
have problems below 1)(K) metselre this does not excuse this omission. Models have beow 
developed for use in such circumstances. Altematively, an attempt to modify the model 
could have been made or lbeuncertaisnty in the model results expanded to reflect the 
greaesr uncertainty in modeling workers close to the aciduni. Assuaptions could be 
made about worker patterns (similar to the way assumptions are made concerning the 
general population).  

"The prohlem is exacerbated greatly by the presentation of the data on the 
nneinvolved worker. The table which summarizes accident impacts for each alternative 
does not provide an estimate for the number ofLatcnt Canccr Fatalities for nou-involvcd 
workers despite providing this information for the genesal public. It should not be 
difficult for this estimate t be mace as DOE presents tumbetsaon how many badged 
workers arc an-site. This emission is repeated in the summary of impacts presented on 
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in doing so, even if all 50t (55 tons) of the surplus plutonium were to be 
dispositioned through immobilization. Pit and nonpit plutonium would have 
to be converted to an oxide in separate, totally segregated processes. The 
pits would be classified, and access to the plutonium and process byproducts 
would have to be strictly limited. Moreover, the plutonium from the pits 
would be much purer, most of the nonpit plutonium would be contaminated 
with a variety of other materials, and the conversion processes would have 
to be tailored to address that Services such as access control, shipping, and 
receiving (including truck bays) could conceivably be shared to some extent.  
However, because of the classification of almost all pit conversion activities, 
pit conversion and immobilization processes and spaces would have to be 
maintained and serviced largely independently of one another. The overall 
impacts, therefore, would not likely be substantially different from those of 
two separate but collocated facilities, a condition bounded by the analyses 
reflected in this SPD EIS.

MD237-22 Facility Accidents

There are a number of factors behind the decision to report worker 
consequences in the manner presented in this SPD EIS. First, as the 
commentor has stated, is the inability to calculate radiological doses to the 
involved worker in a meaningful way given the enormous dependency of 
calculated dose results on the values of highly uncertain parameters, such as 
those associated with the particular release mechanisms (e.g., the precise 
puff distribution of powder for a spill, explosion, or other accident, which 
depends on drop height, explosion phenomenology, the spatial and temporal 
failure profile of the can, glove, glovebox), and the assumptions defining 
the involved worker (e.g., inhaling versus exhaling, location, response to 
accident). The second factor is that for most accidents with a significant 
radiological consequence to the involved worker, this consequence is 
overwhelmed by nonradiological phenomena. This is because it takes a 
physical insult of some kind to breach radiological confinement. Such 
phenomena as fires, explosions, and building collapse that result in 
radiological release (among other things) present more significant 
nonradiological consequences to the involved worker. As a result, each 
alternative in Chapter 4 of Volume I includes an estimate of the expected1s 
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pages 2-69 to 2-104. Accident impacts arc quantified and discussed for the general 
population and a one paragraph description of consequences for involved workers is 
included. However, There is no discussion of impacts to noninvolved workers due Lo 
accidents. Table 2A which is supposed to be a sumnary of impacts by Alternative and 
Site only lists the accident Latent Cancer Fatalities for the general public.  

The exclusion of involved workers in the accident analysis and thle 'lak of 
complete resul ts on the effrets of accidentsa n non-involved workers raises serious 
questions as to DOE's commilments to worker safety and health. It is a reasonable 
assumption that the effect ofan ascident on workers would be greater than on the genieral 
puhlir. The probability of Cancer Facility is ftetn ten times higher for the non-involved 
worker compared to the general public. The probability for the involved worker can be 
expected lobe even higher. By only Presenting full r sults for the public the 
conseqtueces of accidents appear to be lower than what can reasonably he expected.  

The final environmental impact statement should include a full and complete 
analysis of worker triss.  

Plutonium Polishing 
Appendix N of the DEIS describes "a polishing process by which impurities.  

particularly gallium, could be rmoved urom the plutonium feed for mixed oxide (MOX) 
i fabuication." (p. N-i) Itsis included as en appendix because DOE considers itsa 

contingency in case the dry processes DOE is developing for gallium removal fail to 
achieve the necessary purification level for MOX fuel fabrication. The plutonium 
polishing process would be an aqueous (wet) precess. In previous analyses, DOE had 
rejected. an aqueous process because ofits higheren vironmental costs. Aqueous 
processes generate greater waste volumes and the waste is in a liquid form which is more 
diflicult to handle.  

it is difficult to determine, from the information given in the DEIS, exactly what 
the incremental effects ofusing plutoniumspolishing would be in all cases. This is 
because waste generation figures within each alternative are given for all there facilitie.  
The added waste informationt preseoted in Appendix N is very contfasins uand makes it 
very difficult to assess the cssironmeatal impact ofthe addition of plutonium polishing 
onthe PDCF. This comparison would be the most suitable injudging the impacts of 
plutoniumpolishing.  

Appendix N provides the poteatial impacts ofplutonissn polishing at the four sites 
(Tables N-l 0to N-13). For the Hanford and SRS sitesathe DEIS ues alternatives 2 and 3 
which would locate all three facilities at the site in question. Plutonium polishing at these 
sites would approximately 12% more transuraric waste. Ilowever, for INEEL and Pantex 
which would only have two facilities the incrcenesal production of transuranic "waste 
would be approximately 30%. The same holds nroe generally for low-level waste, mixed 
low-level waste. hazardous waste, and non-hazardous waste. In facte for LLW the 
increases at Hanford and SRS are 27%'& and 16% respectively, while the increases at 
tNEELand Pantcx are 33% and 64% respectively. This disparity initheesses being
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cases of nonradiological injuries or illnesses and fatalities. These are the 

dominant risks to involved workers. The reason that risks to the public can 
be stated in terms of radiological releases is that other facility-related dangers 

are of only localized concern and do not travel the distance required to 
represent a public hazard (one notable exception being seismic events, which 

could cause significant damage to local buildings). With respect to the 

noninvolved worker, the calculation of population doses, from which cancer 

statistics can be calculated, is somewhat intractable. The largest individual 
doses would likely occur immediately outside the facility, particularly for 

ground-level releases. Doses from stack releases are more stable, but are 

also highly uncertain at small distances. Therefore, the potentially largest 

contribution to doses to noninvolved workers are in a regime that is uncertain, 
for calculations are of questionable value. This problem does not exist for 
the public, where each member is at a distance where estimates are 
meaningful. It would be possible, for example, to define the noninvolved 

worker as a worker beyond some distance like 200 m (656 ft), but the 

population dose calculated for that population would exclude a potentially 
large fraction of the total worker dose. Consequently, it was decided to 

provide the metric of individual dose (and probability of LCF) to the 
maximally exposed member of the public 1,000 m (3,281 ft) away or at the 

site boundary if less than 1,000 m (3,281 ft) distant. This was the protocol 

used in the Storage and Disposition PEIS, and it was considered proper for 
use in this SPD EIS as well; it also provides a valid basis for understanding 
environmental impacts of and comparing alternatives considered in this EIS.
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compared is very confusiug and underplays the impact ofplutolium polishing on waste 
generation. The incremental impacts on the single fiacility which would actually house 
the plutonium polishing module would be even greater.  

Furthermore, the DOFbhm not stated how it would make a decision to use 
plutonium polishing and what role the potential future use ofplutotium polishing will 
have on its more immediate decisiouns. If DOE decides to proceed with the hybrid 

approach and it is discovered in the fiturelthat plutonium polishing is necessary, resource 
contmitmcuts already made at that point wilt likely render it difficult to switch to an 
immobilization only alternative.  

Unanswered Questtions 

While the DEISindoes provide a subslantial annount of information on both the 
MOX and immobilization options there are serious gaps.  

"* Vhat arcthe DOE's piano to accounL for the failure afthe In-Tank Precipitation (ITP) 
process at the Savannah River Site? DOE has ruled out the only alternative that it 
was previously considering, the use ofcesium-137 from Hanford. (p. S-15) how will 

? failune affect the immobilization progrmn's tLhbniual options and timescale? 

"* What assumptions wereromade about ahe number and siting of reactors in assessing the 
cumulative impacts of the MOX option (Section 2.18.3)? Refemce is made in this 
section to 4.3.5.2 ofthe Storoge mad Disposition PERS for a generic analysis of light 
water reactors using 100% MOX carest That analysistis for a single reactor atla site 
and dearly etates that for multiple reactors at a site the impacts "would be 
approximately doubled for two rte:ttos or tripled for three resctont." On p. 8-11 of the 
Swp&tr Plutonium Disposition DEIS it satcs Iliac irradiation would occ at 3-8 
reactors but does not state any assumptions about the number of sites or how many 
were assumed for the analyms.  

" Why is the DOE reserving die option to use CANDTU reactors and moving forward 
with testing if throughout the DEIS the assumption is that MOX will be used in US 
r.WIs? If the DOE is still considering CANDU reactors, what effect will Ontario 
Hydro's recent shutdown of a number of CANXDU reactors have on the program) 
What provitions will be madelto ensure that both Canadian and U.S. citizens will 
have the opportunity for input? 

"* Whois responsible for anirradiatedfdelt? What willoccur if MOXEfuel fabricalion 
commences but either the license to use MOX is rejected by the NRC or the reator 
operators decide to cancel the project? 

" How long will unirradiated fuelbestoredand at what sites? If storage is at the 
, -rtur site, what additional'securitynemares will be undertaken? 

"* What are the implicationsofsiting facilities in the F-Canyon? tlow will this affect 
reprocessing policy? Hlow will ir affect clean-up ofthe site? Is there any •olaLion 
between a decision to use the F-Cauymn fur the disposition program and the ate of the
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MD237-24 Cumulative Impacts

Section 4.28 was revised to discuss the potential environmental impacts of 
operating Catawba, McGuire, and Norah Anna, the reactors that would useI) 

'.0 
--.

MD237-23 Immobilization 

DOE's offices are coordinating efforts so that potential impacts of the SRS 
HLW program's decisions on immobilization are understood. This would 
allow any necessary changes to the can-in-canister or other immobilization 
approach to be made in a timely manner. DOE is presently considering a 
replacement process for the in-tank precipitation (ITP) process at SRS. The 
UTP process was intended to separate soluble high-activity radionuclides 
(i.e., cesium, strontium, uranium, and plutonium) from liquid HLW before 
vitrifying the high-activity fraction of the waste in DWPF. The UTP process 
as presently configured cannot achieve production goals and safety 
requirements for processing HLW. Three alternative processes are being 
evaluated by DOE: ion exchange, small tank precipitation, and direct grout.  
DOE's preferred immobilization technology (can-in-canister) and 
immobilization site (SRS) are dependent upon DWPF providing vitrified 
HLW with sufficient radioactivity. DOE is confident that the technical 
solution will be available at SRS by using radioactive cesium from the ion 
exchange or small tank precipitation process. A supplemental EIS 
(DOEIEIS-0082-S2) on the operation of DWPF and associated riP alternatives 
is being prepared.  

In addition, results of an in-progress NAS study will help determine to what 
extent the can-in-canister configuration meeting the Spent Fuel Standard 
depends on the presence of an intense radiation barrier. The Spent Fuel 
Standard, as identified by NAS and modified by DOE, is to make the surplus 
weapons-usable plutonium as inaccessible and unattractive for weapons use 
as the much larger and growing quantity of plutonium that exists in spent 
nuclear fuel from commercial power reactors. Necessary analyses would 
be conducted at that time should this decision identify the need to reconsider 
using cesium 137 from the capsules currently stored at Hanford. It should 
be noted that DOE has not made final decisions on disposition of the Hanford 
cesium and strontium capsules.
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the MOX fuel. The analyses reflect the information provided by the bidders 
in the MOX procurement process, supplemented by additional information.  
Section 2.18.3 was revised and Section 4.32.8 was added to include the 
cumulative impacts of the proposed reactor sites.  

MD237-25 ParallexEA 

In the SPD Draft EIS, DOE retained the option to use some of the surplus 
plutonium as MOX fuel in CANDU reactors, which would have only been 
undertaken in the event that a multilateral agreement were negotiated among 
Russia, Canada, and the United States. Since the SPD Draft EIS was issued, 
DOE determined that adequate reactor capacity is available in the 
United States to disposition the portion of the U.S. surplus plutonium that is N" 

suitable for MOX fuel and, therefore, while still reserving the CANDU option, 
DOE is no longer actively pursuing it However, DOE, in cooperation with 
Canada and Russia, proposes to participate in a test and demonstration 
program using U.S. and Russian MOX fuel in a Canadian test reactor. A 
separate environmental review, the EnvironmentalAssessmentfor the Parallex 
Project Fuel Manufacture and Shipment (DOE/EA-1216, January 1999), 
analyzes the fabrication and proposed shipment of MOX fuel rods for research 
and development activities involving the use of limited amounts ofU.S. MOX 
fuel in a Canadian test reactor. A FONSI was signed on August 13, 1999.  
Both of these documents can be viewed on the MD Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com. If a decision is made to dispose of Russian surplus 
plutonium in Canadian CANDU reactors in order to augment Russia's 
disposition capability, shipments of the Russian MOX fuel would take place 

directly between Russia and Canada.  

MD237-26 DOE Policy 

DOE conducted a procurement process to acquire MOX fuel fabrication and 
irradiation services. The selected team, DCS, would design, request a license, 
construct, operate, and deactivate the MOX facility as well as irradiate the 
MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors. However, these activities are 

subject to the completion of the NEPA process. Because the fuel fabricator 
and reactor licensees work closely as a team, it is unlikely that the fabrication 

of MOX fuel would outpace its need. Reactor shutdowns or other operational
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issues that could affect the need for fuel would be incorporated into the fuel 
fabrication schedules, and adjustments made as required. In the event that 
MOX fuel were made and then not be needed due to NRC not issuing a 
license amendment or other factors, DOE would be responsible for the 

unirradiated fuel and would reexamine its disposition options.  

MD237-27 MOXRFP 

The MOX facility would have the capability to store the MOX fuel for a 

minimum of 18 months prior to shipment to the reactor sites for irradiation.  

The MOX facility would be located at an existing secure DOE site. DOE 

does not anticipate the need for any additional security measures at reactor 

sites, other than for the additional security applied for the receipt of fresh 

fuel. MOX fuel would be delivered to the commercial reactors in SST/ 

SGTs. Commercial reactors currently have armed security forces, primarily 

to protect against perimeter intrusion. There would be increased security 

for the receipt and storage of fresh MOX fuel, as compared with that for 

fresh LEU fuel, for additional vigilance inside the perimeter. However, the 

increased security surveillance would be a small increment to the plant's 

existing security plan. After irradiation, the MOX fuel would be removed 

from the reactor and managed with the rest of the spent fuel from the reactor, 

eventually being disposed of at a geologic repository built in accordance 

with the NWPA. The duration for storage does not depend on whether the ý 

spent fuel originated as MOX or LEU, but rather on when a storage facility a 

is available to receive spent fuel. The storage of MOX spent fuel would not 

require any additional security due to the radiation barrier and difficulty 

associated with moving spent fuel.  

MD237-28 DOE Policy t 

The use of U.S. surplus plutonium in existing domestic, commercial reactors t 

does not involve reprocessing (reprocessing is a chemical separation of 

uranium, transuranic elements [including plutonium], and fission products 

from spent reactor fuel and the reuse of the plutonium and uranium to produce 

new fresh fuel). DOE eliminated as unreasonable the eight alternatives in 

the SPD Draft EIS that used portions of Building 221-F with a new annex 

at SRS for plutonium conversion and immobilization. It was determined
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F-Canyonlto deal with scrubs and alloys from Rocky Fiatssby reproessing them at 
SRS? 

" What ame the implications of re-use ofths facilities? Thu DEIS tates: 

who fide iuna atlawlutonluradisposin iafctllkies artaemoaploted. da eatiratinmand •tileasmti 
wouldsht perfotred s oreduce fth risk sa sadiallcalt eroateq redactAss needd sto and conts 
associat wita. Ibag-Letra. iosmlors and psepare the buildings fee poatfial fineus-. (Chater 4 
ofthe SPD EIS provides a atsionson deedivtiamad sftbiliae.) Athe end ct tof tiestfullife 
of the fittlities. ýOlE would tevaluate optiots fat D&D or teuse of tlh fucilites. D&D of dhea 
.eWitdis woald not octar feberny yewts. When DOE is rdytoe propose D&D of these facfiies, an 
spwl ee NEPA resiew will bthe oaduaed. (p. S-5) 

Section 4.31 states that "it is assumed that the equipment within the building would 
be deactivatetl and the facilities stabilized to a condition suitable for rouse." (p. 4-391, 
emphasis added) Such aproess would include removing both nuclear materials and 
the equipment. However. DOE does not indicale how it would ensure, either through 
legal or regulatory means, that the fadclities would not be reused for MOX fuel 
production purposes. The ROD for the Storgewand DisposiWon ofWeapons-Osable 
Fissile Mraerials Finae! FIStindicatlsthat lDOE would try to limit facility licenses in 
order to prevent use oftha MOX FEF forceommerial MOX prodauction (as well as 
limiting reactor licenses). This is not discussed in the Stap/lur Plutonium Disposition 
DEIS.  

" What are theoeffects ofan accident involvinga canskenear water? In chapter L, the 
DEIS describes various tests done on casks (e.g. drop tests), However, the immersion 
test is done a separate cask, one which has not gone llrsalt the series of physical 
skew tests. How would the accident analysis change if such a test were perftnned? 
Are there plausible scenarios forea cask falling from a beight and being immersed in 
water (e.g. aceidents on bridges over rivers)? 

DOE's asal eavirsntotall nipact statetentt should answer Lhe• questions.  

Conclusions 
The "dual-track" strategy and its emphasis on MOX rests on a number of faulty 

political and technical assumptions. Two of the most importarnt tfirst, the idea that the 
118 must implement a MOX program to ensure Russian participation in a disposition 
program.. As we have shown above, this is false for a nutnber ofreasons. Second, is the 
idea that the dual-tLrack povides technical backup in iste case ol'publunms with one nflhe 
options. This idea is faulty because immobilization is neceessary to process 17 of the 50 
metric tons of surplus plutonium, and so must be made to operate successfully in any 
case.  

A MOX disposition program poses a number of long-tesm proliferation risks not 
adequately considered by DOE. Most significantly, such a program will finances a tOX 
fuel fabrication facility in Russia. providing the only missing link in Minatoan's plans for

I 28 
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that the amount of space required for the immobilization facility would be 
significantly larger than originally planned. These new space requirements 
mean that the annex required to be built alongside Building 221-F would 
be very close in size and environmental impacts to the new immobilization 
facility alternatives at SRS. Therefore, this SPD EIS only presents the 
alternatives involving a completely new immobilization facility at SRS.  
Building 221-F remains the preferred alternative for processing the RFETS 
plutonium residues and scrub alloy, as described in the Final Environmental 
Impact Statement on Management of Certain Plutonium Residues and Scrub 
Alloy Stored at the Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site 
(DOF/EIS-0277F, August 1998). Thecleanupof site facilities aftercompletion 
of the surplus plutonium disposition program would be conducted in 
compliance with applicable environmental and safety regulations.

MD237-29 DOE Policy

DOE does not plan to use the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities 
for MOX fuel fabrication after completion of the surplus plutonium 
disposition program. D&D actions would be commensurate with facility 
reuse decisions.

MD237-30 Transportation

The Type B shipping containers that would be used for the transportation of 
surplus plutonium in various forms are described in Appendix L.3.1.6. The 
requirements for certification of a Type B container include maintaining its 
integrity at a depth of 15 m (50 ft). This would be a greater depth than 
would be involved in an accident on most bridges. A more rigorous 
requirement to withstand a depth of 200 m (656 ft) is required for casks that 
are certified to carry 1 million or more curies. These requirements are applied 
to an undamaged container because of the very low probability of a container 
breach by any realistic cause and on the basis of actual transportation 
experience. As indicated in Section 2.18, no traffic fatalities from 
nonradiological accidents or LCFs from radiological exposures or vehicle 
emissions are expected.
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MD237-31 DOE Policy 

The Russian government has plans to use surplus plutonium in commercial 
reactors. Because the Russians have expressed concern that immobilization 
would not destroy any plutonium, it is conceivable that the Russians would 
not eliminate their plutonium stockpile if the United States were to implement 
an immobilization-only approach. Therefore, the hybrid approach provides 
the best opportunity for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement 
similar options for reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, 
it sends the strongest possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to 
reduce stockpiles of surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner 
that would make it technically difficult to use the plutonium in 
weapons again.  

Immobilization is the preferred approach to disposition the 17 t (19 tons) of 
impure plutonium. All of the surplus plutonium could be made into MOX 
fuel, however, DOE reviewed the chemical and isotopic composition of the 
surplus plutonium and determined in the Storage andDisposition PEIS ROD 
that about 8 t (9 tons) of surplus plutonium were not suitable for use in making 
MOX fuel. Furthermore, DOE has identified an additional 9 t (10 tons) for 
a total of 17 t (19 tons) that have such a variety of chemical and isotopic 
compositions that it is more reasonable to immobilize these materials and 
avert the processing complexity that would be added if these materials were 
assigned to be made into MOX fuel. The criteria used in this identification 
included the level of impurities, processing requirements, and the ability to 
meet the MOX fuel specifications. If at any time it were determined that 
any of the 33 t (36 tons) currently proposed for MOX fuel fabrication was 
unsuitable, that portion would be sent to the immobilization facility.  

MD237-32 Nonproliferation 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concerns regarding the disposition of 
surplus Russian plutonium as MOX fuel, although programmatic and policy 
issues such as U.S. policies toward plutonium disposition in Russia are 
beyond the scope of this SPD EIS. The United States will not support any 
plans to build a plutonium economy.  

I-
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a plutonium economy. It also poses severe safety and environmental dangers, particularly 
in its reliance on again Russian reactors.  

Furarmnreý iommobilizatiso provides a isumber of other" d'atasges yso MOX.  
Reactor control issues would not be present under an immobilization program. The 
munber of facilities and operations would be reduced and the overall cost of the program 
would be lower.  

The DEIS is insufficient as an environmensal analysis document. The DOE has 
failod to include the communitirs living near the reactors their opportunity to participate 
in the process. It is insufficient To assume ihe NRC re-iernsing process will 
accommodate their concerns. Furtheenrore, many reactor-related issues have been loft out 
of this documient.  

Similarly, the DOE has failed to demionutrate that the sites chosen for conversion 
of uraniunm hexaluoride to uranium dioxide amerepresentative ofthe act[a sites whicls 
nay be used. DOE has also failed to involve the affected eicns nesar these sirte in the 
NElIA process.  

The DEIS also has a number ofdeficiencies which need to be addressed. The 
DOE has failed to analyze a reasonable alternative which would involve a single facility 
undertaking the pit disassembly and conversion, as well as the immnhilization process.  
The facility accident analysis does not adequately address the issue of worker risk and the 
eff'cts of accidentsa on involved workers. The remlts for non-involved workers are not 
fully presented. There arm numcrous other deficiencies and unanswered questions which 
need to be resolved

Unless DOE studies the proper options and provides complete analysis the final 
enviraouncilat impact statenent will be hsoanteatally flawed and incomplete.  

Recoimumendations 

"l'e Institute for Energy and Envircnuetal Research strongly urges sthe 
Department of Ener to: 

I. Sc t bimmobiliza-ion ofall 50 metric tons ofplutonieam. luiohiliration ilthe bes 
alternative for meeting the non-proliferation and disamament goals ofthe program 
while minsinizing the impacts. The MOX option should be rciected for both lecmieal 
and policy reasons, because it could create many safety and proliferation problems.  
even while addressing the security of staptus weapons plutonium. Certainly, it isin 
the interest of the US to encourage plutonium disposition in Russia, and to support 
such a program financially. However, DOE has not adequately explored other 
options for reconciling Russian policy on plutonium as a conomic asset with the 
need to put surplus plutonium in nor-wesposn-usable form.  

2. The DOE should analyze the option of conversion and immobilization of all 50 tons 
of aurplus plutonium utilizing a single facility 

3. The DOE should revise its accident snalysiscto include involved workers.
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Close cooperation between the two countries is required to ensure that 
nuclear arms reductions cannot be easily reversed. Understanding the 
economic dilemma in Russia, the U.S. Congress has appropriated funding for 
a series of small-scale tests and demonstrations of plutonium disposition 
technologies jointly conducted by the United States and Russia. In fiscal 
year 1999 (starting October 1998), Congress further appropriated funding to 
assist Russia in design and construction of a plutonium conversion facility 
and a MOX fuel fabrication facility. This funding would not be expended 
until the presidents of both countries signed a new agreement. Although the 
amount appropriated by Congress is not sufficient to fund the entire Russian 
surplus plutonium disposition program, the United States is working with 
Russia and other nations to resolve this issue.  

U.S. nonproliferation policy is addressed in response MD237-4.

MD237-33 Alternatives

It is correct that there would be no reactor issues involved if surplus plutonium 
disposition occurred through the immobilization-only approach, and the 
overall costs would probably be less because only two proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities would be needed. However, the goal of the 
surplus plutonium disposition program is to reduce the threat of nuclear 
weapons proliferation worldwide by conducting disposition of surplus 
plutonium in the United States in an environmentally safe and timely manner.  
Converting the surplus plutonium into MOX fuel and using it in domestic, 
commercial reactors is an effective way to accomplish this.

MD237-34 Alternatives

Russia's plans for MOX fuel are addressed in response MD237-1.
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4. The DOE should provide integrated impacts for each aternative analyzed. A clear 
aid concise suomary of 1mm impat should be provided and compai.nrns made 
between the two majeorclasscs of alcruatives: Hybrid and Inmobilizhado 

5. The DOE should develop technical back-up options by developing alternate 
immobilization technologies, perhaps through pilot scale work tn handle Rocky Flotw 
mnateials.

35 

36
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MD237-35 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

A comparison of the impacts of the hybrid and the all immobilization 
alternatives is addressed in response MD237-18.

MD237-36 DOE Policy

Several immobilization technologies for surplus plutonium disposition were 
analyzed in the Storage and Disposition PEIS. They include vitrification 
(glass), ceramic immobilization, and electrometallurgical treatment.  
Vitrification and electrometallurgical treatment are existing technologies.  
This SPD EIS analyzes the can-in-canister approach for both glass and 
ceramic immobilization. This technology is currently under testing for 
ceramic immobilization. Regarding the RFETS plutonium materials, existing 
technologies are being used to stabilize these materials so that they can be 
immobilized with the technology chosen in the SPD EIS ROD.
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Massachusetts Citizens for Safe Eneryv 
29 Temple Place, Boston MA 02111 [617]292-4821 phone* [6171 292-8057frc 

148 Washington SC, Duxbury MA 02332 1781) 934-0389 phone* 17811 934-5579 fax

July 21, 1998

U.S.Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
P.O. Box 23786 - Washington DC 20026-5134 

RE: Request for DOE Meeting Concerning DEIS Regarding 
MOX in Boston/Plymouth MA Area 

One operating nuclear reactor remains in Massachusetts - the 
Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station in Plymouth, Massachusetts. We 
have no confidence in the safety of that reactor because, 
for example: it is old and experiencing age-related 
deterioration peculiar to boiling water reactors; it is a GE 
Mark I - a flawed design and the manufacturer, GE, holds the 
prize for making reactors with the most troubled histories 
in the U.S.; the N.R.C., the regulators, have a consistent 
history of being the lapdogs, instead of the watchdogs, of 
the industry; and Massachusetts has recently deregulated 
it's electric market with consequent efforts by the owner of 
Pilgrim NPS to cut corners in an attempt to compete.  

With that as background, it is understandable why we oppose 
the MOX proposal which would both raise the probability of a 
severe reactor accident and more than double the 
radioactivity that could be released should an accident 
occur.  

We request that an additional DOE meeting on the Draft 
Environmental Impact statement be held in the 
Boston/Plymouth area to pro,,ide you with an oppcrtunity for 
dialogue with individuals and groups who stand to be 
impacted by your proposal in the future.  

The meetings scheduled to date are in Richland, Washington; 
Amarillo, Texas; North Augusta, SC; Portland, Oregon; Idaho 
Falls, ID. There are none scheduled in the Northeast where 
many of the aged reactors which potentially may use MOX fuel 
are located. We are left out of the process.

2

Section 4.28 was revised to discuss the potential environmental impacts of 
operating Catawba, McGuire, and North Anna, the reactors that would use 
the MOX fuel, should the decision be made to proceed with the hybrid 
approach. In addition, the reactors selected include only those reactors 
whose operational life is expected to last beyond the life of the surplus 
plutonium disposition program. Thus, the Pilgrim reactor was not considered 
because it is an older reactor.

MD001-2 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

DOE does not believe that an additional public hearing in the Northeast is 
necessary, since none of the reactors to be used are located there. All 
interested parties were encouraged to comment on the Supplement to the 
SPD Draft EIS issued in April 1999. This Supplement included the 
Environmental Synopsis, a description of the affected environment around 
the three proposed reactor sites, and analyses of the potential environmental 
impacts of operating these reactors using MOX fuel (Appendix P and 
Sections 3.7 and 4.28 of this SPD EIS, respectively). During the 45-day period 
for public comment on the Supplement, DOE held a public hearing in 
Washington, D.C., on June 15, 1999, and invited comments. Responses to 
those comments are provided in Volume I[[, Chapter 4.

Respectfully submitted by, 

Mary Elizabeth Lampert MDOO1

MD001-1 MOXRFP
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ROSE ANN PERRICONE 
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CITY OF ALGONAC 

RESOLUTION 

URGING THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY TO REFRAIN FROM 
TRANSPORTING WEAPONS-USABLE FISSILE MATERIAL THROUGH MICHIGAN 
AND ST. CLAIR COUNTY IN PARTICULAR 

uunfS, the United States Department of Energy is studying 
transportation options for moving weapons-usable fissile 
materials, including plutonium, for disposition. One of the 
three options under consideration is transporting the nuclear 
materials and fuel to Canada through Michigan utilizing the 
Blue Water Bridge at Port Huron; and 

WHEREAS, there are many problems with transporting volatile 
and carcinogenic materials. The security and environmental 
risks are considerable and utilizing the Blue Water Bridge 
route would jeopardize the population of St. Clair County and 
the water supply of the Great Lakes; and 

WHEREAS, there are many other suitable access points than the 
international water boundaries of Michigan. The western 
portions of the continent offer access that is much easier to 
secure and does not involve transportation through as many 
densely populated areas.  

MOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the Algonac City Council, 
that we urge the United States Department of Energy to refrain 
from transporting weapons-usable fissile materials through 
Michigan and St. Clair County; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that a copy of this resolution be 
forwarded to the United States Department of Energy Office of 
Fissile Materials Disposition and each of our appropriate 
federal and state elected officials.

1

ADOPTED 8/4/98

DOE acknowledges the commentors' concern with transportation of material 
through Michigan. The transportation of weapons-usable fissile materials 
through Michigan and St. Clair County is beyond the scope of the proposed 
action analyzed in this SPD EIS. Shipments of a small quantity of MOX fuel 
from LANL to Canada were part of a separate proposed action. DOE has 
prepared an Environmental Assessment for the Parallex Project Fuel 
Manufacture and Shipment (DOE/EA- 1216, January 1999) and FONSI, signed 
August 13, 1999, on fabrication of the MOX fuel and its transportation to 
Canada. Because the Blue Water Bridge in Port Huron, Michigan, will be 
under renovation during the time of the proposed shipment, the route using 
that bridge was removed from consideration. This EA and FONSI can be 
viewed on theMMD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com.

ose Ann Perricone 
City Clerk

MD017

MD017-1 Paraflex EA
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BERLIN 
THOMAS R. BLOUSLH ET AL.  
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13892 HOUGH ROAD, 
BERVILL, MI, 48002 
PHONE0 (810) 784-9969 
FAX: (810) 784-9717

RESOLUTION 98-M 
TRANSPORTATION OFNVCLEA t-GRADE MATERIALS 

WHEREAS, the Urited Stales Department of Enh gy in studying tasnsportation optionsfor moving 
weapowm-usablenfissile matcalas, including plutonium. dloough ttlhigan, possilbly utilizing 1-69 and thn 
Blue WaterBridge in PortfHamos, and 

WHIREIEEAS we are all aware ofthe many problems associated ,vAth transporting voinaie and 
carcnogenic materials. The evsiroaentat risks amae esseively high and theause ofthe Blue Water 
Bridge route would definitely jeopardize the population oRaedin Township as well as all ofthe other 
mmnmstaes atong thisn inne and finally, of all places one of the GreatnLake" and 

WHEREAS
5 there re many other more aittable access points than the inteanadonas water bohadanm.  

nfldeidgan. And as you must know, the western portinre ofthe cominent are more easilyaceesed 
arl ddo not involve transportation throughhis deaely populaetarea.  

NOW, THEREP0R, BE IT RESOLVED: by the Berlin Township Board, SL Clair County, 
Jahigan, that we sincerely urge the Dep onatmet ofEnergy to exsude floma consdeai•ne , theoT-69 to 
PonHuarom mute, as a choice for transport ofwcapom-u able fism'ihematethl.  

iE ri FURTHER RESOL.VFD,t haeta copy of this resolution be forarded to the United States 
Deparateof Energy Office of PleslnMatetals Disition andl ach of•or approoiatofederal and 
state elected offidals.  

ADOPTED ROLL C VOTE AUGUSTt11, 1999 

Brl TOWNSHIP •Wv~OR 

IfJNTOVWNS, EW.  

7BERL[IN TOWNSHIP '1 REAS [ !FKg 

BERLIN TOWNSHIP TRUSTEE 

BIERLIN TOWNSHIP TRUSTEE

1

MD018

DOE acknowledges the commentors' concern with transportation of material 
through Michigan. The transportation of weapons-usable fissile materials 
through Michigan and St. Clair County is beyond the scope of the proposed 
action analyzed in this SPD EIS. Shipments of a small quantity of MOX fuel 
from LANL to Canada were part of a separate proposed action. DOE has 
prepared an Environmental Assessment for the Parallex Project Fuel 
Manufacture and Shipment (DOE/EA- 1216, January 1999) and FONSL signed 
August 13, 1999, on fabrication of the MOX fuel and its transportation to 
Canada. Because the Blue Water Bridge in Port Huron, Michigan, will be 
under renovation during the time of the proposed shipment, the route using 
that bridge was removed from consideration. This EA and FONSI can be 
viewed on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com.

0 00

M0D18-1 Parallex EAI
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BIERNOT, MARILYN 
PAGE 1 OF 1

I would like to receive the Surplus Plutonium Disposition 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement. I did call about this 
about one month ago, and I have not received it yet. And 
the local people here would like to have a meeting. We feel 
that we need a public meeting here, as you would like to 
bring it through our Blue Water Bridge in Port Huron. You 
will be receiving information from our County 
Commissioners and our Port Huron City Councilmen. We all 
feel that is an important spot to have a meeting and we do 
not feel that we have had time to review the EIS, because we 
only have until September 16th and we believe that date 
should be pushed up. We have not been able to review it.  
We haven't been able to discuss it. And we would like to 
respond before September 16th as we feel it is our right.  
Thank you. Good bye.

PD025

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern regarding transportation of 
material through Michigan. The transportation of weapons-usable fissile 
materials through Michigan and St. Clair County is beyond the scope of the 
proposed action analyzed in this SPD EIS. Shipments of a small quantity of 
MOX fuel from LANL to Canada were part of a separate proposed action.  
DOE has prepared an Environmental Assessment for the Parallex Project 
FuelManufacture andShipment(DOEIEA-1216, January 1999) and FONSI, 
signed August 13, 1999, on fabrication of the MOX fuel and its transportation 
to Canada. Because the Blue Water Bridge in Port Huron, Michigan, will be 
under renovation during the time of the proposed shipment, the route using 
that bridge was removed from consideration. This EA and FONSI can be 
viewed on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com.  

DOE does not believe that a hearing in Michigan is necessary because none 
of the actions addressed in this SPD EIS would occur there.

PD025-1 ParallexEA
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S BROCKWAY 
. CARL VERMEESCH ET AL.  
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BROCKWAY TOWNSHIP 

A re utitn to urgeh oie United States Veprmbnt or'Eneigy Ia seflain from transporting weapoe
usable fissile material through M.big•n rad St Clair County in particular.  

Wheeas 'loe United States DLepatment of Fncrgy is studying Iransportation options for moving 
weapons-usable fi .ile materials, including plutesnium, for disposition. One ofetre •hoe options under 
cossidratino is trasporting the nuclear mateeial. adI fuuel to Canada through Michigan utlliring the Blou 
Water B1ridge at Port Huron; and 

Whereas There am many prubltms with traurpolttiuo volatile and aCrehsogeie smaterials. The security 
and environmentalr isks a ecor.siderabltland stilizing die Blue Water Bridge route would jeopardize the 
population or St. Clair Consay and the water supply of the Grnat Lakes; and 

,Wh•reas, "1heere m many other suitable cess pintr tham tLhe international water bondaeirs of 
Michigant lst' western portionsa ofth continent ofler naccrs that is achs easter to secusre and does not 
unsu• otransportatina tlhrough as many denaely p sslatcd areas; now, Iherefor be i 

Reasoved by ls•e Brockway Tuwnship Board ofTrustee's, That we urge the Inkted Sals Ics Department ol 
Ecergy to reftain from ttansporling weapons-usable fissile materiasl through Michigan and St. Clair 
County; =ol it furtler he 

Reusilvscd, That a4 copy of iis resolution e transported to the tuInbted Stares Depthmeat of Energy 
Office ouFimslsle Mtereills Disposition l nd each of our appropriate deral •d abate elected orldxialn.

1

MD161-1 Parallex EA 

DOE acknowledges the commentors' concern with transportation of material 
through Michigan. The transportation of weapons-usable fissile materials 
through Michigan and St. Clair County is beyond the scope of the proposed 
action analyzed in this SPD EIS. Shipments of a small quantity of MOX fuel 
from LANL to Canada were part of a separate proposed action. DOE has 
prepared an Environmental Assessment for the Parallex Project Fuel 
Manufacture and Shipment((DOEFEA- 1216, January 1999) andFONSI, signed 
August 13, 1999, on fabrication of the MOX fuel and its transportation to 
Canada. Because the Blue Water Bridge in Port Huron, Michigan, will be 
under renovation during the time of the proposed shipment, the route using 
that bridge was removed from consideration. This EA and FONSI can be 
viewed on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com.

CA•. VERMEESCHI, SJ•PRVISOR 

RU LHKRUSMCKI, I' MEASUR ER 

RONALD MEHARG, TRUSTEE

ARTHUR LAUPICIILER. CLERK 

FRED THEEL. TRUSTEE

MD161
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CHINA 
JULIE ANN WALLACE 
PAGE 1 OF 2

CBARTER TOWNSHIP OF CHINA 
St Clair Counm;, Michigan 

Resoludon #8-98

URGING THE UNITED STATES DEPA.RTMENT OF ENERGY TO REFRAIN 
FROM TRANSPORTING WEAPONS-USABLE FISSILE MATERIAL 
TKgIOUGH M.ICHIGAN AND ST. (qA-% COU'NTY IN PARTIsULAR 

WHEREAS, the United States Department of Energy is studying transpurtort 
CptiU- Surt-n--3 lp-••s iS -m 'ti as, inieudinhplutanium, S di-spsitovn.  
One of the three options under consideration is transporting the nuclear waermts and fuel 
to Canada throgh Michigan utilizing the Blue Water Bridge at Port Huron; and 

WHEREAS, there are many problemsw wi th tramportt volatile arid carcinogenic 
'atcrila. The security and environiental risks are considerable. end utilizing the Blue 
Water Br•ige route would jeopardize the popuaatimn of S,. Clair Coun•t .nd, de water 
=1pply of the CGr tLakes; and 

WHEREAS, there are many other sumable access points than the iternational 
water boundaries of Micigan.. The wesmen portions of the continent offer access that is 
uch easier to secure and does not involve tramsportation through as many densely 
populated arms.  

NOW. THEREFORE, BE IT RESCOTiNED, by the Chmier Township of Clina 
Board of Trustees, that the United States Depatument of Enery be urged to refimn from "transportig weapons-usable fissile materiais t::rou._& Lichin and St. Clai •u and 

IT IS FURTHFER RESOLVED, Ltn a copy othis resoiltion be forwad to the 
U-ited States Department of Energy OfIee of fisile haterials Disposition and each of 
cur approp-aze federal and state elected officials.  

The following aye votes were recorded.•All.. Neimam. Wallace. Schwethofer.  
?av.ae i. and Gre 
Absent • Lusday 

The 7 fllowing nay votes were rLrded: Nore 

CHARTER TOWNSHIP OF CHINA 
POARD F ;-IUSl-frJ

1

MD082

MD082-1 Parallex EA 
The transportation of weapons-usable fissile materials through Michigan 
and St. Clair County is beyond the scope of the proposed action analyzed in 
this SPD EIS. Shipments of a small quantity of MOX fuel to Canada were part 
of a separate proposed action. DOE has prepared an Environmental 
Assessment for the Parallex Project Fuel Manufacture and Shipment 
(DOE/EA-1216, January 1999) and FONSI, signed August 13, 1999, on 
fabrication of the MOX fuel and its transportation to Canada. Because the 
Blue Water Bridge in Port Huron, Michigan, will be under renovation during 
the time of the proposed shipment, the route using that bridge was removed 
from consideration. This EA and FONSI can be viewed on the MD Web site 
athttp:/lwww.doe-md.com.

I



SCHINA 
SJULE ANN WALLACE 

PAGE 2 OF 2 

STATE OF MICHIGAN) 
COUNTY OF ST. CLAIR) 

I, Julie Ann Wallace, Clerk ofthe Charter Townbsip of China, County of St. Clair, 
and State of Midiigan, do heby certify that the above Resolution #8-98 is altu and 
exact copy ofthe Resolution adopted at a regularnmeeting held August 17, 1998. VA.  

DATE: August 17,1998

MD082
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FD321

The transportation of weapons-usable fissile materials through Michigan 
and St Clair County is beyond the scope of the proposed action analyzed in 
this SPD EIS. Shipments of a small quantity of MOX fuel to Canada were part 
of a separate proposed action. DOE has prepared an Environmental 
Assessment for the Parallex Project Fuel Manufacture and Shipment 
(DOE/EA-1216, January 1999) and FONSI, signed August 13, 1999, on 
fabrication of the MOX fuel and its transportation to Canada. Because the 
Blue Water Bridge in Port Huron, Michigan, will be under renovation during 
the time of the proposed shipment, the route using that bridge was removed 
from consideration. This EA and FONSI can be viewed on the MD Web site 
at http://www.doe-md.com. To provide for public comment on the 
SPD Draft EIS, DOE conducted public hearings near the potentially affected 
DOE sites and therefore, with the most directly concerned population. This 
decision did not preclude relevant comment by State and local governments, 
individuals, and organizations in Michigan. Approximately 1,700 copies of 
the SPD Draft EIS were mailed, and an NOA letter was mailed to an additional 
5,500 members of the public. Several means were available for providing 
comments: public hearings, mail, a toll-free telephone and fax line, and the 
MD Web site. Equal consideration was given to all comments, regardless of 
how or where they were received. DOE does not believe that any extension 
of the comment period on the SPD Draft EIS is necessary. Moreover, DOE 
does not believe that a hearing in Michigan is necessary because none of the 
actions addressed in this SPD EIS would occur there.  

FD321-2 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE used various methods, including press releases to national and local 
news media-newspapers, radio stations, and television stations-to 
announce the availability of the SPD Draft EIS. It also mailed availability 
announcements to national, local, and tribal officials, as well as members of 
the public.

FD321-1 ParallexEA
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CITIZENS RESISTANCE INFiRmY II 
MICHAEL KEAGAN 
PAGE 1 OF 1

Hello, this is Michael Keagan, and I'm calling on behalf of 
Citizens Resistance Infirmy II. We have formally taken a 
position that we are requesting an extension of the public 
comment period on the environmental assessment pertaining 
to the MOX Parallex project. We are in strong opposition to 
this being carried through and we are asking for our 
comments, an extension of time so that we can make 
comments on this MOX Parallex Project. My phone number 
is (31), I'm sorry, it is (734) 457-5979. Again that's Michael 
Keagan with Citizens Resistance Infirmy II. Thank you. I'm 
requesting a 90-day extension.

1

PD064

Shipments of a small quantity of MOX fuel from LANL to Canada were part 
of a separate proposed action, the Parallex Project; therefore, it is beyond the 
scope of the proposed action analyzed in this SPD EIS. DOE has prepared an 
Environmental Assessment for the Parallex Project Fuel Manufacture and 
Shipment(DOEIEA-1216,January 1999) andFONSI, signed August 13, 1999, 
on fabrication of the MOX fuel and its transportation to Canada. This EA 
and FONSI can be viewed on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com.  
As indicated in Section 1.1, while the United States is participating in the 
Parallex Project, it is no longer actively pursuing the CANDU option as part 
of its plutonium disposition program. If Russia and Canada agree to 
disposition Russian surplus plutoniumin CANDU reactors in order to augment 
Russia's disposition capability, shipments of the Russian MOX fuel would 
take place directly between Russia and Canada.

PD064-1 Paraliex EA
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TOWNSHIP OF CLAY 
County of St. Clar

.71 0 FrF T•!eLE ROAD -P.O. BOX 429 CLAY TOWNSHP. MOHIGAN 48B01-0429 

August 19.1998

JO EC MANO 

MICHAELP. PELL9U9TO 

CONNIE S, TURNER 
1Tanl-

TELEPHONE (510) 7M.1su3
TELEPHONE (910) 794-g0 

FAX |8I) 794-I N4 

LIJILOIMASESSINU

U.S. Departrn.nt cf Energy 
Office of Fissle Materials Disposition 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washington D.C. 20026-3786 

Endosed Is a Resolution adopted by the Clay Township Board of Trustees on 
August 3,1M98 urging the United States Deparmnt of Energy to refrain from transporting 
weapons-usable fissile material through St Clair County.  

Sin.cerely, 

Jon E Manos 
Clay Township Supervisor 

JEMivk 
Endosure

MD104
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RESLU•DON 
URGING THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENTOF ENERGY TO REFRAIN FROM 
TRANSPORTING WEAPONS-USABLE ISSILE MATERIAL THROUGH MICHIGAN 

AND ST. CLAIR COUNTY IN PARTICULIA 

Miutres of a regular woIn of the Township Board of the Towrnsip of Clay.  
County of St Clair ,mcogan•hold i the Harsens Iland Lions Hai., 263 LaCroix Road.  
Hasecrs Isoand. Michsigenon the SofAugust 1998.at 70 pm•EastesrnStandard T r 

PRESENT: SupervisorJon Main, Clerk Mi-hael Petlerio, Treasurer Connie 
Turner. Trustee Pul Shayow. Trustee Dr- L Karperowicz. Trustee Joanne Shirkey.  
Trustee George Wesr.  

ABSENT. Nowe.  

The following PrearIble and Resolutiso were offered by Trustee George Webster 
and supported by Trustee Joann Srhkkey.  

A resolution to tuge the United Stales Deprtreent of Energy to refrain from 
transportng weapoousableF ra0,ie cdalarial through Michigan and St. Clair County In 
partimlrar.  

WHEREAS, the Township of Clay supports e St. Cli County Board of 
Commrnsioner's Resolution No. 98-29, hereby, offers the rkilowing Resolution: 

WHEREAS, there are rrany problemorwith transporting volatile and Ccrinogenic 
materials, The secuty arid envtronarenate ribss are Considerable and utilizing the Blue 
Water Bridge mite would jeopardize tie populatior of St. Clair Counfy and the water 
supplyrof the Great Lakes: and 

WHEREAS, themtire rancyother suitaie aocme points than the International 
water boundaries of Michigan. The wuestern portions of the continent offer access that is 
much easier to secire and does dnot ivolve transoprtation through as mnany densely 
populated areas.  

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the Clay Township Board of Trustees 
trat woe urge the United States Departnent of Energy to refrain from transporti•g 
wespons-usable disiennaterals through Michigan and St. Clair County; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that a copy ofhi~s resolution be forwarded toh he 
United Sataes Deparirnrna of Energy Office of Fisnie Materials Disposition ard each of our 
appropriate federal and state elected officials.  

ROLL CALL VOTE WAS AS FOLLOWS: 
AYES: Shanow. Dr. Ksoperc•ic. Turrer, Manns. Palladio. Stirkey. Webster.  
NAYS: None.  

ABSENT: None.  

This Resolutiorn adopted by the Clay Township Board of Trustees August 3. iS .  

Clay Towaship Cloerk 

CERmRCFIATION 

I1. hereby, certify that the foregoing rco0nttIa t a hue and compdete copy eOfa 
ResoluUtin adopted bty the Township Board of theTowenship of Clay. County of St Clair.  
Michigan. ate aregularnneeetng held on August 3.1998. and that said neeting was 
conducted and public notice of said reeting was gven pursuant Wo and in fto compliance 
wtat lhe Open Meetings Act, beng Act 267, were Wipl and rWil be or have been made 
avatite a as reqruired by said Ac.  

Michael P. Peletito 
Clay Townlship Clork MD104

MD104-1 ParallexEA 
DOE acknowledges the commentors' concern with transportation of material 
through Michigan. The transportation of weapons-usable fissile materials 
through Michigan and St. Clair County is beyond the scope of the proposed 
action analyzed in this SPD EIS. Shipments of a small quantity of MOX fuel 
from LANL to Canada were part of a separate proposed action. DOE has 
prepared an Environmental Assessment for the Parallex Project Fuel 
Manufacture and Shipment (DOEIEA-1216, January 1999) and FONSL signed 
August 13, 1999, on fabrication of the MOX fuel and its transportation to 
Canada. Because the Blue Water Bridge in Port Huron, Michigan, will be 
under renovation during the time of the proposed shipment, the route using 
that bridge was removed from consideration. This EA and FONSI can be 
viewed on the MD Web site at http:/lwww.doe-md.com.
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SCLYDE 
• REBECCA YARR 
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RESOLUTION 98-29

URGING THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY TO REFRAIN 
FROM TRANSPORTING WEAPONS-USABLE FISSILE MATERIAL THROUGH 
MICHIGAN AND ST. CLAIR COUNTY 1DPARTICULAR 

WHEREAS, the United States Department oftEnergy is studying transportation 
options for moving weapons-usable lissile materials, including plutonium, for disposition.  
One of the three options under consideration is transporting the nuclear materials and 
fuel to Canada through Michigan utilizing the Blue Water Bridge at Port Huron; and 

WHEREAS, there are many problems with transporting volatile and carcinogenic 
materials. The security and environmental risks are considerable and utilizing the Blue 
Water Bridge route would jeopardize the population of St. Clair County and the water 
supply ofOthe Great Lakes; and 

WHEREAS, there are many other suitable access points than the international water 
boundaries of Michigan. The western portions of the continent offer access that is much 
easier to secure and does not involve transportation through as many densely populated 
areas.  

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the St. Clair County Board of 
Commissions, that we urge the United States Department of Energy to refrain from 
transporting weapons-usable fissile materials through Michigan and St. Clair County; 
and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that a copy of this resolution he forwarded to 
the United States Department of Energy Office of Fissile Materials Disposition and 
each of our appropriated federal and state elected officials.

DATED: August 18, i998 

Reviewed and Approved by: 

ELWOOD L. BROWN 
County Corporation Counsel 
301 County Building 
Port Huron, MNR48060

I

MD099

MD099-1 Parallex EA 
DOE acknowledges the commentors' concern with transportation of material 
through Michigan. The transportation of weapons-usable fissile materials 
through Michigan and St. Clair County is beyond the scope of the proposed 
action analyzed in this SPD EIS. Shipments of a small quantity of MOX fuel 
from LANL to Canada were part of a separate proposed action. DOE has 
prepared an Environmental Assessment for the Parallex Project Fuel 
Manufacture and Shipment (DOE/EA- 1216, January 1999) and FONSI, signed 
August 13, 1999, on fabrication of the MOX fuel and its transportation to 
Canada. Because the Blue Water Bridge in Port Huron, Michigan, will be 
under renovation during the time of the proposed shipment, the route using 
that bridge was removed from consideration. This EA and FONSI can be 
viewed on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com.
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COLUMBUS TOWNSHIP BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
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TOWNSHIP OF COLUMBUS 

RESOLUTION 98-08

URGING THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY TO REFRAIN FROM 
TRANSPORTING WEAPONS-USABLE FISSILE MATERIAL THROUGH MICHIGAN 

AND IN ST. CLAIR COUNTY IN PARTICULAR 

WHEREAS, the United States Department of Energy Is studying 
transportation options for moving weapons-usable fissile materials.  
including plutonium, for disposition. One of the three options 
under consideration is transporting the nuclear materials and fuel 
to Canada through Michigan utilizing the Blue Water Bridge at 
Port Huron; and 

WHEREAS, there are many problems with transporting volatile and 
carcinogenic materials. The security and environmental risks are 
considerable and utilizing the Blue Water Bridge route would jeopardize 
the population of St. Clair County and the water supply of the Great 
Lakes; 

WHEREAS, there are many other suitable access points than the 
international water boundaries of Michigan. The western portions of 
the continent offer access that is much easier to secure and does 
not involve transportation through as many densely populated areas.  

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the Columbus Township Board 
of Trustees, that we urge the United States Department of Energy to 
refrain from transporting weapons-usable fissile materials through 
Michigan and St. Clair County; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that a copy of this resolution be 
forwarded to the United States Department of Energy Office of Fissile 
Materials Disposition and each of our appropriate federal and state 
elected officials.  

DATED: August 11, 1998

I

DOE acknowledges the commentors' concem with transportation of material 
through Michigan. The transportation of weapons-usable fissile materials 
through Michigan and St. Clair County is beyond the scope of the proposed 
action analyzed in this SPD EIS. Shipments of a small quantity of MOX fuel 
from LANL to Canada were part of a separate proposed action. DOE has 
prepared an Environmental Assessment for the Parallex Project Fuel 
Manufacture and Shipment (DOFJEA- 1216, January 1999) andFONSI, signed 
August 13, 1999, on fabrication of the MOX fuel and its transportation to 
Canada. Because the Blue Water Bridge in Port Huron, Michigan, will be 
under renovation during the time of the proposed shipment, the route using 
that bridge was removed from consideration. This EA and FONSI can be 
viewed on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com.

Reviewed and Approved By: 

C umbus Township Att -ney 
Rco86nd Main Street Richmondl, MI. 48062

COLUMBUS TOWNSHIP BOARD OF TRUSTEES

By: Patricia Iseler 
Colmbus Township Clerk

MD023

MD023-1 Parallex EA
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wDUDUS, MAT 
SPAGE 1 OF I1 0

My name is Mat Dudus. I'm just calling to let you guys 
know that recently there was this article in the Detroit Free 
Press on Thursday, August 27th concerning a possible 
shipment of plutonium to Michigan to Canada. I hope you 
guys choose Michigan now even more so because this is, 
this reporting is just crazy on their part to scare up some 
sales of papers and scare people about plutonium. I'm 
happy, I'd be more than happy to allow you guys to come 
through Michigan. I'd escort you myself. I'm, thank you 
very much. Good bye. Oh by the way, if you needed my 
phone, home phone number, it's (313) 640-0283.

1

PD042

PD042-1 Parallex EA 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support of transporting material through 
Michigan. Shipments of a small quantity of MOX fuel fromLANL to Canada 
were part of a separate proposed action, the Parallex Project; therefore, it is 
beyond the scope of the proposed action analyzed in this SPD EIS. DOE has 
prepared an Environmental Assessment for the Parallex Project Fuel 
Manufacture andShipment (DOE/EA- 1216, January 1999) and FONSI, signed 
August 13, 1999, on fabrication of the MOX fuel and its transportation to 
Canada. This EA and FONSI can be viewed on the MD Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com.
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EAST CHINA 
SANDRA A. SMITH 
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RESOLUTION 

Charter Township of Fast China 
County of SL Clair, Michigan 

Minuten of a regular meeting of the Township Board of the Charter Township of East 
China, County of St. Clair, Michigan, held in the Township Hall, on the 3rd day of August, 
1998, at 7:30 p.m., Eastern Daylight Savings Time.  

PRESENT: Barker, Beaudua, Horn, Light, Parcell and Smith.  

AIE&IEN: Trustee Randolph.  

The following Resolution was offered by MemberLight and supported by Member Horn.  

RESOLUTION 
URGING THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 

TO REFRAIN FROM TRANSPORTING 
WEAPONS-USABLE FISSILE MATERIAL 

THROUGH MICHIGAN 
AND ST. CLAIR COUNTY IN PARTICULAR 

WHEREAS, the United States Department of Energy in studying transportation options 
for moving weaponsusable fissile mateials. including plutonium, for disposition. One of the 
three options under consideration is transporting the nuclear materials and fuel to Canada 
through Michigan utilizing the Blue Water Bsidge at Port Huron; and 

WHEREAS, there are many problems with transporting volatile and carcinogenic 
materials. The sec•rity and environmental risks are contidemble and utilizing the Blue Water 
Bridge mute would jeopardize the population of St. Clair Comuty and the water supply of the 
Great Lakes; and 

WHEREAS, there we many other suitable acses points than the international water 
boundaie of Michigan. The western portions of the continent offer access that is much easier 
to secure and does not involve transpotation through as many densely populated areas.  

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the Charter Township of East China 
Board of Trustees, that we urge the United States Department of Energy to refrain from 
tramspoiling vapons-usabe fissile materials ttnough Michigan and St. Clair County; and 

BE ITF URTHER RESOLVED, that a copy of this resolution be forwarded to the 
United Stares Department of Energy Office of Fissile Materials Disposition and each of out 
appropriate federal and state elected officials.  

M
AD011

MDO11-1 Parallex EA 
The transportation of weapons-usable fissile materials through Michigan 
and St. Clair County is beyond the scope of the proposed action analyzed in 
this SPD EIS. Shipments of a small quantity of MOX fuel to Canada were part 
of a separate proposed action. DOE has prepared an Environmental 
Assessment for the Parallex Project Fuel Manufacture and Shipment 
(DOE/EA-1216, January 1999) and FONSI, signed August 13, 1999, on 
fabrication of the MOX fuel and its transportation to Canada. Because the 
Blue Water Bridge in Port Huron, Michigan, will be under renovation during 
the time of the proposed shipment, the route using that bridge was removed 
from consideration. This EA and FONSI can be viewed on the MD Web site 
at http://www.doe-md.com.
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EAST CHINA 

t SANDRA A. SMITH 
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All resolutions and parts of resolution insofar as they conflict with the provisions of this 
resolution be and the same hereby are rescinded.  

AYES: Barker, Beaudua, Horn, Light, Parcell and Smith.  

NAYS: Nonc.  

ABSENT: Randolph.  

RESOLUTION DECLARED ADOPTED 

CHARTER TOWNSHIP OF EAST CHINA 

CERTIfiCATION 

I hereby calify that the foregoing is a tire and correct copy of a Resolution adopted by the 
Township Board of the Charter Township of East China, St. Clair County, Michigan. at a 
regular meeting held on August 3, 1998. and that said meeting was conducted and public notice 
of said mieting was given pursuant to-and in full compliansc•with the OpentMeetings Act, being 
Act 267, Public Acts of Michigan. 1976. and that the minutes of said meeting were kept and 
have been or wiU be made available as required by said AcL 

SANDRA A. SMITH, CLERK 
CHARTER TOWNSHIP OF EAST CHINA

MD011
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RESOLUTION 98-05 
EMMETT TOWNSHIP

A resolution to urge the United States Department of Energy to refrain from 
transporting weapons-usable -lssile material through Michigan and St. Clair County in 
particular.  

Whereas. The United States Departmsent of Energy is studying transportation 
options for moving weapons-usable fissile materials, including plutonium., for 
disposition. One of the three options under consideration is tra'uspoeting the nuclear 
materials and fuel to Canada through Michigan utilizing the Blue Water Bridge at Port 
Huron; and 

Whereas, There are many problems with transporting volatile and carcinogenic 
materials. The security and environmental risks are considerable and utilizing the Blue 
Water Bridge route would jeopardize the population of St Clair County and the water 
supply ofthe Great Lakes; and 

Whereas, There are many other suitable access points than the international water 
boundaries of Michigan. The western portions of the continent offer access that is much 
easier to secure and does not involve transportation through as many densely populated 
are•a now. therefore, be it 

Resolved by the St Clair County Board of Conmissioners, That we urge the 
United States Deparrmnt of Energy to refrain from transporting weapous-usable fissile 
materials through Michigan and St. Clair County; and it further be 

Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be transported to the United States 
Department of Energy Office of Fissile Materials Disposition and each of our appropriate 
federal and state elected officials.

MD013-1 Parallex EA 
DOE acknowledges the commentors' concern with transportation of material 
through Michigan. The transportation of weapons-usable fissile materials 
through Michigan and St. Clair County is beyond the scope of the proposed 
action analyzed in this SPD EIS. Shipments of a small quantity of MOX fuel 
from LANL to Canada were part of a separate proposed action. DOE has 
prepared an Environmental Assessment for the Parallex Project Fuel 

Manufacture and Shipment (DOE/EA-1216, January 1999) andFONSI, signed 
August 13, 1999, on fabrication of the MOX fuel and its transportation to 
Canada. Because the Blue Water Bridge in Port Huron, Michigan, will be 
under renovation during the time of the proposed shipment, the route using 
that bridge was removed from consideration. This EA and FONSI can be 
viewed on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com.

OWEN KEAN, SUPBRVISOR

SU�TREASUtiER

PATRICIA E. ROSpWKICLERK 

,1JOHN CONHY,.TRUSTEE

MD013

DANIEL GREENIA, TRUSTEE

'N 
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SGuNTER, KErm 
SPAGE 1 OF I1

Hello, my name is Keith Gunter. I reside at 37232 Great 
Oaks Court, Clinton Township, Michigan 48036. I'm 
calling to request that the DOE do a 90 day extension 
on public comment on the plutonium/MOX issue.  
Would very much appreciate your giving us more of 
an opportunity to comment on this very important 
issue and also to take Representative David Bonior's 
advice for Michigan to have hearings in the Port 
Huron, Michigan/Canada, Ontario area. Thank you 

very much

1

PD056

PD056-1 Parailex EA 
DOE acknowledges the comlentor's concern regarding transportation of 
material through Michigan. The transportation of weapons-usable fissile 
materials through Michigan and St Clair County is beyond the scope of the 
proposed action analyzed in this SPD EIS. Shipments of a small quantity of 
MOX fuel from LANL to Canada were part of a separate proposed action.  
DOE has prepared an Environmental Assessment for the Parallex Project 
Fuel Manufacture and Shipment (DOE/EA-1216, January 1999) and FONSI, 
signed August 13, 1999, on fabrication of the MOX fuel and its transportation 
to Canada. Because the Blue Water Bridge in Port Huron, Michigan, will be 
under renovation during the time of the proposed shipment, the route using 
that bridge was removed from consideration. This EA and FONSI can be 
viewed on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com.  

To provide for public comment on the SPD Draft EIS, DOE conducted public 
hearings near the potentially affected DOE sites and therefore, with the most 
directly concerned population. This decision did not preclude relevant 
comment by State and local governments, individuals, and organizations in 
Michigan. Approximately 1,700 copies of the SPD Draft EIS were mailed, 
and an NOA letter was mailed to an additional 5,500 members of the public.  
Several means were available for providing comments: public hearings, mail, 
a toll-free telephone and fax line, and the MD Web site. Equal consideration 
was given to all comments, regardless of how or where they were received.  
DOE does not believe that any extension of the comment period on the 
SPD Draft EIS is necessary. Moreover, DOE does not believe that a hearing 
in Michigan is necessary because none of the actions addressed in this 
SPD EIS would occurthere.
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PRES 96-8-4 

URGING THIE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 70 REFRAIN 
FROM TRANSPORTING WEAPONS - USABLE MISltMATERLAL 
THRO UGH ICHIGAN AND Sr. CLA1R COM'YIN PARTICULAR 

ME a the Unded States Deportment of Energy••s studyng 
tranzportationopions for mo vig weapons - usa-bfe tsc at-eiats, 
ihudingpluta alumfurdisosition.0One of the threeoptions under 

wnsidemrtian is transporting the nucdear materials and fuel to Canada 
through Mahdian dtlizing the Blue Wafer -Edge at Part Huron; and 

W.tEASM there arm many problerms with transporting volatile and 
¢arctnogenlc materials., The seurity and environmental riskt are 
considerable and utilizing the Blue Water Bridge route would jeopardize 
the population of SL Clair County und the water supply on the Great 
Lakes; and 

WlMRAA there are many other suitable access poaints than the 
international water boundaries of Mtchigan. The westernportions ofthe 
continent offer access that is much easier to secure and does not involve 
transportation through as many densely populated areas.  

NOWTRRREIORE, BE 17 RESOLVED, by the Ira Township Roardt 
that we urge the United States Department of Energy to refrmn from 
Transporting weapons - usable fissile materials through Michigan and St.  
Clair County; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that a copy of this resotution be 
forardedd i the United States Department of Ene.rgy Offie of FissiLe 
Materials Disposition and each of our appropriate federal and state elected 
oficais.  

DATED. August 14, 1998

MD116

MD116-1 ParalnexEA 
DOE acknowledges the commentors' concern with transportation of material 
through Michigan. The transportation of weapons-usable fissile materials 
through Michigan and St. Clair County is beyond the scope of the proposed 
action analyzed in this SPD EIS. Shipments of a small quantity of MOX fuel 
from LANL to Canada were part of a separate proposed action. DOE has 
prepared an Environmental Assessment for the Parallex Project Fuel 
Manufacture andShipment(DOE/EA-1216, January 1999) andFONSI, signed 
August 13, 1999, on fabrication of the MOX fuel and its transportation to 
Canada. Because the Blue Water Bridge in Port Huron, Michigan, will be 
under renovation during the time of the proposed shipment, the route using 
that bridge was removed from consideration. This EA and FONSI can be 
viewed on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com.

1
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CZ7ZCA-W OFr C R" 

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and 
complete copy of a Resolution duly adopted by the Township 
Board of Ira Township, County of St. Clair, State of 
Michigan, at a regular meeting held on the 17ý day of 
August, 1998 at which the following members were present: 
Thomas Jeanne tte, John Jones, Peter Vernier, Crystal Sovey 
and absent was Frieda Blackatock, and that said meeting was 
conducted and public notice of said meeting was given 
pursuant to and in full compliance with the Open Meetings 
Act, being Act 267, Public Aets of Michigan, 1976, and that 
the minutes of said meeting were kept and will be or have 
beee made available as required by said Act.  

I further certify that member Crystal Sovey moved 
adoption of said Resolution and member Thomas Jeannette 
supported said motion.  

I further certify that the following members voted for 
adoption of said Resolution: Jeannette, Jones, Vernier and 
Sovey and none voted against adoption of said Resolution.  

I further certify that the said Resolution has been 

recorded in the Resolution Book of Ira Township, and that 
such recording has beon authenticaLed by the signatures of 
the Township Supervisor asd the Township Clerk.  

aehF.Jnrieda Y. acks ck 
Supervisor Clerk 

Dated. hugust 17, 1998

MD116



MARN CITY 
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City ofMablnc City 
cornty of SaItCI, Michi 

Resoluto 98-27 

R-avedby the City Commission of te City ofMrme City, Cointy of Saint Cair, 
MiChigaat their regut meeting held iatheC uyC ter, 303 S. WatcrStru•, Ma•in City, 
MiChigan, cnAugust 6,1998, at 7.00 P.1, aresoluaton urgng the United States Depubrt of 

Boegto retiam frm tramspotingwcapon-sa-ble fw em ga ghMlcigana naSant 
Claircoumny inp uptim.  

PRESENT: Beattie. Dunn, Fisher, Nasto, Negro, Petitpren 
and Roehbrg 

ABSENT: None 

"The foflowiag preamble anidnrsolution were offered by Commissioner Roebrig, 
and ruppord by Cmmimio Dur Dunn 

WEEREAS, The United Stars Degnitment of Enagy is studying trasprupwstou optioe 
for amovinwepoeanslhteflasilematcrA slvicluding plutomma io neomo. Onaefthe three 
optionsutalier conchabou in transporting the nwm•armateeals and tfhi to Caada throMUgh 
Mihgn muili=zg t Blue Water Brtide arPt lio.; and 

WtEREAS, Thr amanuy problems with transporting volatile mid carinogtnic 
metials. The seeurity and e iromennntdarisks am conideraba aed uilizingithe Blue Water 
Bridge mrle wold jeopardi• t6e population of St Clai Cotuty asth s wat sup ofVa= 
GreatLakes;sand 

VHEEAS, There m• many other sufitale a pomnts aim the intanabor nisue, 
boundaies ofdicigan. LTs we stern potio ofthe conac•net oftr acce that is much canrto 
secure and does sot invvovetraospoctation through as many densely populatedamas now 

TnmRmEORE, BE ir RESOLVED, by theMarice City City Commision That 1e ge 
the United States Depatment of Enerv to ui-n firsm ta• ptweapca-file materials 
through ,fichigan and Saint Clair County and fror uilizing the Be Water Fry htwen 
City o~f hine City adSomlbra, Cmutda; and 

FURTHER BE1Tr RESOLVED, Thet a oa of thisreso•ution be transported to the 
Unded States Department of Em OIe of Fissils Materials Disposition and each of our 
appropriate Fedrl and State elected offici 

ye Beattie, Dunn, Fisher, asato, Negro, Petitpren and 

Roebrig 

Nays: None

AT"ES:
Robert F. Beate, M ayor

MD020

DOE acknowledges the commentors' concern with transportation of material 
through Michigan. The transportation of weapons-usable fissile materials 
through Michigan and St. Clair County is beyond the scope of the proposed 
action analyzed in this SPD EIS. Shipments of a small quantity of MOX fuel 
from LANL to Canada were part of a separate proposed action. DOE has 
prepared an Environmental Assessment for the Parallex Project Fuel 
Manufacture and Shipment (DOE(EA-1216, January 1999) andFONSI, signed 
August 13, 1999, on fabrication of the MOX fuel and its transportation to 
Canada. Because the Blue Water Bridge in Port Huron, Michigan, will be 
under renovation during the time of the proposed shipment, the route using 
that bridge was removed from consideration. This EA and FONSI can be 
viewed on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com.

MD020-1 ParallexEA

I
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a MARINE CLTY 
L} DAVID RICHARDS 

PAGE 1IOF I

CITY OF 

MARINE CITY 
300 Broadway 

MARINE CITY, MICHIGAN 48039 

(810) 765-8846 * Fax (J810)765-4010

August. 1998 

UA.S. Dqommtret fFanoy 
Office of Fistl M aurials Disosition 
P.O. Box 23796 
Washington, DC 20026-1706 

Re: Michigan Public Hearing 

Deas Sir.  

It has come to our attention the Deprtmteat of Fnerigy i shcdaling meetinp in many stlates to 
take mbit comment on the dispostionm of fim4le mateilas. The oficia mals reidetms e fthe City of 
Marine City ma intessrd in this issue. as ar• marty mtall tons mand local govnr s, eVoecinlly since 
oce disposal turuc utilizes Michigan toroapgiiares.  

Please oonsdea flus aatinul tquemstltosbedule public meetinp in Mieliga_ It only makes 

sense tn consider public.ecomment elicited fiom govetnmsent officials and rsidents ofuctma,,mities along a 
proposed disposal Irnoapotation route. Tonm do soawould scem to iply disinterestocMindiffeence to 
those local uatitudes ald upinis.  

It is our collective opinion the Depanrtnn of Eame is neiherdisintetetcd nor indiffercut to 
local eopisios corcetiog iliotsatlel. We hope die Depqtmnot will detentmnle - intercst by 
cmatiMt ag ladlie meetings bee iuMrlhiugum I he to reciv a linely cespome ts Ibis request thutcon 
be conveyed todthe MarineCity CommLqisn andsthe City's residents. Pease, ontact tmeat your earliest 
ocvamieocein this t epd.  

hincdy,

1

"In The Meart of Blue Water District"

I MD105-1 Parallex EA 
DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern regarding transportation of 
material through Michigan. The transportation of weapons-usable fissile 
materials through Michigan and St. Clair County is beyond the scope of the 
proposed action analyzed in this SPD EIS. Shipments of a small quantity of 
MOX fuel from LANL to Canada were part of a separate proposed action.  
DOE has prepared an Environmenal Assessment for the Parallex Project 
FuelManufacture andShipment (DOE/EA-1216, January 1999) andFONSL 
signed August 13, 1999, on fabrication of the MOX fuel and its transportation 
to Canada. Because the Blue Water Bridge in Port Huron, Michigan, will be 
under renovation during the time of the proposed shipment, the route using 
that bridge was removed from consideration. This EA and FONSI can be 
viewed on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com.  

To provide for public comment on the SPD Draft EIS, DOE conducted public 
hearings near the potentially affected DOE sites and therefore, with the most 
directly concerned population. This decision did not preclude relevant 

comment by State and local governments, individuals, and organizations in 
Michigan. Approximately 1,700 copies of the SPD Draft EIS were mailed, 
and an NOA letter was mailed to an additional 5,500 members of the public.  

Several means were available for providing comments: public hearings, mail, 
a toll-free telephone and fax line, and the MD Web site. Equal consideration 
was given to all comments, regardless of how or where they were received.  
DOE does not believe that any extension of the comment period on the 
SPD Draft EIS is necessary. Moreover, DOE does not believe that a hearing 
in Michigan is necessary because none of the actions addressed in this 
SPD EIS would occur there.

I

MD105



MARYSVILLE 
SHARON L. SCHESS 
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#21-98

RESOLUTION

A RESOLUT'IONTO URGE TIE UNITED SfiAr h DEPARTMENT OF 
ENERGY TO REFRAIN FROM TRANSPORTING WEAPONS-USABLE FISSILE 
MATERIAL THROUGH MICHIGAN AND ST. CLAIR COUNTY IN PARTICULAR.  

MovedbyCO1mmlmst 1a i4 2 suPPOstdbyCoutilmt Q.r r o adoothe 
ollowingResaohtioc 

WHEREAS, &e United States Department of Enty is studying utr•nmporatiuoptions 
for moving weapos-umsble rI'ile mater•hs, including plutonisusa for disposition. One ofthe 
thre options underconmideratioa is tmampetiug the snuclearttsterihland man to Ca tough 
Mketipati tlizisngtthe Blue Water Beidge at Port Hinro and 

WH"EWRF.AS, there are many problems with trampoetlg volatile and carcinogenic 
animialms. The .seost and & sMvivonamml risks .=* conridehable and etilizing tke Bluc Waetr 
Bridge route would jeopardize the population of St Clar County and the watersupply Ofthe 
GrantEakeg and 

WHEREAS, there we many sutbable access poisaother than the inteumatiom] water 
bustabries nfMichigas. The western portioos of thi catineto offer acceuss tittmuct easier to 
secur sanddoes not iavolve trea qp otion Iheugias many dmaely populated areas; 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Marysville City Council equmis that 
the United States Department ofEnergy hosl a public meeting in the local affected area to explain 
the projet and to receive public comment; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the sbiy (60) day publiceommentPeriod for this 
preojt, which is due to expirc Septenber 16 1998, be extended to allow fCora locl public 
moeting; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Mas vlle Cidy Council urges the United States 
Deparunet of Energy to refrain oro mideritngstrasprtg weapos-usable beflile materilel 
thtrogh Michian stal St. Clair County unail said mecting can te hld mad public c nmment 
comidred; sad 

BWEIT FUThER RESOLVFD that aco•y of thib resobadiltoebe twanrled to die United 
States Departmnt of Energy Ofice of Fissile Materials Disposition and each of or appropuiitc 
federal and statede dofficial, 

ADOPTEM 

I herebyelit IaR theahoe is a reand¢orrct �opy ofa remolution adopted ata 
regular meeting of the Marysville City Cosncil as Modtny,. Augst 24,1998.  

ShCit L. Serk CM 
CityClark CMC

MAD127

MD127-1 Parallex EA 
DOE acknowledges the commentors' concern regarding transportation of 
material through Michigan. The transportation of weapons-usable fissile 
materials through Michigan and St. Clair County is beyond the scope of the 
proposed action analyzed in this SPD EIS. Shipments of a small quantity of 
MOX fuel from LANL to Canada were part of a separate proposed action.  
DOE has prepared an Environmental Assessment for the Parallex Project 

FuelManufacture and Shipment (DOEWEA-1216, January 1999) and FONSI, 
signed August 13, 1999, on fabrication of the MOX fuel and its transportation 
to Canada. Because the Blue Water Bridge in Port Huron, Michigan, will be 
under renovation during the time of the proposed shipment, the route using 
that bridge was removed from consideration. This EA and FONSI can be 
viewed on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com.
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MEMPMS 
L MARY 1. BRUSCA 
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A ple e s- • Wc e 

35095 PoU"Street 
P.O. = 86 

Memphis, Michigan 48041 
81 •392.2385 

F..:PS, .0-392.3625

RESOLUTION 

URTGING THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERCY TO REFRAIN FROM 
TRANSPORTING WFAPONS-USARLN FISSILE MATERIAL THROUGH MICHIGAN 

ANDS ST. CLA it COUNTY IN PARTICULAR 

UHURJS. the United States Department of Energy is studying 
transportation options for moving weapona-usable fissile materials, 
iLnlud~ig plutonium, for disposition. One of the three options under 
consideration is transporting the nuclear materials and fuel to Canada 
through Michigan utilizing the Blue Water Bridge at Port Huron; and 

WHEREAS, there are many problems with transporting volatile and 
carcinogenic materials. The security and environmental risks are 
considerable and utilizing the Blue Water Bridge route would jeopard
ize the population of St. Cleir County and the water supply of the 
Great Lakes, and 

WHEREASt•here are many other suitable access points than the 
international water boundaries of Michigan. The western portions of 
the continent offer access that is much easier to secure and does not 
involve transportation through as many densely populated areas.  

NOW, THIREPORK, BE IT RESOLVED, by the Mnpbhis City Council, that 
we urge the United States Department of Energy to refrain frm tran
sporting weapons-usable fissile materials through Michigan and St.  
Clair County: and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that a copy of this resolution be for
warded to the United States Department of Energy Office of Fissile 
Materials Disposition and each of our appropriate federal and csate 
elected officials.  

At a regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Memphis on the 
4th day of August 1998, the following Councilmembers were presente 

Garber, Horton, Hulett, Moran, Mayor Tatton, Vallexan 

and the following Councilfsebers were absent: 

gukas 

The within Resolution was moved by Counciluember Gerber supported by 
Council.. her Moran and adopted by a vote of 5 to I 

Ma4ry uca city Clerk

1

MD012

MD012-1 Parallex EA 
DOE acknowledges the commentors' concern with transportation of material 
through Michigan. The transportation of weapons-usable fissile materials 
through Michigan and St. Clair County is beyond the scope of the proposed 
action analyzed in this SPD ELS. Shipments of a small quantity of MOX fuel 
from LANL to Canada were part of a separate proposed action. DOE has 
prepared an Environmental Assessment for the Parallex Project Fuel 
Manufacture and Shipment (DOEFEA- 1216, January 1999) and FONSI, signed 
August 13, 1999, on fabrication of the MOX fuel and its transportation to 
Canada. Because the Blue Water Bridge in Port Huron, Michigan, will be 
under renovation during the time of the proposed shipment, the route using 
that bridge was removed from consideration. This EA and FONSI can be 
viewed on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com.

I



MICHIGAN HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
HONORABLE KAREN WILLARD 
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATNES 

LANSING; .MSHIGAN

Mr. Howard Canter 
U. S. Departncat ofEnergy 
Office of issile Material Disposition 
P. 0. Box 23786 
Washington, D.C. 20026-3786 

Dear Mr. Canter:

August 14.1998

I am writing to communicate my concerns regarding the salety of transporting weapom
grade plutonium fuel over the Intemational Blue Water Bridge in Port Huron. Michigan. I am 
asking for a sixty day extension on the comment period, which will close on September 16, 1998.  
I am also requesting a public bearing to be held in tbe ciy ofPoet Huron. It is necessary that the 
Departnent of Energy give local residents a chance to seriously analyze the situation and be able 
to conmment.  

Michigan is considered one of the alternative routes oftransportation of plutoniutn-based 
nuclear fbel to Canadian power plants. The rute will go directly through my district, which 
includes Lapeer and St.Clair counties. Thereis asuongdesire ofmany residentsof mydistrict as 
well as other affected citizens in Michigan, to attend one oftbe public meetings to comment and 
siniply gather more infornauin. However, the closest public meeting was scheduled to take place 
in North Augusta, South Carolina on August 13,1998. There ae no workshops scheduled in the 
state oftMlegsa. It is o posible for the vast majoeity of those exptessing concern in my district 
to attend a meting so far from their homes and work places.  

Also, I ak you to conaider alternative routes of travel fitro the Western U. S. where there 
am many asces points to Cmada that do not involve international waterways and high population 
areass. This waterway is alsoamajor connecting channel in the Gret Lakes. The environmental 
and security risk factors involved in transporting this highly volatile nuclear fuel more than 2.000 
miles over ground through some ofthe most densely populated arems of the U. S. and the state of 
Michigan are deeply concerning.  

Again, Iam requesting a public hearing on the issue in Michigas. Port Huron would be an 
excellent meeting place that would allow those affected to be a true put of the process. This is an 
issue that could have adramnaic effect on the lives of many residenta in Michign I strongly urge 
you to allow for adequate comment and education on the iarue before you make your final 
recommendations.

1

MD025

The transportation of weapons-usable fissile materials through Michigan 
and St. Clair County is beyond the scope of the proposed action analyzed in 
this SPD EIS. Shipments of a small quantity of MOX fuel to Canada were part 
of a separate proposed action. DOE has prepared an Environmental 
Assessment for the Parallex Project Fuel Manufacture and Shipment 
(DOE/EA-1216, January 1999) and FONSI, signed August 13, 1999, on 
fabrication of the MOX fuel and its transportation to Canada. Because the 
Blue Water Bridge in Port Huron, Michigan, will be under renovation during 
the time of the proposed shipment, the route using that bridge was removed 
from consideration. This EA and FONSI can be viewed on the MD Web site 
athttp:/Avww.doe-md.com.  

To provide for public comment on the SPD Draft EIS, DOE conducted public 
hearings near the potentially affected DOE sites and therefore, with the most 
directly concerned population. This decision did not preclude relevant 
comment by State and local governments, individuals, and organizations in 
Michigan. Approximately 1,700 copies of the SPD Draft EIS were mailed, 
and an NOA letter was mailed to an additional 5,500 members of the public.  
Several means were available for providing comments: public hearings, mail, 
a toll-free telephone and fax line, and the MD Web site. Equal consideration 
was given to all comments, regardless of how or where they were received.  
DOE does not believe that any extension of the comment period on the 
SPD Draft EIS is necessary. Moreover, DOE does not believe that a hearing 
in Michigan is necessary because none of the actions addressed in this 
SPD EIS would occur there.

KAREN WALARO

MD025-1 ParallexEA

I



MICHIGAN HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
L HONORABLE KAREN WILLARD 
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Thank you for the oppormuity to express my views %on this inportant isue. T hope that you 
will seriously consider my input.  

Karn DWilrard 
State Representative 
92nkdDistrct 

2.

MD025



PORT HURON 
HONORABLE GERALD "AJAX" ACKERMAN 
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CrTYOFPORTHURONJ 

100 MCMogAN BOULEVARD. PORT HOPWON M:CK,,wa48060 
PJ-ONE. 81O-984-9740. FAX: 810-982-0282 

August 17, I99M

U. S. DepartenteofEnergy 
Office of Fissile Materials 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washington, DC 20026-3786 

Dear Fnergy Officials: 

It has come to.our attention that the U. S. Department of Energy is 
studying transportation optionsfor moving nuclear materials andffuel to 
Canada through Michigan utilizing the Blue WaterBridge in Port Huron.  

At the Port Huron City Council's last meeting, the enclosed 
resolution was unanimously adopted. The Council and residents of our 
community andsurrounding area are interested in hearing an explanation 
of the project and to be able to provide public comment on this matter.  

We would appreciate your cooperation in arranging such a meeting.  
Please give me a call if you have any questions or concerns.

Sincere -, 

GeraldyoAjax"Ackerman 
Mayor

GA/smc 

Enclosure
MD053

The transportation of weapons-usable fissile materials through Michigan 
and St. Clair County is beyond the scope of the proposed action analyzed in 
this SPD EIS. Shipments of a small quantity of MOX fuel to Canada were part 
of a separate proposed action. DOE has prepared an Environmental 
Assessment for the Parallex Project Fuel Manufacture and Shipment 
(DOE/EA-1216, January 1999) and FONSI, signed August 13, 1999, on 
fabrication of the MOX fuel and its transportation to Canada. Because the 
Blue Water Bridge in Port Huron, Michigan, will be under renovation during 
the time of the proposed shipment, the route using that bridge was removed 
from consideration. This EA and FONSI can be viewed on the MD Web site 
athttp://www.doe-md.com.  

To provide for public comment on the SPD Draft EIS, DOE conducted public 
hearings near the potentially affected DOE sites and therefore, with the most 
directly concerned population. This decision did not preclude relevant 
comment by State and local governments, individuals, and organizations in 
Michigan. Approximately 1,700 copies of the SPD Draft EIS were mailed, 
and an NOA letter was mailed to an additional 5,500 members of the public.  
Several means were available for providing comments: public hearings, mail, 
a toll-free telephone and fax line, and the MD Web site. Equal consideration 
was given to all comments, regardless of how or where they were received.  
DOE does not believe that any extension of the comment period on the 
SPD Draft EIS is necessary. Moreover, DOE does not believe that a hearing 
in Michigan is necessary because none of the actions addressed in this 
SPD EIS would occur there.

MD053-1 ParallexEA

1
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"t PORT HURON 
•S HONORABLE GERALD "AJAX" ACKERMAN 
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Resolution# 27 
August 10, 1998 

Councirnember Miller offered and moved the adoption of the following resolution: 

WHEREAS, the United Slates Department of Energy is studying transportation 
options for moving weepons-usable fissile materials, Including plutonium, for disposition.  
One of the three options under consideration is transportng the nuclear materials and fuel 
to Canada through Michigan utilizing the Blue Water Bridge at Port Huron; and 

WHEREAS, there are many problems with transporting volatile and carcinogenic 
materials. The security and environmental risks are considerable and utilizing the Blue 
Water Bridge route would jeopardize the population of St. Clair County and the water 
supply of the Great Lakes; and 

W-EREAS,there are manyasuitableascess pointsotherthanthe internationalwater 
boundaries of Michgan. The western portions of the continent offer access that is much 
easier to secure and does not involve transportation through as many densely populated 
areas; 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Port Huron City Council requests 

that the United States Department of Energy host a public meeting in the local affected 
area to explain the project and to receive public comment; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the sixty (60) day public comment period for this 
project, which is due to ex pire September 16, 1998, be extended to allow for a local public 
meeting; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Port Huron City Council urges the United 
States Department of Energy to refrain from considering transporting weapons-usable 
fissile materials through Michigan and St. Clair County until said meeting can be held and 
public comment considered; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that a copy of this resolution be forwarded to the 
United Slates Department of Energy Office of Fissile Materials Disposition and each of our 
appropriate federal and state elected officials.  

ADOPTED/REdE-T-EB UNANIMOUSLY 

I hereby cartrfy daat the above is a true and correct copy of a resolution adopted at 
a regular meeting of the Port Huron City Council on Monday, August I0, 1998.  

Pauline M.Repp, CM W777 
iyaClerk

MD053
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SISTERS, SERVANT OF THE IMMACULANT HEART OF MARY 
MARTHA RABAUT 
PAGE 1 OF 1

SLt. SuvMo rf•e Inme~lateMew of Mary 
610 WetEm Ave.  
MonOe.. NU48162 

To: The D tNI of Enujy 
Reardinw MNxed Oxide Fuel 

We are very conemed etouthe proposed plaus to tea and possblbY allow the use of mixed 

oxide, fi. Please grant a 90 day extenson or comments •n• •s i The grav•ity ofthe issue 
warrants ithwir time fr public education and comment 

We we vay Swedi fr• your comid-on ofrtis zmanr.  

Marihemtba 1KM 

Eco A Jtie 015e = the Sijaem 
Servant of the inmacuhte easi of Mary

FD309

FD309-1 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

The comment period for the SPD Draft EIS extended from July 17 through 

September 16, 1998. During that time, DOE convened five public hearings 

comprising afternoon and evening workshops to obtain oral and written 
comments from the public. It also accepted comments submitted by various 

other means: mail, a toll-free telephone and fax line, and the MD Web site. In 

view of the ample opportunities to comment and the urgency of the surplus 

plutonium disposition program, the comment period was not extended.



SST. CLAIR 
, HONORABLE BERNARD E. KUHN 

PAGE 1 OFZ2

RESOLUTION NO. 98-19

CITY OF ST. CLAIR 
ST. CLAIR COUNTY, MICHIGAN 

URGING THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY TO 
REFRAIN FROM TRANSPORTING WEAPONS-USABLE FISSILE MATERIAL 

THROUGH MICHIGAN, AND ST. CLAIR COUNTY IN PARTICULAR 

WHEREAS, the United States Department of Energy is studying transportation 

options for moving weapons-usable fissile materials, including plutonium, for disposition.  

One of the three options under consideration is transporting the nuclear materials and fuel 

to Canada through Michigan utilizing the Blue Water Bridge at Port Huron; and 

WHEREAS, there are many problems with transporting volatile and carcinogenic 

materials. The security and environmental risks are considerable and utilizing the Blue 

Water bridge route would jeopardize the population of St. Clair County and the water 

supply of the Great Lakes; and 

WHEREAS, there are many other suitable access points than the international water 

boundaries of Michigan. The western portions of the continent offer access that is much 

easier to secure and does not involve transportation through as many densely populated 

areas.  

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the St. Clair City Council, that we urge 

the United States Department of Energy to refrain from transporting weapons-usable 

fissile materials through Michigan and St. Clair County; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that a copy of this resolution be forwarded to the 

United States Department of Energy of Fissile Materials Disposition and each of our 

appropriate federal and state elected officials.

RESOLUTION DECLARED ADOPTED

MD084-1 Parallex EA 
DOE acknowledges the commentors' concern with transportation of material 
through Michigan. The transportation of weapons-usable fissile materials 
through Michigan and St. Clair County is beyond the scope of the proposed 
action analyzed in this SPD EIS. Shipments of a small quantity of MOX fuel 
from LANL to Canada were part of a separate proposed action. DOE has 
prepared an Environmental Assessment for the Parallex Project Fuel 
Manufacture and Shipment (DOE/EA-1216, January 1999) andFONSI, signed 
August 13, 1999, on fabrication of the MOX fuel and its transportation to 
Canada. Because the Blue Water Bridge in Port Huron, Michigan, will be 
under renovation during the time of the proposed shipment, the route using 
that bridge was removed from consideration. This EA and FONSI can be 
viewed on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com.

BERNARD E. KUHN, MAYOR 
CITY OF ST. CLAIR, MICHIGAN

MD084

1



ST. CLAIR 
HONORABLE BERNARD E. KUHN 
PAGE 2 OF 2 

CERTIFICATION 

The foregoing is a true and complete copy of a Resolution adopted by the City Council of 

the City of St. Clair, County of St. Clair, State of Michigan, at a regular meeting of the 

City Council held on the 3" day of August 1998, and public notice of said Meeting was 
given pursuant to and in accordance with the requirements of Act No. 267 of the Public 

Acts of 1976, as amended, the same being the Open Meetings Act, and the Minutes of 

said meeting have been or will be made available as required by said Act.  

Members Present: Mayor Kuhn, Members Ellary, Ferlito, LaPorte, Stablain, Stockhausen 

Members Absent: Cedar 

It was moved by Member Ellery and suppnrted by Member LaPorte to adopt the 

resolution.  

Members Voting Yes: Stablein, Stockhausen, Ellery, Fedito, Kuhn, LaPorte 

Members Voting No. None 

The Resolution was declared adopted by the Mayor and has been duly recorded in the 

Resolution Book of the City of St. Clair.  

JANICE B. WINN, CITY CLERK 
CITY OF ST. CLAIR, MICHIGAN 

MD084



ST. CLAIR COUNTY 
LEE MASTERS ET AL.  
PAGE 1 OF 1

AM~ Q"- fiD

RESOLUTION 98-29

URGING THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY TO REFRAIN FROM 
TRANSPORTING WEAPONS-USABLE FISSILE MATERIAL THROUGH MICHIGAN 

AND ST. CLAIR COUNTY IN PARTICULAR 

WHEREAS, the United States Department nr Energy Is studying 
transportation options for moving weapons-usable fissile materials, including 
plutonium, for disposition. One of the three options under consideration 
is transporting the nuclear materials and fuel to Canada through Michigan 
utilizing the Blue Water Bridge at Port Huron; and 

WHEREAS, there are many problems with transporting volatile and 
carcinogenic materials. The security and environmental risks are 
considerable and utilizing the Blue Water Bridge route would jeopardize the 
population of St. Clair County and the water supply of the Great Lakes; 
and 

WHEREAS, there are many other suitable access points than the 
international water boundaries of Michigan. The western portions of the 
continent offer access that is much easier to secure and does not involve 
transportation through as many densely populated areas.  

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the St. Clair County Board 
of Commissioners, that we urge the United States Department of Energy to 
refrain from transporting weapons-usable fissile materials through Michigan 
and St. Clair County; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that a copy of this resolution be 
[orwarded to the United States Department of Energy Office of Fissile 
Materials Disposition and each of our appropriate federal and state elected 
officials.  

DATED: July 22, 1998

1

MD004-1 Parallex EA 
DOE acknowledges the commentors' concern with transportation of material 
through Michigan. The transportation of weapons-usable fissile materials 
through Michigan and St. Clair County is beyond the scope of the proposed 
action analyzed in this SPD EIS. Shipments of a small quantity of MOX fuel 
from LANL to Canada were part of a separate proposed action. DOE has 
prepared an Environmental Assessment for the Parallex Project Fuel 

Manufacture and Shipment (DOE/EA-1216, January 1999) and FONSI, signed 
August 13, 1999, on fabrication of the MOX fuel and its transportation to 
Canada. Because the Blue Water Bridge in Port Huron, Michigan, will be 
under renovation during the time of the proposed shipment, the route using 
that bridge was removed from consideration. This EA and FONSI can be 
viewed on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com.

Reviewed and Approved by: 

ELWOOD L. BROWN 
County Corporation Counsel 
301 County Building 
Port HIuron, MI 48060
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ST. CLAIR TOWNSHIP 
JOYCE A. SKONIECZNY 
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ST. CLAIR TOWNSHIP 
1539 S. Bartlett Rd., St. Clair, MI 48079 

Phone (8 10) 329-9042 Fax (810) 329-1198 

ST. CLAIR TOWNSHIP 
RESOLUTION

WHEREAS, the United States Department of Energy is studying transportation 
options for moving weapons-usable fissile materials, including plutonium for disposition.  
One of the thrce options under consideration is transporting the nuclear materials and fuel 
to Canada through Michigan utilizing the Blue Water Bridge at Port Huron; and 

WHEREAS, there are many problems with transporting volatile and carcinogenic 
materials. The security and environmental risks are considerable and utilizing the Blue 
Water Bridge route would jeopardize the population of SL Clair County and the water 
supply DfGreat Lakes; and 

WHEREAS, there are many other suitable access points than the international 
water boundaries ofMichigan. The western portions ofthe continent offer access that is 
much easier to secure and does not involve transportation through as many densely 
populated areas.  

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the St. ClairTownship Board, that 
we urge the United Statls Department of Energy to refrain from transporting weapons
usable fissile materials through Michigan and St. Clair County, and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that a copy of this resolution be forwarded to the 
United States Department of Energy Office of Fissile Materials Disposition and each of 
our appropriate federat and state elected officials.

Dated: August 3, 1998

MD015-1 Paralex EA 
DOE acknowledges the commentors' concern with transportation of material 
through Michigan. The transportation of weapons-usable fissile materials 
through Michigan and St. Clair County is beyond the scope of the proposed 
action analyzed in this SPD EIS. Shipments of a small quantity of MOX fuel 
from LANL to Canada were part of a separate proposed action. DOE has 
prepared an Environmental Assessment for the Parallex Project Fuel 

Manufacture and Shipment (DOE/EA- 1216, January 1999) and FONSI, signed 
August 13, 1999, on fabrication of the MOX fuel and its transportation to 
Canada. Because the Blue Water Bridge in Port Huron, Michigan, will be 
under renovation during the time of the proposed shipment, the route using 
that bridge was removed from consideration. This EA and FONSI can be 
viewed on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com.

'iewed and Approved 

fClerk 
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STATEWIDE PUBLIC ADVISORY COUNCIL 

t KATHY EVANS 
0 PAGElI OFi1

lowm 14ASTATEWIDE PUBuC ADVISORY COUNCIL 

Spebr24.,1998 

Mr. Howard R. Canter 
Acting Dirto 
Office of Fiussil Materials Dispsoition 
tleartcsent of Ensergy 
P.O. Box 23786 
Wati•onigtos D.C. 20026-3786 

RE: Public Review of Smpeurplatonimm Disporidts Daftfl Eiromamuemmlaispa••saetemet 

DfearMr. Cantr

I am writing en behalf of thse Statewide Public Advisory.P9!Mase fec Mic~zAaom f to~ Program to 
expressuappo•• forv the recest rces•ef •n sde St• Qir"River Bioanal Public Advisory Courasl (BPAC) ftrn 
additional160 days for publicreview andcommment on theptlm to ship surplus plhtoniumsawsT the•Biuewater 
Bridge linting the United Slates and Canada. ThUSPAC hals also requested that a publicrocling be held i flh 
loal dar to provide inrmroatior snod respond to questions onthe proposal.  

The Statewide Public Advisory Council (SPAC) includes reprsenstatives fom the 14 Areas of Concern (AOC) in 
the Stateof Mithigan designated pmuromsst to the UOS.-Csmda Great Likes Water QualityAgreems The SPAC 
provdes advice• ad input io the Swtalc of Michigan regarding the statewide AOC Program, coordinates the 
exchange of isiderof titr inog the state's 14 AOCs, and woists to ofo•ot the efforts of dle oe•t psblic 
advisorycouoacils to eslte eamviroemalal quality in the AOCs.  

At its September 12,1"80 enseting the SPAC was ,brifedton•dlie St. Clair River BPACs' cncesrns ahest the plan 
to ship srplus plutoniuso acoss the Blihtwa"er Bridge asd their reqatutfoc an es lessio ofthe public coommcnt 
period and fo"ra poblic imeeting on the issue. The SPACappoved•a motimo supporting the BPAC's request sod 
the purpose of this letter is to formsslay scvey this positir to your office. Bycttmtding the public comment 
period and hotding a public •eeting in the local ares, the U.S. and Cmadian federal govermeets, willb e able to 
stone information with nod receive input mti=proposed asipuoit forn the mmy Arericam and Canadian 
citizns working to resto craviiraetall quality is the St. Clair River.  

The SPAC appreciates your anenoti to tdosreuest and looks forward toyourrcspom tIto 
773-0008; pleae resposdto the addnes provided below.  

Kathy ar 
Vice Cask 
StatewidePublic Advisosy Couscil 

cc: Fred Kemp, United States Chair, St alskrRiverBPAC 
Bob Laltmde Canadian Chair. St Clair River BPAC 
Membase, Statewide Public Advisory Councl 
Ric-ard Hobrla, Cale Remedial Action, Unit,.Michigan Departeson• of Bovironmental Quality 

c/o Gega Lkes Commissions n Tho Arg II Budding 400 Foast St . A Am h.,. M1 4G8103-4816 

Ph- (313) 665-9115 . Fast (313) 661-4370 .Email: SPAC@gk.org
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MD324

MD324-1 Parallex EA 
DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern with transportation of material 
through Michigan. The transportation of weapons-usable fissile materials 

through Michigan and St. Clair County is beyond the scope of the proposed 

action analyzed in this SPD EIS. Shipments of a small quantity of MOX fuel 

from LANL to Canada were part of a separate proposed action. DOE has 
prepared an Environmental Assessment for the Parallex Project Fuel 

Manufacture andShipment (DOEIEA-1216, January 1999) andFONSL signed 

August 13, 1999, on fabrication of the MOX fuel and its transportation to 

Canada. Because the Blue Water Bridge in Port Huron, Michigan, will be 
under renovation during the time of the proposed shipment, the route using 

that bridge was removed from consideration. This EA and FONSI can be 
viewed on the MD Web site at http:t/www.doe-md.com.  

To provide for public comment on the SPD Draft EIS, DOE conducted public 
hearings near the potentially affected DOE sites and therefore, with the most 

directly concerned population. This decision did not preclude relevant 

comment by State and local governments, individuals, and organizations in 
Michigan. Approximately 1,700 copies of the SPD Draft EIS were mailed, 
and an NOA letter was mailed to an additional 5,500 members of the public.  
Several means were available for providing comments: public hearings, mail, 

a toll-free telephone and fax line, and the MD Web site. Equal consideration 
was given to all comments, regardless of how or where they were received.  

DOE does not believe that any extension of the comment period on the 
SPD Draft EIS is necessary. Moreover, DOE does not believe that a hearing 

in Michigan is necessary because none of the actions addressed in this 

SPD EIS would occur there.
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ZOLAE, GREG 
PAGE 1 OF 1

Good morning, my name is Greg Zolae, I'm a voter in 
Comstock, MI. Just recently received some information 
about MOX fuel transportation and I would like to get 
some more information, if I could. I would also like to 
strongly suggest that there is an extension for public 
comment on the transportation of MOX fuel so that folks 
that are going to be affected by it can find out more 
about it and can voice their opinions. My temporary 
mailing address is Greg Zolae, 3 Fairlake Lane, Gross 
Point Shores, Michigan 48236. Again, I would like to 
request a 90 day extension on the public comment on the 
transportation of MOX fuel. It would be really good for 
us to have a little bit more time to learn from you what it's 
about and to tell you what we think. Thank you very 
much.

PD055

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern regarding transportation of 
material through Michigan. The transportation of weapons-usable fissile 
materials through Michigan and St. Clair County is beyond the scope of the 
proposed action analyzed in this SPD EIS. Shipments of a small quantity of 
MOX fuel from LANL to Canada were part of a separate proposed action.  
DOE has prepared an Environmental Assessment for the Parallex Project 
FuelManufacture and Shipment (DOE/EA-1216, January 1999) and FONSI, 
signed August 13, 1999, on fabrication of the MOX fuel and its transportation 
to Canada. Because the Blue Water Bridge in Port Huron, Michigan, will be 
under renovation during the time of the proposed shipment, the route using 
that bridge was removed from consideration. This EA and FONSI can be 
viewed on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com.  

To provide for public comment on the SPD Draft EIS, DOE conducted public 
hearings near the potentially affected DOE sites and therefore, with the most 
directly concerned population. This decision did not preclude relevant 
comment by State and local governments, individuals, and organizations in 
Michigan. Approximately 1,700 copies of the SPD Draft EIS were mailed, 
and an NOA letter was mailed to an additional 5,500 members of the public.  
Several means were available for providing comments: public hearings, mail, 
a toll-free telephone and fax line, and the MD Web site. Equal consideration 
was given to all comments, regardless of how or where they were received.  
DOE does not believe that any extension of the comment period on the 
SPD Draft EIS is necessary.

PD055-1 Parallex EA
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HOBBS, AMY 
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MOX Approach

140 ARBORWAY, STE. 4. BOSTON. MA 02130-3522 USA 
(617) 524.1342 C • f- (617) 524.1347 *sonltl5, .e 

To: DOE, Fax 18008205156 
From: If Not Now: A Citizens Lobbying Tool, EMail rep-info@ifnotnow.com 
Date: Sep 10, 1998 13:44 GMT 
Subject: Plutonium Disposal By Burning In Nuclear Reactors 

If Not Now Is a web-based citizen's lobbying tool. We are forwarding 
to you a lettertfrom some of your constituents. At the end of this 
message there Is a description of how our service works and how you 
can respond to your constituents.

Signatures as of Sep 10, 1998: 
There were 2 new signers. Total signers to date: 2.  

TOPIC: Plutonium Disposal By Burning In Nuclear Reactors 

Dear DOE (Fissile Materials Program), 

I am writing to oppose the current Department of Energy plan for 
plutonium disposition, which is based on mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel. MOX 
fuel is a bad Idea. It is unproven technology as far as commercial 
reactors in the U.S. are concerned. MOX techniques for plutonium disposal 
are also siower and more expensive than immobilization techniques. In 
addition, the treatment of plutonium as an energy source sets a dangerous 
precedent for nuclear proliferation and the development of plutonium 
fuel economies, It is essential that the DOE do everything possible to 
discourage this proliferation.

1

New signers and comments: 

Scott Bonner. Boise, ID 83702 
Amy Hobbs. Springfield, MO 65806

DESCRIPTION OF IF NOT NOW SERVICE 

Subscribers use If Not Now (www.lfnotnow.com) to get information about 
political and social issues of concern to them. The service also enables 
them to sign letters about these topics, which we then forward in 
consolidated form to officials such as yourself. It Is important to 
emphasize that our subscriber list is authenticated through credit card 
verification, and only those signers who belong to your specific 
constituency are included in the signature list that you receive. FD300

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach to 
surplus plutonium disposition. While it is true MOX fuel has not been 
produced commercially in the United States, it has been produced in Western 
Europe. MOX fuel fabrication is not a new technology. This experience 
would be used for disposition of the U.S. surplus plutonium. Pursuing both 
immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States important 
insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing either approach 
by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best opportunity for 
U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar options for 
reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest 
possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of 
surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it 
technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again.  

Any difference between the cost of the hybrid approach and that of the 
immobilization-only approach would be marginal. Although cost will be a 
factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS contains environmental 
impact data and does not address the costs associated with the various 
alternatives. A separate cost report, CostAnalysis in Support of Site Selection 
for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium Disposition (DOEMD-0009, 
July 1998), which analyses the site-specific cost estimates for each alternative, 
was made available around the same time as the SPD Draft EIS. This report 
and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment 
Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, November 1999), which covers recent 
life-cycle cost analyses associated with the preferred alternative, are available 
on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading 
rooms at the following locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and 
Washington, D.C.

FD300-1
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HOBBS, AMY 
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140 AR.BORWAY, STE. 6. BOSTON. 2MA 02130-3522 USA 

(617) 524-1342 * - .6 (617) 524-1347 , ot ,•ifn o N.  

An Important feature of If Not Now is that we follow up on every action 
letter that we send, and we report how representatives, officials and 
others have acted on the Issue. We also provide you with the opportunity 
to respond to your constituents (via a password-protected web server, 
to ensure that only legitimate responses are posted). Follow the 
directions below. Your letter will be posted without editing; your 
constituents will be able to view your response when they check the 
results of that action. (We regret that we cannot process responses 
received via fax or US mall.) We strongly encourage you to send us a 
response! Our subscribers are active, involved citizens who want to 
hear from you.  

To respond to an action letter fill out the form at 
http:iAvww.ifnotnow.com/respond.html -- you will need to use your 
special key: PeeTJlwV. This key is valid for one-time use only. Please 
send questions or comments via email to: rep-info@ifnotnow.com.

FD300
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BUSH, MICHELE 
PAGE 1 OF 2

[ýr YES! Keep Texas Panhandle water, air, and 
soil safe from radioactive pollutants

No, To any plutonium processing in the , I 

YES! To minimal handling and processing of 
plutonium and other nudear materials 

No, | To converting military plutonium for 
use in mixed oxide NO~" 

Signed:XC--

1 1

2 

3

4

CD1358

CD1358-1 Alternatives 

Sections 4.17 and 4.26.3 describe the potential effects of the maximum impact 
alternative on air quality, water resources, and soil. These analyses indicate 
that the impacts of construction and normal operation of the pit conversion 
and MOX facilities on air, water, and soil at Pantex would likely be minor.  

CD1358-2 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the surplus plutonium 
disposition program at Pantex. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition 
program will be based on environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, 
national policy and nonproliferation considerations, and public input.

CD1358-3 DOE Policy

The goal of the surplus plutonium disposition program is to reduce the threat 
of nuclear weapons proliferation worldwide by conducting disposition of 
surplus plutonium in the United States in an environmentally safe and timely 
manner DOE is committedto public and worker safety during the construction, 
operation, and deactivation of the proposed surplus plutonium disposition 
facilities, and would implement appropriate controls and procedures to ensure 

compliance with all applicable Federal, State, and local laws, rules, regulations, 
and requirements.  

CD1358-4 MOXApproach 

DOE acknowledges the comrnentor's opposition to the MOX approach to 
surplus plutonium disposition. Pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel 

fabrication provides the United States important insurance against potential 
disadvantages of implementing either approach by itself. The hybrid 
approach also provides the best opportunity for U.S. leadership in working 
with Russia to implement similar options for reducing Russia's excess 
plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest possible signal to the 
world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of surplus plutonium as 
quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it technically difficult to 
use the plutonium in weapons again.
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BUSH, MICHELE 
PAGE 2 OF 2 

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 
contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 
associated with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, CostAnalysis 
in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons- Usable Plutonium 
Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost 
estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 
the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 
Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 
November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 
with the preferred alternative, are available on the MID Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 
locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.



DEVLIN, SALLY 

PAGE 1 OF 1

Hi. I'm calling Donna Menace and I want to thank her very 
much for calling me back. The way, my address is PO Box 2598 
and its Pahrump, NV 89041. I'm interested in whatever it is she 
want to send me because I do want to make commentary. I'm 
very concerned about the MOX and if it can't be used in the 

light water reactors, so whatever you do is right. And I look 
forward to hearing from you. I've been out of town and that's 
why I didn't return your call sooner. Thank you again. My 
number is (702) 727-6853 if you want to call. And the best time I 

will be home in the morning. Thank you. Bye

1

PD032

PD032-1 MOX Approach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern regarding the MOX approach.  

The goal of the surplus plutonium disposition program is to reduce the threat 
of nuclear weapons proliferation worldwide by conducting disposition of 

surplus plutonium in the United States in an environmentally safe and timely 
manner. Converting the surplus plutonium into MOX fuel and using it in 

domestic, commercial reactors is an effective way to accomplish this.  

Consistent with the U.S. policy of discouraging the civilian use of plutonium, 
a MOX facility would be built and operated subject to the following strict 

conditions: construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be 
owned by the U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to 
the disposition of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut 

down at the completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program. For 
reactor irradiation, the NRC license would authorize only the participating 
reactors to use MOX fuel fabricated from surplus plutonium, and the irradiation 
would be a once-through cycle with no reprocessing.



GOODMAN, SIDNEY J.  
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170 Villanova Drive 
Paramus, NJ 07652 
July 31, 1998 

Executive Director 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Washington, DC 

Dear Director:

I am vehemently opposed to the use of MOX fuel in civilian 
nuclear power plants.  

There are already serious problems of unaccounted for 
sensitive materials without putting weapons grade plutonium in 
mass circulation.  

Every step in the direction of putting us on a plutonium 
economy risks unconscionable environmental, economic, and 
weapons proliferation problems.  

The nuclear industry has failed miserably in its responsibility to 
the general welfare.  

The last thing we need now is another arrogant, corrupt 
blunder.

1

Very truly yours, 

Sidney J. Goodman, P.E.  
Professional Engineer

FD173I~b

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the commercial use of 
weapons-usable plutonium. The proposed use of MOX fuel is consistent 
with the nonproliferation policy and would ensure that plutonium which was 
produced for nuclear weapons and subsequently declared excess to national 
security needs is never again used for nuclear weapons. Consistent with the 
U.S. policy of discouraging the civilian use of plutonium, a MOX facility 
would be built and operated subject to the following strict conditions: 
construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be owned by the 
U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to the disposition 
of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut down at the 
completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program. For reactor 
irradiation, the NRC license would authorize only the participating reactors 
to use MOX fuel fabricated from surplus plutonium, and the irradiation would 
be a once-through cycle with no reprocessing.

FD173-1 MOXApproachI



NEW JERSEY DEPARTMENT OF ENVimONMENTAL PROTECTION 
LAWRENCE SCHMIDT 
PAGE 1 OF 1

Alternatives

DOE acknowledges the commentor's conclusions that the surplus plutonium 
disposition program would not impact the State of New Jersey.

MOX Approach0 
ep$tent of nrefv rotsei 

Deparimenof Ensivironmetelati Prot~ioni Robert C. Shinn, Ir.  
Coa-Wioer

Office of Program Coordination 
PO Box 4t8 

Trenton, NJ 08625-0418 
Phone 609-292-2662 

Fax 809-777-0942 

August 25, 1998 

Mr. G. Bert Stevenson 
NEPA Comptlarce Officar 
Office or Fasite Materials Disposition 
U.S. Department of Energy 
P.O. Box 23786 
Weashrgton, D.C. 20026-3786 

RE: COMMENTS 
Surplus Plutonium Disposition Draft EIS 
DOE/EIS-0283-D 

Dear Mr. Stevenson: 

The Off"c of Program Coordination of the New Jersey Department of 
Environmental Protection (NJDEP) has completed its review of the Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) for Surplus Plutonium Disposition. None of the three proposed 
sites are in the Northeast, consequently our Department's Radiation Protection 
Programs foresees no environmental impact to New Jersey. at this time, from the siting, 
construction or operation of any of the facilities. In addition, they foresee no increase in 
transportation of radioactive materials in New Jersey as result of this action.  

However, one alternative facility would produce Mixed Oxide Fuel (MOX). This 
fte would be manufactured as fuel forea commercial nuclear power plant. As stated in 
the Draft EIS. specific reactor sites where this fuel will be used have not been identified.  
The Final EIS will include an environmental impact analysis related to specific reactors 
selected. Thus, there is no indication, at this time. if any nuclear power plants in New 
Jersey will utilize MOX fuel.  

Please send the Office of Program Coordination two copies of the Final El$, 
when it becomes available, so that we can review potential environmental inpacts 
associated with the use of MOX fuel in New Jersey 

Lawrence Schmidt 
Director 
Office of Program Coordination 

C: Jill Upoti, NJDEP

1 

2

MD115

Section 4.28 was revised to discuss the potential environmental impacts of 
using MOX fuel in the six reactors proposed for the MOX approach. None of 
the proposed reactors are in New Jersey, they are: Catawba Nuclear Station 
Units 1 and 2 in South Carolina, McGuire Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2 in 
North Carolina, and North Anna Power Station Units 1 and 2 in Virginia.

Lr 
0

Chriine Todd 0 hIlman 
Governor

MD115-1

MD115-2
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ALBRECHT, KATHRYN 
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I would like to submit the fobowing comments for e- epig.a the Surplus 
Plutonium Disposition Envirnetallmz-ect Sttement: 

1) The mixed-oxide (MOX) nudestnrftd option has a eqative economic 
value, wild reult in unnecsry subidies to nudear powe utilities, and 
ns experieniq grave tedmical ldaiages A range of hnmobilizaiio 
optimo need to be addressed sam viable for dispostio.  
2) Flutoniumi processing has never ocurred at Patex and for this 
rinow it is a rlnatively dean site. I believe itis imwise to locate 
plutonium processing at a site with mn processing and minimal nudears 2 
waste treatment experi e, especialy one located over major aquife 
and In the middle of rich M tural producing land.  

3) Envirownetal, mfaty, and halth upas must be tulMy idetifled 
and analyzed, induding quantity and compohition of waft strume, 3 
poential accident scenarios, and c of acdents.  
4) The unpect on the arm agricultm" economy need& to be addressed at 4 

CD1700

Use of MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors is not proposed in order to 
subsidize the commercial nuclear power industry. Rather, the purpose of this 
proposed action is to safely and securely disposition surplus plutonium by 
meeting the Spent Fuel Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by 
NAS and modified by DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium 
as inaccessible and unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and 
growing quantity of plutonium that exists in spent nuclear fuel from commercial 
power reactors.  

The fabrication of MOX fuel and its use in commercial reactors has been 
accomplished in Western Europe. This experience would be used for 
disposition of the U.S. surplus plutonium.  

The MOX facility would produce nuclear fuel that would displace LEU fuel 
that utilities would have otherwise purchased. If the effective value of the 
MOX fuel exceeds the cost of the LEU fuel that it displaced, then the contract 
provides that money would be paid back to the U.S. Government by DCS 
based on a formula included in the DCS contract. The commercial reactors 
selected for the MOX approach include only those reactors whose operational 
life is expected to last beyond the life of the surplus plutonium disposition 
program.  

DOE has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach. Pursuing 
both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States 
important insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing either 
approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best opportunity 
for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar options for 
reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest 
possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of 
surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it 
technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again.

CD1700-2 Alternatives

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to siting the proposed 
surplus plutonium disposition facilities at Pantex. The analyses presented in

CD1700-1 Alternatives



SALBRECHT, KATHRYN 
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Section 4.26.3.2.2 indicate that there would be no discernible impacts on the 
quality of water in the Ogallala aquifer fromnormal operation of these facilities.  
Other sections show, moreover, that the normal operation of these facilities 
would likely have minor impacts on human health, agriculture, and livestock: 
Sections 4.17.1.4 and 4.17.2.4 address the potential radiological and hazardous 
chemical effects of the maximum-impact alternative on workers and the public 
at Pantex; Appendix J.3, the potential contamination of agricultural products 
and livestock, and consumption of these products by persons living within 
an 80-km (50-mi) radius of Pantex.  

CD1700-3 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE has prepared this SPD EIS in accordance with the provisions of NEPA 
(42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) and the related CEQ and DOE implementation 
regulations (40 CFR 1500 through 1508 and 10 CFR 1021,respectively). DOE 
has analyzed the potential environmental impacts of waste management, 
human health risks, and facility accidents associated with the proposed 
surplus plutonium disposition facilities as discussed in Appendixes H, J, and 
K, respectively.  

CD1700-4 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

This comment is addressed in responses CD 1700-2 and CD 1700-3.
- ---- - ----
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NO! To plutonium processing in the Texas 
Panhandle.  

NO! To bringing plutonium to Pantex from 
other sites.  

NO! To long-term storage of plutonium over 
the Ogallala Aquifer.  

NO! To facilities that handle nuclear waste 
or to processes that generate It.

1

I support jobsa nd development In the Panhandle that don't endanger 
workers, my family, our natural r.aourc. orthereputsaon e1i 
ericultural product$.

CD1 701

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the surplus plutonium 
disposition program atPantex. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition 
program will be based on environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, 
national policy and nonproliferation considerations, and public input.

CD1701-2 DOE Poficy

If 
If 
If 
If

CD1701-1

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern regarding the safe storage of 
plutoniumpits atPantex. DOE is committed to the safe, secure storage of pits 
and is evaluating options for upgrades to Pantex Zone 4 facilities to address 
plutonium storage requirements. Evaluation of repackaging Pantex pits into 

a more robust container is documented in the Supplement Analysis for: 
Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Continued Operation of the 

Pantex Plant and Associated Storage of Nuclear Weapon Components
AL-R8 Sealed Insert Container (August 1998). This document is on the 
MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com. Based on this supplement analysis, 

the decision was made to repackage pits at Pantex into the AL-R8 sealed 
insert container and to discontinue plans to repackage pits into the 

AT-400A container.  

CD1701-3 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support of new missions at Pantex that 

don't endanger people or the environment. The analyses presented in 

Section 4.26.3.2.2 indicate that there would be no discernible impacts on the 
quality of water in the Ogallala aquiferfrom normal operation of the proposed 

surplus plutonium disposition facilities. Other sections show, moreover, that 

the normal operation of these facilities would likely have minor impacts on 
human health, agriculture, and livestock; Sections 4.17.1.4 and 4.17.2A address 

the potential radiological and hazardous chemical effects of the 
maximum-impact alternative on workers and the public atPantex; Appendix J.3, 

the potential contamination of agricultural products and livestock, and 
consumption of these products by persons living within an 80-km (50-mi) 
radius of Pantex.

Alternatives
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State of New Mexico 
ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT 

Harold Runnek Building 
1190St. FrncLsfDrive P.O. Brx 26110 

Sman Fe, New Mex'co 87502-6110 

Tetephone (505) 827-2855 
Fax (505) 827-2836

P-TERM4GIMOAE 
Snowy

September 23,1998 

Howard R. Canter 
Acting Director I 
Office of File Materials D o It 
U.S. Department of Energy 
P.O. Box 23786 
Wasnington, D.C. 20026-3786 

Dear Mr. Catier.  

RE: SURPLUS PLUTONIUM DISPOSITION DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT; 
OFFICE OF FISSILE MATERIALS DISPOSITION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY; JULY 
1996 

This transmits New Mexico Envirnrmenl Department {NMED) stall comments regarding Ihe above
referenced Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DES).  

(1) Volume I. PattA. Page 1-5 Issues that Need to Beor Are Already Addressed Elsewhere. The 
Nuclear RegulatoryCormiossk shold be involved, and their regulations be complied with. in all aspects 
of the Mixed Oxide (MOX) fabrication process, Including the lead fuel assembly fatabratiol.  

(2) Volume 2. L3.3 Ground Trarsportation Route Selection Process. Shipment nof radioactive 
materials to LANL should use the Santa Fe Reliel Route (Route 599) to reduce the polontial of a 
vehictuareaccident (and suslequent human health risk] while shipping components thought the Santa Fe 
area.  

(3) The main acIellos of phtd mbly. conversion, and immobilization, and MOX tool tabricatton 
were analyzed tfo sites outside the Stale of New Mexico. The only actl"ty tht might be located at Los 
Alamos National Laboatory Is the faication of toad assemblies. An existing building would need to be 
modified to contain this activity, so welding would be done only inside buildings, limiting emissions.  
Operational emissioos would moult from vehicular traffic and emergency diesel generalom. The Los 
Alamos National Laboratory is in an area thai is currently in attainment forall National Ambient Air 
Qualy Swtadards (NAAOS). Based upon tMe information provided, we would not anticlpate any aemblem 
air tpqalty problems as a result of this project.  

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this DEIS. Please Lel us ttow it you have any questions.  

Sincerely, 

Envronmentalýj tReview Coordinator 

NMED File No. 1191ER

1i 

3

MD325

Under the National Defense Authorization Act (fiscal year 1999), Congress 
directed that any facility under contract with and for the account of DOE that 
is used for the purpose of fabricating mixed plutonium-uranium oxide nuclear 
fuel for use in a commercial nuclear reactor obtain a license fromNRC. In this 
act, Congress also exempted facilities that are used for research, development, 
demonstration, testing, or other analysis purposes from the 
licensing requirement 

Early in the preparation of the Storage andDisposition PEIS and this SPD EIS, 
DOE invited NRC to be a cooperating agency for the surplus weapons
usable fissile materials program. NRC declined the offer in favor of being a 
commenting agency. DOE is conducting regular meetings with NRC on the 
MOX approach, including fuel design and qualification.  

As directed by Congress, NRC will be the regulatory authority for the MOX 
facility and will continue to be responsible for licensing the reactors, and as 
such would have to approve the use of MOX fuel through the license 
amendmentprocess. The lead assemblies would be fabricated atDOEfacilities 
that are not licensed by NRC, but the lead assemblies would meet licensing 
requirements for irradiation in selected reactors.

MD325-2 Transportation

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concerns about the transportation mute 
selection process. The shipment of nuclear material (e.g., depleted uranium) 
using commercial cariers would be the subject of detailed transportation 
plans in which routes and specific processing locations would be discussed.  
These plans are coordinated with State, tribal, and local officials. The shipment 
of waste would be in accordance with the decisions reached on the Final 
Waste Management Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for 
Managing Treatment, Storage, and Disposal of Radioactive and Hazardous 
Waste (DOE/EIS-0200-F, May 1997) and the WIPP Disposal Phase Final 
SupplementalEIS(DOEIEIS-0026-S-2, November 1997). The transportation 
of special nuclear materials is the subject of detailed planning with DOE's 
Transportation Safeguards Division. The dates and times that specific 
transportation routes would be used for special nuclear materials are classified

MD325-1
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information; however, the number of shipments that would be required, by 

location, has been included in this SPD EIS. Additional details are provided 
in Fissile Materials Disposition Program SST/SGT Transportation 

Estimation (SAND98-8244, June 1998), which is available on the MD Web 

site at http://www.doe-md.conr.  

MD325-3 Air Quality and Noise 

DOE acknowledges the commnentor's input. Air quality impacts from 

construction and normal operation of facilities at LANL for lead assembly 

fabrication would likely be minor as discussed in Section 4.27.4.1.  

C.
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MD331-1 Other 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concerns. However, the impact of 
radiation on uranium miners is beyond the scope of this SPD EIS. If MOX 

Sr• fuel is used in domestic, commercial reactors as proposed in this EIS there 
../4 • . would be less uranium needed to fuel these reactors and therefore less uranium 

o k0-. C5 W mined. This comment was forwarded to the Department offHealth and Human 
Services to whom it was originally addressed.  

1-
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To: 
From: 
Date: 
Subject:

240 ARBORtWAYS STE. 6..BOS7N, MA 01130-3522 USA 
(617) 521-1342 o- U. (617) 521.1317 ° aat~f o......  

DOE, Fax 18008205156 
If Not Now: A Citizens Lobbying Tool, EMail repinfo@ifnotnow 
Sep 168,1998 7:04 GMT 
Plutonium Disposal By Burning In Nuclear*Reactors

If Not Now is a web-based citizen's lobbying tool. We are forwarding 
to you a letter from some of your constituents. At the end of this 
message there is a description of how our service works and how you 
can respond to your constituents.

Signatures as of Sep 16, 1998: 
There were 2 new signers. Total signers to date: 4.

TOPIC: Plutonium Disposal By Burning In Nuclear Reactors 

Dear DOE (Fissile Materials Program).  

I am writing to oppose the current Department of Energy plan for 
plutonium disposition, which Is based on mibed-oxide (MOX) fuel. MOX 
fuel is a bad idea. It is unproven technology as far as commercial 
reactors in the U.S. are concerned. MOX techniques for plutonium disposal 
are also slower and more expensive than Immobilization techniques. In 
addition, the treatment of plutonlun as an energy source sets a dangerous 
precedent for nuclear proliferation and the development of plutonium 
fuel economies. It is essential that the DOE do everything possible to 
discourage this proliferation.  

New signers and comments: 

Krista Bradford, New York, NY 10033 
Danielle Benzinger, Arlington, TX 76006

1

DESCRIPTION OF IF NOT NOW SERVICE 

Subscribers use If Not Now (www.tfnotnow.com) to get Information about 
political and social issues of concern to them. The service also enables 
them to sign letters about these topics, which we then forward in 
consolidated formi to officials such as yourself. It is important to 
emphasize that our subscriber list is authenticated through credit card 
verification, and only those signers who belong to your specific 
constituency are included in the signature list that you receive.

FD312
I/

FD312-1 MOX Approach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach to 
surplus plutonium disposition. While it is true MOX fuel has not been 
produced commercially in the U.S., it has been produced in Western Europe.  
MOX fuel fabrication is not a new technology. This experience would be 
used for disposition of the U.S. surplus plutonium. Pursuing both 
immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States important 
insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing either approach 
by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best opportunity for 
U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar options for 
reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest 
possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of 
surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it 
technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again.  

Any difference between the cost of the hybrid approach and that of the 
immobilization-only approach would be marginal. Although cost will be a 
factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS contains environmental 
impact data and does not address the costs associated with the various 
alternatives. A separate cost report, CostAnalysis in Support of Site Selection 
for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, 
July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost estimates for each alternative, 
was made available around the same time as the SPD Draft EIS. This report 
and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment 
Resolution Document (DOEFMD-0013, November 1999), which covers recent 
life-cycle cost analyses associated with the preferred alternative, are available 
on the MD) Web site at http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading 
rooms at the following locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and 
Washington, D.C.
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140 ARBORWAY, STE. 6. BOSTON. MA 02130-3522 USA 
(617) 524.1347 G f. (617) 524.1047 - -- ,fno.nov..o.  

An Important feature of If Not Now is that we follow up on every action 
letter that we send, and we report how representatives, officials and 
others have acted on the Issue. We also provide you with the opportunity 
to respond to your constituents (via a password-protected web server, 
to ensure that only legitimate responses are posted). Follow the 
directions below. Your letter will be posted without editing; your 
constituents will be able to view your response when they check the 
results of that action. (We regret that we cannot process responses 
received via fax or US mall.) We strongly encourage you to send usa 
responsel Our subscribers are active, involved citizens who want to 
hear from you.  

To respond to an action letter fill out the form at 
http:/Mww.ifnotnow.comlrespond.hltl - you will need to use your 
special key: PeeTJIwV. This key Is valid for one-time use only. Please 
send questions or comments via email to: rep-infoiifnotnow.com.

FD312
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via fa~csimile #8900-820-5156

Dear Sir or Madam: 

We, the undersigned, write to request both a ixty-day extension of the public comment period 

and additional public hearings in North Carolina on the Draft Surplus Plutonium Disposition 
Enviroomental Impact Statement. We write also to support requests by other citneas' groups 
and individuals for additional public hearings in affected oommnaities. The SPDEIS is the latest 
National Environmental Policy Act documentthat will help shape decisions on how to dispose of 

up to fifty metric tons of weapons usable plutonium that has been declared surplus to national 
security needs. Full public debate must occur now.  

Extend the Public Comment Period for Sixty Days 

"The Department of Energy is allowing for a sixty day comment period for people to review and 
provide comments on a large, complex document that reiteences twenty-eight other related 
NEPA documents, an economic report that not released until July 28.1998, and numerous Data 
Repoets The Data Reports am unavailable to people who are not mar a Department of Energy 

Reading Room, yet contain crucial information. For example, on page 1-4.ofthe Draft SPDEIS, 
DOE wrote that. "source term data for radiological releases, stack heights, and release locations 
awe provided in the Data Reports foe the pit conversion, immobilization, and MOX facilities." In 
odhie words, the Draft SPDEIS does not contain any data on something as basic as expected 
quantities of radioactive airpollutants.  

Provide for Additional Public ,Hearings 

The Department of Energy is pisaming only five public hearings, four in the communities closest 
to DOE •ites being considered for new plutonium processing plants, and one regional meeting in 
a downsuram community (Porrdand4 This public hearings schedule will likely dilute the 
diversity of public comments; inhibit the involvement of downwind and downstream 
commurities that generally bear liabilities without benefits; and skew the public opinion curve in 
favor of DOE proposals.  

DOE should add the following hearings to its list 

1. Regional Hearings in Savannah, Georgia and Columbia, South Carolina. The Savannah Riv•e 
Site is the prefemrd candidate site for all three new plutonium processing facilities. Real impacts 
on the Savannah Riverfrom SRS operations and accidents are well documented, with the most.  
notable being the December, 1991 triiumn leak that quickly reached Savannah, Georgia. DOE 
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BLUE RIDGE ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE LEAGUE

August 10, 1998 

Office ofrisaile Materials Management 
U.S. Depafrtmen of Energy 
PO Box 23786 
Washington, D.C. 20026-3786

P-fl

SCD30-1 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE believes that the comment period, longer than required by CEQ's 
NEPA regulations, allowed sufficient time for public review of the 
SPD Draft EIS. Although it did not extend the comment period, DOE did 
consider all comments received after the close of that period. All 
comments were given equal consideration and responded to.  

Appendix J was revised to include expected radiological release quantities 
from each of the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities. DOE's 
descriptions of the affected environment and the potential environmental 
impacts in this SPD EIS are in accordance with 40 CFR 1502.15 and 
40 CFR 1502.16. These descriptions are no longer than necessary for an 
understanding of the effects of the alternatives, and the analyses and 
data are commensurate with the significance of the impact, the 
less-important information being consolidated, summarized, or referenced.  
Resources such as the data reports are available in the public reading 
rooms at the following locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and 
Washington, D.C.  

SCD30-2 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

It was not possible to hold hearings in all areas of the country; therefore, 
the hearings were restricted to locations where the greatest impacts of 
the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities could be expected.  
DOE did, however, provide various other means for public comment on 
this SPD EIS: mail, a toll-free telephone and fax line, and the MD Web 
site. During preparation of the Storage and Disposition PEIS, regional 
hearings were held in locations such as Boston, Chicago, San Francisco, 
and Denver. Denver was included because the PEIS dealt with the removal 
of materials from RFETS. DOE made, and is honoring, a commitment to 
get all plutonium out of RFETS. Additional hearings in Denver were not 
held because the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities would 
not be sited in the area. Shipment of MOX fuel to Canada for testing is 
under consideration as part of a separate EA, and is beyond the scope of 
this EIS. The Environmental Assessment for the Parallex Project Fuel
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cutot justify a lack of public hearings in Savannah orColumbia, which will bear the greatest 
liability from its proposals.  

2. Regional heaing in eommunitie near nuclear reactor sites Chat are being proposed for 
irradiation of Mixed Oxide (MOX) fueL .uConsortimss of utilities and nuclear fuel fabricators ate 
scheduled to submit Proposals for MOX Fuel Fabrication and Irradiation Services August 1998.  
We request that a public hearing be held in Raleigh and Charlotte, North Carolina, where reactor 
communities and the affected public are located.  

DOE has stated that 'environmental impact analysis relating to specific, reactors will be included 
in the SPD Final EIS," although these analyses are scheduled to be made by Consortiumi n their 
Proposals. During the 1997 Seoping for the SPDEIS, DOE was repeatedly asked to involve 
nuclear reactor communities in the NEPA procts, yet ignored these comments while moving 
forward on aprocess to select reactor sites that exclutdes commsnity input. DOE cannot justify 
soliciting public comment forthe site selection process for plumninm processing faclities ,while 
excluding public involvement in selecting plutonium irtaditlon faciities..  

3. A regiodal heating in Denver, Colorado. Denver is in proximity to Rocky Flats where 
approximately 25% of the surplus plutonium isin storage, so the ares has a stake in the decisions 
being made. Furthermore, DOE has never held hearings to discuss plutonitum immobilization of 
Rocky Flats phluonium as.i reasonable altersative and is proposing to weaken the requirements 
for shipping plutonbin from Rocky Flats to Savannah River Site.  

4. A regional learing in. Dallas, Texas. Dallas is likely to be in the iransportation corridor for 
shipments of special nuclear materials asd radioactive waste from new operations. The 
Department of Eergy cannot legitimately calm that state-wide support exists in Texas for 
Pantex becoming a new DOE plutonium processing site without seeking input from outside the 
Amarillo area.  

5. A hearing in Washington D.C, where decisions are made, policy is formulated, and a 

substantial lcommunity of non-governmental organizations exists to monior the Department of 
Energy, and where a larger community of organizatis exists to monitor how taxpayer dollars 
are spen• 

6. Port Huron, Michigan (or other location), the location of the border crossing for plutonium 
fuel .siprnents to Chalk River, Ontario to test in CANDU reactors. DOE is still considering the 
option ofburning MOX fuiel in CANDU meacdors, yet has effectively excluded Canadian citizens 
from the process. The hearing could be a cooperative pub]ic event held with the Atomic Energy 
of CanadaLtd.  

The abundant uncertainties and recent changes in direction in the Department of Energy's 
hazardous plutonium disposition program indicates a continued need to subject Fcderal proposals 
to the highest and most rigorous levels of public debate possible. DOE has already failed to 
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Manufacture and Shipment (DOE/EA-1216, January 1999) and 
FONSI (August 1999) can be viewed on the MD Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com.  

DOE actively sought public comments on the SPD Draft EIS and 
distributed approximately 1,700 copies of the document to all interested 
parties. All comments, regardless of how they were submitted, were 
given equal consideration and responded to.  

SCD30-3 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

Regional public hearings on the nuclear reactor sites proposed for the 
irradiation of MOX fuel could not be conducted during the public comment 
period for the SPD Draft EIS, as no sites had been designated by that 
time. The SPD Final EIS was not issued until specific reactors had been 
identified and the public had an opportunity to comment on the reactor
specific information. As part of the procurement process, bidders were 
asked to provide environmental information to support their proposals.  
This information was analyzed in an Environmental Critique prepared for 
the DOE source selection board prior to award of the MOX fuel fabrication 
and irradiation services contract. DOE then prepared an Environmental 
Synopsis on the basis of the Environmental Critique, which was released 
to the public as Appendix P of the Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS in 
April 1999.

SCD30-4 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

Since the inception of the fissile materials disposition program, DOE has 
supported a vigorous public participation policy. It has conducted public 
hearings in excess of the minimum required by NEPA regulations to 
engender a high level of public dialogue on the program. The office has 
also provided the public with substantial information in the form of fact 
sheets, reports, exhibits, visual aids, and videos related to fissile materials 
disposition issues. It hosts frequent workshops, and senior staff members 
make presentations to local and national civic and social organizations 
on request. Additionally, various means of communication
mail, a toll-free telephone and fax line, and a Web site 
(http://www.doe-md.com)--have been provided to facilitate the publicmmmmmmwlý
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implement the easiest part ofits plutonium storage and disposition progran. At Pantex it has 
abandoned its new "safer" corasiner and a proposed facility upgrade for plutonium pit storage.  

For Rocky Flats plutonium, it is already amending the "Reor of Decision" for the "Storage and 
Disposition of Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials Final Programmalic Esvirnomerta Impact 

Statement" to "address the environmental impact of utilizing the K-Reactor ficility for plutonium 
storage. the possibility that plutonium stabilizationv would be done at SRS instead of at RFEI'S, 

the shipment of plutonium to StS before the APSF storage vautt is operational, the ssipment of 
some materials fom RFEITS that we ale than 50M plutonium, and the need to utilize direct 
metal casting in FB.Line to do-classify some of the RFETS." ( Nuclear Facilities Safety 
Board Weekly Repoat for Savannah River Site, June 26.1998).  

The National Envirosnental Policy Act requires Federal Agencies to insure that high quality 
"envirosmneatal information is available to public officials and citizens before decisions are made 

and before actions are taken', and that substantial and meannigfl public involvement in the 

plaming and decision process. By restricting public hearings to a few communities, DOE would 
be violating lhe spirit of NEPA.  

Signed,

Louis Zeller, Southeast Ami-Reprocessing Project 
Blue Ridge Environmental Defense League 
PO Box 88 
Glendale Spriogs, NC 28629 
Phoe t.336-982-2691 
Fax: 336-982-2954 
EmaiL BREDLtskybest.cor 

E.ILT. O'Nan, Director 
Protect All Children's Environment 
2261 Buck Creek Road 
Marion, NC 28752 
Fsx: 704-724-4177 
Email: pace@mcdowell.main.c.us 

Allen Spalt, Director 
Agricultural Resources Center 
PESTicide EDucation project 
115 West Main Street 
Caurboro,NC 27510 
Phone: 919-967-1886 
E-mail: as pltlmindspring eom 
Visit ARC at: httplsunsite.ume.edu/am
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Lisa Hamill 
PO Box 392 
Carrboro, NC 27510 
Phone: 9M9-942-6423 
Ilamillwmuno.com 

Andrw Georg Diretr 
Soutlem Appalachian Biodiversity Projed 
and the Geniotighhans Prt 
PO Box 3141 
AsheIle, NC 28802 
Phone: 828-258-2667 
Email: adrew@bunm be.maln.nc•us

SCD30

dialogue. It is DOE policy to encourage public input into these matters of 
national and international importance.  

SCD30-5 Storage and Disposition PEIS and ROD 

DOE acknowledges the commentors' concern regarding the safe storage 

of plutonium pits at Pantex. DOE is committed to the safe, secure storage 

of pits and is evaluating options for upgrades to Pantex Zone 4 facilities 

to address plutonium storage requirements. DOE has addressed some of 
the commentor's concerns in an environmental review concerning the 

repackaging of Pantex pits into a more robust container. This evaluation 

is documented in the Supplement Analysis for: Final Environmental 
Impact Statement for the Continued Operation of the Pantex Plant and 

Associated Storage of Nuclear Weapon Components-AL-R8 Sealed 

Insert Container (August 1998). This document is on the MD Web site 

at http://www.doe-md.com. Based on this supplement analysis, the 
decision was made to repackage pits at Pantex into the AL-R8 sealed 

insert container and to discontinue plans to repackage pits into the 

AT-400A container.  

SCD30-6 Storage and Disposition PEIS and ROD 

DOE conducted a supplement analysis for the early movement to and 

storage of the RFETS surplus plutonium in Building 105-K after 

modifications to enable safe, secure plutonium storage. Based on this 

analysis, DOE issued the amended ROD, referenced by the commentor, in 

the Federal Register (63 FR 43392) on August 13, 1998, in fulfillment of 

the letter and spirit of NEPA (40 CFR 1506.6(b)). The decision is contingent 

on a decision under this SPD EIS to locate an immobilization facility at 
SRS. A copy of the amended ROD and the supplement analysis is available 
in the DOE reading rooms and on the MD Web site at 

http://www.doe-md.com.
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BLUE RmGE ENY]1IONSNTAL DEFENSE LEAGUE

Comments of Lou Zelier to the Office ofFissle Materials Disposition 
regarding the Surplus Plutonlum Dhiposition Draft UAS 

August13, 1998, North Augusta, South Carolina, 

My name is Louis Zeller and I am on the staffofthe Blue Ridge Environmental Defense 

League Our organization was founded in 1994 in response to the Depautment of Energy's 
Crystalline Repository Project which planned to bury high level nuclear waste in a deep hole in 

the groud. Togetherwiththousands ofactivists, we organized to halt that ill-conceived project.  

Today I address the draft EIS for surplus plutonium disposition whichlwould take fissle 

materials firns Hanford, Washington and Rocky Flats, Colorado and move it to the Savannah 

River Site in preparation for reprocessing. I have studied available documentsincluding the 
DOE's 6450-01-P on amending the Record Of Decision on the Storage and Disposition of 

Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials. Although the Amended Record of Decision would increase 

the transport and storage ofplutonium from 10 MT to 11.6 MT, it would also open the door to 

reprocessing ofplutonium into commercial nuclear reactor fuel.  

We oppose the planed tbaraneb ' of surphus weapons-usable plutonium as mixed oxide 2 

fuel in existing commercial light water reactors outlined In the SPDEIS. It is simply not possible 

to burn plutonium. The continued use of Orwell-like term to describe DOE actions does 
nothing to incregse public confidence in the DOE's programs. Another example; To "3C/ass(&" S 
in DOE newspesk nuans to rprocess plutoniuan metal for storage at SRS.  

Furthermore, the use of phutonium oxide fuel, or POX, in commereial power reactors will 

not significantly reduce the amount of plutonium. Nuclear reactors produce plutonium where 
none existed before. A typical commercial reactor produces 500 pounds of plutonium a year.  

Govetment contractors have estimated that using POX in commercial reactors would reduce the 
total plutonium by only I%. Tn this must be added the dangers of reactor component 4 
embrittlement caused by the FOX fuel's higher neutron flux. This will shorten the expected 

lifespan of utility reactors and increase the risk and e severity ofiaccidents. Utility ratepayers 

and the taxpayers will pay for all this, and our childrm and.gtandchildren will bear the negative 
health effects and genetic abnormalities.  

Even without an accident people who live, work, and go to sohool near the trans 

routes will be dosed with radiation. The transport casks have never been subjected to rea• -rld 

tests. In the name of reducing the nuclearithreat, the U.S. govenment will give terorists 

thousands of miles of opportunities to seize or iabotage radioactive materials.  

In 1994 and 1995, the Foreign Research Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel program provided 

the Blue Ridge Environmental.Deferse League and our allies with an opportunity to expose the 

myth ofnuclear non-proliferation. The firestorm of publicity ignited by the Don't Nuke 6 
North/South Carolina Campaign made it impossible for elected officials charged with protection 

of public health to avoid the issue. Our methods waew straitforward, our goal simple: get the word 

~..a.h4 .~~aA4 Ih.4,pr.J kf - SCD29

SCD29-1 Storage and Disposition PEIS and ROD 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern about the movement of 
fissile materials from Hanford and RFETS to SRS. In order to support the 

early closure of RFETS and the early deactivation of plutonium storage 

facilities at Hanford, DOE has modified, contingent upon certain 

conditions, some of the decisions made in its Storage and Disposition 

PEIS ROD. Hanford and RFETS surplus plutonium would not be of a 

quality suitable for use as MOX fuel in a domestic, commercial reactor.  

U.S. policy dating back to the Ford Administration has prohibited the 

commercial, chemical reprocessing and separation of plutonium from spent 

nuclear fuel. The use of U.S. surplus plutonium in existing commercial 

reactors does not involve reprocessing (reprocessing is a chemical 

separation of uranium, transuranic elements [including plutonium], and 

fission products from spent reactor fuel and the reuse of the plutonium 

and uranium to produce new fresh fuel). The proposed use of MOX fuel 
is consistent with the U.S. nonproliferation policy and would ensure that 

plutonium which was produced for nuclear weapons and subsequently 
declared excess to national security needs is never again used for 
nuclear weapons.  

SCD29-2 MOXApproach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the use of MOX fuel 

in commercial reactors. Commentor is correct that using MOX fuel does 
not destroy all the plutonium. However, the MOX approach does meet 

the Spent Fuel Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by NAS 

and modified by DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium 

as inaccessible and unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and 

growing quantity of plutonium that exists in spent nuclear fuel from 
commercial power reactors.

SCD29-3 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

The declassification at SRS of plutonium residues from RFETS is the 
subject of the Supplement Analysis for Storing Plutonium in the Actinide 

Packaging and Storage Facility and Building 105-K at the Savannah 

River Site (July 1998) and amended ROD for the Storage and Disposition

PO .atni--na."t%.Ch" Cifl nl2W r- B&IM-201 - F. 334-912-191A - Ed bd@.k*-
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PEIS. It is important that this limited amount of material be changed from 
its current form into a form that does not allow for proliferation of the 
knowledge or means of nuclear weapons fabrication to terrorists or rogue 
states. The plutonium resulting from the declassification action could be 
either immobilized or used to fabricate MOX fuel.  

SCD29-4 MOXApproach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach.  
Although no U.S. commercial reactors are licensed to use plutonium
based fuel, several are designed to use MOX fuel, and others can easily 
and safely accommodate a partial MOX core. While it is true that not all 
the plutonium would be consumed during irradiation in a nuclear reactor, 
the resulting spent fuel would have a radiation barrier equivalent to LEU 
spent fuel, and recovery of this plutonium would be extremely dangerous, 
time consuming, and costly.  

The higher flux associated with MOX fuel can accelerate reactor 
component aging. However, this would be taken into account when 
developing fuel management strategy, including fuel assembly placement 
in the reactor core. The proposed action anticipates partial, not full, 
MOX cores in the selected reactors. The commercial reactors selected 
for the MOX approach include only those reactors whose operational life 
is expected to last beyond the life of the surplus plutonium 
disposition program.  

Section 4.28 was revised to provide reactor-specific analyses and discuss 
the potential environmental impacts of using a partial MOX core during 
routine operations and reactor accidents.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 
contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 
associated with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, Cost 

Analysis in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable 
Plutonium Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the 
site-specific cost estimates for each alternative, was made available around 
the same time as the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium 
Disposition Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution
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Document (DOE/MD-0013, November 1999), which covers recent life

cycle cost analyses associated with the preferred alternative, are available 

on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading 
rooms at the following locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and 

Washington, D.C.  

SCD29-5 Transportation 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern regarding the safety of 
nuclear materials transportation. DOE is committed to safety and 
safeguards for its facilities and the transport of materials.  

Transportation would be required for both the immobilization and MOX 

approaches to surplus plutonium disposition. Transportation of special 
nuclear materials, including fresh MOX fuel, would use DOE's SST/SGT 

system. Since the establishment of the DOE Transportation Safeguards 
Division in 1975, the SST/SGT system has transported DOE-owned cargo 
over more than 151 million km (94 million mi) with no accidents causing a 

fatality or release of radioactive material. The transportation requirements 
for the surplus plutonium disposition program are also evaluated in this i 
SPD EIS. As indicated in Section 2.18, no traffic fatalities from 

nonradiological accidents or LCFs from radiological exposures or vehicle 
emissions are expected.  

Table L-6 summarizes the possibility of a LCF associated with the 
radiation doses from shipping radioactive material. Type B packages 
have been used for years to ship radioactive materials in the United States 

and around the world. To date, no Type B package has ever been 
punctured or released any of its contents, even in actual highway 
accidents. No Type B package has seen real-world conditions that 
approach the severity level of the tests. As described in Appendix L.3.1.6, 

the Type B package is extremely robust and provides a high degree of 
confidence that even in extremely severe accidents, the integrity of the 
package would be maintained with essentially no loss of the radioactive 
contents or serious impairment of the shielding capability.
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Transportation

out. Our traveling roadshow traced the nuclear transport rote from Sunny Point to Wilmington 
to Pembroke and into South Carolina. T'h Govenor ofNonh Carolina responded with scores of 

IHighway Patrolmen, the State Bureau of lnvestigation, and a helicopter to accompany the nuclear 

waste thals. The elaborate preperations for accidents underscores the real danger represeated by 

international comre ofnuclear waste.  

Exposing these strategically valuable materials to shipment on thnations highways and 

byways presents thousands of miles of oppot-emitics for would-be saboteurs,.thieves, and 

terrrists. We demonstrated by our all-night vigil at Sunny Point that anyone so inclined can 

easily track these shipments. "This just goes to show that aty terrorist who can afford a pair of 

binoculars and a plane ticket could know their every move,•said Janet K. Zeller, BREDL's 
Executive Directo~r. A spokesman for the DOE labeled our actions a "needless breach of 

seeurity."4 But the publicity generated by our campaigns does not make sabotage more likely.  

On the contrary, the increased surveillance and precautions taken by state officials was a direct 

result of the high media profile.  

The Environmental Assessment for the foreign wastes prepared by DOE in 1994 states 

that the Savannah River Sites receiving basin for the foreign wastes "show no visible signs of 

corrosion.' But in July 1995 a report by the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board inspection 

team tnoted that," i corrosion of the spent fuel was contaminating the facility, generating 

significant waste, and contributing to personnelexposure." 

The exposure of people living close to the rail lines and highways to ionizing radiation is 

easilyovedooked. Cancers, leukemias, and immune suppression may be delayed for years or 

decades. Dr. Carl Rupers, BREDL Boand of Directors member, estimates the population dose 

from the expected total of 937 trans-ocean shipments to be 7,8 5 person-resn, which could result 

in twenty cancer fitalities from ocean transport of FRR waste alone.  

During our Don't Nuke Nordt/South Carolina Campaign we met mostly Native American 
residents living a stone's tnow from the teraks watching the activity at tie rail junction. Small 

homes and housing pmjects are close to the tracks here. Many people are unable to afford 
automobiles and telephones. Evacuation would be difficult or imposible. The people of 
Pembroke believed that the nuclear waste train endangered their community. They did not 

believe DOE spokesmen who claim, ontthe one hand, that these materials are too dangerous to be 

et in storage but that, on the other hand, there is no came for concern for residents of North and 
South Carolina.  

Our rights in a free society amthreatesed by the laws deemed necessary to protect these 
shipments. This nationcannuot protect the nuclear fuel cycle from terrorism without becoming a 

policestate. A private citizen standing on public property may view a train or truck and spread 

the word without jeop*. However. if that cargo carries nuclear weapons-grade materials the 
citzen becomes an outlaw. The Blue Ridge Environmental Defense League plans to continue our 

campaign for as long as it takes to bring an end to this deadly commerce.

6
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DOE's SST/SGT system uses couriers that are armed Federal officers, an 
armored tractor to protect the crew from attack, and specially designed 
escort vehicles containing advanced communications and additional 
couriers. The evaluation of human health risks from transportation are 
addressed in the Transportation sections in Chapter 4 of Volume I and in 
greater detail in Appendix L. Human health impacts of the proposed 
facilities are discussed in the Human Health Risk sections of Chapter 4 
and in greater detail in Appendix J. Nonproliferation is only one factor in 
the decisionmaking process for surplus plutonium disposition. Decisions 
on the surplus plutonium disposition program at SRS will be based on 
environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and 
nonproliferation considerations, and public input.

SCD29-6
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OUKE COGEMA 

STONE & WEBSTER 

September 10. 1998 

Mr. Bert Stevermon 
NEPA Compliance Officer 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
U.S. Department of Energy 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washington, DC 20026-3786 

Subject: Surplus Plutonitmi Environmental Impact Statement 

Dear Mr, Stevenson: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft Surplus Plutonium Disposition 
Environmental Impact Statement as published in July 1998.  

The attached comments are submaitted on the behalf of DUKE COGEMA STONE & 
WEBSTER. DUKE COGEMA STONE & WEBSTER is leading a consortium of 
companies which has responded to a Department of Energy request for bids to design, 
construct and operate a mixed oxide plant. Other members of the team are Framatome 
COGEMA Fuels, Nuclear Fuel Services, Duke Power and Virginia Power.  

Our specific comments on the draft Surplus Plutonium Disposition Environmental Impact 
Statement are provided in the attachment to this letter. If you have any questions 
pertaining to these comments, please contact Ms. Mary Birch at (704) 382-2140.  

R rcenly, 

0t. thde 
President and CEO 
DUKE COGEMA STONE & WEBSTER 

Encd Comments on Draft EIS

MD177

I
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ATTACHMENT 

DUKE COGEMA STONE & WEBSTER Comments on the Department of Eftetys (gOEs) Drm 

Sumps Pdmonsum Depositon (SPD) Eovnomenuat Impact Statement .IS) 

g Lo n commen 

E E•acuted Spmcthcatdon of ceo-in-carnter heImobilization it sa pmofaed at1t6nhva.  

Sunmmary.  
p. 5;-8 

DOE Is propoamg res-o.camnistot htsmon askits preferred aletrnative for hs ttion.  

Hownr. the DOE's own reports 1.2 h e that can-sn-crarte? mmoblh da mnlr doe tc nuatmrently 
reet the Spent Fuel Standard forlong-tenr enonprole-attonr relsotaroe. The United Stales must 

deploy an offettlve, accepted pstkolsm disposlton tectinology ortecmologies s t waws to 

ecowuaoge hernational support for pkartooa disposionr. DUKE COGEMA STONE & WEBSTER 
expes that oncumnt action on the part of Reosla to dispose of nt surplus purplurpkt w ll be 
predcated on the depositon of Unted States msteriat Ins amnnr tetht provides high contldence in Its 
resistaen o theft, diersoe.o r re-use.  

1. DOE shoutdtconsidernoy those aftemtobes that meet the Spent Fuoo Standard fie.. id oxie, 
(MO)O fuel and homogeneous ktmnnlzatior] as preferred etematives.  

2. tf the DOE pursues deptoyrment of "As-ln-cer•ibtenImmotilitlios. the DOE slould explain how it wA 
demoontrate. in an open. objecte. and penrnmveawd process. that the "ask-caiwter" pironrrm 
disposio e approchd wll meet this fuindmetal progamreqrnuirement -Sthe Spent Fote Standard.  

'$Se owLasoes*tesSAO55720. -PRIafexi~i A, enthyResdyd Te RteNotOdt~troe 9 
2U Z.Nopna-r rin'rEo. DOENrl-SoirWeraWf S arm. C""O a 4meWa-f Fa. I te, red r1am 
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MD177-1 DOEPolicy 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern regarding the ability of the 
immobilization approach to meet the Spent Fuel Standard. In the 
Nonproliferation and Arms Control Assessment of Weapons-Usable 
Fissile Material Storage and Excess Plutonium Disposition Alternatives 
(DOE/NN-0007, January 1997), DOE identified two potential liabilities of 
the immobilization alternatives relative to the Spent Fuel Standard. These 
liabilities involve ensuring sufficient radiation levels and providing 
removal-resistant can-in-canister designs. Since that time, DOE has 
modified the can support structure inside the canisters and has focused 
its research on the ceramic form of immobilization. As part of the form 
evaluation process, an independent panel of experts determined (Letter 
Report of the Immobilization Technology Peer Review Panel, from 
Matthew Bunn to Stephen Cochran, LLNL, August 21, 1997) that the 
can-in-canister design would meet the Spent Fuel Standard. In addition, 
NAS is currently conducting studies to confirm the ability of the ceramic 
can-in-canister immobilization approach to meet the Spent Fuel Standard.  
DOE is confident that immobilization remains a viable alternative for 
meeting the nonproliferation goals of the surplus plutonium disposition 
program.
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uranltdes of phltoniumlr colrIed n Ithe EIS far d•tlpoalawing the two appreaches.  

The drafl EIS states, SMinec the ROD was Issued, however, DOE has determined that an additional 9 
tases• tlow plutonpum A rdent material oukl require addaitoaltproom sin and would. therefore.  
be unssdabletfor MOX lhs tfaication. DOE atlematlves Include disposng of a muoanam of 3 
tonnes of plutonlim as MOX RA, while the altemaraves bnclade hmtaobahzrg 50 totes ýa! usu .us 

0-5.  

DOE has never pcovided jastbip"= n that a mysu rplhus pkotniUl iS not suitable for MOX uss. The 
DOE has not eskybd -,oat tarmt hisunsuiableta plutonium Is In The technology descrption In the 
draft EI traks it clearthat various Mwa of prooessin3• vll be used In the Conrsion and 
irnobilizatlon Fariy. Abo. awstproessing;lstep has been atowed ainthe DOE•s MOX WP. It 
would appear to be possibleId sarome at thOs tprcessig gwould reader mater•al that Is stitable tfr 
fabriostion ioto MOXfuat Finrly, the DOE has•speciled no requikrrem ts tha the plulahlumdestined 
for elsaw MOX Ju s rtwImmobilizationaAl lsatilsy. Therefore. it seems ray un ythat there isa ny 
technical basin for ny dedsWn about quantiles Of Ipdnaoneu that ate suitable for nither otibon.  

Given the talk of aJifitcatloo Wr any dedsion abot q tanltles of malterta frthe twrn patos, DOE 
shouldaIneds, the ealuation of a 100% (50 lonnes) MOX font atlatate bIre SPO EIS. This isthe 
onay way to prese l approptiate options unrtl the tame that the DOE can rke a technlcally 
claimsale evalstison and decisio an the alocatin of mateieal to tIhe two plutohauntilsposiion
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DOE reviewed the chemical and isotopic composition of the surplus 
plutonium and determined in the Storage and Disposition PEIS ROD 
that about 8 t (9 tons) of surplus plutonium were not suitable for use in 
making MOX fuel. Furthermore, DOE has identified an additional 9 t 
(10 tons) for a total of 17 t (19 tons) that have such a variety of chemical 
and isotopic compositions that it is more reasonable to immobilize these 
materials and avert the processing complexity that would be added if 
these materials were made into MOX fuel. The criteria used in this 
identification included the level of impurities, processing requirements, 
and the ability to meet the MOX fuel specifications. Section 2.2 includes 
a description of the forms of plutonium that would be used for MOX feed 

and immobilization feed and the levels of impurities present in those 
materials. As discussed in this section, the plutonium destined for 
immobilization is mainly in the form of impure oxides, impure metals, 
plutonium alloys, uranium/plutonium oxide, and some alloyed reactor fuel.  
Impurities present include neptunium, thorium, and beryllium. None of 
the material planned for immobilization is in the form of spent fuel, and all 
of it is considered weapons usable. A further description of the types 
and amounts of plutonium currently planned for disposition can be found 
in Feed Materials Planning Basis for Surplus Weapons-Usable 

Plutonium Disposition (MD-0013, April 1997), which is available on the 
MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com.

2 ESeadiv, 
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HIL. Latnl 

3 Eawatitte 

P.. S-.  

AppaidniD.  

4 AppdetxD.  
pD-S

Fee Flux Te Facility (FF).  

K Is not cinerthat ashk the FFTF to demy nuclearwespon midedi (plutmoium) wouldbe 
acceptablet tohe intemattial canu-tty If, *a the samne lirm., the tacsy was produacntgamher kid 
oa nuclewwee• es ematerial iunim).  

Recoarnmettdtbr 

In disausaig the u=a of the FF f ora combined phanm dposiion and itum praducdlan mission.  
DOE.should acmnowledge thaet thre is a significent nomnnnlorat ion Isnue associatedmwith such a 
oamre ao daion.  

Fast Flux Teat Facility (FF77).  

The eppendIXstates -IfAmwere deterMined thaUtMOX Fuel (ranterittan tuanitahlon' yIt were needed 
for the FF'iF opertaaons, the MOX fuel attlbratto alernastes may be ntiMnated, dependig on the 
amountatt of surplts plonium "daweokl be required afor ttnau productlan.- hasver, Kit Is oer 
understand"tg teethe capabuilty ton fbrlcate significant quantities• oa OX uel for the FF• doesnrot 
currntly endst within DOE complex

Reoonale'nvi1tn 
DOE should aclkaanedge that the use of the FFTF wi7h pstaonim fuel hi this nmurnewaud requir 
he dein and constrcln ofa MOX hfo stedcaitan ealty forthe FFTF. It is he light wter meator 
inadlion of MOXiuel that might be eliminated by such a noose of actior.
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MD177-3 DOE Policy 

As discussed in Appendix D of the SPD Draft EIS, DOE did consider 
FFTF in the Storage and Disposition PEIS, but it was eliminated from 

further study because it was in a standby status and it could not satisfy 
the criterion of completing the disposition mission within 25 years using 

the historic FFTF plutonium enrichment specifications. In 
December 1998, the Secretary of Energy decided that FFTF would not 
play a role in producing tritium.  

MD177-4 DOE Policy 

As discussed in Section 1.7.4, Appendix D was deleted because none of 

the proposals to restart FFTF currently consider the use of surplus 
plutonium as a fuel source.
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Wo. Lmtho 

S Smend 2.17 
wird 2.10.  

Setn, 4.27.6 

6 Soolloo.1.6.2 
andSl A.

Hot cal leamhinatSon of hdadased lWOd sseety hioOl 

The eonvWoroiental ikpacts in the dmaf0 EM do nota ppearito hide thosek hpadtesodaled owth tl 

cel examnations. In paltillar, there hIs no eoheriedgeo•ne t Athe hot cl acilateswould be 
responblef or the dlspol of thfe spent nudeartel that remsts hfro destruclti hot sell 

A'ecormewndafti 

DOE shold revisoe the EIS to inideohthese hop , or ntee that sucl hkmpds sare Moody hInhludd hI 
othihoerneans dnt evSakiono.  

Preferred Alroadlýls.  
MOX Fuel FahbdoAftss Abmrow.  
Lead Asshl bly P atcateon.  

NIouoerease the nuomber of lood assnobieseoroied to Is 10. Based on scope and schoddie for.  
hiWd pasamhy poogunaIN would be very unitly that dffe enuter of JUt MOX hlid asserrblies could 
be faicated.  

this his h a tg -ohalerof d hid asseblies. used k "forE basls, thion Ifsho•ldobe hsted .as such.  
It is n-ir~idd to indicsfe that tOn10 ed semlti could be suooessftih* aicled baud entou 
hoahdge (or ithemosorra doo-oat teheatwe are ot iware thate esablised thisnriobeo).
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MD177-5 Lead Assemblies 

The two DOE sites, ANL-W and ORNL, proposed for postirradiation 

examination conduct these types of activities on an ongoing basis.  

Impacts for activities associated with the postirradiation examination of 

lead assemblies are within the scope of existing NEPA documentation at 

these sites and are discussed, for limited resource areas, in Section 4.27.6.  
Spent fuel after postirradiation examination would be the responsibility 

of the DOE spent nuclear fuel program. As stated in the ROD for the DOE 

Programmatic Spent Nuclear Fuel Management and Idaho National 

Engineering Laboratory Environmental Restoration and Waste 

Management Programs Final EIS (DOE/EIS-0203-F, April 1995), interim 

storage for this type of spent fuel would take place at INEEL before 

eventual disposal in a geologic repository. As described in the revised 

Section 1.6, the preferred alternative for postirradiation examination 
is ORNL.  

MD177-6 Lead Assemblies 

The SPD Draft EIS assumed up to 10 lead assemblies as a bounding 

analysis based on DOE's extensive discussions with representatives from 

the commercial fuel industry. This SPD EIS was revised to evaluate 

two lead assemblies based on information from DCS, the team that was 

selected to provide MOX fuel fabrication and irradiation services, 

although it is possible that more than two would be required.
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ft. Loaion 0051004 

7 Sea=n 5.1 Preferred Akemn tio's.  

DOE does not.atthis&m.ha bea preleterce for thetlocatw where teed& rroeoifor MOX 5reW 
qtalillt OIn would be ftbdoaed.  

Reoonomlmdofi~n: 

The decisin should be efteupto the contractorwhere bad assebtly fabiostioentwil take place based 
0n thertcttdltal eendutiton athe peferred 0oc000o0 cited by DOE.  

8 Section5.2 MOX Fuel Fabttection Altemeatives.  

Environmetsl"alkOle thdtwil be prepared, will t be anvlable to Cotactor for review pldorlo the 
sua0r00 end beds is foroar omi edto syopets? 

ReconaneWOd : 
Contrcor should be able to reiewfor aocuracy and corpleteness prtor to Issuaorte.

S G5nmll SPO E0 0Cottractor 

Appendix B The SF00IS6ncude0aAppendb . CB - tCont r Nondisclosure StatSmOtt Intthis0 alpOtx MItse 6 
a 0signed0 stltermeta the 00conracto00h0000 r hu m thflalI te• to th e 0i1he 0054fthe prec. Soa 
the rature othe StOWTeOMeIt. iwo maope prpopriate•y •be cleded ea diclost, (vs. nonislosdure) 
sltereent Also, the t WMy of the SPO EI suoppoet contractordoes nt opper to be provided 

esy~ete in the SPD EIS, including Appendix B.  

1. Rename Appendix B -Contactor Disclosure SLt5ernun 
2. Idenfy the support contrator0n Appendi Band i the cosernce of the SPO EIS.
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MD177-7 Lead Assemblies 

As discussed in the revised Section 1.6, based on consideration of 
capabilities of the candidate sites and input from DCS on the MOX 
approach, DOE prefers LANL for lead assembly fabrication. LANL is 
preferred because it already has fuel fabrication facilities that would not 
require major modifications, and takes advantage of existing infrastructure 
and staff expertise. Additionally, the surplus plutonium dioxide that would 
be used to fabricate the lead assemblies would already be in inventory at 
the site. Section 2.17.2 describes the lead assembly fabrication siting 
alternatives, and Section 4.27 discusses the potential impacts of lead 
assembly activities. Decisions on lead assembly fabrication will be based 
on environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy 
and nonproliferation considerations, and public input.  

MD177-8 MOXRFP 

The Environmental Synopsis is a nonproprietary, publicly available 
summary of the Environmental Critique, which is an internal DOE 
procurement document subject to confidentiality requirements.  
Procurement analyses are not subject to review and approval by offerors.

MD177-9 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

Per the commentor's recommendation, the title of Appendix B is now 
"Contractor Disclosure Statement," and the name of the contractor, Science 
Applications International Corporation, appears on the revised form.
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Duke PoweComparrr 

f(l3ot1- NC 2H20 I-100 

September8, 1998 

U. S. Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washington, DC 20026-3786 

Subject Surplus Plutonium Disposition Environmental Impact Statement 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on Site draft Surplus Plutonium Disposition 

Environmental Impact Statement, as published in July 1998.  

The attached comments are submitted on the behalf of Duke Power, a division of Duke 

Energy Corporation. Duke Power has proposed to provide four mission reactors forthe 

disposition of surplus weapons plutonium as part of the DUKE COOEMA STONE & 

WEBSTER Team. The team members are Duke Engineering & Services; COGEMA; 

Stone & Webster. Framatome Cogema Fuels; Nuclear Fuel Services-, and Virginia Power.  

Duke Poweres specific comments on the draft Surplus Plutonium Disposition 

Envirounental Impact Statement are provided in the attachment to this letter. If you bave 

any questions pertaining to these comments, please contact Mr. Steven Nesbit at (704) 
392-2197.  

SinceTy, 

Nuclar Engieering- NOD 
Duke Power Company 

Attachment 

SPN

MD165
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ATTACHMENT 

Duke FowCoonmneat oa the Depwtment of Enoer 's (DOE's) Drat 
SurPlto Plutocitoo Disposition (SPD) Envirouncutst Impact Statemoat (EIS)

Nq. IL catg 
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MD165

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern regarding the ability of the 
immobilization approach to meet the Spent Fuel Standard. In the 
Nonproliferation and Arms Control Assessment of Weapons-Usable 
Fissile Material Storage and Excess Plutonium Disposition Alternatives 
(DOE/NN-0007, January 1997), DOE identified two potential liabilities of 
the immobilization alternatives relative to the Spent Fuel Standard. These 
liabilities involve ensuring sufficient radiation levels and providing 
removal-resistant can-in-canister designs. Since that time, DOE has 
modified the can support structure inside the canisters and has focused 
its research on the ceramic form of immobilization. As part of the form 
evaluation process, an independent panel of experts determined (Letter 
Report of the Immobilization Technology Peer Review Panel, from 
Matthew Bunn to Stephen Cochran, LLNL, August 21, 1997) that the 
can-in-canister design would meet the Spent Fuel Standard. In addition, 
NAS is currently conducting studies to confirm the ability of the ceramic 
can-in-canister immobilization approach to meet the Spent Fuel Standard.  
DOE is confident that immobilization remains a viable alternative for 
meeting the nonproliferation goals of the surplus plutonium disposition 
program.

MD165-1 DOE PolicyI

I I
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MD165-2 Feedstock 

DOE reviewed the chemical and isotopic composition of the surplus 

plutonium and determined in the Storage and Disposition PEIS ROD 

that about 8 t (9 tons) of surplus plutonium were not suitable for use in 
making MOX fuel. Furthermore, DOE has identified an additional 9 t 

(10 tons) for a total of 17 t (19 tons) that have such a variety of chemical 
and isotopic compositions that it is more reasonable to immobilize these 

materials and avert the processing complexity that would be added if 

these materials were made into MOX fuel. The criteria used in this 
identification included the level of impurities, processing requirements, 

and the ability to meet the MOX fuel specifications. Section 2.2 includes 

a description of the forms of plutonium that would be used for MOX feed 
and immobilization feed, and the levels of impurities present in those 
materials. As discussed in this section, the plutonium destined for 

immobilization is mainly in the form of impure oxides, impure metals, 
plutonium alloys, uranium/plutonium oxide, and some alloyed reactor 

fuel. Impurities present include neptunium, thorium, and beryllium. None 

of the material planned for immobilization is in the form of spent fuel, and 
all of it is considered weapons usable. A further description of the types 

and amounts of plutonium currently planned for disposition can be found 

in Feed Materials Planning Basis for Surplus Weapons-Usable 
Plutonium Disposition (MD-0013, April 1997), which is available on the 
MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com.
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As discussed in Appendix D of the SPD Draft EIS, DOE did consider 
FFTF in the Storage and Disposition PEIS, but it was eliminated from 
further study because it was in a standby status and it could not satisfy 
the criterion of completing the disposition mission within 25 years using 
the historic FFIF plutonium enrichment specifications. In December 
1998, the Secretary of Energy decided that FFrF would not play a role in 
producing tritium.

MD165-4 DOE Policy

As discussed in Section 1.7.4, Appendix D was deleted because none of 
the proposals to restart FFTF currently consider the use of surplus 
plutonium as a fuel source.

3 E.*,wctlw 

P. S4.  

Ap. dIloD.  

4 Appendm D.  
p. D-2.

MD165-3 DOE Policy
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Lead Assemblies
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MD165

The two DOE sites, ANL-W and ORNL, proposed for postirradiation 
examination conduct these types of activities on an ongoing basis.  
Impacts for activities associated with the postirradiation examination of 
lead assemblies are within the scope of existing NEPA documentation at 
these sites and are discussed, for limited resource areas, in Section 4.27.6.  
Spent fuel after postirradiation examination would be the responsibility 
of the DOE spent nuclear fuel program. As stated in the ROD for the DOE 
Programmatic Spent Nuclear Fuel Management and Idaho National 
Engineering Laboratory Environmental Restoration and Waste 
Management Programs Final EIS (DOEIEIS-0203-F, April 1995), interim 
storage for this type of spent fuel would take place at INEEL before 
eventual disposal in a geologic repository. As described in the revised 
Section 1.6, the preferred alternative for postirradiation examination 
is ORNL.  

MD165-6 MOX Approach 

DOE evaluated technical and environmental information provided during 
the procurement process to acquire MOX fuel fabrication and irradiation 
services and revised Section 4.28 accordingly.

MD165-5
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General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

7 Geee-l SPD EIS Co~teete,.  

Appendix B TheSPDE SiSc ehdesiAppenedxB-Conm orNondiwoeSlelm t. Inlhisappeadixthe sa 
signed m thado he oo omrbw ooefinancial ineleeein lthe eelcele ofthe peojeot Given the 
.meum ofUbe are* nt.it -would -appropreitely belleda die.os (v. -diwlo-ure) ts eneme 

AJso, the identity oftite SPD EIS suppoet eortonusrdoes not appear to be provided anywhere in the SPD 
EIS, irlnidg Appendm 0.  

I nRetme Appendix B Controet Diwlwom e Satement.  
I. Idenify the neplpot wcoictor in Appendix B and in the cv- ec-tionof the SPD E[S.

MD165

Per the commentor's recommendation, the title of Appendix B is now 
"Contractor Disclosure Statement," and the name of the contractor, Science 
Applications International Corporation, appears on the revised form.
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Lisa Hamill 
Box 392 
Carrboro, NC 27510 

Re: a sixty day extension of comment period 

August 11, 1998 
via facsimile # 800-820-5156 
Office of Fissile Materials Management 
U.& Department of Energy 
PO Box 23786 
Washington, D.C. 20026-3786 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

I write to request both a sixty-day extension of the public comment period and additional public 
hearings in North Carolina on the Draft Surplus Plutonium Disposition Environmental Impact 
Statenaens. I write also to suppori requests by other citizens' groups and individuals for addiLional 
public hearings in affected comsrunitics. The SPDEIS is the latest National Environmental 
Policy Act document that will help shape decisions on how to dispose ofup to fifty metric torts of 
weapons usable plutonium that has been declared surplus to national security needo. Full public 
debate must occur now.

Extend the Public Comment Period for Sixty Days 

The Department of Energy is allowing for a sixty-day comment period for people to review and 
provide comments on a large, complex dtucment MthaL references Luconiy-eight other related 
NEPA documents, an economic report that not released until July 28,1998, and numerous Data 
Reports. The Data Reports are muavailable to people who are not ear a Department of Energy 
Reading Room, yet contain crucial information. For example, on page J-4 of the Draft SPDEIS, 
DOlT wrote shat, "source term data for radiological mleases, stack heights, and release locations 
are provided in the Data Reports for the pit conversion, immobilization, and MOX facilities." In 
other words, the Draft P81DEIS does not contain any data on something as basic as expocted 
quantities ofradioactive air pollutants.  

Pruvide for Additional Public Hearings 

The Department of Energy is planning only five public kearings, four in the communities closest 
to DOE sites being considered for new plutonium processing plants, and one regional meeting in 
a downstream community (Portland). This public hearings schedulc will likely dilute the 
diversity of public comments; inhibit the involvement of downwind and downstream 
communitics that generally bear liabilities without benefits; and skew the public opinion curve in 
favor of DOE proposals.  

DOE should add the following hearings to Its list: 

t. Regional Hearings in Savannah, Georgia and Columbia, South Carolina. The Savannah River 
Site is the preferred candidate site for all three new plutonium processing facilities. Real impacts 
on the Savannah River from SRS operations and accident% arc well documented, with the most 
notable being the December, 1991 tritium leak that quickly reached Savannah, Georgia. DOE 
cannot justify a lack of public hcarings in Savanmah or Columbia, which will bear the greatest 

F

2 

FD224

FD224-1 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE believes that the comment period allowed sufficient time for public 
review of the SPD Draft EIS. Although it did not extend the comment 
period, DOE did consider all comments received after the close of that 
period. All comments were given equal consideration and responded to.  

DOE's descriptions of the affected environment and the potential 
environmental impacts in this SPD EIS are in accordance with 
40 CFR 1502.15 and 40 CFR 1502.16. These descriptions are no longer 
than necessary for an understanding of the effects of the alternatives, 
and the analyses and data are commensurate with the significance of the 
impact, the less-important information being consolidated, summarized, 
or referenced. Resources such as the data reports are available in the 
public reading rooms at the following locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, 
SRS, and Washington, D.C.  

FD224-2 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

It was not possible to hold hearings in all areas of the country; therefore, 
the hearings were restricted to locations where the greatest impacts of 
the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities could be expected.  
DOE did, however, provide various other means for public comment on 
this SPD EIS: mail, a toll-free telephone and fax line, and the MD Web 
site. During preparation of the Storage and Disposition PEIS, regional 
hearings were held in locations such as Boston, Chicago, San Francisco, 
and Denver. Denver was included because the PEIS dealt with the removal 
of materials from RFETS. DOE made, and is honoring, a commitment to 
get all plutonium out of RFETS. Additional hearings in Denver were not 
held because the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities would 
not be sited in the area. Shipment of MOX fuel to Canada for testing 
is under consideration as part of a separate EA, and is beyond the 
scope of this EIS. The Environmental Assessment for the Parallex 
Project Fuel Manufacture and Shipment (DOE/EA- 1216, January 1999) 
and FONSI (August 1999) can be viewed on the MD Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com.

I
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liability from its proposals.  

2. Regional hearings in communities near nuclear reactor sites that are being proposed for 
iradiation of'Mixed Oxide (MOX) fuirl. Conostiums of utilities and nuclear fol thhbricators are 
scheduled to submit Proposals for MOX Fuel Fabrication and Irradiation Services August 1998.  

We rcqu t that a public hearing be hold in Ialcigh and Charlotte, North Carolina, whore reactor 
communities and the afftcted public are mocated.  

DOE has ntatcd that "eavironmental impact analysis relating to specific reactors will be included 

in the SPD Final EIS," although these analyses are scheduled to be made by Consortiums in their 
Proposals, During the 1997 Scoping for the SPDEIS, DOE was repeatedly asked to involve 
nuclear reactor communities in the NEPA process, yet ignored thee comments while moving 

forward on a process to select reactor sites that excludes community input. DOE cannot jstiy 
soliciting public comment for the site selection process for plutonium processing facilities, while 
excluding public involvement in selecting plutonium irradiation facilities.  

3. A regional hearing in Denver, Colorado. Denver is in proximity to Rocky Flats where 

approoximately 25% of the surplus plutonium is in atorase, no the area has a stake in the decisions 
being made. Furthermore, DOE has never held hearings to discuss plutonium immobilization of 

Rocky Flats plutonium as a reasonable altrnative, and is proposing to weaken the requirements 
for shipping phutonium from Rocky Flats to Savannah River Site.  

4. A regional heauing in Dallas, Texas. Dallas is likely to be in the transportation corridor for 
shipments of special nuclear materials and radioactive waste from new operations. The 

Departtmont of Energy cannot legitimately claim that state-widt support exists in Texas for 

Pantes becoming a new DOE plutonium processing site without seeking input from outside the 
Amarillo area.  

5. A bearing in Washington D.C., where decisions are made, policy is formulated, and a 
substantial community ofnon-governmmntal organizations exists to monitor the Departnment of 

Energy, and whore a larger community of organizations exists to monitor how taxpayer dollars 
are spent.  

6. Putt Huron, Michigan (or other loation), the location of the border crossing for plutonium 
fuel shipments to Chalk River, Ontario to test in CANDU reactors. DOE is still considering the 

option of bunting MOX fuel in CANDU mactort, yet has effectively excluded Canadian citizens 
from the process. The hearing could be a cooperative public event held with the Atomic Energy 
of Canada, l~td.  

"Tlh abundant ssctaaintits and recant changes in direction in the Depaetmtnt of Energy's 

hazardous plutonium disposition program indicates a continued need to subject Federal proposals 

to the highest and most rigorous levels ofpublic debate possible. DOE has already failed to 
implement tse easiest past of its plutonium storasge and disposition program. At Pantex it has 
abandoned its new "safer" container and a proposed facility upgrade for plutonium pit storage.  
For Rocky Flats plutonium, it is already amending the "Record of Decision" for the "Storage and 

Disposition of Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials Final Programmatic Environmental Impact 
Statement" to "address the environmental impact of'utilizing the C-Reactor facility for plutonium 

storage, the possibility that plutonium stabilization would be done at SRS instead of at RFETS.  

the shipment ofplutonium to SRS1 before the AI'SF storagc vault is operational, the shipment of 
some materials from RFETS that are less than 50% plutonium, and the need to utilize direct 

metal castingin FB-Line to de-classify some ofthe RFETS." (Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety 
F
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DOE actively sought public comments on the SPD Draft EIS and 
distributed approximately 1,700 copies of the document to all interested 

parties. All comments, regardless of how they were submitted, were 
given equal consideration and responded to.  

FD224-3 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

Regional public hearings on the nuclear reactor sites proposed for the 
irradiation of MOX fuel could not be conducted during the public comment 
period for the SPD Draft EIS, as no sites had been designated by that 
time. The SPD Final EIS was not issued until specific reactors had been 
identified and the public had an opportunity to comment on the reactor
specific information. As part of the procurement process, bidders were 
asked to provide environmental information to support their proposals.  
This information was analyzed in an Environmental Critique prepared for 
the DOE source selection board prior to award of the MOX fuel fabrication 
and irradiation services contract. DOE then prepared an Environmental 
Synopsis on the basis of the Environmental Critique, which was released 
to the public as Appendix P of the Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS in 
April 1999.

FD224-4 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

Since the inception of the fissile materials disposition program, DOE has 
supported a vigorous public participation policy. It has conducted public 
hearings in excess of the minimum required by NEPA regulations to 

engender a high level of public dialogue on the program. The office has 
also provided the public with substantial information in the form of 

fact sheets, reports, exhibits, visual aids, and videos related to fissile 

materials disposition issues. It hosts frequent workshops, and senior 

staff members make presentations to local and national civic and 

social organizations on request. Additionally, various means of 

communication-mail, a toll-free telephone and fax line, and a Web site 
(http://www.doe-md.com)-have been provided to facilitate the public 

dialogue. It is DOE policy to encourage public input into these matters 

of national and international importance.
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Board Weekly Report for Savannah River Site, June 26. 1998). 16

The National Environmental Policy Art requires Federal Agencies to insure that h i.g h quality.I 
"environmental information is available to public officials and citizens before decisions arc made 
and before actions are taken", and that substantial and meaningful public involvement in the 

planning and decision prncess. fly restricting public hearings to a few communities, DOI" would 

be violating the spirit of NEPA.  

Signed, 

Lisai Hamnill

FD224

FD224-5 Storage and Disposition PEIS and ROD 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern regarding the safe storage 
of plutonium pits at Pantex. DOE is committed to the safe, secure storage 
of pits and is evaluating options for upgrades to Pantex Zone 4 facilities 
to address plutonium storage requirements. DOE has addressed some of 
the commentor's concerns in an environmental review concerning the 
repackaging of Pantex pits into a more robust container. This evaluation 
is documented in the Supplement Analysis for: Final Environmental 
Impact Statement for the Continued Operation of the Pantex Plant and 
Associated Storage of Nuclear Weapon Components-AL-R8 Sealed 
Insert Container (August 1998). This document is on the MD Web site 
at http://www.doe-md.com. Based on this supplement analysis, the 
decision was made to repackage pits at Pantex into the AL-R8 sealed 
insert container and to discontinue plans to repackage pits into the 
AT-400A container.

FD224-6 Storage and Disposition PEIS and ROD

DOE conducted a supplement analysis for the early movement to and 
storage of the RFETS surplus plutonium in Building 105-K after 
modifications to enable safe, secure plutonium storage. Based on this 
analysis, DOE issued the amended ROD, referenced by the commentor, in 
the Federal Register (63 FR 43392) on August 13, 1998, in fulfillment of 
the letter and spirit of NEPA (40 CFR 1506.6(b)). The decision is contingent 
on a decision under this SPD EIS to locate an immobilization facility 
at SRS. A copy of the amended ROD and the supplement analysis 
is available in the DOE reading rooms and on the MD Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com.
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Howard R. Canter. Acting Director 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials 
P.O. Box 23786 
W'ashington. D.C. 20026-3786 

September 16. 1998 

Re: SUPPLEMENT• 7T OCOMEN SISMITTED WURING PUBLIC CONMENT PERIOD.  
SRPLUSP•T• LII•M DRAFT ENVIRONHMrEAL IMPACT STATEMENT. SPD EIS 

Dear Director Canter: 

Please include the following correspondence. submitted by facsimile 
transulssion. as part of the official record of proceedings in the above 
referenced public comment period. The Information discussed herein van not 
available to me as of 9/15/98. and therefore. could not be Included In ccmments 
of 9/15/98.  

United States Enrichment Corporation was created under congressional mandate 
of Energy Policy Act of 1992. In February of 1994 DOE published notice to the 
public in the Federal Register. USING A FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT (FONSID.  
that ThelsNuclear Regulatory Commission (NCR) would assume watch dog status of 
both the Portseouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant and the Paoucah Gaseous Diffusion 
Plant die to transfer frcm public ownership (under DOE) to private/commerciai 
operations (under NRC). I msbmitted comments objecting to agency intent which 
included objection to the agency's use of a FONSIt finding of fact of no 
signlficant Impactl The rational. I was later Informed, was that environmental.  
health and safety Impacts, and risks to the general public would be the same 
conditions as previously existed under DOE oversight and management.  

As stated in correspondence of 9/15/98 to the agency, DOE Is prolific in 
production of documents, holding public Information meetings, and making 
documents. upon request, available to interested members of the poltic. DOE 
maintains an information center in close proximity to the Portsmouth Gaseous 
Diffusion Plant. NRC has no such public involvement and public Information 
process. NRC. In fact, refused to accept commnts from me. personally, which 
pertained to the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant BECRUSE I HAD N1O STATUS.  
ACCORDING TO NRC DETERMINATION. AS A DIRECTLY AFFECTO PARTY!! It is noteworthy 
herein that NRC has since 'modifled' its public coment periods on nuclear power 
plants TO ALLOW CC•MMETS FROM ONLY DIRECTLY AFFECTED PARTIES which NC Interprets 
to be groups and/or indllvidals who live in proximity of the Individual nuclear 
power plants and who can demonstrate their status as directly affected parties In 
NRC proceedings. Contrary to Administrative Procedure Act (uhich states, among 
other things, that any citizen, taxpayer, and/or Interested party MAY SUBlIlT 
CMMENT AND PARTICIPATE In proceedings.) to the best of my knowledge. NRC has 
continued to preclude parties fro, proceedings If NRC determines these parties to 
lack status as defined by NRC.  

WRCC APPARENTLY ALSO DETERMITE VWHA' IS AND• OFEQUAIL IMPORTANCE. WHAT IS NOT

TO DIS= TROURD NUCLEAR PLA S '! NRC failed to Include

11
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MD280-1 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's remarks concerning policies of NRC.  
However, DOE has no authority in matters pertaining to policies and practices 
of NRC.  

DOE acknowledges the commentor's remarks concerning operations at 
Portsmouth and Paducah. As described in Section 1.5, DOE may elect to use 
depleted uranium hexafluoride stored at these gaseous diffusion plants to 
produce the uranium dioxide that would serve as feed material during 
fabrication of MOX fuel and for the ceramic immobilization process.  
Approximately 0.04 percent (145 t [160 tons]) of DOE's current inventory of 
depleted uranium hexafluoride would be used annually for this purpose.  
Environmental analyses supporting this SPD EIS used Portsmouth as a 
representative source for depleted uranium hexafluoride. As discussed in 
Chapter 4 of Volume I, no major environmental effects would result from the 
use of depleted uranium hexafluoride in the production of uranium dioxide.  

USEC was created by Congressional mandate under Title IX of the Energy 
Policy Act of 1992. As described in Section 1202, USEC was created for 
several purposes, one ofwhich is to maximize the long-term value of USEC to 
the Treasury of the United States. There is no conspiracy involving DOE to 
misuse public funds in the matter of USEC or any other matter.  

DOE acknowledges the commentor's remarks concerning the requirement for 
environmental impact statements at Portsmouth and Paducah. As discussed 
in Section 1.8.1, environmental conditions at Portsmouth and Paducah are 
described in the Final Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for 
Alternative Strategies for the Long-Term Management and Use of Depleted 
Uranium Hexafluoride (DOE/EIS-0269 April 1999).
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discussion of safety concerns at both the Portsnouth and Paducah Plants 'to avoid 
emarrassment on the day after the plants were sold to the public.' 
ATThCHMENT 1.  

To clarify: both plants were public property (governmest ownership) until 
they were transferred to USEC beginning in 1994 (privatization), and then, In 
1998 USEC offered stock in both the plants for sale to private Investors in 
public offering!!The 'transfer' of goverment/public property to UM was 
estimated to be $1.4 BILLION DOLLARS In property and technology. It is most 
Interesting that NRC FAILED TO INCLUDE WHAT THE COIISSI~i K NIl TO BE PROBLEM' 
at the Ports and Paducah Plants In eoml-annual lInformatlon session held by NRC 
the day after public stock offering. It is also most Interesting that private 
investors bought what the American taxpayers already owned and had paid for 
resolting from the 'privatization' process! I The term'acomplicity' as referenced 
In coments of 9/15/98 certainly seems to apply to this wheeling and dealing with 
pubI ic funds by DOE/U•SE/•RC.  

In further 'complicity. D OE failed to require an Environmental lIpct 
Statement which fully adressed environmental problems PRIOR TO TRANSFER TO USEC 
at the Portsmouth and Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plants during the 'Privatlzation 
process.' Likewise, NRC has fallen to reveal/dIsclose known problems to both the 
publ•c. ant the private investore•who purchased stock in the plants only one day 
prior to HRC's semi-annual 'information' session! 
See ATTACHMET1 II, parageaph 7. Note that safety concerns not disclosed by HEC 
included potential risk/damage from earthquake at one plant and potential risk 
of 'unintended' nuclear chain reaction from storage of too much uranium in one 
place! 

An interested party. citizen, and/or taxpayer might well ask what agency, if 
any, is protecting the public health, safety, and property in the process being 
practiced at these uranium plants?!? From personal experience.  
kill-the-messenger Is descriptive of the response to my questions regarding the 
operational safety, environmental leg"cy, risks to the public and workers, and 
wi'sdom, of 1.4 Billion dollar taxpayer gifts to private interests from multiple 

agencies! The goals of "SHOOf-AT-THE-CORPSE'
I) silencing others on the scene from revealing the real perpetrators- and 2) 
making guilt diispensable- appearl"tobe pertinent issues for comment.  

In conclusion, I would respectfully remind the agency that 1DE is mandated 
Dy various federal laws, other than Energy Policy Act of 1992, unich require the 
agency to represent the best long term Interests of the public and the nation.  

," tly vomi tt*d.  

lenaia.Mai•"I (loSowrly as Diana Salisbury) 
7019 Aarldge Arnhelm Road 
Sardinia, Ohio 46171 (937) 446-2763 

Attachment 
(via telecop er trSMn13sslon to 0C S a-Q-LL l 0 5
on VLL L. . and by. The U.S. Postal Service, regular 
mall, posttge preftad on 9/16/98.
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Howard R. Canter. Acting Director 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Orfice of Fismile Materials 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washington. D.C. 20026-3786 

September 15, 1998 

Re: PUBLIC COMIMENT. SURPLUS PLUTONIUM ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 
(SPD E1S) 

Dear Director Canter: 

Please Include tais correspondence as part of the agency's oti~ciai 
record of proceedings in the above referenced matter.  

Due to considerable demands upon both my time and energy from other 
matters. I am submittingwhat I consider to be coaments that aodress the 
crucial issues in the agency's SPD EIS generally rather than 
specifically.  

The agency obviously must take responsibility for doingsomnething, 
i.e.. inaction is not a reasonable alternative in the 'solution" to 
plutonium disposition. DOE has produced prolific information for public 
cotment on the agency's proposed actions. This cnment Is NOT1interioeo 
as criticise of the agency's SPD EIS. Rather, WE Is providing 
iniormation necessary for "informed' public participation and. for that.  
deserves to be commended.  

MPO Draft £ISmakes numerous references to technology in the 
development or yet-to-be-developed/avallable stages. The public cannot 
make co•ment on the 'wisdo' or appropriateness of technoiogy not known 
to the public. Although. DOE appears to have knowledge of tecnnoiogy 
that is so-to-speak coming down the road. Likewise, DOE makes multiple 
references in Draft SPD EIS to commercial facilities, especiaity 
commercial facilities for Hazardous Waste treatment, storage. and 
disposal. The agency appears to be strongly leaning toward 
incinerator/reduction to ash as one such commercial facility/.solution,.  

DOE does, in fact, acknowledge that agency actions in plutonium 
disposition will result in multiple other actions which will occur 
directly and indirectly as consequences of DOE decision-miaing. WOE is.  
In fact and law, required to fully addresses these impacts'consequences 
in draft EIS. Transfer of materials to coammercial facilities does not 
relieve DOE of NEPA mandate and/or agency responsibility to the public.  
numerous affected and to-be-affected communltles, the environment. and 
the nation's safety and security. DOE has, in fact, co-operated with 
multiple federal, state, and local agencies, and proposed in draft EIS 
to continue this consloerable 'co-operation.' Translated into sinPie 
termssmembers of the public can comprehend, DOE has historically SHiARED 
THE PUBLIC'S FUNDS WITH OTHER AGENCIES IN PLANNING, CONSTRUCTING. ANDf 
OPERATING FACILITIES (implementing 'solutions') such as the ones 
described in draft EIS.  

-M
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MD192-3 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

The term "cooperating agency" in this EIS has a narrower sense than that 
used by the commentor. DOE's use of the term is in accordance with the 
definition stipulated in 40 CFR 1501.5: another Federal agency that has 
jurisdiction by law and/or has special expertise with respect to any 
environmental issue.

MD192-1 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for DOE's public outreach and 
providing information necessary for informed public participation. In 
Sections 2.5 and 4.2, the No Action Alternative and its environmental impacts 
is described as required by 40 CFR 1502.14. This description makes clear to 
the public and decisionmakers the environmental impacts of taking no action 
rather than implementing the proposed action.  

MD192-2 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

The methods DOE proposes to use for surplus plutonium disposition are 
based on proven and well-understood technologies. Technological work 
cited in this SPD EIS is work required to adapt those technologies to the 
disposition of surplus plutonium and the engineering studies required to 
design the disposition facilities to meet specific programneeds. Basic science 
or proof of principal scientific work is required to implement the surplus 
plutonium disposition program.  

Hazardous waste management is discussed in Hazardous Waste sections in 
Chapter 4 of Volume I and Section 1.8.2. DOE plans to handle hazardous 
waste generated as a result of the surplus plutonium disposition program in 
accordance with the decisions made on the Final Waste Management 
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for Managing Treatment, 
Storage, and Disposal of Radioactive and Hazardous Waste 
(DOE/EIS-0200-F, May 1997). The decision on hazardous waste, excluding 
wastewater, was to continue to use off-site facilities for treatment at all sites 
except ORR and SRS, where a combination of off-site and existing on-site 
facilities may be used.
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Co-operating local, state, and federal agencies are too numerous to 
mention in brief comments. However. implementation requires 
considerable funding to and distrubed by Departments of Transportation 
klocal, state, and federal) for highway infrastructure projects. HUi 
requires funding ttor distribution) to build housing required curing 
facility construction phase, etc. Furthermore. numerous state and local 
agencies have 're-aligned' and "re-organized• in the process ot 
implementing `solutions,. Recycling and waste reduction funding appears 
to be most abundant for distribution In Ohio. The Brown County tUhio) 
Board of Cumlssioners are the grantees of a recycling grant received by 
the Highland County (Ohio) Board of Commissioners (making the Hiiniana 
County Board grantees of funds and grantors to the Brown County Board o0 
Ccmenssioners)!!! Obviously, the Brown County Board of Commissioners as 
grantees will not directly implement the recycling grant: it is tonoe 
passea through (granted again) to Adams/Brown Recycling, Inc. a 
not-for-profit! I nave noted to the Brown County Board of Comissioners 
that OChio Revised Code, Section 1702 prohibits the board irom acting as 
a conduit for state or federal funds In Civil Case No. 970242. Brown 
County Court o0 Common Pleas, and again, in Adninistrative Petition ot 
6/14t96. As of the date of this correspondence, I have receivea no 
response from the beard of Commissioners to 8/14/98 Administrative 
Petition.  

DOE may, but soouid not, consider previous paragraph as 
distraction/off-the-point in DOE decision-making issue(s). Brieuiy 
stated. the muitutude of agencies, governmental units, not-for-proiits, 
quasn-governmental agencies, and private/public partnerships ARE ALL 
COOPERATING AGENCIES AND STAKEHOLDERS IN FUNDING DISTRIBUTIONIS)! 
LIKEWISE. THEY ARE CO-OPERATORS IN DECISION-HAKING AND IMPLEMENTING.  
The public has. figuratively speaking, considerable difficulty in 
getting a foot-In-the-door in the decision-making process with so many 
insiders already huddled inside and poised to spring into various 
related actionws)l 

In conclusion. I am quoting from Georgie Anne Geyer's editoraai 
ctmment in today's CINCINNATI EIGUIRER: 

Where I came from. on the South Sloe of Chicago, complicity 
meant more than simply Involving others-or being invoivea oneseif 
-In an act, innocent, criminal, or In-between. It denoted tner 
old 1afia idea of having everybody shoot at the corpse so 
1) nobody would talk about the real perpetrator of a crime ano 
2) guilt was dispensable. ATTACHMENT I, "The Ouintessential Con 
Han" 

The subject of ls. Geyer's editorial is the American president, 
however, the substance of her observations are focused upon tie shaping 
of public policy, and the considerable art of politics involved in 
making so many guilty of 'Complicity' iln oilowlng-tne-leader. DOE Is, 
in fact and practice, participatIng in 'shoot-at-the-corpse, 
decision-making with considerable federal (taxpayer) dollars invoiveo in ;: 
the process! The public deserves public hearings anod ecision-maKinq 
process with considerably more access and much less conMPlctty.  

-2- M 1S YooMD192 113 
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Thank youf tor opportunity to comennt on draft SPD ElS and for 
agency policy which allows for distribution of information ailowing 
(somewhat) informed comment.  

Respecttul v submitted 

It.oma erly known as Diana Salisbury) In 

7019 Asnrtdge Arnhelm Road 
Sardinia, Ohio 45171 
(937) 446-2763 telephone or 446-4616 fax 

Attachment In 

(VIA: THE U.S. POSTAL SERVICE. REGULAR MAJLPOSTAGE PREPAID ON 
9/15/96. BN TEECO IER TRANSMISSION TO 5-- 20-- 
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D021

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to siting the proposed 
surplus plutonium disposition facilities at Pantex. The analyses presented in 
Section 4.26.3.2.2 indicate that the normal operation of these facilities would 
likely have minor impacts on human health, agriculture, and livestock: 
Sections 4.17.1.4 and 4.17.2.4 address the potential radiological and hazardous 
chemical effects of the maximum-impact alternative on workers and the public 
at Pantex; Appendix J.3, the potential contamination of agricultural products 
and livestock, and consumption of these products by persons living within 
an 80-km (50-mi) radius of Pantex. Decisions on the surplus plutonium 
disposition program at Pantex will be based on environmental analyses, 
technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input.

MD021-1 Alternatives
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MD021

MD021-2 DOE Policy 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the industrial use of 
plutonium, the production of plutonium in general, and MOX fuel fabrication.  
The United States no longer produces plutonium and DOE is not proposing 
any option to make a profit. The goal of the surplus plutonium disposition 
program is to reduce the threat of nuclear weapons proliferation worldwide 

by conducting disposition of surplus plutonium in the United States in an 
environmentally safe and timely manner. Converting the surplus plutonium 
into MOX fuel and using it in domestic, commercial reactors is an effective 
way to accomplish this.  

DOE analyzed numerous alternative disposition technologies in the Storage 

and Disposition PEIS. Immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication were chosen 
by DOE as the best options to further analyze in this SPD EIS. MOX fuel 
fabrication is not a new technology. The fabrication of MOX fuel and its use 
in commercial reactors have been accomplished in Western Europe. This 
experience would be used for disposition of the U.S. surplus plutonium.

STAND OF AMARILLO, INC.  
HARRIET MARTIN 
PAGE 2 OF 2
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ORD09

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach. DOE 
analyzed each environmental resource area in a consistent manner across all 
the alternatives to allow for a fair comparison among the alternatives and 
among the candidate sites for surplus plutonium disposition facilities. Use 
of MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors is not proposed in order to 
subsidize the commercial nuclear power industry. Rather, the purpose of this 
proposed action is to safely and securely disposition surplus plutonium by 
meeting the Spent Fuel Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by 
NAS and modified by DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium 
as inaccessible and unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and 
growing quantity of plutoniumthat exists in spent nuclearfuel from commercial 
power reactors. The MOX facility would produce nuclear fuel that would 
displace LEU fuel that utilities would have otherwise purchased. If the effective 
value of the MOX fuel exceeds the cost of the LEU fuel that it displaced, then 
the contract provides that money would be paid back to the U.S. Government 
by DCS based on a formula included in the DCS contract. The commercial 
reactors selected for the MOX approach include only those reactors whose 
operational life is expected to last beyond the life of the surplus plutonium 
disposition program.  

Pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United 
States important insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing 
either approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best 
opportunity for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar 
options for reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. By working in 
parallel with Russia, the United States can reduce the chance that 
weapons-usable nuclear material could fall into the hands of terrorists or 
rogue states and help ensure that nuclear arms reductions will never be 
reversed. Further, it sends the strongest possible signal to the world of 
U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of surplus plutonium as quickly as 
possible and in a manner that would make it technically difficult to use the 
plutonium in nuclear weapons again.  

As described in Sections 2.18.3 and 4.28.2.8, additional spent fuel would be 
produced by using MOX fuel instead of LEU fuel in domestic, commercial

ORD09-1I
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reactors. Spent fuel management at the proposed reactor sites is not expected 

to change dramatically due to the substitution of MOX assemblies for some 

of the LEU assemblies. Likewise, the additional spent fuel would be a very 

"- 0• i •- - ), • " - a- v -- small fraction of the total that would be managed at the potential geologic 

_ - - o repository. Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this 
.. d - - • ,I SPD EIS contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 

* ~- /associated with the various alternatives. A separate costreport, CostAnalysis 
"" b2IN.in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 

• O - 7Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost Z.  

• j estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 

the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 

• F -, "• t•(, •',eI •Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 

4-, A. November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated - -",Jr , ,- ,--" with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 

] _ ; • t ... . .~ ". http:l/www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 

locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C. Decisions 

__ 9 on the surplus plutonium disposition program will be based on environmental 

= analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 

k - / considerations, and public input.  
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POSITIONS AND STATEMENTS 
PLUTONIUM PROCESSING AND MIXED OXIDE (MOX) FUEL
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ORD14

ORD14-1 MOXApproadi 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach to 
surplus plutonium disposition. U.S. policy dating back to the Ford 
Administration has prohibited the commercial, chemical reprocessing and 
separation of plutonium from spent nuclear fuel. The use of U.S. surplus 
plutonium in existing domestic, commercial reactors does not involve 
reprocessing (reprocessing is a chemical separation of uranium, transuranic 
elements [including plutonium], and fission products from spent reactor fuel 
and the reuse of the plutonium and uranium to produce new fresh fuel). This 
SPD EIS analyzes the potential environmental impacts associated with the 
MOX facility. As presented in Chapter 4 of Volume I and summarized in 
Section 2.18, potential impacts of construction and normal operation of the 
MOX facility would likely be minor.

ORD14-2 MOXApproach
Use of MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors is not proposed as an 
alternative energy source. Rather, the purpose of this proposed action is to 
safely and securely disposition surplus plutonium by meeting the Spent Fuel 
Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by NAS and modified by 
DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium as inaccessible and 
unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and growing quantity of 
plutonium that exists in spent nuclear fuel from commercial power reactors.  

ORD14-3 MOX Approach 

Sections 4.17, among others, and 4.26.3 analyze impacts to the environment, 
including air, soils, and Ogallala aquifer due to construction and normal 
operation of the MOX facility at Pantex. There would be no discernible 
contamination of aquatic biota (fish) or drinking water resulting from the 
proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities at Pantex, either from minute 
quantities of air deposition into small water sources or from any potential 
wastewater releases. Therefore, it is estimated that no measurable component 
of the public dose would be attributable to liquid pathways. Appendix J.3 
includes an analysis of potential contamination of agricultural products and 
livestock and consumption of these products by persons living within an 
80-km (50-mi) radius of Pantex. This analysis indicates that impacts of
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operating the MOX facility on agricultural products, livestock, and human 
health at Pantex would likely be minor.  

ORD14-4 MOXRFP 

DOE acknowledges GE's decision not to participate in the MOX approach.
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Alternatives

This is a comment on the hearings for recycling plutonium 
waste. You know, we're opposed to it out here. Mixing 
MOX oxide and burning plutonium in commercial (reactors) 
is very bad. I personally want to see the waste vitrified and 
not used in commercial reactors. It's a very bad idea.  
Citizens are really opposed to this and the Department of 
Energy simply goes on with madness and more madness.  
Very bad and dangerous idea and I'm a citizen in Portland, 
Oregon and I don't want it done, period.

1

PD036

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach to 
surplus plutonium disposition. The goal of the surplus plutonium disposition 
program is to reduce the threat of nuclear weapons proliferation worldwide 
by conducting disposition of surplus plutonium in the United States in an 
environmentally safe and timely manner. Converting the surplus plutonium 
into MOX fuel and using it in domestic, commercial reactors is an effective 
way to accomplish this. To this end, surplus plutonium would be subject to 
stringent control, and the MOX facility would be built and operated subject 
to the following strict conditions: construction would take place at a secure 
DOE site, it would be owned by the U.S. Government, operations would be 
limited exclusively to the disposition of surplus plutonium, and the MOX 
facility would be shut down at the completion of the surplus plutonium 
disposition program. For reactor irradiation, the NRC license would authorize 
only the participating reactors to use MOX fuel fabricated from surplus 
plutonium, and the irradiation would be a once-through cycle with 
no reprocessing.  

DOE has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach. Pursuing 
both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States 
important insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing either 
approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best opportunity 
for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar options for 
reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest 
possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of 
surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it 
technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again. Decisions 
on the surplus plutonium disposition program will be based on environmental 
analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input.

PD036-1
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ORD17-1 Other 

Consideration of the elimination of nuclear weapons systems and nuclear 
generated power in favor of renewable energy sources is beyond the scope 
of this SPD EIS. The scope of this SPD EIS is focused on analysis of 
alternatives on whether and how much U.S. surplus plutonium should be 
used as MOX fuel, which technology should be used for immobilization, 
where to construct the disposition facilities that are needed, and where to 
perform lead assembly fabrication and testing. By working in parallel with 
Russia to reduce stockpiles of excess plutonium, the United States can reduce 
the chance that weapons-usable nuclear material could fall into the hands of 
terrorists or rogue states and help ensure that nuclear arms reductions will 
never be reversed. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program 
will be based on environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national 
policy and nonproliferation considerations, and public input.

United States 
Department 
of Energy
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ORD17-2 MOX Approach 

The MOX facility would produce nuclear fuel that would displace LEU fuel 
that utilities would have otherwise purchased. If the effective value of the 
MOX fuel exceeds the cost of the LEU fuel that it displaced, then the contract 
provides that money would be paid back to the U.S. Government by DCS 
based on a formula included in the DCS contract. The commercial reactors 
selected for the MOX approach include only those reactors whose operational 
life is expected to last beyond the life of the surplus plutonium 
disposition program.
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My name is Gloria Black and my phone number is (503) 629-5495. I 
would like to urge the support of cleanup of Hanford and also to say 
that I oppose the MOX and my feeling is that it's too dangerous to 
transport plutonium in the Northwest. And also we don't need to 
create new nuclear waste. So I strongly urge the cleanup. Thank 
you.

PDO31

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach, and 
support of cleanup at Hanford. DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should 
remain focused on its current high-priority cleanup mission. The importance 
of cleanup at Hanford was taken into consideration in identifying preferred 
sites for surplus plutonium disposition activities. However, no decision has 
been made, and DOE will continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium 
disposition or other programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission.  

The goal of the surplus plutonium disposition program is to reduce the threat 
of nuclear weapons proliferation worldwide by conducting disposition of 
surplus plutonium in the United States in an environmentally safe and timely 
manner. Converting the surplus plutonium into MOX fuel and using it in 
domestic, commercial reactors is an effective way to accomplish this. To this 
end, surplus plutonium would be subject to stringent control, and the MOX 
facility would be built and operated subject to the following strict conditions: 
construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be owned by the 
U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to the disposition 
of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut down at the 
completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program. For reactor 
irradiation, the NRC license would authorize only the participating reactors 
to use MOX fuel fabricated from surplus plutonium, and the irradiation would 
be a once-through cycle with no reprocessing.

PD031-1 Alternatives
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Hello, my name is Sylvia Bryant. I'm a United States citizen 
living in Oregon and I believe the MOX approach to handling 
plutonium is a bad idea. Thank you for giving me this 
opportunity to express my opinion. Bye-bye.

-
1

PD052

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach. The 
goal of the surplus plutonium disposition program is to reduce the threat of 
nuclear weapons proliferation worldwide by conducting disposition of surplus 
plutonium in the United States in an environmentally safe and timely manner.  
Converting the surplus plutonium into MOX fuel and using it in domestic, 
commercial reactors is an effective way to accomplish this. Consistent with 
the U.S. policy of discouraging the civilian use of plutonium, a MOX facility 
would be built and operated subject to the following strict conditions: 
construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be owned by the 
U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to the disposition 
of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut down at the 
completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program. For reactor 
irradiation, the NRC license would authorize only the participating reactors 
to use MOX fuel fabricated from surplus plutonium, and the irradiation would 
be a once-through cycle with no reprocessing.

PD052-1 AlternativesI
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My name is Nathan Butts from Portland, Oregon and I'm 
calling to comment on the disposition of plutonium and the 
alternatives in the Draft EIS and I am opposed to the hybrid 
alternatives which, which allow the use of plutonium in 
nuclear plants for use as nuclear fuel. I'm concerned about 
the environmental effects of the waste generated from this 
process. I'm concerned about contamination in the making of 
the fuel, transportation of the fuel, both here and in Russia.  
There is no guarantees that they're going to handle it 
properly both during the process and after. With the nuclear 
waste will be generated and it's not a step towards non
proliferation. The right steps towards non-proliferation is the 
encapsulation of the plutonium and the best technology for 
that as is available now, would be the best alternative. At a 
later date when we have technology for lowering the threat of 
the use of this fuel as a, as nuclear weapons, then we can use 
it at that time. We will have it stored and we will have it 
monitored both here and in Russia, and we can have this as 
some type of international agreement between the two 
countries whereas we can't have an international agreement 
on waste or at least we don't have as firm of one as we 
should, since we can't even handle our own. That's the end 
of my comment. If you'd like to give me a call my number is 
644-7760, area code 503 and I speak for my household of two.  
Thank you.

PD044

I PD044-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach. The 
goal of the surplus plutonium disposition program is to reduce the threat of 
nuclear weapons proliferation worldwide by conducting disposition of surplus 
plutonium in the United States in an environmentally safe and timely manner.  
Converting the surplus plutonium into MOX fuel and using it in domestic, 
commercial reactors is an effective way to accomplish this. Consistent with 
the U.S. policy of discouraging the civilian use of plutonium, a MOX facility 
would be built and operated subject to the following strict conditions: 
construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be owned by the 
U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to the disposition 
of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut down at the 
completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program. For reactor 
irradiation, the NRC license would authorize only the participating reactors 
to use MOX fuel fabricated from surplus plutonium, and the irradiation would 
be a once-through cycle with no reprocessing.  

Potential waste management impacts of the proposed surplus plutonium 
disposition facilities are analyzed in this SPD EIS for each candidate site.  
Detailed analysis is provided in Appendix H. As described in Sections 2.18.3 
and 4.28.2.8, additional spent fuel and would be produced by using MOX 
fuel instead of LEU fuel in domestic, commercial reactors. Spent fuel 
management at the proposed reactor sites is not expected to change 
dramatically due to the substitution of MOX assemblies for some of the LEU 
assemblies. Likewise, the additional spent fuel would be a very small fraction 
of the total that would be managed at the potential geologic repository. After 
irradiation, the MOX fuel would be removed from the reactor and managed 
with the rest of the spent fuel from the reactor, eventually being disposed of 
at a potential geologic repository built in accordance with the NWPA.  
Transportation impacts of the MOX approach are summarized in Chapter 4 
of Volume Iand Appendix L. As indicated in Section 2.18, no traffic fatalities 
from nonradiological accidents or LCFs fiom radiological exposures or vehicle 
emissions are expected.
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Human Health Risk
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DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern regarding the priority of public 
health and safety. The Human Health Risk sections presented in Chapter 4 of 
Volume I discuss the applicable human health risks associated with all 
alternatives considered. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition 
program will be influenced by these estimated risks.

ORD12-2 Alternatives

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support of disposition alternatives that 
consider only immobilization. Pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel 
fabrication provides the United States important insurance against potential 
disadvantages of implementing either approach by itself. The hybrid 
approach also provides the best opportunity for U.S. leadership in working 
with Russia to implement similar options for reducing Russia's excess 
plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest possible signal to the 
world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of surplus plutonium as 
quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it technically difficult to 
use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again.
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DOE acknowledges the commentor's offer of support to fund R&D on 
alternative uses of surplus plutonium 239. Plutonium batteries, however, are 

fabricated from plutonium 238. The United States has conducted research 

and found no current space application for plutonium 239. Because this 

material, along with Russian plutonium, poses a global proliferation threat, it 

must be disposed of in a manner that reduces the risk that it can be used by 

terrorists and rogue nations to build nuclear weapons. The actions proposed 

in this SPD EIS would implement current U.S. policy on nuclear 

nonproliferation and disposition of surplus plutonium.

MDo09-1 Other
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US DOE needs to hear your voice NOW! 

1. Should Clean Up be the sole mission at Hanford? 

2. Should the United States Government maintain its longstanding policy against the us( 
weapons Plutonium to fuel civilian nuclear reactors? 

( )No 

3. Whicaternative would you prefer to see the US Department of Energy pursue: 
"TMo1ilinzaIion c ment of plutonium in glass-like tombs) 

Or 
The MOX plan (burning plutonium to fabricate fuel for use in a civilian nuclear 
reactor)? 

4. Should Plutonium, to be used for processing and fabrication of MOX fuel. be 
imported to the Hanford site along the Columbia River? 
Yes (3 

5. How concerned are you about the transportation of Plutonium throu Northwest
Not concerned slightly concerned very concerned fetey oppse 
B. How cbzlteed are you about the transport through thbe =o 
containing weapons Plutonium? 
Not concemed Slightly concerned Very cocerned( Co-ely ppodsed 

6. Should commercial ntclear power plants be allowed to run on MOX fuel containing 
weapons Plutonium? 
Yesa 
B. Should they be subsidized with tax dollars to do ao? 
Yes ( 

7. Should MOX fuel containing weapons Plutonium be used to restart the FMT reactor 
at Hanford to produce Tritium for B Iear bombs? 
yes I 

Name CWkw* 
Address % I " .,%', p, •LJ,,n-, A O -r7oT 
Phone - -"

1 
j2

Please return this to: 
Hanford Action 
25-6 NW 23d Place #406 
Portland, OR 97214 
(503) 235-2531

MD295

DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its current 
high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford was 
taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium 
disposition activities. However, no decision has been made, and DOE will 
continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other 
programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission.

MD295-2 Nonproliferation

U.S. policy dating back to the Ford Administration has prohibited the 
commercial, chemical reprocessing and separation of plutonium from spent 
nuclear fuel. The use of U.S. surplus plutonium in existing domestic, 
commercial reactors does not involve reprocessing (reprocessing is a chemical 
separation of uranium, transuranic elements [including plutonium], and fission 
products from spent reactor fuel and the reuse of the plutonium and uranium 
to produce new fresh fuel). The proposed use of MOX fuel is consistent with 
the U.S. nonproliferation policy and would ensure that plutonium which was 
produced for nuclear weapons and subsequently declared excess to national 
security needs is never again used for nuclear weapons. Consistent with the 
U.S. policy of discouraging the civilian use of plutonium, a MOX facility 
would be built and operated subject to the following strict conditions: 
construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be owned by the 
U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to the disposition 
of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut down at the 
completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program.  

MD295-3 Alternatives 

DOE has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach. Pursuing 
both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States 
important insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing either 
approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best opportunity 
for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar options for 
reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest 
possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of 
surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it 
technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again.

MD295-1 DOE Policy

I
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Under the hybrid approach, approximately 33 t (36 tons) of clean plutonium 
metal and oxides would be used to fabricate MOX fuel, which would be 
irradiated in domestic, commercial reactors. The remaining 17 t (19 tons) of 

surplus, low-purity, nonpit plutonium is not suitable for fabrication into MOX 

fuel because of the complexity, timing, and cost that would be involved in 
purifying those plutonium materials. Therefore, fabricating all 50 t (55 tons) 

of surplus plutonium into MOX fuel is not a reasonable alternative and is not 
analyzed; however, immobilizing all of the surplus plutonium is analyzed.  

Given the variability in purity of the surplus plutonium to be dispositioned, 
some of the plutonium currently considered for MOX fuel fabrication may 
also need to be immobilized. The incremental impacts that would be associated 

with a small shift in materials throughput are discussed in Section 4.30.  

MD295-4 Tfransportation 

The shipment of nuclear material (e.g., depleted uranium) using commercial 
carriers would be the subject of detailed transportation plans in which routes 

and specific processing locations would be discussed. These plans are 
coordinated with State, tribal, and local officials. The shipment of waste 
would be in accordance with the decisions reached on the Final Waste 

Management Programmatic Environmental Impact Statementfor Managing 
Treatment, Storage, and Disposal of Radioactive and Hazardous Waste 

(DOEJEIS-0200-F, May 1997) and the WIPP Disposal Phase Final 

SupplementalEIS (DOEIEIS-0026-S-2, September 1997). The transportation 

of special nuclear materials is the subject of detailed planning with DOE's 

Transportation Safeguards Division. The dates and times that specific 
transportation routes would be used for special nuclear materials are classified 

information; however, the number of shipments that would be required, by 
location, has been included in this SPD EIS. Additional details are provided 
in Fissile Materials Disposition Program SST/SGT Transportation 

Estimation (SAND98-8244, June 1998), which is available on the MD Web 
site at http://www.doe-md.com.  

MD295-5 MOX Approach 

Use of MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors is not proposed in order to 

subsidize the commercial nuclear power industry. Rather, the purpose of this
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proposed action is to safely and securely disposition surplus plutonium by 
meeting the Spent Fuel Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by 
NAS and modified by DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium 
as inaccessible and unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and 
growing quantity of plutonium that exists in spent nuclear fuel from commercial 
power reactors. The MOX facility would produce nuclear fuel that would 
displace LEU fuel that utilities would have otherwise purchased. If the effective 
value of the MOX fuel exceeds the cost of the LEU fuel that it displaced, then 
the contract provides that money would be paid back to the U.S. Government 
by DCS based on a formula included in the DCS contract. The commercial 
reactors selected for the MOX approach include only those reactors whose 
operational life is expected to last beyond the life of the surplus plutonium 
disposition program.  

MD295-6 DOE Policy 

As discussed in Section 1.7.4, Appendix D was deleted because none of the 
proposals to restart FFrF currently consider the use of surplus plutonium as 
a fuel source. In December 1998, the Secretary of Energy decided that FFPF 
would not play a role in producing tritium.
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MD295

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern regarding open communication 
and the opposition to the use of plutonium. DOE agrees that everyone has 
a stake in how plutonium is dispositioned and therefore provided various 
means for submitting comments: public hearings, mail, a toll-free telephone 
and fax line, and the MD Web site. Regardless of how they were submitted, 
all comments received on the SPD Draft EIS were given equal consideration 
and responded to. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program 
will be based on environmental analyses, technical and costreports, national 
policy and nonproliferation considerations, and public input.  

The goal of the surplus plutonium disposition program is to reduce the threat 
of nuclear weapons proliferation worldwide by conducting disposition of 
surplus plutonium in the United States in an environmentally safe and timely 
manner. Converting the surplus plutonium into MOX fuel and using it in 
domestic, commercial reactors is an effective way to accomplish this.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response MD295-2.

DPARGE, GRE4G4 
PAGE 4 OF 4
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General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

August 17, 1998 Sims

Thank you for the opportunity to comment upon the SPD Draft EIS, 
which is probably the most serious management issue that the 
world is facing today.  

This disposition of plutonium warhead pits is a very profound and 
technical issue, but in common language I call this project the 

Great American DOE Arms-Pit Problem---because this dilemma 
stinks. Nobody in the world knows what to do with plutonium. No 
one knows how to adequately manage this very toxic and dangerous 
bomb material.  

In light of the fact that the decisiomnaking concerning this 
problem is so serious and has such long lived consequences, I 
must preface my remarks with the opinion that the Department of 
Energy has not done a very good job at either educating the 
general public or involving the public at large in this 
unprecedented monumental project.  

I appreciate the fact that we have been granted a special hearing 
here in Portland...but the fact remains that the choice to hold 
interactive scoping meetings ONLY near sites that may be affected 
was totally inadequate. In reality, the sites that may be 
affected include not only the sites chosen for specific 
operations, but all sites along proposed transportation routes, 

all areas surrounding nuclear power plants that have submitted 
letters of intent to consider the MOX option, and all sites that 
may be contaminated by accidental spills, leaks and explosions 
which may be attendant to these operational 

Besides, holding hearings in only 5 locations, mainly where jobs 
are affected, brings local economic issues into a place of 
prominence when these decisions should be primarily based upon 
scientific evaluation and technical issues along with worldwide 
health end safety, environmental impact, proliferation and power 
source implications.  

The decisions made today have significantly profound and 
dangerous implications for the future of the world. We must do a 
better job than those who chose to produce so much plutonium in 
the first place. We have created a terrible assault upon the 

ORI

2

D07

DOE has initiated a number of activities and events to involve and educate 
the public about these very important issues. Since the inception of the 
plutonium disposition program, it has conducted public hearings in excess of 
the minimum required by NEPA regulations at various locations around the 
country, not just near the potentially affected DOE sites. DOE is also active 
in various supplementary public education initiatives: it continues to mail 
information (e.g., fact sheets) to interested members of the public; MD has 
established a Web site (http:l/www.doe-md.com) to provide current 
information to the public; and senior staff members make presentations to 
local and national civic and social organizations on request

ORD07-2 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

Although it was not possible to hold public hearings in all locations potentially 
affected by surplus plutonium disposition actions, DOE provided various 
other means for the public to express their concerns and provide comments: 
mail, a toll-free telephone and fax line, and the MD Web site. All comments, 
regardless of how they were submitted, were given equal consideration and 
responded to.

ORD07-3 MOXApproach

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support of surplus plutonium 
disposition alternatives that consider no action (storage) or immobilization.  
Continued storage of surplus plutonium, as discussed under the No Action 
Alternative in Section 2.5, would not satisfy the surplus plutonium disposition 
program goal. The goal is to reduce the threat of nuclear weapons proliferation 
worldwide by conducting disposition of surplus plutonium in the United 
States in an environmentally safe and timely manner. Converting the surplus 
plutonium into MOX fuel and using it in domestic, commercial reactors is an 
effective way to accomplish this. Pursuing both immobilization and MOX 
fuel fabrication provides the United States important insurance against 
potential disadvantages of implementing either approach by itself. The hybrid 
approach also provides the best opportunity for U.S. leadership in working 
with Russia to implement similar options for reducing Russia's excess 
plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest possible signal to the

ORD07-1
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world environment and economy that has no apparent satisfactory 

solution. For these reasons we must choose with utmost care the 

direction we take. As we examine the situation there are many 

compelling reasons to eliminate the MOX option and choose 

vitrification or ceramic immobilization or perhaps storage as 

Dominicl has recently put forth, as the only reasonable 

alternatives for this immediate point in time, until we develop 

advanced technologies to improve upon our ability to dispose of 
plutonium.  

* We already know that a portion of surplus plutonium is 

suitable only for vitrification. In an economic sense, if this 

vitrification track must be followed, it makes little sense to 

spend comparable, and probably more, monies on a second track 

which takes longer to accomplish. MOX involves huge taxpayer 

subsidies to commercial nuclear power plants in order that they 

be able to compete with non-nuclear power sources. These plants 

will need repairs and modifications, they will encounter a 

higher risk of safe operation problems, and they will produce 

spent fuels which are more difficult to transport and store 

safely for the long term. Both wet pool and dry cask designs may 

have to be revisited to accommodate the hotter spent fuels.  

The conclusions in the RAND WASTE HEAT IMPLICATIONS OF 

ALTERNATIVE METHODS FOR DISPOSIfG SURPLUS WEAPONS PU (DRU-16 51

DOE JUNE 1997 states 'the increased heat output (of spent MOX 

produced by burning surplus weapons Pu in existing LNRs) will 

significantly increase the amount of space that the spent MOX 

fuel takes up in a geologic repository and therefore will 

significantly increase the cost to dispose of this material.  

This increase in heat output is an inevitable consequence of the 

increased production of Am 241 which results from the use of MOX 

produced from WPu. This result holds true whether the MOX is 

burned in a LWR or a BWR." This issue needs to be adequately 

addressed in both safety and economic aspects.

3 

4

* MOX fuel has been made on an industrial scale only from reactor 
grade plutonium OT from weapons grade plutonium. With WPu 

There are unresolved fabrication issues such as gallium removal 

and the attendant wastes.  

Dr. Toeva and Dr. Beard from Los Alamos (LANL document LA-UR

96-4764) indicate that Pu pits do not all have the same 

concentration of gallium and the sintering process parameter 

would have to be adjusted as the gallium concentration changed

ORD07

world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of surplus plutonium as 
quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it technically difficult to 
use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again. Decisions on the surplus 
plutonium disposition program will be based on environmental analyses, 
technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input.

ORD07-4 MOX Approach

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern about the preferred approach 
of using both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication to surplus plutonium 

disposition. As discussed in response ORD07-3, pursuing the hybrid 

approach provides the United States important insurance against potential 

disadvantages of implementing either approach by itself.  

Use of MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors is not proposed in order to 

subsidize the commercial nuclear power industry. Rather, the purpose of this 
proposed action is to safely and securely disposition surplus plutonium by 

meeting the Spent Fuel Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by 

NAS and modified by DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium 

as inaccessible and unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and 

growing quantity of plutonium that exists in spent nuclear fuel from commercial 

power reactors. The MOX facility would produce nuclear fuel that would 

displace LEU fuel that utilities would have otherwise purchased. If the effective 

value of the MOX fuel exceeds the cost of the LEU fuel that it displaced, then 

the contract provides that money would be paid back to the U.S. Government 

by DCS based on a formula included in the DCS contract.  

Section 4.28 was revised to discuss the environmental impacts of operating 

the reactors that would use MOX fuel. Commercial reactors in the United 

States are capable of safely using MOX fuel. Modifications would need to 

be made to the fuel assemblies that would be placed in the reactor vessel to 

support the use of MOX fuel, but the dimensions of the assemblies would 

not change. (Operating procedures, fuel management plans, and other 

activities would also need to be modified.) DOE has used selection criteria in 

the procurement process which ensure that the reactors chosen would be 

capable of safely and successfully completing the surplus plutonium

I mmmmmmmmmi
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disposition program. In addition, NRC would evaluate license amendment 

applications and monitor the operation of the domestic, commercial reactors 

selected to use MOX fuel. After irradiation is complete, the spent fuel would 

be stored on the site pending eventual disposal pursuant to the NWPA.  

MOX fuel would be handled the same as other fuels with regard to pools and 

dry casks. MOX fuel assemblies would be the same size and shape as the 

LEU fuel for the specific reactor. The only difference would be the additional 

decay heat from the higher actinides, especially americium, in the MOX fuel.  

Dry casks are designed and certified for a maximum heat load, so the additional 

decay heat would contribute to the total heat load and not require any redesign.  

The additional heat load may result in less spent fuel stored per cask. A more 

likely option is that the MOX fuel would be selectively packaged with cooler 

LEU fuel to obviate any overall heat output restriction. As a result, DOE 

does not expect any changes in the cask design, and thus no additional cost.  

As described in Sections 2.18.3 and 4.28.2.8, additional spent fuel would be 

produced by using MOX fuel instead of LEU fuel in domestic, commercial 
reactors. Spent fuel management at the proposed reactor sites is not expected 

to change dramatically due to the substitution of MOX assemblies for some 

of the LEU assemblies. Likewise, the additional spent fuel would be a very 

small fraction of the total that would be managed at the potential geologic 
repository. Issues related to a potential geologic repository for HLW and 

spent nuclear fuel are beyond the scope of this SPD EIS, but are being 

evaluated in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for a Geologic 

Repository for the Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel and High-Level 

Radioactive Waste at Yucca Mountain, Nye County, Nevada 

(DOE/EIS-0250D, July 1999). Transportation of HLW or spentfuel would be 

required for either the immobilization or MOX approach to surplus plutonium 
disposition. Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, 

this SPD EIS contains environmental impact data and does not address the 

costs associated with the various alternatives. A separate report, Cost 

Analysis in Support of Site Selectionfor Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 

Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost 

estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 

the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle
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Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOEJIMD-0013, 
November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 
with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 
locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.  

The RAND study cited by the commentor analyzed a NWPA repository 
design that is very different from the reference repository design being 
analyzed by DOE. Moreover, the information in the study does not pertain 
directly to the disposition of surplus plutonium, and thus, was not used in 
the preparation of this SPD EIS.  

Section 4.28 discusses the potential environmental impacts of operating the 
Catawba, McGuire, and North Anna nuclear stations, the reactors that would 
use the MOX fuel, should the decision be made to proceed with the hybrid 
approach. Operation of the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities 
is expected to take approximately the same amount of time for either approach.  
The difference in timing for the hybrid approach is associated with the amount 
of time that MOX fuel would be irradiated in domestic, commercial reactors.  
However, none of the proposed reactors are expected to operate longer 
under the hybrid approach than they would if they continued to use LEU fuel.  

0RD07-S Plutonium Polishing and Aqueous Processing 

It is understood that weapons-grade plutonium has not been used to fabricate 
MOX fuel. At the time DOE issued the SPD Draft EIS, it believed the gallium 
content in the plutonium dioxide feed specifications for MOX fuel could be 
reached using the dry, thermal gallium removal method included in the pit 
conversion process. However, in response to public interest on this topic 
and to ensure adequate NEPA review in the event that the gallium specification 
could not be met with the thermal process, an evaluation of the potential 
environmental impacts of including a small-scale aqueous process (referred 
to as plutonium polishing) as part ofeither the pit conversion or MOX facility 
was presented in Appendix N of the SPD Draft EIS. On the basis of public 
comments received on the SPD Draft EIS, and the analysis performed as part 
of the MOX procurement, DOE has included plutonium polishing as a 
component of the MOX facility to ensure adequate impurity removal from
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which is undesirable in an industrial-scale operation. MOX fuel 
with excessive gallium presents problems because it chemically 
attacks zirconium. The current technology for gallium removal is 
an aqueous process which results in the generation of large 
quantities of liquid radioactive wastes. A dry process is yet to 
he developed and would lengthen the M0X program. No problems 
involving gallium that would affect Pu vitrification have been 
identified, nor are they anticipated.  

There are also unresolved safety issues when using WPu 
including: 

2. the increase of structural stresses on power plants due to 
the higher temperatures of WPu MOX fuels 

2. the stability of operation due to the lessening of delayed 
neutrons and 

3. increased risks of the severity of accidents involving 
plutonium 

*The introduction of these safety problems demand plant 
modification. The change In delayed neutrons will necessitate 
the addition of more control rods and the addition of boron to 
coolant water in order to help restore adequate control. More 
stresses upon the structural integrity of the plant will appear 
because of the higher temperatures involved with BOX fuel, and 
that problem must be seriously addressed as many of our plants 
are aging and already have steam tube cracking and containment 
embrittlement problems. The risk of catastrophic accidents should 
not be increased at any power plants and neither should the 
consequences of accidents be increased. Therefore it should be 
absolutely a requirement the ARC muste relicense any plant 
considering MOX and a new ocriteria should be developed with 
opportunity for public comment on these vital issues. This of 
course would have to apply to Russian plants also, since 
radiation knows no boundary.

5 

6

-The U.S. plants which have expressed interest in MOX want 
compensation far in excess of direct costs. Jack Bailey, vice 
president of Palo Verde, a leading candidate for M0X use stated 
in March 1996 "we also stress in our letters to DOE that any 
initiative should address potential benefits to ratepayers and 
shareholders...The benefits must be substantial. If not, the 
entire proposition is a non-starter. Vhat I mean specifically is 
that any agreeme nt involving Palo Verde would require more than 
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the plutonium dioxide. Appendix N was deleted from the SPD Final EIS, and 
the impacts discussed therein were added to the impacts sections presented 
for the MOX facility in Chapter 4 of Volume I Section 2.18.3 was also revised 
to include the impacts associated with plutonium polishing. While this 
additional step is expected to add to the estimated waste streams, the projected 
increases would be relatively small.

ORD07-6 NRC Licensing
The commentor expresses concerns that MOX fuel will result in a lower 
delayed neutron fraction, an increase of structural stresses due to higher 
MOX fuel temperatures and increased accident risks. These parameters 
require that the nuclear core designers accommodate these differences using 
verified and validated codes that incorporate these effects. Such nuclear 
codes have been used successfully in Europe and will be adopted and utilized 
by fuel designers in the United States. A reactor operating license amendment 
will be required for each individual reactor before it can use MOX fuel. The 
regulatory process will be the same as for other operating license amendment 
requests. The reactor licensee will initiate the process by submitting an 
amendment request in accordance with 10 CFR 50.90. Safety and 
environmental analyses, as required by NRC regulations, are submitted to 
NRC in support of, and as part of, the amendment request. The communities 
near the reactors proposed for irradiation of MOX fuel and all other interested 
parties will likely have the opportunity to submit comments during the NRC 
reactor license amendment process should the MOX approach be selected.  

The licensing of Russian plants that may use MOX fuel is beyond the scope 
of this EIS. The remainder of this comment is addressed in response 
ORD07-4.

ORD07-7 MOXApproach

Because cost issues are beyond the scope of this SPD EIS, this comment has 
been forwarded to the cost analysis teamfor consideration. The CostAnalysis 
in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 
Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998) report and the Plutonium Disposition 
Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document

I
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the incremental costs associated with using MOX fuel instead of 
uranium. That kind of payment would be insufficient., (Third 
International Policy Forum: Deploying the Reactor/KOX Option for 
Plutonium Disposition Within the Current System of U.S. and 
Canadian Nuclear Reactors--Regulatory, Policy Impedimenta.  
Lansdown, VA March 21, 1996) 
The MOX option involves huge taxpayer subsidies to plants for 
modifications, upgrades& repairs & beyond that, payment to keep 
competitive profits. It is the greatest corporate welfare scam 
ever perpetrated upon the people in the history of mankind. The 
only MOX benefit is profits to the nuclear industry at the 
expense of the environment, materials handlers and the population 
of the world.  

*What are the changes in the Price Anderson Act to address the 
increased operational and safety risks? The true cost of MOX 
would be astronomical.  

* In the context of human values, choosing the MOX option leads 
the world in the wrong direction for future energy generation, 
which should be focused on safer, less polluting sources. The MOX 
alternative is loaded with the creation of long lived hazardous 
materials from fuel fabrication to the spent fuel produced. At 
this time we are not able to cope satisfactorily with the amounts 
of chemical and radioactive wastes and spent fuel which has

already been generated both in the military production and 
commercial sectors and it is irresponsible to add to this waste 
burden.

*Transport and onsite storage of fresh MOX fuel is a 
proliferation risk because it Is very vulnerable to theft. At 
the present time there are no Russian agreements for IAEA 
security.

7 

8 

9

10

aFresh MOX fuels also incur higher expenditures because he 
shipments of these fuels demand military escort wherever they are 
and may require separate fresh fuel storage facilities since MDX 
fuel would emit higher gamma and neutron radiation.  

*There are more possibilities of proliferation risks with the MOX 
option because the accounting system for tracking amounts of 12 
plutonium along the MOX program leaves room for error. Even if 
no plutonium were diverted from the program, The Joint US/Russian 
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(DOEIMD-0013, November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses 
associated with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 
locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response ORD07-4.

ORD07-8 NRC Licensing

To ensure reactor safety, NRC would evaluate license applications and monitor 
operations of the MOX fuel fabrication facility, as well as the domestic, 
commercial reactors selected to use MOX fuel. No change to the Price 
Anderson Amendment Act has been considered and none would 
be necessary.

ORD07-9 MOXApproach

The purpose of the surplus plutonium disposition program is not to provide 
future energy generation but to reduce the threat of nuclear weapons 
proliferation worldwide by conducting disposition of surplus plutonium in 
the United States in an environmentally safe and timely manner. Converting 
the surplus plutonium into MOX fuel and using it in domestic, commercial 
reactors is an effective way to accomplish this. Consistent with the U.S. policy 
of discouraging the civilian use of plutonium, a MOX facility would be built 
and operated subject to the following strict conditions: construction would 
take place at a secure DOE site, it would be owned by the U.S. Government, 
operations would be limited exclusively to the disposition of surplus 
plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut down at the completion of 
the surplus plutonium disposition program.  

Potential waste management impacts of MOX fuel fabrication alternatives 
are summarized in Chapter 4 of Volume I and discussed in detail in Appendix H.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in ORD07-4.

ORD07-10 Nonproliferation

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concerns regarding transportation and 
MOX fuel storage. In order to address security against terrorist-relatedCJ)
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incidents, all intersite shipments of plutonium for the surplus plutonium 
disposition program would be made using DOE's SST/SGT system. This 

involves having couriers that are armed Federal officers, an armored tractor 
to protect the crew from attack, and specially designed escort vehicles 
containing advanced communications and additional couriers. Further, the 
three DOE disposition facilities proposed in this SPD EIS are all at locations 
where plutonium would have the levels of protection and control required by 

applicable DOE safeguards and security directives. Safeguards and security 
programs would be integrated programs of physical protection, information 

security, nuclear material control and accountability, and personnel assurance.  
Security for the proposed facilities would be commensurate with the usability 
of the material in a nuclear weapon or improvised nuclear device. Physical 

barriers; access control systems; detection and alarm systems; procedures, 
including the two-person rule (which requires at least two people to be present 
when working with special nuclear materials in the facility); and personnel 

security measures, including security clearance investigations and access 
authorization levels, would be used to ensure that special nuclear materials 
stored and processed inside are adequately protected. Closed-circuit 
television, intrusion detection, motion detection, and other automated materials 
monitoring methods wouldbe employed. Furthermore, the physical protection, 

safeguards, and security for the MOX facility and domestic, commercial 
reactors would be in compliance with NRC regulations.  

The implementation process for international inspection of U.S. and Russian 

surplus plutonium is not fully defined. That process is part of ongoing 
sensitive negotiations being conducted to reach a bilateral plutonium 
disposition agreement between the United States and Russia in accordance 

with the Joint Statement of Principle, which was signed by Presidents Clinton 
and Yeltsin in September 1998.  

ORD07-11 Transportation 

Transportation of surplus plutonium until it reaches its final disposition form 
would use DOE's SST/SGT system regardless of the approach taken. This 

system does not use a military escort, rather the SST/SGT system uses armed 
Federal officers. The cost of transportation to implementthe surplus plutonium 

disposition program, regardless of the approach, is dependent on the number
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of trips and the length of the various transportation segments. Table L-3 
shows the number of trips and the distance traveled for each alternative.  
Some of the hybrid alternatives would require less transportation than some 
of the immobilization-only alternatives. However, the risks from transportation 
for all of the alternatives would likely be minor.  

The MOX fuel would be managed essentially the same way as fresh LEU 

fuel. However, there would be tighter security and potentially higher costs.  
The plutonium would be received at the reactor site shortly before it would 
be inserted into the reactor. Any actual restrictions or requirements related to 
the storage of fresh MOX fuel would be imposed by NRC as part of the 
reactor operating license amendment.  

ORD07-12 MOX Approach 

If U.S. surplus plutonium is dispositioned as MOX fuel in the United States, 
it would be done with the stipulation that the material could only be used 
once and not reprocessed. U.S. policy dating back to the Ford Administration 
has prohibited the commercial, chemical reprocessing and separation of 
plutonium from spent nuclear fuel. The use of U.S. surplus plutonium in 
existing domestic, commercial reactors does not involve reprocessing 
(reprocessing is a chemical separation of uranium, transuranic elements 
[including plutonium], and fission products from spent reactor fuel and the 
reuse of the plutonium and uranium to produce new fresh fuel). There is no 
intention to change this policy to allow reprocessing at any time in the future.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response ORD07-10.
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Plutonium Disposition Study states "...Russia will ultimately 

recycle any plutonium left in the [MOX spent] fuel." And, "the 
U.S. objective of plutonium disposition' appears to be satisfied 

if MOX spent fuel "is stored for several decades before 
reprocessing." (Joint US/Russian Plutonium Disposition Study, 

September 1996, p. ErSum-2.) Therefore, If we choose the MOX 
option, the United State will be supporting the infrastructure 

for a plutonium economy in Russia and indeed perhaps promoting 
eventual reprocessing in the United States. This is a dangerous 
and Intolerable outcome.  

FOR ALL THE ABOVE REASONS THE DOE SHOULD DISCONTINUE THE MOX 

APPROACH FOR SURPLUS PLUTONIUM DISPOSITION.  

-As far as the political maneuvers are concerned (noticing that 

Russia views Pu as an asset while the general view in the USA 
ranges from Special Nuclear Material to Economic and 

Environmental Liability) that just because Russia seems 

determined to jump over the edge of the cliff it does not mean 
that we must followl! Instead wa should remember that the 

United States in reality has the ultimate persuasion because we 

have more money and will be aiding Russia with its plutonium 

disposition. Russia has not seriously considered using MOX in 

LWRs until now.  

Russian operating VVER-1000 reactors would not be able to consume 

50 metric tons of surplus plutonium within the timeline of 20 to 

40 years set by the joint panels. In order to have that happen, 
3 partially built reactors would have to be finished, or reactors 

in Ukraine would have to be loaded with MOX or reactors would 

have to operate beyond their lifetimes which would increase 

safety risks. The MOX option in Russia is further complicated by 
the crumbling economy and the temptation of the black market.  

Instead we should offer subsidies to build pilot vitrification 

plants.  

"-The MOX option is completely unacceptable, but the vitrification 

process is also not without risk. Converting plutonium pita for 
glassification. also involves health and safety risks and the 

creation of sidestream wastes.

ORD(
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ORD07-13 
This comment is addressed in response ORD07-3.

ORD07-14

MOXApproach 

Nonproliferation

Close cooperation between the two countries is required to ensure that 
nuclear arms reductions cannot be easily reversed. Understanding the 
economic dilemma in Russia, the U.S. Congress has appropriated funding for 
a series of small-scale tests and demonstrations of plutonium disposition 
technologies jointly conducted by the United States and Russia. In fiscal 
year 1999 (starting October 1998), Congress further appropriated funding to 
assist Russia in design and construction of a plutonium conversion facility 
and a MOX fuel fabrication facility. This funding would not be expended 
until the presidents of both countries signed a new agreement. Although the 
amount appropriated by Congress is not sufficient to fund the entire Russian 
surplus plutonium disposition program, the United States is working with 
Russia and other nations to resolve this issue.

ORD07-15 Alternatives

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concerns regarding health and safety 
risks associated with proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities. All 
facilities for surplus plutonium disposition would be constructed and operated 
to meet applicable health and safety standards and some facilities may be 
subject to international inspection. DOE takes into consideration pollution 
reduction techniques to minimize environmental releases when designing, 
constructing, and operating its facilities. Analysis in this SPD EIS indicates 
that impacts to health, safety, and waste management from routine operation 
ofthe pitconversion, immobilization, andMOX facilities would likely be minor.  

DOE has evaluated alternatives for immobilizing all of the surplus plutonium, 
however, DOE has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach.  
As shown in the cost report, Cost Analysis in Support of Site Selection for 
Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium Disposition (DOEIMD-0009, July 1998), 
it is expected that the hybrid approach, which includes both immobilization 
and MOX fuel, would be more expensive than the immobilization-only 
approach. However, pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication 
provides the United States important insurance against potentialI
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*If we are concerned for a swift resolution to the proliferation 
risk posed by plutonium, then vitrification is the better 

alternative because it can be accomplished in less time than the 
MOX option, is less expensive and has fewer facilities to manage 

and safeguard.  
Any facilities used should be in strict compliance with the most 

stringent safely regulations and he under constant inspection.  

When sidestream wastes are generated it must be guaranteed to be 

isolated from the environment. Transport of hazardous materials 
must be kept at a minimum.  

The people of Oregon do not want more contamination at Hanford.  
we have had to implore the DOE for a comprehenslve assesament of 

Hanford waste upon the Columbia River. We have not received 

enough money for adequate monitoring let alone good containment 

or aggressive clean up. We will not tolerate MOX operations on 

any level at Hanford. Too many risks are involved. NOR WILL WE 
TOLERATE HOX ANYWHERE.  

Contrary to the slogan advertisement of Hanford as a site of 

Environmental Excellence, we have seen as recently an the 5/14/97 

explosion in the Plutonium Reclamation Facility that the 
management is inadequate. Even an ordinary chemical accident 
happened because of improper monitoring. Compounding the 

implicationa of such mis-management is the fact that the official 

DOE NEWS release of May 28 stated -The team has verified 

that no radioactive materials were involved in the accident...0 

The admission of the presence of plutonium was not admitted until 

July. This implies that either management did not know what was 

happening or that issues vital to public safety were deliberately 
covered up. We will never be assured that the personnel at 
Hanford, or any workers anywhere for that matter, will he able to 

satisfactorily manage the 4X= program. Hanford is not the site to 
handle any portion of the MOX program, we have enough problems on 

our hands 

Whyv r, we even "ensIda•rin -he WOX p n? t s morn 

dangerous, more riskv,ymore expensive.amorAerehVxanmtic. Involyam 
more tranalnort of fissile materials, opens more onnortunities to 
terrorists and black market dealers and leaves us with snent 
fuels that are difficult and excensive to store for the lono 

term. RUSSTA HAS STATED THAT THEY WOULD WANT TO 

REPROCESS. WHICH PROMOTES A PLUTONIUM ECONOMY MND
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disadvantages of implementing either approach by itself. It is also gives the 
United States more leverage in negotiations with Russia as discussed in 

response ORD07-3. Operation of the proposed facilities is expected to take 

approximately the same amount of time for either the immobilization-only 
approach or the hybrid approach. The difference in timing for the hybrid 
approach is associated with the amount of time that MOX fuel would be 
irradiated in domestic, commercial reactors.  

While DOE prefers to minimize the transportation of plutonium, it is routinely 
and safely transported in the United States. As described in Appendix L.33, 
transportation of nuclear materials would be performed in accordance with all 
applicable DOT and NRC transportation requirements. Interstate highways 
would be used, and population centers avoided, to the extent possible.  

All shipments of surplus plutonium that had not been converted to a 
proliferation-resistant form would use DOE's SST/SGT system. The 
transportation of special nuclear materials is the subject of detailed planning 
with DOE's Transportation Safeguards Division. The dates and times that 
specific transportation routes would be used for special nuclear materials are 
classified information; however, the number of shipments that would be 
required, by location, has been included in this SPD EIS. Additional details 
are provided in Fissile Materials Disposition Program SST/SGT 

Transportation Estimation (SAND98-8244, June 1998), which is available on 
the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com.

ORD07-16 DOEPolicy

DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its current 
high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford was 
taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium 
disposition activities; however, no decision has been made, and DOE will 

continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other 

programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission.  

The News Release of May 28 correctly stated that the explosion did not 
involve radioactive materials. It reported: "The team has verified that no 
radioactive materials were involved in the accident that blew the steel lid off
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the storage tank, rupturing the overhead fire protection water line." This was 
reiterated in the eighth paragraph, which stated: "No evidence of radioactivity 
release during the accident has been found." This statement was correct and 
the Summary Report of the Accident Investigation Board (July 26, 1997) 
confirmed in the last sentence of the third paragraph that no radioactive 
materials were involved in the explosion. It states: "Results of extensive 
sampling, contamination surveys, and stack monitoring data, show that 
nondetectable airborne radioactivity was released from the facility." The 
May 28 News Release did acknowledge the potential presence of plutonium 
as part of the after-effects of the explosion. It stated in the last paragraph 
that: "analysis of water collected inside the building showed no chemical 
contamination. It contained radioactive contamination slightly 
above-background levels, which is believed to have come from a prior incident 
resulting from previous operations in the building." The investigators were 
sure that this was not directly from the explosion. However, efforts did 
continue throughout the investigation to determine if the contamination had 
been carried from some other part of the building by the water that flowed 
from a cut in a small fire-suppression water line. However, this survey was 
complicated due to the preexisting spots of contamination in the same areas.  
This included contamination surveys where water had flowed out building 
doors. The result of this was a conservative position that the very small 
amount of contamination found outside, which was barely above-background 
counts, "was likely" carried out by the water. This was reported in the 
accident summary report as, 'Water from the cut water line flooded the 
building, and some of it flowed out through various facility exit doors.  
Extensive surveys conducted inside and outside the building revealed 
radioactive contamination on the first floor of the facility, and a small area of 
slightly above-background levels of radioactive contamination outside, that 
was isolated and immobilized. The contamination found outside was likely 
the result of water flowing across walls and floors of contaminated areas of 
the facility, carrying radioactive material outside the building." Following the 
May 1997 explosion at Hanford, a review of the emergency management 
response indicated that multiple programs and systems failed in the hours 
following the accident In a letter to Secretarial Offices, Secretary of Energy 
Federico Pefia identified action to be taken at all DOE sites to implement 
lessons learned as discussed in Section 3.2.4.5 of this SPD EIS. It is DOE's
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INCREASES HANDLING AHD PROLIFERATION RISKS. RUSSIA 
ALSO WANTS THE WEST TO FINANCE T-EOPERATIONS AND 
OFFER MONETARY INCENTIVES...MORE REASONS TO NIX MOX.  

The state of the world plutonium problem is so severe 
that it will be a miracle if we accomplish the 

disposition task. IT MAKES MOST SENSE TO CHOSE 
STORAGE WHILE DEVELOPING IMOBILIZATION TECHNIQUES AND 
FINANCING ONLY THOSE OPTIONS WHICH DO NOT PROMOTE A 
PLUTONIUM ECONOMY.

17 
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policy to place public safety above other program goals. DOE is committed 
to public and worker safety during the construction, operation, and 
deactivation of the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities, and 
would implement appropriate controls and procedures to ensure compliance 
with all applicable Federal, State, and local laws, rules, regulations, 
and requirements.  

ORD07-17 MOX Approach 

This comment is addressed in responses ORD07-3, ORD07-12, and 
ORD07-14.

ORD07-18 

This comment is addressed in response ORD07-3.

MOX Approach

Respectfully submitted, 

Lynn Sims 

DanItWa-ste Oregon Caucus 
3959 NE 42 
Portland, OR 97213
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ORD06-1 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

AUGUST 18, 1998 Sims page I

SURPLUS PLUTONIUM DISPOSITION DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
STATEMENT PUBLIC COMMENT 

Thank you for holding a hearing regarding Plutonium Disposition in Portland. Even more 
hearings must be held on this important national and interational policy making environmental 
impact statement, Plutonium policy must be democratized, not just made still in semi-secrt, 
mainly holding hearings only in areas in the vicinities of involving those who are dhitl 
impacted by plutonium related jobs progrms.  

I take issue with the basic DOE statment tha"thifs draft SPDEIS identifics reasonable 
alternatives for plutonium disposition" The dual track strategy is on the wrong track headed over 

the cliffto catastrophe. The MOX optionpromotes more handling, more transport, increased risk 

of aseodeams, increased risk of health problems, incrased expenses, more problematic spent fuel 
disposal and more security risks than guarded storage or prompt immobiiSation. The 

Department's continued emphasis upon MOX fiuelhý in light of all we know today, assa 
reasonable disposition option, seems to reflect a lingering institutional insanity.  

The Nuclear Control Institute argues that"using MOX fuel for commercial nuclear power plants 

is simply too expensive and too risky. Stimulating commerce in plutonima is a recipe for 
disaster. Mox takes too long. MOX costs too much. Tens of billions of dollars will probably be 

neededsto underwritetheo Russian nuclear power Industry so that it can use MOX fueL MOX Is 

too dangerous. MOX fuel educs the stability of reactor cores. MOX increases the severity of 
certain accidents. MOX undercuts non-proliferation and arms control." (Paul Levcnthal, The 

Case Ageainst Using Military Plutonium as Civilian Fuel March 12, 1998) 

This SPDEIS states that "the purpose of andneed for the proposed action is to duec the threat 

of nucleat weapons proliferation worldwide by conducting disposition of surplus plutonium in 

the United States inan environmentally safe and timely manner." MOX is neither 

environmentally safe nor timely. Moreover, we have just had a terrible eonirmationof the 

saying that "nuclear power, powers nuclear bombs" when India exploded the "peacewtLl atom".  

MOX would not curb proliferation. The more plutonium is handled and transported, the more 

risk them is of inaccurate accountahility and diversion. Tf our purmp is to reduce the 

availability ofplutonium, thenpromoting a plutonium economy. MOX fuel and Russian 
reprocessing is obviously THE WRONG TRACK.  

In early August 1998 even Sensor Domenici had called for a new approach to Plutonium 
Disposal in face of the astronomical expenses. The ENERGY DAILY explained that Senator 
Domenici learned from the Russian minister of atomic energy that Russia would pursue its MOX 

program only if the West paid for the construction of a MOX fuel fabrication plant in Russia...  
And paid additional compensation to encourage Russia to use the MOX in their reactors. This 

stupendous military-industrial complex corporate welfare would wreck the world budget.

1 

2 
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DOE held a number of regional hearings in places such as Boston, Chicago, 
Denver, and San Francisco during the preparation of the Storage and 

Disposition PEIS. To provide for public comment on the SPD Draft EIS, DOE 

conducted public hearings near the potentially affected DOE sites, and 

therefore, with the most directly affected population. To encourage 

participation and comment by all interested citizens not in the vicinity of 

those public hearing locations, DOE provided a number of means for 

submitting comments: mail, a toll-free telephone and fax line, andthe MD Web 

site. All comments submitted, orally and in writing, were considered equally 

in the preparation of this SPD EIS. DOE does not believe any additional 

hearings are necessary.

ORD06-2 Alternatives

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach.  
Pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the 

United States important insurance against potential disadvantages of 

implementing either approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides 

the best opportunity forU.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement 

similar options for reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it 

sends the strongest possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to 

reduce stockpiles of surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner 

that would make it technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons 

again. By working in parallel with Russia to reduce stockpiles of excess 

plutonium, the United States can reduce the chance that weapons-usable 

nuclear material could fall into the hands of terrorists or rogue states.  

Operation of the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities is expected 

to take approximately the same amount of time for either approach. The 

difference in timing for the hybrid approach is associated with the amount of 

time that MOX fuel would be irradiated in domestic, commercial reactors.  

However, none of the proposed reactors are expected to operate longer 

under the hybrid approach than they would if they continued to use LEU fuel.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaling process, this SPD EIS 

contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs
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DON'T WASTE OREGON CAUCAS 
LYNN Sims 
PAGE 2 OF 2

Simsapage H 
Domenici believes Russian officials would support conversion of plutonium to mclassified 

shapes and storage under internalional oversighL This is an idea that makes scme kind of 
common sense for fast track securing of plutonium.  

On top of all the economic, health, environmental and proliferation liabilities of the MOX option 
is the significant fact that no nongovernmental organization, public interest group or 
environmental organization either here or in Russiawants MOX to happen. In Russiathe 
Center for NuclearEcology sad Energy Policy of Socio-ecological Union of 200 environmental 
organizations has a special resolution against MOX fuil. Hundreds of Western groups signed on 
to a letter calling for an end to all policies and practices that would allow or encourage the use of 
plutonium as a fuel in nuclear power reactors in March of this year. We the people have the right 
to determine what futue we want regarding the profound subject of phuomium disposition. It is 
vwy telling that it is only people who make money frso MOX projects support it. This isthe 
kind of damaged reasoning that places greed before responsibility to the people, the environment 
and futre generations.  

We don't want MOX operations at Hanford, orPanite, or INEEL or Savannah River or at any 
site in Europe or Asia. Nobody in their right mind wants a plutonium economy and we ask you 
to do the right thing asd reconsider going forward with MOX plans and concentrate only upon 
swift guarded storage and immobilization technologies.  

Respeetlislly submitted, 

Lynn Sims 
Don't Waste Oregon Caucus 
3959NE42 
Portland, OR 97213
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associated with the various alternatives. A separate report, CostAnalysis in 
Support of Site Selectionfor Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium Disposition 
(DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost estimates 
for each alternative, was made available around the same time as the 
SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle Costs 
and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 
November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 
with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 
locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.  

Section 4.28 was revised to provide reactor-specific analyses and discuss 
the potential environmental impacts of using a partial MOX core. Decisions 
on the surplus plutonium disposition program will be based on environmental 
analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input.

ORD06-3 DOE Policy

The goal of the surplus plutonium disposition program is to reduce the threat 
of nuclear weapons proliferation worldwide by conducting disposition of 
surplus plutonium in the United States in an environmentally safe and timely 
manner. Converting the surplus plutonium into MOX fuel and using it in 
domestic, commercial reactors is an effective way to accomplish this.  
Consistent with the U.S. policy of discouraging the civilian use of plutonium, 
a MOX facility would be built and operated subject to the following strict 
conditions: construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be 
owned by the U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to 
the disposition of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut 
down at the completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program.  

DOE's surplus plutonium disposition program is not a profit-making venture.  
This SPD EIS does not consider the impacts of any of the alternatives on the 
Russian plutonium disposition program. However, DOE is working diligently 
to ensure that Russia continues to pursue plutonium disposition with the 
same vigor as the United States. The United States does not currently plan 
to implement a unilateral program; however, it will retain the option to begin 
certain surplus plutonium disposition activities in order to encourage the 
Russians and set an international example.
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